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PREFACE

Gravitational waves
Gravity has been static and straightforward since Newton’s law of universal gravitation in
1687 [1], in which gravity is described as an attractive force between massive objects. Such
a view has been regarded as “the law of gravity” until the proposal of general relativity
by Albert Einstein in 1916 [2].

General relativity describes gravity as a distortion of the spacetime continuum. In
other words, the spacetime continuum is not static but dynamic. Together with this dy-
namic spacetime continuum, gravitational waves are also predicted. Gravitational waves
are the ripples of spacetime that sketch space and time and everything in it.

Detecting gravitational waves
Although Albert Einstein predicted gravitational waves in 1916, it was not until 1974
that its effect was observed. In 1974, with the aid of the Arecibo 305m dish, Hulse and
Taylor measured the variation of the orbital period of a neutron-star–pulsar binary [3].
The variation was accurately predicted by general relativity, and it was the result of the
binary radiating its energy and angular momentum via gravitational waves.

It took another 40 years for gravitational waves to be directly detected. In 2015, the
Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (Advanced LIGO) [4] de-
tected the first gravitational wave signal [5]. That signal, often referred to as GW150914,
was emitted by a binary black hole merger of ∼ 36 and ∼ 29 solar masses at a distance
of ∼ 1.4 billion light-years. Ever since, binary black hole mergers’ gravitational waves
have been regularly detected [6–8]. Such observations allow one to access the previously
invisible population of binary black holes.

In 2017, the first gravitational wave signal from a binary neutron star merger, GW170817,
[9] was observed by Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo [10]. Moreover, it is also the
first multi-messenger event that originated from a binary neutron star [11, 12], which
started the era of multi-messenger astronomy.

Gravitational-wave astronomy
The detections of gravitational waves open a whole new spectrum for physics. For in-
stance, with the aid of gravitational waves, one can probe the properties of the binary
black hole population [13, 14]. Moreover, one can put general relativity to the test in the
limit of strong and dynamic field [15–18]. None of the above could be achieved before
2015.

Besides astrophysics and gravitational physics, gravitational waves also offer the op-
portunity for us to probe other fundamental physics, e.g., nuclear physics. Since the
detection of GW170817, numerous studies have been done on extracting physics from
neutron stars [19–35].
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We are living in an amazing and exciting time. With gravitational waves, we can look
into the Universe in a new way and await the surprises that nature will offer.

Outline
This thesis is divided into four parts. Part I gives a general introduction to gravitational
wave and multi-messenger data analysis. Parts II, III, and IV showcase how gravitational
wave or multi-messenger observations help answer specific aspects of physics questions.

Part I

Chapter 1 briefly introduces general relativity and how gravitational waves arise in lin-
earized general relativity. In chapter 2, the observables of a binary black hole and neutron
stars (both isolated and in binary) are presented. Chapter 3 gives an overview of Bayesian
inference with the necessary computational techniques introduced in Chapter 4.

Part II

Part II focuses on inferring the equation-of-state of supranuclear matter via observations
of neutron stars on gravitational and electromagnetic channels. Chapter 5 demonstrates
the feasibility of probing the presence of a phase transition in a neutron star and quanti-
fying the transition’s properties with gravitational-wave signals from binary neutron star
mergers. Chapter 6 shows the robust constraint on the equation of state with nuclear the-
oretical calculations and the current astrophysical observations. Chapter 7 shows how to
distinguish a neutron star and a low mass black hole via the information on the equation
of state; in particular, GW190814 is used as an example. Chapter 8 updates the constraint
with the latest X-ray observations on PSR J0740+6620. Chapter 9 further includes the
results of terrestrial heavy-ion collision experiments, which lead to the state-of-the-art
constraint on the equation-of-state of supranuclear matter. These chapters are based on
Refs. [29, 36–39].

Part III

Part III demonstrates the astrophysical implications of an accurate and precise constraint
on the equation of state. Chapter 10 shows how to measure the magnification of a lensed
binary neutron star signal with one single image; for instance, GW190425 is used as an
example. This chapter is based on Ref. [40].

Part IV

Part IV shows how to test the validity of general relativity with gravitational-wave ob-
servations. Chapter 11 introduces the methods for probing the polarization content of
gravitational waves; GW170817 is used as an example. Chapter 12 demonstrates a tech-
nique for distinguishing binary black holes and other exotic compact objects; all the binary
black holes in GWTC-1 have been tested. These chapters are based on Refs. [41, 42].
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CHAPTER 1

GRAVITATIONAL WAVES IN GENERAL RELATIVITY:
PROPAGATION, GENERATION, AND DETECTION

This chapter gives a brief overview of general relativity and gravitational wave. We will
first define the notations and conventions to be used, followed by an overview of general
relativity. That includes the propagation of gravitational waves and how they interact
with matter. After that, we will demonstrate how gravitational waves are generated,
subsequently how to detect gravitational waves.

1.1 A brief overview of general relativity

1.1.1 Conventions and notations
Unless stated otherwise, geometric units are employed. Therefore, the speed of light c
and the universal gravitational constant G are set to unity;

c = G = 1. (1.1)

Moreover, unless explicitly stated, the Einstein summation convention is used. For exam-
ple,

aµbµ =
∑
µ

aµbµ, (1.2)

and similarly for any dummy index µ appearing as both an upper and lower index.
Space-time indices are denoted by the lower-case Greek letters, µ, ν, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3. The

space indices are denoted by the lower-case Roman letters, i, j, ... = 1, 2, 3. For example,
the spacetime coordinates of an event xα are given by

xα = (t, xi), (1.3)

where t is the coordinate time and xi are the spactial coordinates.
The infinitesimal line element ds is given by

ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν , (1.4)

where gµν is the metric tensor. Such a line element is invariant under all possible coordi-
nate transformations

xµ → x′µ. (1.5)

Under coordinate transformation, the transformed metric tensor is given by

g′µν = ∂xρ

∂x′µ
∂xσ

∂x′ν
gρσ, (1.6)
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and the transformed coordinate differential is given by

dx′µ = ∂x′µ

∂xρ
dxρ. (1.7)

The corresponding modifications of the metric tensor and the coordinate differentials
cancel each other out and keep the line element unchanged.

A (−,+,+,+) sign convention for the metric tensor is taken. For instance, the
Minkowski metric tensor ηµν under the Cartesian coordinate is given by

ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). (1.8)

The Christoffel symbols Γρµν are given by

Γρµν = 1
2g

ρλ (∂µgνλ + ∂νgµλ − ∂λgµν) , (1.9)

where gµν is the inverse of gµν . Therefore, gµαgαν = δµν , where δµν is the Kronecker delta.
The covariant derivative is denoted by ∇µ, which is given by

∇µV
ν = ∂V ν

∂xµ
+ ΓνµρV ρ

≡ ∂µV
ν + ΓνµρV ρ,

(1.10)

where V ν is an arbitrary vector field.
The Riemann curvature tensor Rα

ρµν can be defined as the commutator between the
covariant derivatives for an arbitrary covector field Vµ = gµνV

ν

Rλ
ρµνVλ = [∇µ,∇ν ]Vρ ≡ ∇µ∇νVρ −∇ν∇µVρ. (1.11)

The Riemann tensor can be expressed in terms of Christoffel symbols as

Rλ
ρµν = ∂µΓλνρ − ∂νΓλµρ + ΓλµσΓσνρ − ΓλνσΓσµρ. (1.12)

The Ricci tensor Rµν is given by

Rµν = Rα
µαν , (1.13)

and the Ricci scalar is given by
R = gµνRµν . (1.14)

1.1.2 General relativity

The general theory of relativity, commonly known as general relativity, was proposed by
Albert Einstein in 1915. The theory can be summarised in the following way;

“Space-time tells matter how to move; matter tells spacetime how to curve.”
—– John Archibald Wheeler
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The Einstein field equations quantify such a relation. They are given by

Gµν ≡ Rµν −
1
2gµνR = 8πTµν , (1.15)

where Gµν is the Einstein tensor, which encodes the curvature of spacetime, and Tµν is
the stress-energy tensor, which describes the density of energy and momentum of matter.
One can show that

∇µT
µν = 0, (1.16)

which is the local conservation of energy and momentum.
In general relativity, a free-falling particle (i.e., no non-gravitational forces exerted on

it) moves along a geodesic, which is a generalized notion of a “straight line” on curved
spacetime. In particular, a geodesic is the “shortest path” between two points in space-
time. Using this principle, one can write an action for such a particle S as

S =
∫
ds =

∫ √
−gµν

dxµ

dσ

dxν

dσ
dσ. (1.17)

By using the Euler-Lagrange equations (i.e., the least action principle), the geodesic
equation for a massive particle can be obtained as follow;

d2xµ

dτ 2 + Γµαβ
dxα

dτ

dxβ

dτ
= 0, (1.18)

where τ is the proper time, dτ 2 = −ds2. For a null geodesic, the path taken by a massless
particle (e.g. a photon), the geodesic equation is given by

d2xµ

dλ2 + Γµαβ
dxα

dλ

dxβ

dλ
= 0, (1.19)

where λ is an affine parameter on the geodesic.
General relativity incorporates the strong equivalence principle, therefore,

“The outcome of any local experiment in a freely falling laboratory is
independent of the laboratory’s velocity and location in spacetime,”

i.e. a non-local experiment is needed for detecting the influence of gravity. One such
experiment is to observe the paths of two nearby freely falling point particles. For two
particles separated by εµ, their separation is governed by the geodesic deviation equation,
which is given by

D2εµ

Dτ 2 = −Rµ
ρνσε

ν dx
ν

dτ

dxσ

dτ
, (1.20)

where D/Dτ is the directional covariant derivative of a vector field V µ(xν) along the
world line xµ(τ),

DV µ

Dτ
≡ dV µ

dτ
+ ΓµνρV ν dx

ρ

dτ
. (1.21)

Based on Eq. (1.20), we can conclude that the presence of gravity is signified by a non-zero
Riemann curvature tensor. In the next section, we will show how a perturbation on a flat
spacetime results in a non-zero Riemann tensor, therefore, gravity.
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1.2 Linearized Einstein field equation

1.2.1 Linear expansion around flat spacetime

To gain further insight into general relativity, we first expand around a Minkowski space-
time, i.e.

gµν = ηµν + hµν with |hµν | � 1, (1.22)

and we neglect any beyond-linear-order correction from hµν to the Einstein field equa-
tion. For Eq. (1.22) to hold, a set of reference frames is being chosen. As a result, the
invariance of general relativity under any coordinate transformation is broken. However,
the condition |hµν | � 1 continues to hold under transformation of the form

x′µ = xµ + ξµ(xν) with |∂µξν | . |hµν |. (1.23)

Given such a transformation, the transformation of hµν is given by

h′µν = hµν − (∂µξν + ∂νξµ). (1.24)

Eq. (1.24) demonstrates the necessity of demanding |∂µξν | . |hµν | for the condition
|hµν | � 1 to hold.

In addition to the local transformation described in Eq. (1.23), a global transformation,
for instance, a Lorentz transformation

x′µ = Λµ
νx

ν , (1.25)

can be performed as long as the boost does not spoil the |hµν | � 1 condition.

1.2.2 Linearised Einstein field equation

Based on the above linearly perturbed metric, the Christoffel symbols and Riemann tensor
are given by

Γρµν = 1
2(∂µhρν + ∂νh

ρ
µ − ∂ρhµν) +O(h2), (1.26)

Rλ
ρµν = 1

2(∂2
ρµh

λ
ν − ∂ρ∂νhλµ + ∂λ∂νhρµ − ∂λ∂µhρν) +O(h2). (1.27)

Moreover, the Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar are given by

Rµν = 1
2(∂ν∂λhλµ + ∂µ∂λh

λ
ν − ∂λ∂λhµν − ∂µ∂νhλλ) +O(h2), (1.28)

R = 1
2(∂µ∂νhµν − ∂µ∂µhνν) +O(h2). (1.29)

The Einstein tensor is then, up to leading order, given by

Gµν = Rµν −
1
2Rgµν

= 1
2(∂λ∂µhλν + ∂λ∂νh

λ
µ − ∂µ∂νh−�hµν − ηµν∂ρ∂λhρλ + ηµν�h),

(1.30)
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where the trace of hµν , h = ηµνhµν = hµµ and the d’Alembert operator � = ηµν∂µ∂ν =
∂µ∂µ, respectively. To simplify Eq. (1.30) one can introduce the trace-reversed h̄µν , which
is given by

h̄µν = hµν −
1
2ηµνh. (1.31)

Eq. (1.30) becomes

Gµν = 1
2(∂λ∂ν h̄µλ + ∂λ∂µh̄νλ −�h̄µν − ηµν∂λ∂ρh̄λρ). (1.32)

To further simplify the Einstein tensor, one can take advantage of the gauge freedom
described in Eq. (1.24). In particular, the so called harmonic gauge can be chosen, which
enforces

∂ν h̄µν = 0. (1.33)

Such a gauge can be achieved by choosing ξµ in Eq. (1.24)to be

ξµ(xα) =
∫
G(xα − yα)∂ν h̄µν(yα)dxα, (1.34)

where G(xα − yα) is the Green’s function for the d’Alembert operator. The harmonic
gauge leaves room for additional gauge freedom; any ξµ that satisfies �ξµ = 0, does not
spoil the harmonic gauge.

Applying the harmonic gauge, the Einstein tensor G becomes

Gµν = −1
2�h̄µν , (1.35)

and the linearized Einstein field equations become

�h̄µν = −16πTµν . (1.36)

1.2.3 Gravitational waves in the vacuum
In vacuum (Tµν = 0), the linearized Einstein field equations are give by

�h̄µν = 0, (1.37)

which admits plane-wave solutions

h̄µν = Aµν exp(ikσxσ + φ),
kµk

µ = 0.
(1.38)

Therefore, the gravitational influence travels like a wave, also known as a gravitational
wave, at the speed of light. Because of the harmonic gauge,

kµAµν = 0, (1.39)

so that a gravitational wave is a traverse wave.
As mentioned, a ξµ satisfying �ξµ = 0 leaves the harmonic gauge untouched. As a

result, the trace-reversed perturbation metric tensor h̄µν is left with 16 - 6 (symmetric
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tensor) - 4 (harmonic gauge) - 4 (ξµ-freedom) = 2 degrees of freedom. As we will see next,
these degrees of freedom correspond to the two independent polarization of gravitational
waves. In particular, we can demand that

vµh̄µν = 0, (1.40)

where vµ is the 4-velocity of an arbitrary observer. This condition only consists of three
constraints as one of them is repeated with vµ∂ν h̄µν = 0, where we took ∂νvµ = 0. The
last gauge freedom is then used such that

h̄ = ηµν h̄µν = 0. (1.41)

By choosing the 4-velocity vµ = (1,~0), which is the velocity of a stationary observer with
respect to the coordinate system, the following constraints are satisfied;

h̄µ0 = 0, (1.42a)
ηµν h̄µν = h̄ii = 0, (1.42b)
∂µh̄µν = ∂ih̄ij = 0. (1.42c)

The gauge description above is often referred as the traceless-traverse gauge (TT gauge).
In this gauge, h = −h̄ = 0, therefore, h̄µν = hµν . Moreover, by specifying the gravita-
tional wave to be propagating along the z-direction (without the loss of generality), the
perturbation metric tensor is given by

hTT
µν = h̄TT

µν =


0 0 0 0
0 h+ 0 0
0 0 −h+ 0
0 0 0 0

+


0 0 0 0
0 0 h× 0
0 h× 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , (1.43)

where the superscript TT denotes the traverse-traceless gauge. The h+ and h× are the two
residual degrees of freedom, referred to as the plus and cross polarization of a gravitational
wave, respectively.

1.2.4 Interaction between gravitational waves and matter
One way to observe the influence of gravitational waves on matter is to calculate the mo-
tion of a free-falling point particle under the perturbed metric. By applying the geodesic
equation Eq. (1.18), on a particle at rest dxi/dτ = 0,

d2xi

dτ 2 = −Γi00

(
dx0

dτ

)2

= 1
2(∂ih00 − 2∂0h

i
0)
(
dx0

dτ

)2

= 0.

(1.44)

A particle initially at rest does not experience any effect due to the gravitational wave
under the TT gauge. The reason for such a phenomenon is not a physical one, but because
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we specify vµ = (1,~0) throughout the whole spacetime. As a result, the effect from the
gravitational wave is canceled out by the coordinate system’s correction.

To observe the gravitational wave, we can first calculate the behavior of the proper
distance between two points. Given two points separated along the x-axis, (t, x1, 0, 0) and
(t, x2, 0, 0), the proper distance s between them is given by

s =
∫
ds

=
∫ x2

x1
dx
√

1 + h+ cos(ωt+ φ)

≈ (x2 − x1)
(

1 + 1
2h+ cos(ωt+ φ)

)
,

(1.45)

where is the second line we made explicit the time dependence of the plane wave. Thus,
proper distance between two points oscillates under the influence of gravitational waves.

In order to observe the coordinate distance between two points to reflect the presence
of gravitational wave, a different gauge is needed. One of such choice is the so called
Local Lorentz gauge. Based on the strong equivalence principle, for any point P in the
spacetime there exist a coordinate transformation such that

gµν(P ) = ηµν +O
((

x

R

)2
)
, (1.46)

where R is the radius of curvature of the metric tensor at that point. This locally flat
metric is the tangent plane of the spacetime manifold at point P . Given the Local Lorentz
gauge and assuming a non-relativistic limit (dx0/dτ � dxi/dτ), the geodesic deviation
equation (1.20) is given by

d2εi

dτ 2 ≈ −R
i
0j0ε

j

(
dx0

dτ

)2

. (1.47)

Because the metric is locally flat, d2x0/dτ 2 = d2t/dτ 2 = 0. The equation is then given by

d2εi

dt2
= ε̈i ≈ −Ri

0j0ε
j, (1.48)

where the double overdot denotes double time derivative. As the Riemann curvature
tensor is gauage-invariant, it can be computed under the TT gauge, where it is given by

Ri
0j0 = −1

2 ḧ
TT
ij , (1.49)

Therefore, the equations of motion are given by

ε̈i = 1
2 ḧ

TT
ij ε

j. (1.50)

Let us consider a ring of test particles sitting on the x-y plane where the gravitational
wave is traveling along the z-direction (normal to the plane). Because the gravitational
wave is transverse, we ignore a particle’s motion along the z-axis. The positions of the
particles are denoted as (x0 + δx, y0 + δy), where (x0, y0) is the unperturbed position and
(δx, δy) is the variation induced by the gravitational wave. The equations of motion are
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give by δ̈x
δ̈y

 = 1
2

ḧ+ 0
0 −ḧ+

+
 0 ḧ×
ḧ× 0

x0 + δx

y0 + δy


≈ 1

2

ḧ+ 0
0 −ḧ+

+
 0 ḧ×
ḧ× 0

x0

y0

 ,
(1.51)

where the leading-order approximation has been taken. The motion of the particle is give
by δx

δy

 = 1
2

ḧ+ 0
0 −ḧ+

+
 0 ḧ×
ḧ× 0

x0

y0

 . (1.52)

Let us consider the two polarization separately. For a monochromatic gravitational-wave
h+,× = A+,× cos(ωt), the motion due to the plus polarization is given byδx

δy

 = 1
2

ḧ+ 0
0 −ḧ+

x0

y0


= 1

2A+ cos(ωt)
 x0

−y0

 .
(1.53)

For the cross polarization, it is given byδx
δy

 = 1
2

 0 ḧ×
ḧ× 0

y0

x0


= 1

2A× cos(ωt)
y0

x0

 .
(1.54)

Their corresponding motions are shown in Fig 1.1, which explains the naming of plus and
cross for the polarizations.
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Figure 1.1: The impact on a ring of test particles of a gravitational wave in plus polar-
ization (left) and cross-polarization (right). In both cases, the wave is traveling in the
z-direction. The solid and dotted lines are the shape of the ring with a phase difference
of π.

1.2.5 Generation of gravitational waves

To study the generation of gravitational waves, we have to revisit the linearized Einstein
field equations, which state

�h̄µν = −16πTµν . (1.55)

To solve these equations, boundary conditions have to be imposed. We will assume no
incoming gravitational radiations and the source is confined. The general solution of
Eq. (1.55) is then given by

h̄µν(t, ~x) = 4
∫
d~y

Tµν(t− |~x− ~y|, ~y)
|~x− ~y|

. (1.56)

One can introduce a projection operator Λijkl so that

Λi
jklAkl = 0, (1.57a)

ΛijklAkln
i = 0, (1.57b)

where Akl and ni are an arbitrary tensor and the propagation direction of the gravitational
wave, respectively. These conditions uniquely define Λijkl as

Λijkl ≡ PikPjl −
1
2PijPkl, (1.58)

where Pij is given by
Pij ≡ δij − ninj. (1.59)

As a result, the metric perturbation in the TT gauge is given by

hTT
ij (t, ~x) = 4Λijkl

∫
d~y

T kl(t− |~x− ~y|, ~y)
|~x− ~y|

. (1.60)
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To simplify the expression in Eq. (1.60), one can impose approximations to its spatial and
temporal dependence. First, if we focus on the metric perturbation far away from the
source, one can take the far field approximation, which states

|~x− ~y| = |~x|+ yi∂i|~x|+O
(
d2

|~x|

)
≈ |~x| − yi∂i|~x|

= |~x| − yi xi
|~x|

= |~x| − yini
≡ r − yini,

(1.61)

Subsequently in the integrand of Eq. (1.60),

1
|~x− ~y|

= 1
|~x|

+ 1
|~x|2

niy
i +O

(
d2

|~x|3

)

≈ 1
|~x|

= 1
r
,

(1.62)

where d is the typical length scale of the source and r is the distance from the origin
to the observer. Moreover, we also assume that the stress-energy tensor is slow varying,
therefore,

ωd� 1, (1.63)

where ω is the angular frequency of the gravitational wave. The stress-energy tensor is
then given by

T ij(t− |~x− ~y|, ~y) ≈ T
(
t− r + nky

k, ~y
)

= T ij(t− r, ~y) + nky
k∂0T

ij(t− r, ~y)

+ 1
2nknly

kyl∂0∂0T
ij(t− r, ~y) +O(ω3d3T )

≈ T ij(t− r, ~y) + nky
k∂0T

ij(t− r, ~y)

+ 1
2nknly

kyl∂0∂0T
ij(t− r, ~y),

(1.64)

where T is the typical stress-energy scale of the source. We can further simplify the
expression Eq. (1.64) by defining the moments of the stress-energy tensor;

Sij(t) ≡
∫
d~y T ij(t, ~y), (1.65a)

Sijk(t) ≡
∫
d~y T ij(t, ~y)yk, (1.65b)

Sijkl(t) ≡
∫
d~y T ij(t, ~y)ykyl. (1.65c)

Eq. (1.64) then becomes

T ij(t− |~x− ~y|, ~y) ≈ Sij(t− r) + nkṠ
ijk(t− r) + 1

2nknlS̈
ijkl(t− r). (1.66)
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One can extract the physical meaning of each term in Eq. (1.66) by considering the mass
moments,

M(t) ≡
∫
d~y T 00(t, ~y), (1.67a)

M i(t) ≡
∫
d~y T 00(t, ~y)yi, (1.67b)

M ij(t) ≡
∫
d~y T 00(t, ~y)yiyj, (1.67c)

and the linear momentum moments

P i(t) ≡
∫
d~y T 0i(t, ~y), (1.68a)

P ij(t) ≡
∫
d~y T 0i(t, ~y)yi, (1.68b)

P ijk(t) ≡
∫
d~y T 0i(t, ~y)yjyk. (1.68c)

By using the conservation of energy and momentum Eq. (1.16) and the source being
confined in space, one can derive the following identities.

Ṁ = 0, (1.69a)
Ṁ i = P i, (1.69b)
Ṁ ij = P ij + P ji, (1.69c)
Ṁ ijk = P ijk + P jki + P kij, (1.69d)

Ṗ i = 0 (1.70a)
Ṗ ij = Sij (1.70b)
Ṗ ijk = Sijk + Sikj. (1.70c)

To leading order, Eq. (1.60) is given by

hTT
ij = 4

r
ΛijklS

kl(t− r)

= 2
r

ΛijklM̈
kl(t− r),

(1.71)

which shows that the leading order contribution to the gravitational wave is quadrupole
radiation. Because mass is always positive (unlike electric charge), the mass dipole mo-
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ment vanishes by translating the origin to the center-of-mass. Mathematically,

mass dipole =
∑
i

mi~x
′
i

=
∑
i

mi(~xi − ~xc)

=
∑
i

mi

~xi − 1
M

∑
j

mj~xj


=
∑
i

mi~xi −
∑
j

mj~xj

= ~0,

(1.72)

where M and ~xc are the total mass and the center-of-mass, respectively. The above
reasoning only holds if the total mass is always non-zero. As a result, the contribution of
dipole moment radiation is absent in gravitational waves.

Without loss of generality, we assume the gravitational wave is traveling towards the
positive z-direction. Eq. (1.71) becomes

hTT
ij (t) = 2

r


1
2(M̈11 − M̈22)(tret) M̈12(tret) 0

M̈21(tret) −1
2(M̈11 − M̈22)(tret) 0

0 0 0

 , (1.73)

where tret = t − r. Comparing Eq. (1.73) to Eq. (1.43), the two gravitational-wave
polarizations are

h+(t) = 1
r

(M̈11 − M̈22)(tret),

h×(t) = 2
r
M̈12(tret).

(1.74)

Let us consider one of the simplest systems with significant gravitational wave emission, a
binary system with two point masses. The two masses m1 and m2 are circularly orbiting
around their center-of-mass with a mutual separation of R and an angular frequency ωorb.
We have the origin placed at the center-of-mass and the angle between their plane of orbit
and the z-axis is denoted by ι. The position of the masses, ~y1 and ~y2, are then given by

~y1 = m2

m1 +m2
Rê(t),

~y2 = − m1

m1 +m2
Rê(t),

(1.75)

where ê(t) is given by

ê(t) = (cos(ωorbt), cos(ι) sin(ωorbt),− sin(ι) sin(ωorbt)) , (1.76)

where we have taken t = 0 to be the time at which the two masses’ separation is parallel
with the x-axis. Using Eq. (1.67) and T 00 = m1δ(~y−~y1)+m2δ(~y−~y2), the mass quadrupole
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is given by

Mij = m1m2

m1 +m2
R2


cos2(ωorbt) cos(ι) cos(ωorbt) sin(ωorbt) 0

cos(ι) cos(ωorbt) sin(ωorbt) cos2(ι) sin2(ωorbt) 0
0 0 0

 , (1.77)

the Mi3 and M3i are omitted as they do not contribute to the gravitational wave as seen
in Eq. (1.73). The resulting gravitational wave is

h+(t) = 1
r

4m1m2R
2ω2

orb
m1 +m2

1 + cos2(ι)
2 cos(2ωorbtret),

h×(t) = −1
r

4m1m2R
2ω2

orb
m1 +m2

cos(ι) sin(2ωorbtret).
(1.78)

By employing Kepler’s third law

ω2
orb = m1 +m2

R3 , (1.79)

and defining chirp massMc as

Mc = (m1m2)3/5

(m1 +m2)1/5 , (1.80)

Eq. (1.78) becomes

h+(t) = 4M5/3
c ω

2/3
orb

r

1 + cos2(ι)
2 cos(2ωorbtret),

h×(t) = −4M5/3
c ω

2/3
orb

r
cos(ι) sin(2ωorbtret).

(1.81)

A few things are to be noted in the gravitational-wave waveform, as shown in Eq. (1.81).

1. The amplitude and frequency of the waveform are constant. This is because we
have assumed the masses to undergo Newtonian motion. The back-reaction due to
energy and momentum carried away by gravitational waves is neglected.

2. The gravitational wave’s frequency is twice the orbital frequency. This is because
the mass quadrupole moment is invariant under parity transformation ~y → −~y.
This relation does not hold if higher mass moments are included.

3. At ι = 0, often referred as “face-on”, amplitudes of h+ and h× are equal and highest.
At ι = π/2, often referred as “edge-on”, h× vanishes and amplitude of h+ is half of
its maximum.

1.3 Detecting gravitational waves
As described in Sec. 1.2.4, gravitational waves can physically affect the test mass ex-
periencing it. Therefore one can utilize such behavior for detecting the presence of
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gravitational waves. The following section will give an overview of the interferometric
gravitational wave detector and basic techniques to detect a signal embedded in the data.

1.3.1 Detector response and beam pattern function
An interferometer consists of two arms, pointing along the two directions ui and vi,
respectively. The output of an interferometer is the strain, which is the relative distance
difference between the two arms.

Let us consider an interferometer sitting at the origin with arm length of L pointing
along ui = (1, 0, 0) and vi = (0, 1, 0), with a gravitational wave traveling along the
z-direction. Using Eq. (1.53) and (1.54), the length of the x-axis arm is changed by
δx = 1

2h+(t)L, and that of the y-axis arms is changed by δy = −1
2h+(t)L. The strain h(t)

is given by
h(t) = δx− δy

L
= h+(t), (1.82)

showing a direct relation with the gravitational wave.
In general, the strain is given by [43]

h(t) = Dijhij(t), where Dij ≡ 1
2(uiuj − vivj). (1.83)

Because the detector tensor Dij acts linearly, one can write the strain as

h(t) = F+h+(t) + F×h×(t), (1.84)

where F+ and F× are the beam pattern functions for the plus and cross polarizations,
respectively.1 For a detector with arms at right angle, the beam pattern function for
gravitational-wave radiating from the direction (θ, φ) relative to the detector’s origin is
given by

F 90o

+ = 1
2(1 + cos2 θ) cos 2φ cos 2ψ − cos θ sin 2φ sin 2ψ

F 90o

× = 1
2(1 + cos2 θ) cos 2φ sin 2ψ + cos θ sin 2φ cos 2ψ,

(1.85)

where ψ is the polarization angle which fixes an orientation in the plane perpendicular to
the propagation direction. The beam pattern functions with ψ = 0 are shown in Fig. 1.2.

1.3.2 Noise characterization
Because the amplitude of the gravitational waves observed on Earth is weak (∼ 10−21),
the effect of noise on the detector is not negligible. These noises result from multiple
contributions, e.g., gravitational disruption from nearby mass, seismic activity, etc. (see
Ref. [4, 10] for details). The time-series output from the detector d(t) can be expressed
as

d(t) = h(t) + n(t), (1.86)
1In general, the beam pattern functions have a time dependence due to Earth’s rotation. It is common

to ignore it as the signals in a second-generation gravitational-wave detector have a much shorter duration
than the rotation timescale.
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x
y

z

F+

x
y

z

F×

Figure 1.2: The beam pattern function of a 90o interferometer for the plus polarization
(left) and cross polarization (right) with ψ = 0 are shown.

where h(t) is the embedded gravitational-wave signal and n(t) is the noise. Due to the
abundance of noise, understanding its nature is crucial for detecting gravitational waves.

Suppose the noise in the detector can be described by a stationary Gaussian stochastic
process [44]2 with

〈n(t)〉 = 0, (1.87)

where the 〈·〉 bracket is referring to an ensemble average. In reality, one can only access
to a single realization of the noise. Therefore, ergodicity is assumed and the ensemble
average is replaced by a time average, e.g.

〈n(t)〉 = lim
T→∞

1
T

∫ T

0
dt n(t). (1.88)

The autocorrelation R(τ) is given by

R(τ) ≡ 〈n(t+ τ)n(t)〉

= lim
T→∞

∫ T

0
dt n(t+ τ)n(t),

(1.89)

which qualify how related are the noise separated by τ .
As it is a common practice to perform a time-series analysis in the Fourier domain,

one can define the power spectral density Pn(f) as

Pn(f) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞

dτ R(τ) exp(−i2πfτ). (1.90)

Note that

1. n(t) is real, so is R(τ), therefore Pn(−f) = P ∗n(f),

2. time translational symmetry, therefore R(τ) = R(−τ),
2Such an approximation turns out to be accurate for describing the noise in second-generation ground-

based detector like LIGO and Virgo [45].
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where the ∗ denotes complex conjugate. The power spectral density Pn(−f) = P ∗n(f) =
Pn(f), and the integral∫ ∞

−∞
dfPn(f) = 2

∫ ∞
0

dfPn(f) ≡
∫ ∞

0
dfSn(f), (1.91)

where Sn(f) is the one-sided power spectral density. The properties described above and
the usage of one-sided power spectral density justifies gravitational-wave data analysis to
be conducted for positive frequency only. Moreover, the one-sided power spectral density
has the following properties

〈n2(t)〉 = R(0)

=
∫ ∞

0
df Sn(f),

(1.92)

and
〈ñ(f)ñ∗(f ′)〉 = 1

2Sn(f)δ(f − f ′), (1.93)

where the overhead tilde refers to the Fourier transform. The representative one-sided
power spectral densities for LIGO and Virgo during the second half of the third observation
run (O3b) are shown in Fig. 1.3.

101 102 103

Frequency (Hz)
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10−41
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LIGO Hanford

LIGO Livingston

Virgo

Figure 1.3: The representative one-sided power spectral density for LIGO Hanford (or-
ange), LIGO Livingston (blue), and Virgo (purple) during the second half of the third
observation run.

Because of the Gaussian process nature of the noise, the probability density of having
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a particular noise realization pdf(n(t)) is

pdf(n(t)) = pdf(ñ(f))

∝ exp
(
−1

24
∫ ∞

0
df
|ñ|2

Sn(f)

)

≡ exp
(
−1

2〈n|n〉
)
,

(1.94)

In the above expression, a common notion of noise-weighted inner product 〈a|b〉 is used,
which is given by

〈a|b〉 ≡ 4<
∫ ∞

0
df
ã(f)b̃∗(f)
Sn(f) ≈ 4<

∑
i

∆f ã(fi)b̃∗(fi)
Sn(fi)

. (1.95)

Such an inner product incorporates the strength of the noise at different frequencies (in the
form of one-sided power spectral density), which is commonly used in gravitational-wave
data analysis.

1.3.3 Matched filtering

With the knowledge of the noise described in the previous section, one can develop the
technique for searching for gravitational-wave signals hidden within the noise. In partic-
ular, the details of the matched filtering technique are presented in this section.

Suppose we are searching for the gravitational-wave signal in the form of h(t) with a
filter W (t). We define the matching between the data d(t) and the filter to be

d̂ ≡
∫ ∞
−∞

dt d(t)W (t)

=
∫ ∞
−∞

df d̃(f)W̃ ∗(f).
(1.96)

Furthermore, the signal-to-noise ratio is defined to be ρ ≡ S/N , where S is the mean of
d̂ in the presence of a gravitational-wave signal, and N is the root-mean-square value of
d̂ when no gravitational wave is present. Therefore,

S ≡ 〈d̂〉, with d(t) = h(t) + n(t)

=
〈∫ ∞
−∞

dt d(t)W (t)
〉

=
∫ ∞
−∞

dt 〈d(t)〉W (t)

=
∫ ∞
−∞

dt h(t)W (t)

=
∫ ∞
−∞

df h̃(f)W̃ ∗(f)

= 2<
∫ ∞

0
df h̃(f)W̃ ∗(f),

(1.97)
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and
N2 ≡

〈
d̂2
〉
− 〈d̂〉2, with d(t) = n(t)

=
〈
d̂2
〉

=
∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

dt dt′ 〈n(t)n(t′)〉W (t)W (t′)

= 1
2

∫ ∞
−∞

df Sn(f)W̃ (f)W̃ ∗(f)

=
∫ ∞

0
df Sn(f)W̃ (f)W̃ ∗(f).

(1.98)

The resulting signal-to-noise ratio ρ is given by

ρ = 2<
∫ ∞

0
df h̃(f)W̃ ∗(f)

/√∫ ∞
0

df Sn(f)W̃ (f)W̃ ∗(f)

= 4<
∫ ∞

0
df h̃(f)W̃ ∗(f)

/√
4<

∫ ∞
0

df Sn(f)W̃ (f)W̃ ∗(f)

= 4<
∫ ∞

0
df h̃(f) ˜̂

W ∗(f)/Sn(f)
/√

4<
∫ ∞

0
df

˜̂
W (f) ˜̂

W ∗(f)/Sn(f)

= 〈h|Ŵ 〉√
〈Ŵ |Ŵ 〉

,

(1.99)

where the noise-weighted inner product (Eq. (1.95)) is used at the last line to simplify
the expression, and ˜̂

W is given by

˜̂
W = W̃ (f)Sn(f). (1.100)

To maximize the signal-to-noise ratio ρ, the optimal filter to be used is given by

W̃ (f) ∝ h̃(f)
Sn(f) , (1.101)

and the corresponding signal-to-noise ratio is referred as the optimal signal-to-noise ratio,
which is given by

ρopt =
√
〈h|h〉. (1.102)
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CHAPTER 2
BLACK HOLES AND NEUTRON STARS

Ninety candidate signals [46] have been detected so far by the Advanced LIGO [4] and
Advanced Virgo [10] gravitational wave detectors, the bulk of which are from merging
binary black holes [5–7, 47, 48], as well as two binary neutron star inspirals [9, 49] and
two neutron star-black hole coalescences [50]. Moreover, the electromagnetic counter-
parts of GW170817 [9], namely, a kilonova AT2017gfo [51–59] and a gamma-ray burst
GRB170817A [11, 12] were detected. Together with the radio and X-ray observations of
isolated neutron stars [60–66], this marks the beginning of the multi-messenger era.

This chapter briefly reviews the physics of binary black holes and neutron stars. We
will first introduce the orbit of binary point masses beyond the Newtonian approxima-
tion, then describe inspiral-only and inspiral-merger-ringdown gravitational-wave wave-
form models. After that, the physics of isolated neutron stars will be described, together
with the corresponding observations made on them. Finally, we will discuss both the
electromagnetic and gravitational signals emitted by binary neutron stars.

2.1 Binary black holes
A black hole is one of the simplest objects in the Universe. By the no-hair theorem,
a stationary black hole is fully characterized by its mass, electric charge, and angular
momentum [67]. In Sec. 1.2.5, we described the gravitational waves emitted by binary
point masses, which turns out to be the lowest order approximation for the behavior of a
binary black hole. This section will discuss the higher-order corrections to binary black
hole orbits and how it leads to accurate waveform models.

2.1.1 Beyond the Newtonian approximation
In Sec. 1.2.5, we have assumed the orbit to be fully Newtonian. This assumption neglected
the loss of energy and angular momentum by the emission of gravitational waves. Based
on the second-order expansion of the linearized Einstein field equation, one can derive
the expression for the stress-energy tensor of gravitational waves. Under TT gauge, the
power P of gravitational waves far away from the source is given by [68]

P ≡ ĖGW = r2

16π

∫
dΩ 〈ḣTT

ij ḣ
TT
ij 〉t, (2.1)

where 〈·〉t denotes average over a time interval much longer than the gravitational wave’s
period, and Ω is the solid angle.

By assuming the binary’s rate of energy loss to be equal to the gravitational wave
power,

dE

dt
= −P , (2.2)
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one can solve for the motion of the binary iteratively. By taking the waveform of a
Newtonian binary as shown in Eq. (1.81), the power is given by

P =
∫
dΩ 2

π
(Mcωorb)10/3

(1 + cos2(ι)
2

)2

+ cos2(ι)


= 4 (Mcωorb)10/3
∫ π

0
dι sin(ι)

(1 + cos2(ι)
2

)2

+ cos2(ι)


= 32
5 (Mcωorb)10/3

≡ 32
5 (πMcfGW)10/3,

(2.3)

where fGW = 2forb = ωorb/π. Moreover, the total energy of the binary E is

E = 1
2m1v

2
1 + 1

2m2v
2
2 −

m1m2

R

= −1
2
m1m2

R

= −1
2Mc(πMcfGW)2/3.

(2.4)

By using Eq. (2.2), one obtains

ḟGW = 96
5
fGW

Mc

(πMcfGW)8/3, (2.5)

and
fGW(t) = 1

πMc

( 5
256

Mc

tc − t

)3/8
, (2.6)

where tc is the time of coalescence and fGW(t) is the instantaneous gravitational wave
frequency. These expressions match our physical intuition; as the binary loses energy, the
two masses spiral towards each other with increasing velocity. Because we have assumed
the two black holes to be point masses, the frequency diverges at t = tc.

Given the frequency evolution, the associated gravitational-wave waveform is given by

h+(t) = Mc

r

( 5Mc

tc − t

)1/4 1 + cos2(ι)
2 cos(ΦGW(t)),

h×(t) = −Mc

r

( 5Mc

tc − t

)1/4
cos(ι) sin(ΦGW(t)),

(2.7)

where
ΦGW(t) = −

∫ tc

t
dt′ 2πfGW(t′) + Φc

= −2
(
tc − t
5Mc

)5/8
+ Φc,

(2.8)

where Φc is the phase of the gravitational wave at t = tc.

For binary black holes, the point mass approximation fails when the separation of the
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two black holes is comparable to their event horizon radii. To resolve the evolution of the
horizons during inspiral requires techniques of numerical relativity, which take a significant
amount of computational resources. Therefore it is common to use the innermost stable
circular orbit (ISCO) as a proxy for where the approximation breaks down. The ISCO
of a black hole is the closest marginally stable circular orbit for a test particle to orbit
around it [67]. For a non-spinning, chargeless black hole with mass M , the ISCO locates
at 6M from the center of it. The corresponding gravitational wave frequency for ISCO is
given by

fGW,ISCO = 1
63/2πM

, (2.9)

which is also taken to be the frequency at which the inspiral picture no longer holds.

2.1.2 Post-Newtonian waveform models
We have a first glance of the behavior of a binary beyond Newtonian gravity in Sec. 2.1.1,
which gives a qualitative picture of how a binary behaves in general relativity. To obtain an
accurate representation of the binary’s motion, especially the corresponding gravitational-
wave waveform, the post-Newtonian (PN) expansion formalism is introduced. The PN
expansion is a series expansion in terms of the characteristic velocity v of the binary.
Therefore, by including higher powers of v, the resulting series would be representative
at higher velocity. The term “PN order” is often used for stating the powers of v beyond
leading order is included in an expression; in particular, an n-PN order expression includes
up to v2n beyond the leading order.

The PN formalism based on Kepler’s third law and the energy-power equation Eq. (2.2).
Those equations are often rewritten in terms of v [69]

dΦorb

dt
= v3

m1 +m2
≡ v3

M
, (2.10)

dv

dt
= − P(v)

dE(v)/dv ≡ −
P(v)
E ′(v) , (2.11)

or, equivalently,
Φorb(v) = Φref +

∫ vref

v
dv

v3

M

E ′(v)
P(v) , (2.12)

t(v) = tref +
∫ vref

v
dv

E ′(v)
P(v) , (2.13)

where Φorb =
∫ t dt′ ωorb(t′) = ΦGW/2 is the orbital phase and the subscript “ref” denotes

an arbitrary reference quantity. One can see that the expressions for P(v) and E are the
foundation for any PN calculation. Once they are known, the associated waveform can
be calculated.

The energy E(v) (up to 3PN order) and the flux P(v) (up to 3.5PN order) are [70–80]

E(v) = −1
2ηMv2

[
1−

(3
4 + 1

12η
)
v2 −

(27
8 −

19
8 η + 1

24η
2
)
v4

−
(675

64 −
(34445

576 −
205
96 π

2
)
η + 155

96 η
2 + 35

5184η
3
)
v6
]
,

(2.14)
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Quantity P(v)/E ′(v) Φorb(v) t(v) Φorb(t)
TaylorT1 - - - Numerically solve
TaylorT2 Power series in v Power series in v Power series in v Numerically solve
TaylorT3 Power series in v Power series in v Power series in v Power series in θ
TaylorT4 Power series in v - - Numerically solve

Table 2.1: Summary of time-domain Taylor approximants.
Different approaches taken by different Taylor approximants are shown. The “-” denotes
that the quantity is not used or no treatment is done. “Numerically solve” refers to nu-
merically solving Eq. (2.10) and Eq. (2.11) simultaneously. With θ = (η(tref−t)/5M)−1/8.
Details can be found in Ref. [69].

P(v) = 32
5 η

2v10
[
1−

(1247
336 + 35

12η
)
v2 + 4πv3 −

(44711
9072 −

9271
504 η −

65
18η

2
)
v4

−
(8191

672 + 583
24 η

)
πv5 +

{
6643739519
69854400 + 16

3 π
2 − 1712

105 γ +
(41

48π
2 − 134543

7776

)
η

− 94403
3024 η

2 − 755
324η

3 − 856
105 ln(16v2)

}
v6 −

(16285
504 −

214745
1728 η − 193385

3024 η2
)
πv7

]
,

(2.15)
where η = m1m2/M

2 and γ = 0.57721 . . . are the symmetric mass ratio and the Euler-
Mascheroni constant, respectively. Because one is dealing with a perturbative series, one
is free to “re-expand’ or “re-sum” the series in whatever way one wants while the order
in the perturbation expansions is kept consistent. The resulting waveforms are referred
as the Taylor approximants; their approaches are summarised in Tab. 2.1.

As shown in Sec. 1.3.3, gravitational-wave data analysis is done in the frequency
domain. Therefore, it is beneficial to have the waveform analytically Fourier transformed
for lower computational cost. Yet, an approximation has to be taken for the Fourier
transform, referred to as the stationary phase approximation (SPA).

Given a time-domain waveform

h(t) = A(t) cos(2Φorb(t)), (2.16)

the frequency-domain waveform is

h̃(f) =
∫ ∞
−∞

dt A(t) cos(2Φorb(t)) exp(−i2πft)

= 1
2

∫ ∞
−∞

dt A(t)(exp(i2Φorb(t)− i2πft) + exp(−i2Φorb(t)− i2πft).
(2.17)

In SPA, we assume the orbital phase to be rapidly varying. Therefore, the second expo-
nential is neglected as it is oscillating rapidly and averages to zero. By contrast, the first
exponent can be approximated as

2Φorb(t)− 2πft ≈ 2Φorb(t∗) + Φ̈orb(t− t∗)2 − 2πft∗, (2.18)

where t∗ is the saddle point at which dΦorb(t)/dt|t=t∗ = πf . Assuming the variation of
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lnA(t) to be slow around t∗, the resulting waveform h̃SPA(f) is given by

h̃SPA(f) = 1
2A(t∗) exp(i2Φorb(t∗)− i2πft∗)

∫ ∞
−∞

dt exp(iΦ̈orb(t∗)(t− t∗)2)

= 1
2A(t∗)

√
π

Φ̈orb(t∗)
exp

(
i2Φorb(t∗)− i2πft∗ + π

4

)
.

(2.19)

To solve for t∗ and Φorb, one make use of the equations

t∗ = tref +
∫ vref

v∗
dv

E ′(v)
P(v) , (2.20)

Φorb(t∗) = φref − 2
∫ vref

v∗
dv (v3

∗ − v3)E
′(v)
P(v) , (2.21)

where v∗ = (πMf)1/3 based on the definition of the saddle point. Because the fraction
E ′(v)/P(v) is expanded in a power series of v in TaylorT2, it allows for analytical cal-
culation for Eq. (2.20) and Eq. (2.21). The resulting waveform model, TaylorF2, is the
most commonly used PN approximant. The TaylorF2 waveform is given by

h̃+,×(f) = A+,×f
−7/6 exp(iφ(f)), (2.22)

where

A+ = 1 + cos2 ι

2r

√
5π
96M

5/6
c π−7/6,

A× = cos ι
r

√
5π
96M

5/6
c π−7/6 exp

(
i
π

2

)
,

(2.23)

and

φ(f) = 2πftref + φref + π

4 + 3
128ηv

−5
[ 7∑
k=0

ϕkv
k +

6∑
k=5

ϕlk ln(v))vk
]
, (2.24)
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where v = (πMf)1/3. The PN coefficients are give by

ϕ0 = 1,
ϕ1 = 0,

ϕ2 = 20
9

(743
336 + 11

4 η
)
,

ϕ3 = − 16π,

ϕ4 = 10
(3058673

1016064 + 5429
1008η + 617

144η
2
)
,

ϕ5 = π
(38645

756 −
65
9 η

)
(1− 3 ln (vISCO)) ,

ϕl5 = π
(38645

756 −
65
9 η

)
,

ϕ6 = 11583231236531
4694215680 − 640

3 π2 − 6848
21 (γ − ln 4)

+
(
−15737765635

3048192 + 2255π2

12

)
η + 76055

1728 η
2

− 127825
1296 η3,

ϕl6 = − 6848
21 ,

ϕ7 = π
(77096675

254016 + 378515
1512 η − 74045

756 η2
)
.

(2.25)

These PN coefficients describe the waveform for non-spinning point masses in a binary. In
addition, the contribution of spins can be calculated and can be included in the TaylorF2
waveform [81–83], which allows the waveform to be used for analyzing binary black hole
signals. Moreover, the contribution due to matter’s tidal effect is also calculated, which
allows for binary neutron star studies [84, 85]. We will further discuss this tidal effect in
Sec. 2.2.3.

Undoubtedly, TaylorF2 is a successful model that allows numerous gravitational-wave
studies. Because of its completely analytical form, it is quick to evaluate. This is a
substantial advantage for parameter estimation as that requires the waveform for different
parameters to be generated millions or billions of times. Yet, this model is a so-called
inspiral-only approximant, which does not include the waveform beyond inspiral, namely,
merger and ringdown. Moreover, it has been shown that the TaylorF2 waveform is less
accurate for massive systems as SPA breaks down when the phase variation is slow [69].

To overcome these issues, inspiral-merger-ringdown (IMR) waveform models have been
developed, which will be introduced in Sec. 2.1.3.

2.1.3 Phenomenological IMR waveform models
A phenomenological IMR waveform model is an analytical extension of TaylorF2 to in-
clude the merger and ringdown regimes. This class of waveforms is referred to as IM-
RPhenom. An analytical extension, ansatz, is calibrated against numerical relativity
simulations. The resulting waveform is validated with numerical relativity. Note, how-
ever, that unlike numerical waveforms, analytical IMR waveforms are fast to generate on a
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computer, as is needed for use in data analysis. This section will give a brief review of the
IMRPhenomD waveform model [86, 87], which is the foundation for the IMRPhenomPv2
waveform model [88], one of the most used waveform models.

IMRPhenomD starts with a frequency domain waveform given by

h̃(f) = h̃+(f)− ih̃×
=

∑
m=−2,2

h̃2m(f)−2Y2m,
(2.26)

where −2Y2m(ι, ψ) is the spin weighted spherical harmonic with weight −2, which gives the
waveforms angular dependence, and h̃2−2(f) = h̃∗22(−f). Therefore the source dependence
of the waveform is all captured in h̃22(f), which can be written as

h̃22(f) = A(f) exp(−iφ(f)). (2.27)

The phase φ(f) and the amplitude A(f) are split into three regions: inspiral, intermediate,
and merger-ringdown.

Region Ansatz Range for f

Inspiral φInsp
φTF2 +

[
σ0 + σ1f + 3σ24/3

f /4
+3σ3f

5/3/5 + σ4f
2/2

]
/η

[0.0035/M, 0.018/M ]

Intermediate φInt [β0 + β1f + β2 ln(f)− β3f
−3/3] /η [0.018/M, 0.5fRD]

Merger-ringdown φMR

[
α0 + α1f − α2f

−1

+ 4
3α3f

3/4 + α4 tan−1
(
f−α5fRD
fdamp

) ]
/η

[0.5, 1.15]fRD

Table 2.2: Summary of the IMRPhenomD phasing ansatz.
The parameters {{σi}, {βi}, {αi}} are calibrated against numerical relativity

simulations.

The phasing ansatzes are summarised in Tab. 2.2. For inspiral, additional higher PN
order terms {σi} are added to the spin-included TaylorF2 phase φTF2. These additional
terms allow the frequency power series to be valid towards a higher frequency. The
intermediate region acts as a bridge connecting the inspiral and the merger-ringdown
region. This phasing region is used up to 0.5fRD, which is half of the ringdown frequency
for the resulting black hole. For the merger-ringdown region, the information of the final
black hole is used, in particular, its ringdown frequency fRD and damping frequency fdamp.

Region Ansatz Range for f
Inspiral AInsp

∑6
i=0Ai(πf)i/3 +∑3

i=1 ρif
(6+i)/3 [0, 0.014/M ]

Intermediate AInt δ0 + δ1f + δ2f
2 + δ3f

3 + δ4f
4 [0.014/M, fpeak]

Merger-ringdown AMR
γ1γ3fdamp/((f − fRD)2 + (γ3fdamp)2)
× exp(−γ2(f − fRD)/(γ3fdamp)) [fpeak, 1.2fRD]

Table 2.3: Summary of the IMRPhenomD amplitude ansatz.
The parameters {{ρi}, {γi}} are calibrated against numerical relativity simulations.
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Similarly, the amplitude is also proposed to be a piecewise function of frequency. The
amplitude ansatzes are normalized by a factor A0, which is defined by

(2.28)

The normalized amplitude ansatzes are summarised in Tab. 2.3. For the inspiral’s ampli-
tude, the ansatz starts with a re-expansion of the PN amplitude APN as

APN = A0

6∑
i=0
Ai(πf)i/3. (2.29)

with the {ρi} included for better high frequency performance. In the merger-ringdown
regime, a Lorentzian that peaks at fRD is combined with an exponential. The resulting
function peaks at fpeak, which is given by

fpeak = fRD + fdamp
γ3

γ2
(
√

1− γ2
2 − 1). (2.30)

Again, the intermediate region bridges the gap between inspiral and merger-ringdown
regions for Mf ∈ [0.014,Mfpeak]. Instead of being free parameters, the {δi} are the
solution for the amplitude to be C(1) continuous at Mf = 0.014, fpeak. Moreover, the
amplitude at fA2 = (0.014/M + fpeak)/2 is enforced to match the numerical relativity
simulations. Thus the parameters involved {Λi} are

{Λi} = {
Amplitude coefficients︷ ︸︸ ︷

{ρj}, {AInt(fA2 )}, {γj},
Phase coefficients︷ ︸︸ ︷
{σj}, {βj}, {αj}}. (2.31)

These are set to be a power series as

Λi(η, χPN) =
2∑
j=0

3∑
k=0

λijkη
j(χPN − 1)k, (2.32)

where the λijk are fitted against numerical relativity waveforms. In the above, χPN is the
leading-order spin contribution on the binary’s phasing in the post-Newtonian formal-
ism [89–91], which is given by

χPN = m1χ1 +m2χ2

M
− 38η

113(χ1 + χ2), (2.33)

where the χi are the dimensionless spins of the two black holes along the orbital angular
momentum ~L,

χi =
~Si
m2
i

· ~L, (2.34)

with ~Si the rotational angular momenta of the black holes. To connect the phases and
amplitudes for different region, the step functions

θ(f − f0) =

−1, f < f0,

1, f ≥ f0,
(2.35)
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and
θ±f0 = 1

2(1± θ(f − f0)), (2.36)

are used. The resulting waveform phase φIMR is given by

φIMR = φInspθ
−
f1 + θ+

f1φIntθ
−
f2 + θ+

f2φMR, (2.37)

where Mf1 = 0.018 and f2 = 0.5fRD. The associated amplitude AIMR is given by

AIMR

A0
= AInspθ

−
f1 + θ+

f1AIntθ
−
f2 + θ+

f2AMR, (2.38)

where Mf1 = 0.014 and f2 = fpeak.
In general, the spin vectors of binary black holes are not aligned, leading them to

precess. Such a general spin waveform is often referred as precession waveform, as it
allows the spins to precesse as the two black holes merge. To transform a non-precessing
waveform hnon−prec

2m′ (t) (e.g. IMRPhenomD) to a precessing one hprec
2m (t), one “twists” the

waveform as [92]

hprec
2m = exp(−imα(t))

∑
|m′=2|

exp(im′ε(t))d2
mm′(−β(t))hnon−prec

2m′ (t), (2.39)

where dlnm are the Wigner d-matrices. Different twisting schemes have different ap-
proaches for the angles α(t), β(t), ε(t). By applying the method described in Ref. [92]
to IMRPhenomD, the resulting waveform is IMRPhenomPv2.

2.2 Neutron stars

Neutron stars are the collapsed cores of massive stars. They are the smallest and densest
stellar objects except for black holes. A canonical neutron stars of 1.4 solar mass will have
a typical size of 10 km, which is an object with a mass of 460000 Earths and the size of
Amsterdam. This section will introduce different aspects of neutron stars. We first show
how an isolated neutron star behaves as described in general relativity and the associated
observations. After that, we will introduce binary neutron stars with their gravitational
and electromagnetic signatures.

2.2.1 Isolated neutron star

The Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equations [93, 94] describe a static neutron
star. The TOV equations are the relativistic hydrostatic equations. First, we modeled
the matter as a perfect fluid, with stress-energy tensor

T µν = (ε+ P )uµuν + Pgµν , (2.40)
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where ε, P and uµ are the energy density, pressure and the 4-velocity of the fluid. As-
suming spherical symmetry, the metric takes the form

ds2 = − exp(2Φ(r))dt2 +
(

1− 2m(r)
r

)−1

dr2 + r2dΩ, (2.41)

where m(r) is the gravitational mass enclosed by a spherical surface with coordinate
radius r. Plugging the stress-energy tensor Eq. (2.40) and the metric Eq. (2.41) into the
Einstein field equations, one obtains the TOV equations:

dm

dr
= 4πr2ε, (2.42a)

dP

dr
= −mε

r2

(
1 + P

ε

)(
1 + 4πr3P

m

)(
1− 2m

r

)−1
, (2.42b)

dΦ
dr

= − 1
ε+ P

dP

dr
. (2.42c)

One can easily see that the TOV equations become the Newtonian hydrostatic equations
in the weak field limit m � r and low-pressure limit P � ε, and Φ is the Newtonian
gravitational potential in such a limit. However, the TOV pressure gradient equation
(2.42b) gives a clear physical picture of the difference between Newtonian gravity and
Einstein gravity. The factors in the first two brackets show that, in addition to energy,
pressure also plays a role in gravity, and the factor in the last bracket represents the
metric deviation due to the presence of mass.

In Newtonian gravity, there is no upper bound for the mass of a stellar object; one can
add more mass as long as the pressure can support it. But in general relativity, pressure
is also a source of gravity, and there exists a point such that with more mass added, the
resulting mass and pressure would cause the star to collapse into a black hole.

The TOV equations are not complete. To obtain a solution, one needs to provide
the equation-of-state (EOS) ε(P ), which is a relation between the energy density and the
pressure. Yet, the exact nature of nuclear matter at such a high density is still an open
scientific question. Numerous EOS models have been proposed: in Fig. 2.1, the mass-
radius relation for 65 EOS models tabulated in Refs. [95–97] are shown. The resulting
mass-radius relation and the maximum mass can be vastly different between different
EOSs.

2.2.2 Chiral effective field theory and the neutron-star equation
of state

Microscopic nuclear interactions are governed by multiple processes, e.g., various longer-
range meson exchanges between two or more nucleons or short-range processes that are
typically modeled by contact interactions. Nuclear effective field theories, like chiral
EFT [98–102], provide a framework for arranging the large number of operator structures
for nuclear interactions.

Nuclear EFTs start from the most general Lagrangian that is consistent with all sym-
metries of the fundamental theory of strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics, and
that describes the various interaction mechanisms. In chiral EFT, this Lagrangian is
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Figure 2.1: The mass-radius relations of 65 EOS models are shown, together with the
mass measurement (with 1-σ uncertainties) of the pulsars in PSR J0348+0432 and PSR
J1614-2230 are shown (dashed black lines). The 68% and 95% credible contours for the
pulsar in PSR J0740+6620 (purple) and PSR J0030+0451 (orange) are also shown.

written in terms of nucleon and pion degrees of freedom, and includes pion-exchange in-
teractions as well as nucleon-contact interactions [98, 99]. The latter absorb short-range
effects, e.g., exchanges of heavier mesons, and depend on coupling constants that have to
be adjusted to experimental data. Because this Lagrangian contains an infinite number
of terms, it is then expanded in powers of momenta p over the breakdown scale Λb. In ad-
dition to two-nucleon interactions, the chiral EFT expansion includes many-body forces,
where three or more nucleons interact with each other. This results in a systematic and
consistent expansion of two- and many-body nuclear forces, which can be truncated at
a chosen order. By going to higher orders in the expansion, nuclear interactions can be
systematically improved. By calculating results order-by-order, theoretical uncertainties
due to our incomplete understanding of nuclear interactions can be quantified [103].
Chiral interactions allow an extrapolation of nuclear interactions away from experimen-
tally accessible systems to those that are difficult or impossible to measure in terrestrial
laboratories, e.g., the neutron-rich matter in the core of NSs. However, chiral interactions
are limited to momenta p < Λb ≈ 600 MeV [104]. At larger momenta, chiral interac-
tions are not reliable because short-range (high-energy) physics that was absorbed by the
coupling constants needs to be explicitly included.

The EOSs used in this thesis are constrained at low densities by quantum Monte
Carlo calculations of neutron matter [105, 106] at temperature T = 0, using the aux-
iliary field diffusion Monte Carlo approach and chiral EFT interactions in their local
formulation [107–109]. The unknown coupling constants in chiral EFT are determined by
fitting the nuclear Hamiltonians order-by-order to experimental data [110]. The interac-
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tions used here were fitted to two-nucleon scattering data, the 4He ground state energy,
and neutron-α scattering phase shifts [108, 109]. The order-by-order convergence of this
approach remains valid up to densities of twice the nuclear saturation density [111].

Pulsars

A pulsar, short for pulsing radio source, is a rotating, strongly magnetized neutron star
whose magnetic poles generate beams of electromagnetic radiation. This radiation is
responsible for the pulsed appearance of emission since it can only be seen when a beam
is oriented toward Earth.

Observing the electromagnetic signatures of pulsars allows one to measure their macro-
scopic parameters. For instance, by combining radio timing and precise spectroscopy, the
mass of the visible pulsar in the binary PSR J0348+0432 is estimated to be 2.01 ±
0.04M� [60]. Moreover, one can also measure the mass using Shapiro delay, e.g., the mass
of the pulsar in the binary PSR J1614-2230 is estimated to be 1.908± 0.016M� [61]. The
masses of these pulsars act as a lower bound for the maximum mass for a neutron star.
Therefore, the EOSs predicting a maximum mass below these pulsars’ masses are ruled
out.

Moreover, by analyzing the thermal X-ray waveform of the pulsars, one can measure
both the mass and the radius of a neutron star. For instance, by using a Bayesian approach
to the data observed by the Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER), the
mass and radius of PSR J0030+0451 are measured to be 1.44+0.15

−0.14M� and 13.02+1.24
−1.06km,

respectively [63, 64]. The mass and radius of the most massive pulsar even observed, PSR
J0740+6620, are also measured with the same approach. The mass and radius are found
to be 2.08±0.07M� and 13.7+2.6

−1.5km, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2.1, these mass-radius
contours allow more EOS to be ruled out.

2.2.3 Binary neutron star inspirals

In 2017, the first gravitational-wave signal of a binary neutron star merger was ob-
served [9], together with its electromagnetic signals [11, 51–59]. Numerous studies on
the nuclear equation of state have been conducted with them. All these signals carry
a piece of information about the equation-of-state. By analyzing them, one can obtain
robust constraints on it.

Gravitational waves

Like a binary black hole, a binary neutron star undergoes an inspiral-merger process.
However, one major difference between a binary black hole merger and a binary neutron
star merger is the tidal effect of matter.

Because of the presence of the companion neutron star, both neutron stars experience
an external tidal field Eij. In response, the neutron stars deform in a way that can
approximately be described through a quadrupole moment Qij. To linear order in Eij, the
induced quadrupole Qij is given by [112]

Qij = −Λm5Eij, (2.43)
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where m is the neutron star’s mass and Λ is the tidal deformability. The tidal deforma-
bility is given by

Λ = 2
3k2

(
R

m

)5
, (2.44)

where k2 and R are the second tidal love number and the neutron star’s radius, respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the tidal deformability strongly depends on the EOS. Because
different EOSs can predict tidal deformabilities that differ by orders of magnitude, it is
an ideal parameter for constraining the EOS.
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Figure 2.2: The mass-tidal-deformability relations of 65 EOS models are shown.

The effects of tidal deformations on the orbital motion can be calculated in the post-
Newtonian formalism. Within the stationary phase approximation, their contribution to
the phasing φTidal is given by [85, 113, 114]

φTidal(v) = 3
128ηv

−5
2∑
i=1

ΛiX
4
i

[
− 24(12− 11Xi)v10

+ 5
28(3179− 919Xi − 2286X2

i + 260X3
i )v12

+ 24π(12− 11Xi)v13

− 24
(

39927845
508032 −

480043345
9144576 Xi + 9860575

127008 X
2
i −

421821905
2286144 X3

i

+ 4359700
35721 X4

i −
10578445
285768 X5

i

)
v14

+ π

28(27719− 22127Xi + 7022X2
i − 10232X3

i )v15
]
,

(2.45)
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where v = (πMf)1/3, Xi = mi/M and η = m1m2/M
2. It has been shown that the tidal

phasing can be conveniently re-parameterized in terms of (Λ̃, δΛ̃) [84, 115]

Λ̃ =16
13Λ1

m4
1

M4

(
12− 11m1

M
)
)

+ 16
13Λ2

m4
2

M4

(
12− 11m2

M
)
)
, (2.46a)

δΛ̃ =
(1690

1319η −
4843
1319

)(
m4

1
M4 Λ1 −

m4
2

M4 Λ2

)
+ 6162

1319
√

1− 4η
(
m4

1
M4 Λ1 + m4

2
M4 Λ2

)
, (2.46b)

where η is the symmetric mass ratio. Λ̃ is the best measured tidal parameter because it
determines the leading-order 5PN contribution, while δΛ̃ determines the 6PN contribu-
tion.

One can see that the contribution of tidal effects only comes in at 5th PN order or
higher. Such a high PN order means that the influence only contributes to the late inspiral
or the merger portion of the waveform, where the PN formalism becomes less accurate. It
has been shown that the PN tidal phasing is not accurate enough for gravitational-wave
parameter estimation on detections [21].

To construct an accurate description of the tidal phasing, a PN induced phasing Padé
approximant was introduced and calibrated against numerical relativity simulations [116,
117]. These numerical-relativity-calibrated tidal phasings are referred to as NRTidal (or
NRTidalv2 for the updated version). The NRTidal phasing has been widely used to
analyze GW170817 [9] and GW190425 [49], leading to robust constraints on the nuclear
equation of state.

Quasi-universal relations

As described above, most of the neutron star properties are determined by the EOS. The
resulting properties can be vastly different because of the variation between EOS models.
However, it has been discovered that the relations between some properties do not depend
strongly on the EOS [118]. These relations are called quasi-universal relations, also known
as EOS-independent relations.

Numerous relations have been discovered ever since [20, 29, 118–121]. These relations
can be helpful for astrophysical data analysis as they can reduce the number of free
parameters and give rise to a tighter constraint on parameters of interest [121].

One such quasi-universal relation is the so-called binary Love relation [120, 121]. This
relation connects the symmetric tidal deformability Λs ≡ (Λ1 +Λ2)/2, antisymmetric tidal
deformability Λa ≡ (Λ2−Λ1)/2, and the mass ratio q ≡ m2/m1 of a binary neutron star.
In particular, the relation can be expressed as

Λa

Λs

= 1− q10/(3−n)

1 + q10/(3−n)
1 +∑3

i=1
∑2
j=1 bijq

jΛ−i/5s

1 +∑3
i=1

∑2
j=1 cijq

jΛ−i/5s

, (2.47)

where the parameters {bij, cij} are calibrated with a set of realistic EOSs and n = 0.743
is the average polytropic index for the set. The values of the parameters {bij, cij} are
show in Tab. 2.4. This relation has been shown to achieve a ≤ 10% relative error on
reproducing the tidal deformabilities perdicted by the set of realistic EOSs.
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b11 -27.7408 c11 -25.5593
b12 8.42358 c12 5.58527
b21 122.686 c21 92.0337
b22 -19.7551 c22 26.8586
b31 -175.496 c31 -70.247
b32 133.708 c32 -56.3076

Table 2.4: Summary of binary Love relation’s parameters
The numerical values for the binary love relation are given in Ref. [121].

Kilonovae

A kilonova is an electromagnetic signal in the optical, infrared, and ultraviolet emission
bands due to the radioactive decay of atomic nuclei created during a binary neutron star
merger. The light curve of the kilonova, i.e., the time evolution of the brightness across
electromagnetic frequency, depends on the source and the equation of state.

The light curves are analyzed with theoretical modeling of kilonovae [122]. The
equation-of-state can be constrained by connecting the kilonova observables (e.g., ejecta
mass) to the EOS via quasi-universal relations or numerical-relativity-inspired fitting re-
lations. For details on these constraints, we refers to Refs. [26, 28].
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CHAPTER 3
BAYESIAN STATISTICS

Bayesian statistics, named after the Reverend Bayes, is the backbone of modern data
analysis. It allows us to estimate the parameters of gravitational-wave sources and quan-
titatively compare hypotheses. This chapter will first introduce the basic concept of
inductive logic, followed by Bayesian analysis for parameter estimation and hypothesis
testing.

3.1 Inductive logic and probability theory

3.1.1 Boolean algebra
Boolean algebra is widely used. Boolean algebra deals with the operations on proposi-
tions. Propositions (commonly denoted by upper case roman letter, e.g. A,B, . . . ) can be
statements like “apple grows on tree” or “the value x is within 3 and 4”. The operations
in Boolean algebra are summarised in Table 3.1.

Instead of assigning either true or false to the propositions, one can set a degree of
certainty or plausibility to them. Together with the notion of plausibility, Boolean algebra
includes the idea of conditional plausibility. The conditional plausibility is denoted by

A|B, (3.1)

which states “A is true given B is true”.

3.1.2 Bayesian probability theory
To build a mathematical framework for plausibility reasoning, Cox proposed a list of
axioms [44]. By denoting the plausibility of proposition A by w(A), the axioms can be
stated as

Name Symbol Proposition
Conjunction AB or A ∩B Both A and B are true
Disjunction A+B or A ∪B Either A or B is true
Negation Ā or ¬A A is false
Implication A→ B If A is true, B is true
Bi-implication A = B B is true if and only if A is true
Equal by definition A ≡ B By definition, B is true if and only if A is true

Table 3.1: Summary of operations in Boolean algebra.
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Name Probability Representation
Conjunction Pr(AB) ≡ Pr(A ∩B) ≡ Pr(A,B) = Pr(A|B)Pr(B)
Disjunction Pr(A+B) ≡ Pr(A ∪B) = Pr(A) + Pr(B)− Pr(AB)
Negation Pr(¬A) ≡ Pr(Ā) = 1− Pr(A)
Implication Pr(B|A) = 1, Pr(B) ≥ Pr(A)
Bi-implication Pr(A) = Pr(B)

Table 3.2: Summary of representations of operations in Boolean algebra in probability
theory.

1. Plausibilities can be ordered. If A is more plausible than B and B is more plausible
than C, then w(A) > w(B) > w(C).

2. The plausibility of a proposition’s negation is determined by the plausibility of the
proposition. Therefore, there exist a function f such that

w(Ā) = f(w(A)). (3.2)

3. The plausibility of A and B|A determines the plausibility of the conduction AB.
Therefore, there exist a function g such that

w(AB) = g(w(A), w(B|A)). (3.3)

Based on Boolean algebra and the proposed axioms, Cox showed that the plausibility of
a proposition can be mapped onto probability. In particular, impossibility and certainty
are mapped onto 0 and 1, respectively. Moreover, the rules of logical reasoning are
consistent with probability theory. The representations of the Boolean operations in the
context of probability theory are summarised in Table 3.2.

Based on these rules, one can derive Bayes’ theorem,

Pr(A|B) = Pr(B|A)Pr(A)
Pr(B) , (3.4)

which is the foundation of Bayesian inference. In addition one has the marginalization
rule,

Pr(A) =
∑
i

Pr(A,Bi), (3.5)

where {Bi} is a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive propositions, where mutually
exclusive and exhaustive implies Pr(Bi|Bj) = δij and

∑
i Pr(Bi) = 1, respectively.

The above statements on probability can be extended to a continuum limit by using
a probability density function pdf(x). The probability density for propositions about real
variables x is defined to be

Pr(x ∈ [a, b)) =
∫ b

a
pdf(x)dx. (3.6)
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The marginalization rule in the continouum limit is given by

pdf(φ) =
∫

whole space

pdf(φ, θ)dθ, (3.7)

where both φ and θ are a continuous variables.

3.2 Parameter estimation

In the context of data analysis, Bayes’ theorem of Eq. (3.4) takes the form

p(H|d, I) = p(d|H, I)p(H|I)
p(d|I) (3.8)

where d, H and I are the data, hypothesis of interest, and the background information
available before conducting the experiment, respectively. Because the above equation
holds for both probability and probability density, all objects are represented by p(x).
The prior p(H|I) quantifies the plausibility of the hypothesis given the background infor-
mation (e.g., previous experiments). The likelihood p(d|H, I) gauges how likely it is that
data of a particular form are obtained given that the hypothesis is true. The posterior
p(H|d, I) is the primary quantity of interest, since it describes the updated plausibility
of the hypothesis after the additional data is included. finally, the evidence p(d|I), acts
as a normalization constant as it is independent of the hypothesis.

One common hypothesis of interest is “the source parameter ~θ is in [~θ, ~θ + d~θ)”. In
such a context, the Bayes’ theorem can be written as

p(~θ|d,M, I) = p(d|~θ,M, I)
p(d|M, I) p(~θ|M, I), (3.9)

where the hypothesisM is called a generative model; it specifies the likelihood function.
Here to, the evidence acts as a normalization constant, which is given by

p(d|M, I) =
∫

whole space

d~θ p(d|~θ,M, I)p(~θ|M, I). (3.10)

In cases where the parameters of interest are expected to be the same across detections
{di} (e.g. neutron star equation-of-state parameters, or parameters determining popu-
lation), information from multiple detections can be combined. When combing multiple
detections, there is often a selection bias involved as some sources are easier to be observed
than the others. This is described by the detection probability

pdet(~θ) =
∫
d>detection threshold

dd p(d|~θ,M, I). (3.11)

Let the hyper-parameters which are shared across detections be denoted by ~λ, and the
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parameters of the i-th detection by ~θi. Then the joint posterior is given by [123]

p(~λ|{di}) = p(~λ)1−Nobs
Nobs∏
i=1

∫
d~θip(di|~θi)p(θi|~λ)∫
d~θpdet(~θ)p(~θ|~λ)

, (3.12)

where the generative model and the background information are omited for simplicity.
Nobs is the number of detections to be combined. The inclusion of the dominator factor
is to account for the selection bias [123], which is the instrinic bias towards particular ~λ
due to different detection probability.

To apply Bayesian parameter estimation for particular field of science (e.g. gravitational-
wave data analysis), the likelihood function and the detection probability has to be de-
fined. By assuming the noise in a gravitataional-wave detector to be stationary Gaussian
(see Ch. 3), the associated likelihood p(d|~θ,M, I) is given by

p(d|~θM, I) ∝ exp
(
−1

2〈d− h(~θ;M)|d− h(~θ;M)〉
)
, (3.13)

where h(~θ;M) is the gravitational-wave waveform of parameters ~θ generated using the
generative modelM. The detection probability is given by

pdet(~θ) =
∫
dd Θ(ρ− ρthreshold)p(d|~θ,M, I), (3.14)

where Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. ρ and ρthreshold are are signal-to-noise ratio
given the particular noise realization and the signal-to-noise ratio threshold for detection,
respectively.

3.3 Hypothesis testing

3.3.1 Bayes’ factor and odds ratio
For parameter estimation, the evidence only acts as a normalization constant which is
mostly neglected. Yet, it plays the main role in the context of hypothesis testing. Based
on the Bayes’ theorem as in Eq. (3.8), we can write

p(H1|d, I)
p(H2|d, I) = p(d|H1, I)

p(d|H2, I)
p(H1|I)
p(H2|I) , (3.15)

or
O1

2 = B1
2Π1

2, (3.16)

where O1
2, B1

2 and Π1
2 are the odds ratio, Bayes’ factor and prior odds, respectively. The

odds ratio quantifies the plausiblilty ratio between the two hypothesis H1 and H2 in given
the data. The Bayes’ factor quantifies the likelihood ratio for the two hypotheses to lead
to the given data realization, and the prior odds quantifies the plausibility ratio between
two hypotheses prior to the experiment.

One can understand the above equation as the Bayes’ factor updates our relative belief
for the two hypotheses, which is previous the prior odds, to the odds ratio. If O1

2 > 1, H1
is more plausible than H2 given the data, and vice versa.
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The advantage of using the Bayes’ factor over the likelihood-ratio test is the inclusion
of Occam’s razor. The Occam’s razor is a principle for problem-solving, stating;

“Entities should not be multiplied beyond necessity.”
—– William of Ockham.

In other words, if two hypotheses explain the data equally well, the simpler model should
be more plausible.

Let us consider a toy model example with two hypotheses, namely H1 and H2. H1 is
a hypothesis without any free parameter, i.e.

p(d|H1, I) = L0. (3.17)

H2 is a hypothesis with one free parameter θ, the likelihood is given by

p(d|θ,H2, I) = L0 exp
−1

2

(
θ − θ0

σ

)2
 , (3.18)

and

p(θ|H2, I) = 1
σθ
√

2π
exp

−1
2

(
θ − θ0

σθ

)2
 . (3.19)

The maximum likelihood for the two hypotheses are the same, therefore the two hypothe-
ses fit the data equally well with a likelihood ratio of 1. The corresponding evidences are
given by

p(d|H1, I) = L0, (3.20)

and
p(d|H2, I) =

∫
dθ p(d|θ,H2, I)p(θ|H2, I)

= L0

√√√√ σ2

σ2 + σ2
θ

.
(3.21)

The odds ratio O1
2 is then given by

O1
2 ≡

p(H1|d, I)
p(H2|d, I)

= Π1
2

√
1 + σ2

θ

σ2 .

(3.22)

By assuming the prior odds Π1
2 = 1, the odds ratio O1

2 is always larger than one. That is
because the two hypotheses can explain the data equally well, but H2 is penalised due to
its complexity. Such a finding is a quantitaive representation of Occam’s razor.

Similar to parameter estimation, one can combine the information from multiple ob-
servations to strengthen the plausibility of one hypothesis over the other. The combined
odds ratio, often referred as the catalog odds ratio O1(cat)

2 is given by

O1(cat)
2 = Π1

2

Nobs∏
i=1
B1

2,i, (3.23)
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where Nobs and B1
2,i are the number of detections to be combined and the Bayes’ factor

of the i-th detection, respectively. This approach does not use the knowledge that one
hypothesis can assume common parameters between detections. In such a case, a simple
multiplication of Bayes’ factors is a suboptimal yet conservative approach.

3.3.2 Background-foreground approach
Although the odds ratio can quantify the plausibility between two hypotheses, there is
no quantitative cutoff for us to reject one of the hypotheses. Moreover, due to noise, the
odds ratio inherits variance.

One common approach to overcoming this shortcoming is treating the odds ratio as
a ranking statistic. Given two hypotheses, a null hypothesis Hnull and an alternative
hypothesis Halt, one estimates the distribution of the odds ratio Oalt

null given that the null
hypothesis is true, and the noise is present. Such a distribution p(Oalt

null|Hnull) is called
the background or null distribution. In most cases, one cannot analytically calculate the
background; instead, the background is sampled by calculating the odds ratios for multiple
realizations of the data simulated with the null hypothesis being true.

With the background estimated, given a detection with Oalt
null = O, the associated false

alarm probability β and the statistical significance level α are given by∫ ∞
O

dOalt
null p(Oalt

null|Hnull) = β = 1− α. (3.24)

On the other hand, one can establish an odds ratio threshold Oalt
null,thr given a threshold

false alarm probability βthr or a threshold statistical significance αthr(e.g. 5-σ) such that∫ ∞
Oalt

null,thr

dOalt
null p(Oalt

null|Hnull) = βthr = 1− αthr. (3.25)

Therefore, if one observes Oalt
null > Oalt

null,thr, the null hypothesis can be rejected with αthr
statistical significance. A schematic example of the background, odds ratio threshold,
threshold false alarm probability, and threshold statistical significance is shown in Fig. 3.1.
The hypothesis testing methodology is then completed with the background and threshold
odds ratio established. The methodology can then be used against actual observations
and make statistically robust statements.

Yet, the performance of the pipeline is not estimated; therefore, one does not know
how likely one can reject the null hypothesis, given the alternative hypothesis is true. To
estimate the performance, one can estimate the distribution of the odds ratio Oalt

null given
the alternative hypothesis is true. Such a distribution p(Oalt

null|Halt) is called the fore-
ground. Similar to the background, the foreground is commonly sampled using multiple
simulations. Given the previously chosen odds ratio threshold and estimated foreground,
one can estimate the efficiency ξ, which is given by

ξ =
∫ ∞
O1

2,thr

dOalt
null p(Oalt

null|H2). (3.26)

Therefore, the efficiency ξ is the probability for Oalt
null being higher than the threshold given

the alternative hypothesis is true. A schematic example of the foreground and efficiency
is shown in Fig. 3.2.
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An ideal scenario is that the background and foreground distributions are highly sepa-
rable. One can establish a threshold odds ratio with a false alarm probability of 0 and an
efficiency of 1. In practice, it is more likely for the efficiency to be too low for the pipeline
to be considered sensitive. In such a case, one case boosts the method’s sensitivity by
considering the background and foreground of the catalog odds ratio instead.

Oalt
null

P
ro

b
ab

ili
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d
en

si
ty

Background p(Oalt
null|Hnull)

Odds ratio threshold Oalt
null,thr

Threshold statistical signifance αthr

Threshold false alarm probability βthr

Figure 3.1: A example of the odds ratio’s background distribution is shown (blue). The
odds ratio threshold Oalt

null,thr (dashed black), the corresponding statistical significance α
(shaded blue cross), and the false alarm probability (shaded blue dotted) are also shown.
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Figure 3.2: A example of the odds ratio’s foreground distribution is shown (orange).
The odds ratio threshold Oalt

null,thr (dashed black) and the corresponding efficiency (shaded
orange dotted) are also shown.
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CHAPTER 4

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

With the improvement in computers, numerical methods have become more popular and
essential, especially in data analysis. This chapter introduces the computational tech-
niques used in gravitational wave and multi-messenger data analysis. We will focus on
the Monte Carlo methods. These methods are the practical alternatives when the curse
of dimensionality makes brute-force methods impractical.

4.1 Monte Carlo methods

Monte Carlo methods are a class of algorithms in which repeated random sampling is
utilized, thus named after the Casino de Monte Carlo in Monaco. This section will
introduce two Monte Carlo methods: Markov chain Monte Carlo and nested sampling.
Both methods can obtain posterior distribution samples ({~θi} ∼ p(~θ|d,H)) and estimate
the evidence p(d|H). Because of their advantage over brute-force methods, they are widely
used in the gravitational-wave data analysis community.

4.1.1 Markov chain Monte Carlo

Markov chain Monte Carlo is a subclass of Monte Carlo for sampling from a target prob-
ability distribution. A Markov chain Monte Carlo method iteratively transforms the
distribution using a transition probability T (~θ′, ~θ) given an initial distribution p0(~θ). The
probability density at the t-th iteration of the Markov chain pt(~θ) is [44]

pt(~θ′) =
∫
d~θ T (~θ′, ~θ)pt−1(~θ). (4.1)

When constructing a Markov chain Monte Carlo method, the resulting chain must have
the following properties [44]:

1. The desired distribution π(~θ) has to be invariant for the chain, therefore

π(~θ′) =
∫
d~θ T (~θ′, ~θ)π(~θ), (4.2)

which can be accomplished if the chain has detailed balance, meaning,

T (~θ′, ~θ)π(~θ) = T (~θ, ~θ′)π(~θ′). (4.3)

2. The t-th iteration’s chain converges to the invariant distribution as t approaches
infinity for any given initial distribution. This property is referred to as ergodicity.
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Metropolis-Hasting algorithm

Metropolis-Hasting algorithm [124, 125] is a Markov chain Monte Carlo method for gener-
ating a sequence of samples from the desired distribution π(~θ). The algorithm is beneficial
when the desired distribution is challenging to sample.

Given the current state ~θt, a new state ~θ′ is proposed using a proposal density Q(~θ′|~θ).
The new state ~θ′ is accepted as the next state, therefore, ~θt+1 = ~θ′, with a probability a.
The probability a is given by

a = min
1, π(~θ′)

π(~θt)
Q(~θt|~θ′)
Q(~θ′|~θt)

 . (4.4)

If the new state is rejected, then
~θt+1 = ~θt. (4.5)

There are two disadvantages of the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm. At first, some itera-
tions are needed before the dependence on the starting location of the chain is lost. The
samples generated from this burn-in period must be discarded as they are not guaran-
teed to be drawn from the target distribution. Moreover, the adjacent samples in the
chain are correlated. Because numerous statistical calculations require the samples to
be independent, such a correlation is undesirable. One can remove the correlation by
keeping the samples every n-th iteration, where n must be greater or equal to the chain’s
autocorrelation time τ . This process is often referred to as thinning.

In the context of Bayesian analysis, the target distribution is the posterior distribution
p(~θ|d,H), therefore, the probability of acceptance a is given by

a = min
1, p(

~θ′|d,H)
p(~θt|d,H)

Q(~θt|~θ′)
Q(~θ′|~θt)

 . (4.6)

Parallel tempering

In general, the posterior distribution can be in any form. In particular, it is not uncommon
for the distribution to have multiple modes separated by low probability density regions.
Given such a distribution, it is challenging to choose a proposal density Q(~θ′|~θ) such that
the chain can frequently jump between the modes while maintaining a healthy acceptance
rate.

To solve this problem, one can resort to the method of tempering [126, 127]. The
tempering method introduces an inverse temperature 1/T to the likelihood function, such
that the modified posterior pT (~θ|d,H) is given by

pT (~θ|d,H) ∝ p(d|~θ,H) 1
T p(~θ|H), (4.7)

where T ∈ [1,∞). With a temperature T > 1, the likelihood surface’s contrast is reduced
and smoothened. With the posterior distribution flattened, it is easier for the chain to
jump between previously distinct modes.

In practice, an ensemble of tempered chains is constructed, with their temperature
covering T = 1 up to a chosen maximum temperature Tmax. The high temperature
chain can transit between different modes more easily and explore a larger region in the
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parameter space. The locations of adjacent temperature chains periodically swap with an
acceptance probability rs, which is given by

rs = min

1,
p(d|~θj,H)
p(d|~θi,H)

 1
Ti
− 1

Tj

 , (4.8)

where Ti < Tj.
In addition to resulting in a more robust Markov chain Monte Carlo method, paral-

lel tempering also allows the Bayesian evidence p(d|H) to be estimated. Consider the
evidence as a function of temperature,

p(d|H, β) =
∫
d~θ p(d|~θ,H)βp(~θ|H), (4.9)

where β ≡ 1/T . By differentiating the log-evidence with respect to β, one finds

d

dβ
ln p(d|H, β) = 〈ln p(d|~θ,H)〉β, (4.10)

where 〈·〉β refers to the expected value with respect to the posterior distribution at tem-
perature T = 1/β. The log-evidence of interest ln p(d|H) is then given by

ln p(d|H) = ln p(d|H, β = 1)

=
∫ 1

0
dβ

d ln p(d|H, β)
dβ

+ ln p(d|H, β = 0)

=
∫ 1

0
dβ 〈ln p(d|~θ,H)〉β + ln

∫
d~θ p(~θ|H)

=
∫ 1

0
dβ 〈ln p(d|~θ,H)〉β

≈
β=1∑

β=1/Tmax

∆β 〈ln p(d|~θ,H)〉β.

(4.11)

The expected value of the log-likelihood with respect to the posterior at different temper-
atures 〈ln p(d|~θ,H)〉β can be estimated using the sample mean for each tempered chain.

4.1.2 Nested sampling
The Bayesian evidence p(d|H) is given by

p(d|H) =
∫
d~θ p(d|~θ,H)p(~θ|H), (4.12)

or
Z =

∫
d~θ L(~θ)π(~θ), (4.13)

where Z, L(~θ), and π(~θ) are the evidence, likelihood, and the prior, respectively. Nested
sampling [128], developed by John Skilling, is a Monte Carlo technique for estimating the
evidence Z. The nested sampling approximates a, in general, high dimensional integral
with a one-dimensional one, and the posterior samples can be obtained as a byproduct
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with minimal additional computational cost.

Algorithm overview

To transform the evidence integration (4.13) into a one-dimensional integration, the prior
mass X(λ) is introduced. For given λ, the prior mass is defined to be the prior volume
with L > λ, i.e.,

X(λ) =
∫
~θ:L(~θ)>λ

d~θ π(~θ). (4.14)

The region of space with X = 0 corresponds to the hyper-volume in parameter space
enclosed by the maximum likelihood Lmax. On the other hand, the region of space with
X = 1 corresponds to the hyper-volume enclosed by the minimum likelihood Lmin. The
evidence is given by

Z =
∫ 1

0
dX L̂(X), (4.15)

where L̂(X) is defined as
L̂(X(λ)) ≡ λ. (4.16)

Therefore L̂(X) is a monotonically decreasing function of X.
The key idea of nested sampling is to probabilistically estimate the prior mass instead

of numerically calculating it. Suppose we have a set of samples {~θi} of size K distributed
accordingly to the prior:

~θ ∼ π(~θ). (4.17)

Based on Eq. (4.14), we can deduce that the prior mass samples {Xi} are distributed as

X ∼ U(0, 1), (4.18)

where U(a, b) is a continuous uniform distribution in an interval [a, b). The cumulative
distribution function F (X) is then given by

F (X) =
∫ X

0
dX ′

= X.
(4.19)

Considering a random variable χ ∈ [0, 1), the probability for it to be higher than the prior
masses in a given set of prior masses is given by

Pr({Xi} < χ) =
N−1∏
i=0

F (Xi = χ)

= χK ,

(4.20)

in which we assume that the samples are independent of each other. Subsequently the
probability density p(χ) is given by

p(χ) = d

dχ
Pr({Xi} < χ)

= KχK−1,

(4.21)
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or
χ ∼ Beta(K, 1), (4.22)

where Beta(α, β) is the beta distribution. In the above derivation, we have assumed both
X and χ span from 0 to 1. If instead, both of them are bounded by a value X∗, one can
define the shrinkage ratio t ≡ χ/X∗ and

t ∼ Beta(K, 1). (4.23)

With the probabilistic properties of the prior mass established, nested sampling pro-
ceeds as shown in Algorithm 1. A schematic example of nested sampling with a single
“live” point is shown in Fig 4.1.

Algorithm 1: Nested sampling
// Live points initialization
Draw K “live” points {~θ1, ~θ2, . . . , ~θK} from the prior π(~θ).
i = 0
// Main sampling loop
while stopping criterion not met do

Compute the likelihoods for the current set of live points
Find the live point ~θmin associated with the minimum likelihood Lmin
// Likelihood constrained prior sampling loop
while L(~θ′) < Lmin do

Sample a new point ~θ′ from the prior π(~θ)
end
Add ~θmin to the list of “dead” points
Replace ~θmin with ~θ′
Li = Lmin
if i = 0 then

Draw Xi from Beta(K, 1)
end
else

Draw t from Beta(K, 1)
Xi = tXi−1

end
// Check whether to stop.
Evaluate stopping criterion
// Increment i
i = i+ 1

end

One might worry that this probabilistic approach introduces substantial inaccuracy to
the algorithm. Fortunately, the uncertainty associated with the shrinkage ratio t decreases
rapidly with the number of live points K increases, as the standard deviation σ

σ =
√

K

(K + 1)2(K + 2) . (4.24)
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Figure 4.1: The likelihood surface as a function of the parameters ~θ = {θ1, θ2} is shown
(left). The corresponding surface as a function of the prior mass is also shown (right). The
dots represent the location and the associated prior mass of the live point, with arrows
indicating its evolution.

Moreover, the shrinkage ratio’s mean µ is given by

µ = K

K + 1 . (4.25)

Subsequently, both absolute and relative uncertainty decrease as the number of live points
increases. Therefore, with sufficient live points, the shrinkage is almost deterministic. A
plot with the mean µ and the standard deviation against the number of live points is
shown in Fig. 4.2.

Evidence and posterior estimation

With the set of dead points, also referred as nested samples, the evidence Z can be
estimated by

Z =
∫ 1

0
dX L̂(X)

≈ 1
2
∑
i=1

(Li−1 + Li)(Xi−1 −Xi)

≡
∑
i=1

wi.

(4.26)

Moreover, the posterior samples can be obtained by sampling from the dead points with
the importance weight pi

pi = wi∑
i=1wi

(4.27)

associated to each of them.
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Figure 4.2: Shrinkage ratio’s mean (orange) and standard deviation (blue) are plotted
against the number of live points. The typical range of live points used in gravitational
wave and multi-messenger analysis is also shown (grey).

Stopping criteron

Since the main goal of nested sampling is to estimate the evidence, it is straightforward
to terminate the sampling when the evidence yet to be accumulated is below some preset
threshold. In particular, one might terminate the sampling at the i-th iteration if

ε > ln(Zi + LmaxXi)− ln(Zi) (4.28)

is satisfied, where ε is the user-specified threshold and Lmax is the maximum likelihood
ever encountered during the sampling.

Sampling the likelihood constrained prior

The main portion of the runtime of the nested sampling algorithm is for sampling from
the likelihood constrained prior. Moreover, efficiently sampling the likelihood constrained
prior is non-trivial as simple rejection sampling results in a low acceptance rate.

The community has made numerous efforts to counter this problem. In most of these
methods, attempts have been made to extract the information of the iso-likelihood contour
from the current set of live points. For example, the contour is approximated by a singleD-
dimensional ellipsoid [129, 130], with multiple overlapping D-dimensional ellipsoids [131]
or with a machine learning algorithm [132]. Once the contour is calculated, the new live
point can then be proposed using inverse transform sampling or Markov chain Monte
Carlo methods.
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Limitations

Nested sampling has a number of limitation [133]:

1. Independent samples are hard to achieve.

2. Effect of the discretization of posterior inference is unknown.

3. Not massively parallelizable.

4. The stopping criterion is somewhat arbitrary.

Still, nested sampling is one of the most used algorithms for Bayesian inference, because
apart from posterior samples it directly provides the evidence without substantial addi-
tional computational cost.
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PART II

CONSTRAINING THE
EQUATION-OF-STATE OF

SUPRANUCLEAR MATTER
Neutron stars (NSs) are remnants of core-collapse supernovae and contain matter at the
highest densities that we can observe in the Universe, up to several times nuclear satura-
tion density, nsat = 0.16 fm−3, which corresponds to a mass density of ρsat = 2.7 × 1014

g cm−3. Hence, NSs are perfect laboratories to determine the unknown equation of state
(EOS) of dense matter. The EOS relates the pressure with the energy density in the NS
interior and is determined by the fundamental degrees of freedom inside the NS and their
interactions among each other. Each possible EOS determines the global structure of
NSs, i.e., their masses and radii, in a unique way. Therefore, detailed astronomical obser-
vations of NSs, in particular of binary NS (BNS) coalescences, are of extreme importance
to nuclear physicists and allow us to constrain the dense-matter EOS. To date, most
EOS constraints stem from NS mass measurement [60, 134, 135] or radius extractions
from X-ray observations [63, 64, 136]. In addition to electromagnetic (EM) observations,
the remarkable observation of gravitational waves (GWs) from a BNS merger in 2017,
GW170817, by Advanced LIGO [4] and Advanced Virgo [10] provided another avenue to
determine NS properties and the EOS [9, 11, 12]. Numerous efforts have been made to
extract information on the EOS from the GW signal of BNS mergers, see e.g., Refs. [29–
32, 34, 35, 85, 137–149]; cf. Ref. [150] for a recent review and further references.

Constraints from GW170817 arise either purely from the analysis of the GW signal,
e.g., Refs. [6, 9, 19–22], from a combination of GW and EM information, e.g, Refs. [23–
29], or from analyses of large sets of possible EOSs constrained by nuclear-physics the-
ory at low densities, e.g., Refs. [29–35]. Furthermore, the NS mass distribution, and
therefore also the maximum density in the NS core, is bounded from above by the NS
maximum-mass configuration. This is the highest NS mass that can be supported against
gravitational collapse by the dense matter in the NS interior and depends on the EOS.
While this maximum mass can in principle be as high as 3− 4M� (see e.g. Ref. [32]), the
observation of the kilonova AT2017gfo has constrained the maximum mass to be much
smaller, of the order of 2.2− 2.3M� [25, 151, 152]. In addition, NASA’s Neutron Star In-
terior Composition Explorer (NICER) mission [63–66] has led to novel constraints on the
EOS [22, 24, 27, 29–31, 33, 65, 153, 154]. Most NS observations so far have explored NSs
in a mass range of 1.4 − 2.1M�, and hence below the maximal possible density. In con-
trast, the coalescence of two typical NSs of approximately 1.4M� creates an object that
is likely above the maximum mass, and truly explores the EOS at the highest densities
in the Universe.

In Chapter 5, we will introduce the technique developed by us for probing phase
transition in supranuclear matter via gravitational-wave signals from BNSs. I Chapter 6,
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the multi-messenger analysis method will be described, which led to a robust constraint
on EOS and an independent measurement for the Hubble constant. In Chapter 7, we
will show how one can tell if GW190814 is a binary black hole merger or a neutron
star black hole merger by using the knowledge on the equation of state. After that,
we will show the impact on the EOS constraint by the NICER observation on PSR
J0740+6620 in Chapter 8. Finally, the most stringent constraint to date, based on the
combination of nuclear theory, astrophysical multi-messenger observations, and terrestrial
nuclear experiments, is presented in Chapter 9. These works are published as Refs. [29,
36–39].
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CHAPTER 5
PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR STRONG PHASE

TRANSITIONS IN SUPRANUCLEAR MATTER USING
GRAVITATIONAL-WAVE ASTRONOMY

5.1 Introduction
In the context of the dense-matter EOS, an important problem is to determine the nature
of matter inside of NSs. For example, at very high energy densities the fundamental
theory of strong interactions, Quantum Chromodynamics, predicts that matter undergoes
a phase transition to quark matter but it is unknown at what densities such a transition
occurs. A long-standing question is whether NSs explore such phase transitions to new
and exotic forms of matter in their cores or whether they solely consist of nucleonic
matter [155–157], and whether these transitions are observable [158, 159]. Among NSs
that explore a phase transition, “twin stars” are a particular family. For these stars, the
phase transition in the EOS is sufficiently strong so that the mass-radius curve around
the phase transition is disconnected and contains two or more branches [160, 161].

For EOSs where a phase transition is present, two scenarios can be distinguished based
on its onset density. First, it is possible that the transition happens at very high densities,
i.e., only in heavy stars. In this case, the phase transition is probed only after the collision
of the two individual stars; see, e.g., Refs. [162–167]. A second possibility is that the onset
density of the phase transition is at lower densities explored in typical NS around 1.4M�,
that are probed already during the inspiral phase of the NS merger, e.g., Refs. [168, 169].
In the latter case, one could imagine scenarios in which a mass asymmetry between the
two stars in the BNS leads to one (lighter) star containing only nuclear matter, while
in the other (more massive) star a quark core is already present. In such a case the two
individual stars could have very different radii and tidal deformabilities while their masses
are comparable1. This is of particular importance since a number of existing GW analyses,
e.g., Refs. [20, 22], and multi-messenger constraints on the EOS, e.g., Refs. [23, 24, 26–
28], rely on the assumption that both inspiraling objects are NSs following some given
quasi-universal relations [20, 119, 121]. In the presence of a phase transitions those quasi-
universal relations might be violated, in which case their employment in GW analyses are
likely to lead to biases of the determined binary properties and the EOS.

While the current analysis of GW170817 seems to disfavor NSs with radii and tidal
deformabilities on the large side, consistent with the appearance of phase transitions,
the data from this single event is insufficient to conclusively answer this question; see,
e.g., Ref. [146]. Many recent works have addressed the question whether GWs allow to
constrain the existence of hybrid stars, i.e., NSs that explore strong phase transitions to

1As explained in Ch. 2, the tidal deformability Λ = (2/3)k2(R/M)5 with the second tidal Love number
k2, radius R, and mass M determines the deformation of the star in an external gravitational field [112,
170, 171].
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exotic forms of matter in their cores, and in particular twin stars [35, 148, 162, 163, 166,
168, 172]. For example, Ref. [148] searched for the presence of a phase transition by apply-
ing quasi-universal relations. In particular, the presence of a strong phase transition was
probed via observing the breakdown of quasi-universal relations. Ref. [148] found that
the mass at which the phase transition occurs, Mt, can be measured with 50− 100 detec-
tions and the corresponding microscopic parameters can be estimated via quasi-universal
relations. Furthermore, Refs. [146, 147] looked for indications of phase transitions in GW
data using a non-parametric inference approach to the EOS. By combining heavy pulsar
observations, GW170817, and the recent NICER observation [63], a Bayes factor in favor
of the presence of multiple stable branches of 1.8± 0.2 [147] was found.

When looking for the imprint of a phase transition in the GW170817 data, these
previous works have mainly searched for the presence of multiple stable branches in the
mass-radius relation. However, this is only one among various scenarios. In this chapter,
we aim at quantifying whether we are capable of determining the presence of a strong phase
transition from GW data even when only one stable branch is present. In particular, we
ask the question how many GW observations are necessary to observe a phase transition
and recover the parameters of an injected EOS from GW data. We focus on three different
EOSs that experience a phase transition in the typical mass range explored in BNS systems
and which show 3 different behaviors in the mass-radius relation.

For this purpose, we introduce a novel method, based on a new parameterization for
EOSs at supranuclear densities, of testing GW data from the inspiral phase of a BNS
merger for the appearance of a strong phase transition. This new approach is based on
Bayesian inference methods, and can be used with current GW detectors. Simulating
600 signals for three different EOSs, we find that already 12 events might be sufficient to
confidently find the presence of a phase transition. However, when analyzing the signals
GW170817 and GW190425 with our method, we do not find a hint of a strong phase
transition.

The major differences between previous studies and our work are that we simultane-
ously (i) analyze EOSs with different phase-transition signatures, i.e., one EOS with a
twin-star solution which is commonly searched for, but also two EOSs with phase tran-
sitions leading to single-branch solutions, (ii) analyze both simulated data and actual
events with state-of-the-art Bayesian GW data analysis techniques, which allows for hy-
pothesis testing and parameter estimation at once, and (iii) explicitly demonstrate that
our method is able to measure the microscopic characteristics of strong phase transitions,
by comparing injected with recovered parameters. Hence, our method allows us to make
statistically robust statements on the presence of strong phase transitions.

The chapter is structured as follows. We describe our methods and our mock data
setup in Secs. 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. Main results are shown in Sec. 5.4, and in Sec. 5.5
we apply our method to GW170817 and GW190425. We conclude in Sec. 5.6.
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Figure 5.1: Density-pressure relations (left panel) and mass–tidal-deformability relations
of the three EOSs (solid) used in this chapter, and the least-squares Maxwell fits (dashed)
to the the EOSs. The Maxwell parameterization successfully captures all features, includ-
ing the phase transition, for both the EOS and the mass-radius curve. Moreover, both
the EOSs and the EOSs’ best-fits support heavy NSs.

5.2 Phase transitions and their imprint on the GW
signal

5.2.1 The equation of state of NS matter

As explained in Ch. 2, the structure of NSs is determined by solving the Tolman-Oppenheimer-
Volkoff (TOV) equations. The only necessary input is the EOS, a relation between the
pressure, energy density, temperature, and composition inside the NS. The EOS is de-
termined by the microscopic degrees of freedom in the NS interior and their interactions.
At lower densities, these are mostly neutrons with a few percent protons interacting via
nuclear forces, but at higher densities new degrees of freedom might appear. With typical
radii of the order of 12 km and masses of 1− 2M�, the densities inside NSs are so large
that thermal energies are much smaller than typical Fermi energies, except in the most
violent astrophysical scenarios. Hence, for isolated NSs and NSs during the inspiral phase
of a BNS merger, finite temperature effects can be neglected and the EOS is simply a
relation of pressure and energy density for a given composition.

From the theoretical side, the EOS of cold dense matter at the densities explored in
the NS core is very uncertain. There exists a multitude of models for the EOS which
explore a wide range of pressures at densities beyond nsat, leading to large uncertainties
for the radii of typical NSs. The models can differ both in the degrees of freedom that they
assume and in the effective interactions among them. At low densities explored in the
NS crust and outermost core, where experimental input on, e.g., saturation properties or
extractions of the symmetry energy are available to constrain models, the EOS can instead
be constrained rather reliably. In this density regime, approaches ranging from density
functionals [173] or relativistic mean-field models [174, 175] to ab initio calculations using
a variety of models for the nuclear interactions, e.g., Refs. [176, 177], lead to consistent
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results.
In recent years, important constraints on the EOS of NS matter at low densities

have been obtained from microscopic calculations of neutron matter using systematic
interactions from chiral effective field theory (EFT) [111, 177–181]; see Sec. 2.2.2 for more
details.

However, while we know the relevant degrees of freedom at lower densities to be
nucleons, it is not clear which degrees of freedom appear at larger densities. While many
astrophysical EOSs assume nucleonic degrees of freedom to be valid in the whole NS,
a phase transition to new degrees of freedom, e.g., quark matter or exotic condensates,
might occur [172]. This phase transition might be strong and of first order, in which case
it can lead to interesting features in the mass-radius relation, like kinks or disconnected
branches [159].

To extend microscopic low-density results for the EOS to higher densities, the un-
certainty in the degrees of freedom must be taken into account. This is typically done
by applying general extension schemes, e.g., by using sets of polytropes for the energy
density and pressure [30, 177, 182] or an expansion in the speed of sound [32, 145, 148].
An extension of this approach are nonparametric inference schemes which have prior sup-
port for all possible EOS curves [183] and have recently been combined with chiral EFT
calculations [35]. Such extension schemes abandon explicit assumption about the degrees
of freedom at higher densities but instead model all EOS curves permitted by the chosen
functional form in the case of parametric extensions2 and general physics considerations
such as causality. By sampling all allowed functions, uncertainties at low densities can be
systematically extended to high densities.

These general EOS sets contain both smooth EOSs, i.e., EOSs for which the change
of pressure with energy density is continuous at all densities, as well as EOSs with drastic
changes in the pressure. While EOSs of the first type might be obtained by using a purely
nucleonic description of NSs, the latter type contains EOSs with strong first-order phase
transitions. Such transitions can be modeled within a Maxwell or Gibbs construction,
depending on the properties of the considered phases.

In a Maxwell construction, no mixed phases appear and the phase transitions can
be modeled by an EOS segment where the speed of sound, c2

S = ∂p/∂ε = 0, vanishes.
This EOS segment, and hence the phase transition, can be described by its onset density,
where the speed of sound becomes 0, and its width, i.e., the density jump between the
two phases with nonvanishing speed of sound. Depending on these properties, different
features might be observed in the M -R relation (or the M -Λ relation). In Fig. 5.1, we
show two examples of such phase transitions, which we have selected from the EOS set
of Ref. [32]. This EOS set was constrained by microscopic chiral EFT calculations below
nuclear saturation density, including a consistent NS crust [184], and extended to larger
densities by using a speed-of-sound extension scheme. Hence, it ensures NS stability
(cS > 0) and causality (cS < c, with c the speed of light) by design. For one of the
two chosen EOS (labeled KINK, orange line), an intermediate width is chosen for the
phase transition which leads to a visible kink in the mass-radius curve. For the other
EOS (labeled TWIN, blue line), a larger width leads to a stronger phase transition which

2Because no particular choice for the functional form of the EOS is made in nonparametric inference
schemes, they are less limited in this sense. However, in this chapter we choose a parameterized approach
for the EOS because it is straightforward to implement a c2

s = 0 segment that appears in case of a strong
first-order phase transition.
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results in the appearance of two disconnected branches in the mass-radius relation, a
so-called twin-star solution. For both EOS, the onset density is chosen such that the
interesting feature appears already in typical NSs.

In the Gibbs construction, on the other hand, a mixed phase appears and smoothens
the resulting EOS around the phase transition. In that case an EOS with a phase tran-
sition might be indistinguishable from a purely nucleonic EOS, which is known as the
masquerade problem [158]. We compare the two EOSs TWIN and KINK with the model
ALF2 [158], which is a hybrid EOS with a phase transition to quark matter that leads to
the formation of a mixed phase. For all three EOS models, the maximum mass is greater
than 1.93M� and, hence, consistent with observed masses of heavy NSs [60, 135].

5.2.2 Imprint of phase transitions on the GW signal
A possible phase transition can imprint itself upon the GW signal in different ways during
the inspiral and during the postmerger phase.

Inspiral: During the inspiral, the GW signal depends on the properties of the two
binary stars (masses, spins, and tidal deformabilities), as well as on the source location
and orientation. As explained in Ch. 2, of particular importance for the description of
tidal effects are the parameters
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which captures the leading-order contribution at fifth Post-Newtonian (PN) order, and
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with the symmetric mass ratio η = m1m2(m1 + m2)−2 = m1m2/M
2, which captures

additional contributions at sixth PN order.
The presence of a phase transition in the EOS might lead to a significant change in the

radii and tidal deformabilities for almost equal mass systems, if in any of the two stars the
onset density for the transition is already reached in the core, cf. Fig. 5.1. In Fig. 5.2, we
show the expected GW signal for a non-spinning BNS system with component masses of
1.50M� and 1.45M� for the three EOSs that we have chosen in this chapter. For the two
EOSs with strong first-order phase transitions, due to the different tidal deformabilities
of both stars, we find a dephasing of the waves compared to the ALF2 EOS. Since the
leading-order tidal contribution enters at the fifth PN order [112, 114, 170, 171], the
dephasing is most prominent in the late-inspiral phase.

In addition to the GWs for the EOSs described above, we also present as dashed lines
the waveforms when we assume that the quasi-universal relation of Refs. [120, 121] holds
for TWIN, KINK, and ALF2. To apply this relation, we fix the tidal deformability of the
lower-mass star and compute the tidal deformability of the primary component by using
the quasi-universal relation. We find that the resulting waveform significantly deviates
from the full waveform for EOSs with a very strong phase transitions, i.e., TWIN, but
approximates the waveform well in the other cases. These differences suggest the failure
of the quasi-universal relation with respect to EOSs with strong phase transitions like
TWIN, while the relation holds approximately for the KINK EOS. For smooth EOSs,
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like ALF2, there is no observable difference and the quasi-universal relation seems to be
valid. This suggests that detecting a phase transition that does not result in a twin-star
solution will be challenging if a methodology purely based on quasi-universal relations is
employed.

Postmerger: In cases in which the phase transition happens at densities beyond the
ones probed during the inspiral, the postmerger signature can change if a phase transition
is present, as outlined in, e.g., Refs. [148, 162, 163, 166–168, 172]. In most cases, the
presence of a phase transition will lead to a different (often shorter) lifetime of the remnant
and a shift of the main postmerger GW emission mode. However, due to the limited
sensitivity of existing GW detectors in the high-frequency range [10, 185] and the absence
of high-quality GW models describing the postmerger evolution of BNS mergers – see
Refs. [186–191] for some first attempts – it seems natural to investigate, at the current
stage, possible phase transition effects that can be extracted from the GW signal during
the inspiral.

5.2.3 EOS parameterization for phase transitions
When analyzing NS observations, one needs to assume a general form for the EOS describ-
ing the relation between pressure and energy density. For the “true” NS EOS realized in
nature, however, the functional form is unknown. Hence, an EOS parameterization needs
to be flexible enough to capture the various effects one might encounter in nature, in par-
ticular phase transitions. In this chapter, we consider the three EOSs of Fig. 5.1 as three
possible “true” EOSs. In order to capture all features of these EOSs, in particular the first-
order phase transitions, here we propose to use a 5-parameter piecewise-polytrope EOS
parameterization scheme, which we refer to as Maxwell parameterization. This scheme is
similar to the parameterization proposed in Ref. [182].

In our Maxwell parametrization, at low densities up to nuclear saturation density, we
use an EOS constrained by the chiral EFT calculation of Ref. [111] (VE,1 parametriza-
tion). This EOS contains a consistent inner crust and uses the BPS model for the outer
crust [192, 193]. For the high-density part beyond nsat, we use a modified 5-parameter
4-piece polytrope. Each polytrope is characterized by the starting pressure pi and the
adiabatic index Γi. Therefore, our extension starts with 8 free parameters: {p1, p2, p3, p4}
and {Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ4}.

To ensure continuity for the first polytrope, the starting pressure p1 is chosen to be
the pressure of the chiral EFT EOS at the nuclear saturation density, pCEFT(ρ0). The
adiabatic index of the second polytrope, Γ2, is set to be zero to represent a Maxwell
construction for a phase transition extended across a density gap of ∆ρ. Therefore,
p2 = p3 = ptr, where ptr is the phase transition pressure. Furthermore, we choose the
transition pressure between the third and fourth polytropes to be 5 times the phase
transition pressure, p4 = 5ptr. Fixing p4 reduces the numbers of free parameters and,
therefore, helps during the recovery. The particular value of 5ptr is chosen ad-hoc by
comparison against various different EOSs. We have also explored leaving this parameter
free, but this only improved the fitting performance marginally. Therefore, to reduce
dimensionality, we have fixed this parameter. A sketch of the parameterization is shown in
Fig. 5.3 and its capability of representing the three EOSs is shown in Fig. 5.1. We find that
the Maxwell parametrization works well for EOSs where phase transitions appear between
1−4nsat, corresponding to a NS in a typical mass range. As suggested in [194, 195], we have
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found that our parametrization introduces systematic uncertainties due to imperfect fits to
the “true” EOSs. Yet, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.1, the error is overall small and
will be below the statistical uncertainty of an EOS measurement [84]. However, it might be
necessary to verify the generality of this assumption assuming different parametrizations.
Because of the large computational cost, this is not part of this chapter. Furthermore,
we do not expect systematics induced by our parametrization to significantly affect the
present study and its main goal, namely to identify strong phase transitions and their
parameters.
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Figure 5.2: The GW waveforms for a non-spinning BNS system with component masses
of 1.50M� and 1.45M� for the three EOS used in this chapter. The dashed lines are the
waveforms assuming that the Binary-Love relation [120, 121] holds.

In total, our parametrization is described by five parameters Γ1,Γ3,Γ4, the phase
transition onset pressure ptr, and the transition density jump ∆ρ. In practice, in case
of an EOS with a twin-star solution, it is possible to have NSs with the same mass but
different radii, i.e., NSs that live on different branches of the M -R relation. These NSs
have central densities around the onset density of the phase transition. Because in this
case the NS mass cannot be used to distinguish the individual stars – see Fig. 5.1 (right
panel) – we need to add two extra parameters B1 and B2 for each of the two NSs to
indicate on which branch the star lives. Therefore, the EOS parameters ~E are given by

~E = {log10 ptr, log10 ∆ρ,Γ1,Γ3,Γ4, B1, B2}
= { ~Ec, {Bi}},

(5.3)

where ~Ec denotes the common parameters of all stars, assuming they follow the same
EOS.
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�3
<latexit sha1_base64="8GJHrgLBO81wRZGqrpo8VfYa4NM=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1FttvVRduhksgqsyo6AuCy7qsoK9QDuUM2mmDU0yY5IRytCXcCOiiFtfx51vY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM20879vJra1vbG7ltwvFnd29/dLBYVPHqSK0QWIeq3aImnImacMww2k7URRFyGkrHN1M89YjVZrF8t6MExoIHEgWMYLGWu1uDYXA3kWvVPYq3kzuKvgLKFeLtRewqvdKX91+TFJBpSEcte74XmKCDJVhhNNJoZtqmiAZ4YB2LEoUVAfZbN6Je2qdvhvFyj5p3Jn7uyNDofVYhLZSoBnq5Wxq/pd1UhNdBxmTSWqoJPOPopS7Jnany7t9pigxfGwBiWJ2VpcMUSEx9kQFewR/eeVVaJ5XfK/i3/nl6iXMlYdjOIEz8OEKqnALdWgAAQ5P8ApvzoPz7Lw7H/PSnLPoOYI/cj5/ABGfkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rla9TBYXrxsYhn3W+w/66ed3OnA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe4U1DJgoWUEEwPJEeY2m2TJ7t65uyeEI3/CxkIRW/+Onf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8KBHcWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaeJUU9agsYh1K0LDBFesYbkVrJVohjIS7CEaXU/9hyemDY/VvR0nLJQ4ULzPKVontTo3KCV2z7vlil/1ZyDLJMhJBXLUu+WvTi+mqWTKUoHGtAM/sWGG2nIq2KTUSQ1LkI5wwNqOKpTMhNns3gk5cUqP9GPtSlkyU39PZCiNGcvIdUq0Q7PoTcX/vHZq+1dhxlWSWqbofFE/FcTGZPo86XHNqBVjR5Bq7m4ldIgaqXURlVwIweLLy6R5Vg38anAXVGoXeRxFOIJjOIUALqEGt1CHBlAQ8Ayv8OY9ei/eu/cxby14+cwh/IH3+QN9cY+M</latexit>

�4
<latexit sha1_base64="FCrUbkEYvtXtsHlrN9wEATgI2yA=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1FttvVRduhksgqsyI6IuCy7qsoK9QDuUM2mmDU0yY5IRytCXcCOiiFtfx51vY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM20879vJra1vbG7ltwvFnd29/dLBYVPHqSK0QWIeq3aImnImacMww2k7URRFyGkrHN1M89YjVZrF8t6MExoIHEgWMYLGWu1uDYXA3kWvVPYq3kzuKvgLKFeLtRewqvdKX91+TFJBpSEcte74XmKCDJVhhNNJoZtqmiAZ4YB2LEoUVAfZbN6Je2qdvhvFyj5p3Jn7uyNDofVYhLZSoBnq5Wxq/pd1UhNdBxmTSWqoJPOPopS7Jnany7t9pigxfGwBiWJ2VpcMUSEx9kQFewR/eeVVaJ5XfK/i3/nl6iXMlYdjOIEz8OEKqnALdWgAAQ5P8ApvzoPz7Lw7H/PSnLPoOYI/cj5/ABMjkLg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yusIDO76bzG/87ZI+hA+wVscWt4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E1DJgoWUEEwPJEeY2m2TJ7t65uyeEI3/CxkIRW/+Onf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8KBHcWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaeJUU9agsYh1K0LDBFesYbkVrJVohjIS7CEaXU/9hyemDY/VvR0nLJQ4ULzPKVontTo3KCV2z7vlil/1ZyDLJMhJBXLUu+WvTi+mqWTKUoHGtAM/sWGG2nIq2KTUSQ1LkI5wwNqOKpTMhNns3gk5cUqP9GPtSlkyU39PZCiNGcvIdUq0Q7PoTcX/vHZq+1dhxlWSWqbofFE/FcTGZPo86XHNqBVjR5Bq7m4ldIgaqXURlVwIweLLy6R5Vg38anAXVGoXeRxFOIJjOIUALqEGt1CHBlAQ8Ayv8OY9ei/eu/cxby14+cwh/IH3+QN+9Y+N</latexit>

�4
<latexit sha1_base64="FCrUbkEYvtXtsHlrN9wEATgI2yA=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1FttvVRduhksgqsyI6IuCy7qsoK9QDuUM2mmDU0yY5IRytCXcCOiiFtfx51vY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM20879vJra1vbG7ltwvFnd29/dLBYVPHqSK0QWIeq3aImnImacMww2k7URRFyGkrHN1M89YjVZrF8t6MExoIHEgWMYLGWu1uDYXA3kWvVPYq3kzuKvgLKFeLtRewqvdKX91+TFJBpSEcte74XmKCDJVhhNNJoZtqmiAZ4YB2LEoUVAfZbN6Je2qdvhvFyj5p3Jn7uyNDofVYhLZSoBnq5Wxq/pd1UhNdBxmTSWqoJPOPopS7Jnany7t9pigxfGwBiWJ2VpcMUSEx9kQFewR/eeVVaJ5XfK/i3/nl6iXMlYdjOIEz8OEKqnALdWgAAQ5P8ApvzoPz7Lw7H/PSnLPoOYI/cj5/ABMjkLg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yusIDO76bzG/87ZI+hA+wVscWt4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E1DJgoWUEEwPJEeY2m2TJ7t65uyeEI3/CxkIRW/+Onf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8KBHcWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaeJUU9agsYh1K0LDBFesYbkVrJVohjIS7CEaXU/9hyemDY/VvR0nLJQ4ULzPKVontTo3KCV2z7vlil/1ZyDLJMhJBXLUu+WvTi+mqWTKUoHGtAM/sWGG2nIq2KTUSQ1LkI5wwNqOKpTMhNns3gk5cUqP9GPtSlkyU39PZCiNGcvIdUq0Q7PoTcX/vHZq+1dhxlWSWqbofFE/FcTGZPo86XHNqBVjR5Bq7m4ldIgaqXURlVwIweLLy6R5Vg38anAXVGoXeRxFOIJjOIUALqEGt1CHBlAQ8Ayv8OY9ei/eu/cxby14+cwh/IH3+QN+9Y+N</latexit>

�⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="we4loislknzPkEu9+Eua7QDD46M=">AAAB8XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt0RLm8EgWIVdC7UMaGEZwVwwu4TZydlkyOzsMjMrhCWPYGdjoYitb2Pn2zi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHPCVHBtXPfbKaytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflymFLJ5li2GSJSFQnpBoFl9g03AjspAppHApsh6Prad5+RKV5Iu/NOMUgpgPJI86osdaDf4PCUF8Nk1656tbcmcgqeAuo1itPFbBq9Mpffj9hWYzSMEG17npuaoKcKsOZwEnJzzSmlI3oALsWJY1RB/ls4gk5tU6fRImyTxoyc3935DTWehyHtjKmZqiXs6n5X9bNTHQV5FymmUHJ5h9FmSAmIdP1SZ8rZEaMLVCmuJ2VsCFVlBl7pJI9gre88iq0zmueW/PuvGr9AuYqwjGcwBl4cAl1uIUGNIGBhGd4hTdHOy/Ou/MxLy04i54j+CPn8we9EpGp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="npEgv7QKjUUcYr36H6zDk5bEePg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQe1GNBDx4r2A9sQtlsN+3SzW7YnQgl9F948aCIV/+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCobVSmKWtRJZTuRsQwwSVrIUfBuqlmJIkE60Tjm5nfeWLacCUfcJKyMCFDyWNOCVrpMbhlAkmgR6pfrXl1bw53lfgFqUGBZr/6FQwUzRImkQpiTM/3UgxzopFTwaaVIDMsJXRMhqxnqSQJM2E+v3jqnlll4MZK25LoztXfEzlJjJkkke1MCI7MsjcT//N6GcbXYc5lmiGTdLEozoSLyp297w64ZhTFxBJCNbe3unRENKFoQ6rYEPzll1dJ+6Lue3X/3q81Los4ynACp3AOPlxBA+6gCS2gIOEZXuHNMc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AeX2Qug==</latexit>

�⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="we4loislknzPkEu9+Eua7QDD46M=">AAAB8XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt0RLm8EgWIVdC7UMaGEZwVwwu4TZydlkyOzsMjMrhCWPYGdjoYitb2Pn2zi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHPCVHBtXPfbKaytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflymFLJ5li2GSJSFQnpBoFl9g03AjspAppHApsh6Prad5+RKV5Iu/NOMUgpgPJI86osdaDf4PCUF8Nk1656tbcmcgqeAuo1itPFbBq9Mpffj9hWYzSMEG17npuaoKcKsOZwEnJzzSmlI3oALsWJY1RB/ls4gk5tU6fRImyTxoyc3935DTWehyHtjKmZqiXs6n5X9bNTHQV5FymmUHJ5h9FmSAmIdP1SZ8rZEaMLVCmuJ2VsCFVlBl7pJI9gre88iq0zmueW/PuvGr9AuYqwjGcwBl4cAl1uIUGNIGBhGd4hTdHOy/Ou/MxLy04i54j+CPn8we9EpGp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="npEgv7QKjUUcYr36H6zDk5bEePg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQe1GNBDx4r2A9sQtlsN+3SzW7YnQgl9F948aCIV/+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCobVSmKWtRJZTuRsQwwSVrIUfBuqlmJIkE60Tjm5nfeWLacCUfcJKyMCFDyWNOCVrpMbhlAkmgR6pfrXl1bw53lfgFqUGBZr/6FQwUzRImkQpiTM/3UgxzopFTwaaVIDMsJXRMhqxnqSQJM2E+v3jqnlll4MZK25LoztXfEzlJjJkkke1MCI7MsjcT//N6GcbXYc5lmiGTdLEozoSLyp297w64ZhTFxBJCNbe3unRENKFoQ6rYEPzll1dJ+6Lue3X/3q81Los4ynACp3AOPlxBA+6gCS2gIOEZXuHNMc6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AeX2Qug==</latexit>ptr

<latexit sha1_base64="TuCjR3z7I7rutfu7OSrqptQS2Tw=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvUieAkWwVNJPKjHihePFewHtCFsttt26W4SdidiDbn5L7x4UMSrP8Wb/8btx0FbHww83pthZl6YCK7Rdb+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zW7b39ps6ThVlDRqLWLVDopngEWsgR8HaiWJEhoK1wtH1xG/dM6V5HN3hOGG+JIOI9zklaKTALidB1kX2gEpmqPI8sCtu1Z3CWSbenFRqh1dPYFAP7K9uL6apZBFSQbTueG6CfkYUcipYXuqmmiWEjsiAdQyNiGTaz6aH586JUXpOP1amInSm6u+JjEitxzI0nZLgUC96E/E/r5Ni/9LPeJSkyCI6W9RPhYOxM0nB6XHFKIqxIYQqbm516JAoQtFkVTIheIsvL5PmWdVzq96tV6mdwwxFOIJjOAUPLqAGN1CHBlBI4Rle4c16tF6sd+tj1lqw5jMH8AfW5w9p/pT0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D+pbP11W8V4DTGvAOZPLpnIx67k=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0k8qMeCF48V7Ae0IWy2m3bp7ibsTsQa8ku8eFDEqz/Fm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcgOd9O2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/kHNPTzqmCTTlLVpIhLdi4hhgivWBg6C9VLNiIwE60aTm5nffWDa8ETdwzRlgSQjxWNOCVgpdGtpmA+APYKWOeiiCN261/DmwKvEL0kdlWiF7tdgmNBMMgVUEGP6vpdCkBMNnApWVAeZYSmhEzJifUsVkcwE+fzwAp9ZZYjjRNtSgOfq74mcSGOmMrKdksDYLHsz8T+vn0F8HeRcpRkwRReL4kxgSPAsBTzkmlEQU0sI1dzeiumYaELBZlW1IfjLL6+SzkXD9xr+nV9vXpZxVNAJOkXnyEdXqIluUQu1EUUZekav6M15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH6A+czx/ompPX</latexit>

ptr
<latexit sha1_base64="TuCjR3z7I7rutfu7OSrqptQS2Tw=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvUieAkWwVNJPKjHihePFewHtCFsttt26W4SdidiDbn5L7x4UMSrP8Wb/8btx0FbHww83pthZl6YCK7Rdb+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zW7b39ps6ThVlDRqLWLVDopngEWsgR8HaiWJEhoK1wtH1xG/dM6V5HN3hOGG+JIOI9zklaKTALidB1kX2gEpmqPI8sCtu1Z3CWSbenFRqh1dPYFAP7K9uL6apZBFSQbTueG6CfkYUcipYXuqmmiWEjsiAdQyNiGTaz6aH586JUXpOP1amInSm6u+JjEitxzI0nZLgUC96E/E/r5Ni/9LPeJSkyCI6W9RPhYOxM0nB6XHFKIqxIYQqbm516JAoQtFkVTIheIsvL5PmWdVzq96tV6mdwwxFOIJjOAUPLqAGN1CHBlBI4Rle4c16tF6sd+tj1lqw5jMH8AfW5w9p/pT0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D+pbP11W8V4DTGvAOZPLpnIx67k=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0k8qMeCF48V7Ae0IWy2m3bp7ibsTsQa8ku8eFDEqz/Fm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcgOd9O2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/kHNPTzqmCTTlLVpIhLdi4hhgivWBg6C9VLNiIwE60aTm5nffWDa8ETdwzRlgSQjxWNOCVgpdGtpmA+APYKWOeiiCN261/DmwKvEL0kdlWiF7tdgmNBMMgVUEGP6vpdCkBMNnApWVAeZYSmhEzJifUsVkcwE+fzwAp9ZZYjjRNtSgOfq74mcSGOmMrKdksDYLHsz8T+vn0F8HeRcpRkwRReL4kxgSPAsBTzkmlEQU0sI1dzeiumYaELBZlW1IfjLL6+SzkXD9xr+nV9vXpZxVNAJOkXnyEdXqIluUQu1EUUZekav6M15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH6A+czx/ompPX</latexit>

5ptr
<latexit sha1_base64="Dx1ZWIV4R5HndTLTnWozgfNnyp8=">AAAB+XicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqBfBS2MQPIUZweUY8eIxglkgGYaeTidp0rPQXRMMw9z8DC8eFPHqn3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqekEihUbH+bYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unr1/0NBxqhivs1jGqhVQzaWIeB0FSt5KFKdhIHkzGN5O/OaIKy3i6AHHCfdC2o9ETzCKRvJt+yLxsw7yR1RhhirPfbvsVJwpyDJx56RcPbp5AoOab391ujFLQx4hk1Trtusk6GVUoWCS56VOqnlC2ZD2edvQiIZce9n08pycGqVLerEyFSGZqr8nMhpqPQ4D0xlSHOhFbyL+57VT7F17mYiSFHnEZot6qSQYk0kMpCsUZyjHhlCmhLmVsAFVlKEJq2RCcBdfXiaN84rrVNx7t1y9hBmKcAwncAYuXEEV7qAGdWAwgmd4hTcrs16sd+tj1lqw5jOH8AfW5w/ijJUz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="543mhji/FvMvY2OEIctocaklTyI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiuSiL4WBbcuKxgH9CGMJlO2qEzkzBzUywhf+LGhSJu/RN3/o3TNgttPXDhcM693HtPlApuwPO+nbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPTpumyTTlLVoIhLdjYhhgivWAg6CdVPNiIwE60Tju5nfmTBteKIeYZqyQJKh4jGnBKwUuu5VGuZ9YE+gZQ66KEK35tW9OfAq8UtSQyWaofvVHyQ0k0wBFcSYnu+lEOREA6eCFdV+ZlhK6JgMWc9SRSQzQT6/vMDnVhngONG2FOC5+nsiJ9KYqYxspyQwMsveTPzP62UQ3wY5V2kGTNHFojgTGBI8iwEPuGYUxNQSQjW3t2I6IppQsGFVbQj+8surpH1Z9726/+DXGtdlHBV0is7QBfLRDWqge9RELUTRBD2jV/Tm5M6L8+58LFrXnHLmBP2B8/kDYTeUFg==</latexit>

5ptr
<latexit sha1_base64="Dx1ZWIV4R5HndTLTnWozgfNnyp8=">AAAB+XicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqBfBS2MQPIUZweUY8eIxglkgGYaeTidp0rPQXRMMw9z8DC8eFPHqn3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqekEihUbH+bYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unr1/0NBxqhivs1jGqhVQzaWIeB0FSt5KFKdhIHkzGN5O/OaIKy3i6AHHCfdC2o9ETzCKRvJt+yLxsw7yR1RhhirPfbvsVJwpyDJx56RcPbp5AoOab391ujFLQx4hk1Trtusk6GVUoWCS56VOqnlC2ZD2edvQiIZce9n08pycGqVLerEyFSGZqr8nMhpqPQ4D0xlSHOhFbyL+57VT7F17mYiSFHnEZot6qSQYk0kMpCsUZyjHhlCmhLmVsAFVlKEJq2RCcBdfXiaN84rrVNx7t1y9hBmKcAwncAYuXEEV7qAGdWAwgmd4hTcrs16sd+tj1lqw5jOH8AfW5w/ijJUz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="543mhji/FvMvY2OEIctocaklTyI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiuSiL4WBbcuKxgH9CGMJlO2qEzkzBzUywhf+LGhSJu/RN3/o3TNgttPXDhcM693HtPlApuwPO+nbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPTpumyTTlLVoIhLdjYhhgivWAg6CdVPNiIwE60Tju5nfmTBteKIeYZqyQJKh4jGnBKwUuu5VGuZ9YE+gZQ66KEK35tW9OfAq8UtSQyWaofvVHyQ0k0wBFcSYnu+lEOREA6eCFdV+ZlhK6JgMWc9SRSQzQT6/vMDnVhngONG2FOC5+nsiJ9KYqYxspyQwMsveTPzP62UQ3wY5V2kGTNHFojgTGBI8iwEPuGYUxNQSQjW3t2I6IppQsGFVbQj+8surpH1Z9726/+DXGtdlHBV0is7QBfLRDWqge9RELUTRBD2jV/Tm5M6L8+58LFrXnHLmBP2B8/kDYTeUFg==</latexit>

⇢0
<latexit sha1_base64="AMjJNvojc0ljLpnDIFsF4qzxYIM=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK311urSTbAIrsqMC3VZcOOygr1AO5RMmmljM8mQnBHK0EcQ3LhQxK3v4863Mb0stPWHwMf/n0POOVEqhUXf//bW1jc2t7YLO8Xdvf2Dw1L5qGl1ZhhvMC21aUfUcikUb6BAydup4TSJJG9Fo5tp3nrkxgqt7nGc8jChAyViwSg6q9k1Q93ze6WKX/VnIqsQLKBSKz+VwaneK311+5plCVfIJLW2E/gphjk1KJjkk2I3szylbEQHvONQ0YTbMJ9NOyFnzumTWBv3FJKZ+7sjp4m14yRylQnFoV3OpuZ/WSfD+DrMhUoz5IrNP4ozSVCT6eqkLwxnKMcOKDPCzUrYkBrK0B2o6I4QLK+8Cs2LauBXg7ugUruEuQpwAqdwDgFcQQ1uoQ4NYPAAz/AKb572Xrx372NeuuYteo7hj7zPH4T/j8o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e9NRYWaNZYrapmCdrLEKJyL9pU4=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswp2FWgZsLCOYD0iOsLfZS9bs7R67c0I48h9sLBSx9f/Y+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMyLUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+nfntJ26s0OoBJykPEzpUIhaMopNaPTPSfb9fqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUUTbsN8fu2UnDtlQGJtXCkkc/X3RE4TaydJ5DoTiiO77M3E/7xuhvFNmAuVZsgVWyyKM0lQk9nrZCAMZygnjlBmhLuVsBE1lKELqOxCCJZfXiWty1rg14L7oFq/KuIowSmcwQUEcA11uIMGNIHBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz9Bao7b</latexit>

⇢0
<latexit sha1_base64="AMjJNvojc0ljLpnDIFsF4qzxYIM=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK311urSTbAIrsqMC3VZcOOygr1AO5RMmmljM8mQnBHK0EcQ3LhQxK3v4863Mb0stPWHwMf/n0POOVEqhUXf//bW1jc2t7YLO8Xdvf2Dw1L5qGl1ZhhvMC21aUfUcikUb6BAydup4TSJJG9Fo5tp3nrkxgqt7nGc8jChAyViwSg6q9k1Q93ze6WKX/VnIqsQLKBSKz+VwaneK311+5plCVfIJLW2E/gphjk1KJjkk2I3szylbEQHvONQ0YTbMJ9NOyFnzumTWBv3FJKZ+7sjp4m14yRylQnFoV3OpuZ/WSfD+DrMhUoz5IrNP4ozSVCT6eqkLwxnKMcOKDPCzUrYkBrK0B2o6I4QLK+8Cs2LauBXg7ugUruEuQpwAqdwDgFcQQ1uoQ4NYPAAz/AKb572Xrx372NeuuYteo7hj7zPH4T/j8o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e9NRYWaNZYrapmCdrLEKJyL9pU4=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswp2FWgZsLCOYD0iOsLfZS9bs7R67c0I48h9sLBSx9f/Y+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMyLUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+nfntJ26s0OoBJykPEzpUIhaMopNaPTPSfb9fqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUUTbsN8fu2UnDtlQGJtXCkkc/X3RE4TaydJ5DoTiiO77M3E/7xuhvFNmAuVZsgVWyyKM0lQk9nrZCAMZygnjlBmhLuVsBE1lKELqOxCCJZfXiWty1rg14L7oFq/KuIowSmcwQUEcA11uIMGNIHBIzzDK7x52nvx3r2PReuaV8ycwB94nz9Bao7b</latexit>

Figure 5.3: Sketch of the Maxwell parameterization, which is characterized by the adi-
abatic indices {Γ1,Γ3,Γ4}, the phase transition onset pressure ptr, and the transition
density jump ∆ρ.

5.3 Mock Data Simulation

5.3.1 Bayesian Analysis
As explained in Ch. 3, within the Bayesian framework we can combine the information
from multiple detections. For parameters that are expected to be the same across several
detections (e.g. EOS parameters), the combined posterior for common parameters Pc(~θc)
can be obtained as

Pc(~θc) = π(~θc)1−N
N∏
i=1
Pi(~θc) , (5.4)

where ~θc are the common parameters and Pi(~θc) is the posterior including the i-th de-
tection. We can also combine the odds ratios into a catalog odds ratio O1 (cat)

2 , which is
given by3

O1 (cat)
2 = Π1

2

N∏
i=1
B1

2,i = Π1
2B

1 (cat)
2 , (5.5)

where B1
2,i is the Bayes factor for the i-th detection and B1 (cat)

2 is the catalog Bayes factor.
As we have the prior odds set to 1, the catalog odd ratio O1 (cat)

2 is the same as the catalog
Bayes factor B1 (cat)

2 .
3By cataloging odd ratios with simple multiplication, the information that some parameters are shared

across detections is not included. This conservative choice is dictated by computational limitations; see
the discussion in Sec. IV.B.
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5.3.2 Waveform approximants

In this chapter, we restrict our studies to the PN model TaylorF2; see Ch. 2. This model
was also employed in the analysis of GW170817 and GW190425 by the LIGO and Virgo
Collaborations; see e.g. Refs. [6, 21, 49].

The version of TaylorF2 we use is based on on a 3.5 PN order point-particle descrip-
tion [70, 73, 196–198] that includes spin-orbit effects [83] and spin-spin effects [81, 82,
199, 200]. Tidal effects are added up to 7.5 PN following Refs. [113, 114]. We note that
we also incorporate the EOS-dependency of the 2PN and 3PN spin-spin contributions.
For this purpose, we use quasi-universal relations outlined in [119] to connect the spin-
induced quadrupole moments to the tidal deformability of the NS stars. This approach is
commonly used for GW data analysis and was by default used here, but a phase transition
could also affect the employed quasi-universal relation. This might introduce additional
biases. Sampling over the individual quadrupole moments of the NSs (see, e.g., Ref. [201]),
would cause an increase of the computational costs and it seemed more appropriate to
employ the quasi-universal relations of [119] than simply neglecting the EOS imprint on
the quadrupole moment. However, since all simulated signals are non-spinning, we do
not expect that any significant biases appear during our analysis and refer to the study
of Ref. [202], where it was shown that potential biases only arise for high spins.

5.3.3 Injection setup

We choose to use an astrophysically motivated distribution for the parameters of the
simulated sources. We distribute the sources uniformly in a co-moving volume with the
optimal network SNR range ρ ∈ [30, 100]. Thus, a relatively high lower bound on SNR
is assumed. Indeed, to probe the phase transition, an accurate measurement of Λi is
needed, which can not be achieved with BNS signals that have low or medium SNR [84].
The orientation (ι, ψ) and the sky location (α, δ) of the sources are placed uniformly on a
sphere. Since NS spins are expected to be small [203], we set them to zero for all simulated
sources. The component masses of the binaries are sampled from the uniform distribution
[1M�,MTOV], where MTOV is the maximum allowed mass of a NS with the given EOS.

For the EOSs, we want to investigate under what circumstances one can distinguish
between the existence and the absence of a strong phase transition. Therefore, we choose
two EOSs that have phase transitions with different onset pressure and density jumps
but that lead to an observable and distinct feature within the mass range of [1, 2]M� in
the mass-radius curve, labeled as TWIN and KINK; cf. Sec. 5.2. In addition, we choose
another EOS with phase transition but a smooth density dependence of the pressure. As
the phase transition masquerades, this model is indistinguishable from a purely nucleonic
EOS model, see Fig. 5.1. Here, we choose the ALF2 EOS described in Ref [157] because
of its plausibility based on the multi-messenger analysis of GW170817 [23, 28]. The three
EOSs are all able to support the observed heavy NSs [60, 134, 135].

The simulated GW signals are injected coherently into the data of the Advanced LIGO
and Advanced Virgo detectors. The detector noise is simulated as stationary Gaussian
noise with the power spectral density to be that of the design sensitivities of each detec-
tor [10, 185].
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5.3.4 Implementation

Our analysis follows a similar approach as previous works [142, 146, 149]. The analysis
consist of a two-stage process:

I. Estimation of the posterior of the macroscopic parameters P(~θmacro) based upon a
GW analysis, where ~θmacro = {mi,Λi}.

II. Estimation of the posterior of the microscopic parameters (i.e. the EOS parameters)
P( ~E) with P(~θmacro) given.

For stage I, the posterior P(~θmacro) is estimated with the Nested Sampling algo-
rithm [128] implemented in LALInference [204] with a prior of mi ∈ [0.5, 3.0]M� and
Λi ∈ [0, 5000]. For stage II, the posterior P( ~E) is given by

P( ~E) ∝ π( ~E)L( ~E)

= π( ~E)
∫
d~θmacro

π(~θmacro| ~E)
π(~θmacro|I)

P(~θmacro) ,
(5.6)

where π(~θmacro| ~E) and π(~θmacro|I) are the priors on ~θmacro with and without the EOS given,
respectively. For our study, the macroscopic parameters of interest are the component
masses m1,2 and the corresponding tidal deformabilities Λ1,2. Therefore the likelihood
L( ~E) is given by

L( ~E) =
∫
dm1dm2dΛ1dΛ2

π(m1,m2,Λ1,Λ2| ~E)
π(m1,m2,Λ1,Λ2|I) P(m1,m2,Λ1,Λ2)

=
∫
dm1dm2dΛ1dΛ2

∏
i δ(Λi − Λ(mi; ~E))
π(Λ1,Λ2|m1,m2, I)

π(m1,m2| ~E)
π(m1,m2|I) P(m1,m2,Λ1,Λ2)

=
∫
dm1dm2

P(m1,m2,Λ1,Λ2)
π(Λ1,Λ2|,m1,m2, I)

∣∣∣∣∣
Λ1=Λ(m1; ~E),Λ2=Λ(m2; ~E)

,

(5.7)

where Λ(m, ~E) is the tidal deformability as a function of mass with an EOS given. We
have also chosen the priors π(m1,m2| ~E) and π(m1,m2|I) to be the same.

Therefore, the joint posterior P( ~E,mi) is given by

P( ~E,m1,m2) ∝ π( ~E) P(m1,m2,Λ1,Λ2)
π(Λ1,Λ2|m1,m2, I)

∣∣∣∣∣
Λ1=Λ(m1; ~E),Λ2=Λ(m2; ~E)

. (5.8)

The joint posterior is estimated with the Nested Sampling algorithmMultinest [131] imple-
mented in PyMultinest [205, 206]. The posterior P( ~E) is then obtained via marginalizing
P( ~E,mi).

For the stage II process, we choose the prior for the parameters to bemi ∈ [0.5, 3.0]M�,
Γi ∈ (1, 10], log10 ptr[dyne cm−2] ∈ [33.7, 38.0] and log10 ∆ρ[g cm−3] ∈ [13.85, 16]. We also
impose the constraints of MTOV ≥ 1.93M� as part of the prior. To increase efficiency,
sampling over masses is done in terms of the chirp massM and ln ∆η rather than indi-
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vidual masses. The chirp massM and ln ∆η are given by

M = (m1m2)3/5

(m1 +m2)1/5 , (5.9)

ln ∆η = ln
(1

4 − η
)
. (5.10)

5.4 Locating phase transitions from GW signals

5.4.1 Description of the method
Because the pressure p within a compact star is monotonically decreasing from pc in the
center to p = 0 at the surface, only the part of the EOS with pressures below the central
pressure pc is observable. With this in mind, we define the hypotheses to be tested as
follows:

• HPT : The phase transition pressure ptr is below pc for one or both of the stars and
the phase transition involves a density jump ∆ρ > 0;

• HNPT : The phase transition density jump ∆ρ is zero or ptr is larger than pc, and
therefore the transition is not observable.

For HNPT, we found that it is sufficient to test for the condition ∆ρ = 0. Indeed, within
our parameterization, the condition ptr > pc is equivalent to fitting the whole observable
EOS with a single polytrope (instead of 3-4 polytropes in the case of ptr < pc), which is
automatically penalized by the analysis due to its low likelihood. Moreover, a significant
decrease of the number of fit degrees of freedom complicates our interpretation of the
evidence and, correspondingly, the Bayes factors.

The evidences for the two hypotheses are given by

ZPT =
∫
d ~Edm1dm2 L( ~E,m1,m2)

× π( ~E,m1,m2 | (ptr < pc,1 ∪ ptr < pc,2) ∩ ∆ρ > 0) ,
(5.11)

and
ZNPT =

∫
d ~Ecdm1dm2 L( ~Ec,m1,m2) π( ~Ec|∆ρ = 0), (5.12)

where the central pressure pc,i is estimated via interpolation of mi-pc,i for given EOS
parameters ~E.

The Bayes factor BPT
NPT between HPT and HNPT is given by

BPT
NPT = ZPT

ZNPT
. (5.13)

By examining the Bayes factor BPT
NPT, one can deduce if a phase transition is observed.

5.4.2 Method Validation
With 200 BNS inspiral signals for each EOS, the parameter estimation is performed and
the evidences are estimated as described in Sec. 5.4.1.
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Figure 5.4: The distribution of lnBPT
NPT for injections with the TWIN, KINK, and ALF2

EOSs. The presence of a strong phase transition does shift the distribution of lnBPT
NPT

towards larger values.

The probability distribution functions of the ln Bayes factors lnBPT
NPT obtained from

all 200 injections for each of the three EOSs are shown in Fig. 5.4. In our simulations,
85%, 98% and 70% of the injections lead to a positive lnBPT

NPT for the TWIN, KINK, and
ALF2 EOSs, respectively. Even though the EOSs with a strong phase transition, KINK
and TWIN, do shift the distribution of lnBPT

NPT towards larger values, the shift is not
pronounced enough to draw a statistically robust conclusion. Furthermore, while there
is no strong first-order phase transition in the ALF2 EOS, HPT is favored over HNPT for
the ALF2 injections. However, in HPT, the EOS below pc is fitted with 3− 4 polytropes
while in HNPT it is fitted with only 1− 3 polytropes. The additional degrees of freedom
for HPT improve the fit to the M -Λ curve and lead to a higher evidence.

To improve on the situation, we follow the catalog technique described in Sec. 5.3.1,
and estimate the catalog log Bayes factors lnBPT (cat)

NPT . In Fig. 5.5, we show the distribu-
tions of lnBPT (cat)

NPT with 5, 9, and 12 events per catalog for the three EOSs. We find that
the presence of a strong phase transition in the EOS can be clearly recognized from the
distributions for 9 or more events per catalog. For both the TWIN and KINK EOSs, with
12 events per catalog, all the catalogs result in a higher than 5σ statistical significance
with respect to the catalogs estimated for the ALF2 EOS.

Before continuing, we note that by combining the Bayes factors with simple multipli-
cation we are not making use of the knowledge that all BNSs share the same EOS. The
inclusion of this additional constraint would require us to do the analysis on all BNSs
in a catalog simultaneously, which would be computationally very demanding. While
our procedure is sub-optimal, it is a conservative one. Most importantly, we see that by
using our catalog Bayes factor as a detection statistic for strong phase transitions, with
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Figure 5.5: The distributions of lnBPT (cat)
NPT for injections with the TWIN, KINK, and

ALF2 EOSs. Each catalog consists of 5 events (left), 9 events (center), or 12 events
(right). The presence of a strong phase transition can be recognized from the distributions
for 9 or more events. The 5σ threshold, indicated by the black dashed line, is estimated
with respect to the ln Bayes factor distribution for the ALF2 EOS using a Gaussian kernel
density estimation (the smooth grey curve).

12 sources we can already draw significant conclusions, regardless of the interpretation of
the Bayes factor.

Returning to Fig. 5.5, we see that the phase transition in the KINK EOS is easier
to identify than the TWIN EOS, even though the TWIN EOS has the more pronounced
feature in the M -R relation. Moreover, in the case of TWIN, the parameters B1 and B2,
which indicate on which branch the stars live, are not redundant, and one would think
that this should boost the evidence in that case. However, the individual Λi for each
component in a BNS are not well measured4; as a result, the inclusion of the {Bi} does
not necessarily lead to the evidence being elevated. In addition, as seen in Fig. 5.1, our
parameterization can fit the KINK EOS better than the TWIN EOS, which contributes
to the higher evidence of KINK compared to TWIN.

In addition to observing the presence of a phase transition with statistical significance,
we can also probe its characteristics. In particular, the phase transition onset pressure
ptr, and the phase transition density jump ∆ρ, can be measured. In Fig. 5.6, we show
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) and 95% credible interval evolution for log10 ptr and
log10 ∆ρ with an increasing number of events, where we only include events with positive
lnBPT

NPT for TWIN and KINK. Indeed, we expect that events with positive lnBPT
NPT will

tend to have pc > ptr, and hence be informative for the estimation of log10 ptr and log10 ∆ρ;
this is something we will return to momentarily. Looking at the results, for both EOSs
the true phase transition parameters are recovered within the 95% credible interval. For
log10 ∆ρ, the true value is recovered after ∼ 10 events are included. We note that the
credible intervals for the parameters of the phase transition are not dominated by the
one or two loudest events. Instead, in order to detect the phase transition, we need to
map-out a significant part of the M-Λ curve, which requires multiple detections.

In Fig. 5.7, we show the joint posteriors for log10 ptr and log10 ∆ρ with 25 combined
events for the TWIN and KINK EOSs. For both EOSs, the phase transition parameters

4This results from the poor measurement of δΛ̃ with second-generation detectors [84].
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Figure 5.6: Maximum a posteriori (MAP) and 95% credible interval evolution for log10 ptr
(left panel) and log10 ∆ρ (right panel) for the TWIN and KINK EOSs. The dashed lines
indicate the true values, which are found to lie within the extracted 95% credible interval
for both EOS.

(log10 ptr, log10 ∆ρ) are measured with . 10% statistical uncertainty, with the true values
lying within the 95% credible interval.

Finally, for the same 25 events, we show the distribution of the central pressure pc for
both stars in Fig. 5.8. For the majority of the events, both stars have a central pressure
above the phase transition onset pressure. This matches our expectation from the positive
lnBPT

NPT and provides a valuable crosscheck for our analysis.
Based on our findings, we conclude that:

(i) It is possible to establish the presence of a strong first-order phase transition with
twelve BNS observations;

(ii) With ∼ 10 BNSs, the phase transition parameters (log10 ptr, log10 ∆ρ) can be mea-
sured with . 10% statistical uncertainty.

Because we are imposing a strict bound on the MTOV during the stage II analysis,
systematics might be induced as suggested in Refs. [147, 207]. However, since we are not
interested in recovering the full EOS or MTOV but the parameters of the phase transition,
the simple hard cut on MTOV is sufficient for the purposes of this analysis. Also, no
significant systematics are observed with respect to the simulation.

5.4.3 Limitations of our analysis
As we have shown in the previous section, it is possible to confirm the existence of a
phase transition and extract its parameters. However, our approach is limited to such
EOSs where the phase transition is Maxwell-like, i.e., it is described by a segment with
cS = 0. As the comparison with the ALF2 EOS clearly shows, our approach cannot
establish the existence of a phase transition in case a mixed phase appears, that smears
out an observable EOS feature. Due to this masquerade problem [157], macroscopic
structure properties (M -R or M -Λ relations) for such EOSs cannot be distinguished from
purely nucleonic EOSs. As only such properties affect the GW waveforms, the inspiral
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Figure 5.7: The joint posteriors for log10 ptr and log10 ∆ρ with 25 combined events for
the TWIN EOS (left panel) and the KINK EOS (right panel). The dashed lines indicate
the 95% credible interval and the solid lines the true value. For both EOSs, the true
values of the phase transition parameters (log10 ptr, log10 ∆ρ) are constrained with . 10%
statistical uncertainty.

phase does not provide information on the phase transition in this case. Should such a
case be realized in nature, information might only be obtained from the postmerger GW
signal.

Furthermore, we can only observe a Maxwell-like transition that is strong enough to
leave an observable feature, e.g., at least a kink, in the M -Λ curve. Should the density
jump be too small, the M -Λ curve would be smooth and, again, the inspiral phase would
not provide information on the phase transition.

Finally, our method only works if inspiraling NSs have central pressures above the onset
of the phase transition. If NS masses in binaries are limited to be around 1.4M�, exploring
lower central pressures, but phase transitions appear at much higher pressures in heavier
stars, it will only be probed by the postmerger GW signal. However, the observation
of GW190425 shows that also BNS mergers of heavy NS might be observed by GW
interferometers (note that GW190425 could potentially have been a neutron-star–black-
hole merger [208–210]). Should the phase transition appear at low pressures/densities,
in NS below 1M�, such that both NS in a binary are hybrid stars, our method might
also not be able to identify its presence. In this case, while the observed macroscopic
NS observables represent integrals over the EOS at all densities in the star, and, hence,
in principle include information of the phase transition, observations might not be able
to distinguish between the “true” EOS and an EOS that connects smoothly between the
low-density nuclear-physics constraints and the observed part of theM -R curve. However,
in this case the phase transition onset would likely be between (1− 2)nsat, at low energy
densities, which might be identified using other analysis techniques [35].

These shortcomings highlight that GW observations alone might not be able to answer
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Event lnBPT
NPT KL divergence

GW170817 0.889± 0.113 0.809
GW190425 0.441± 0.085 0.371
Combined 1.330± 0.141 0.865

Table 5.1: The ln Bayes factor lnBPT
NPT and the KL divergence (in nats) estimated with

the two BNS events.

the question of whether phase transitions exists in NSs or not. Hence, interdisciplinary
studies including both nuclear physics and GW astrophysics are crucial.

5.5 Analysis of GW170817 and GW190425
Having shown with simulations that our methodology is in principle capable of uncov-
ering and characterizing strong phase transitions, we now apply it to the real signals
GW170817 [9] and GW190425 [49]. The former can confidently be assumed to have come
from a BNS inspiral. We will also assume that the latter was emitted by a BNS. For both
events, we take the publicly available posterior samples [211, 212] as the input for the
stage II analysis as described in Sec. 5.3.4.

Table 5.1 shows the ln Bayes factors lnBPT
NPT and the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence

for the two events separately and combined. The KL divergence is estimated from the
posterior and prior for the EOS parameters, i.e.,

KL divergence =
∫
P( ~Ec) ln P( ~Ec)

π( ~Ec)
d ~Ec , (5.14)

and it quantifies to what extent the posterior distribution is different from the prior
distribution. A KL divergence of zero indicates that the two distributions are identical.

Based on the values of KL divergence for the two events, it would seem that GW170817
is carrying more information regarding the EOS, while GW190425 is not very informative,
similar to the findings of Ref. [147].

In order to make a statistically robust statement, we would need to have a reliable
distribution of lnBPT (cat)

NPT in the absence of strong phase transitions, which we could use
as “background” to estimate the significance of the “foreground” values in Table 5.1.
This would require (i) an accurate or at least representative simulated BNS population,
and (ii) a justifiable representation of EOSs without a strong phase transition. One can
systematically generate a representative ensemble of EOSs by using parameteric or non-
parameteric methods and used them to calculate a background distribution for lnBPT (cat)

NPT ,
but the required computational resources will be significant. Due to the uncertainty in
the BNS population and the limitation of available computational resources, such an
estimation is currently not achievable. Clearly, we find no strong evidence for or against
the presence of a strong phase transition [213].

In addition to the Bayes factors, a small value for the KL divergence indicates simi-
larity of posterior and prior, and the extracted phase transition parameters are strongly
influenced by the priors. The combined posteriors for the phase transition onset density,
number density at the phase transition ntr, and the corresponding density jump in terms
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of nsat, ∆n = ∆ρ/ρsat, are shown together with the prior in Fig. 5.9.5 The posteriors
distributions for log10 ptr, log10 ∆ρ, m1, m2, and Λ̃ for GW170817 and GW190425 are
shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, respectively. We conclude that our measurements of ntr and
nsat are not very informative, as could be expected based on the KL divergence.
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Figure 5.8: The distribution of the central pressure pc for the 25 events included in the
joint parameter-estimation analysis with the phase transition pressure for the two EOSs
indicated by the dashed line. Most of the events have both of the components’ central
pressure above the phase transition pressure. In particular, none of the events have both
components’ central pressure below phase transition pressure.

5.6 Conclusion
We have presented a reliable way of searching for phase transitions in supranuclear matter
using the inspiral waveform of binary NS mergers, which is successful both if the resulting
mass-radius relation has only one or multiple stable branches. In contrast to previous
works, which calculated the preference for multiple stable branches to search for strong
phase transitions [35, 146, 147], our approach searches for an extended segment with
cS = 0, i.e., we do not explicitly assume a multiple-branch feature in the M -R curve.

As long as there is some observable imprint of the phase transition in the mass-
radius relation, our method can recover injected phase-transition parameters, and, hence,
represents an important step forward in the search for a possible phase transition. We have
explicitly demonstrated this by injecting simulated BNS mergers with different equations
of state into synthetic stationary Gaussian noise. We have shown that our method can

5Initially we have priors ntr ∈ [1, 4]nsat and ∆n ∈ [0.26, 37]nsat, but the presence of heavy pulsars
contrained both priors to more narrow ranges.
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Figure 5.9: Corner plots showing the posterior distribution of ntr and ∆n in terms of nsat
with GW170817 and GW190425 combined (blue) on top of the prior with heavy pulsars
constraint (grey). The dashed lines mark the 95% credible intervals. The posterior does
not significantly deviate from the prior.

detect the presence of phase transitions at 5σ confidence with 12 signals. Moreover, the
phase-transition onset pressure and the corresponding density jump (log10 ptr, log10 ∆ρ)
were recovered with .10% statistical uncertainty with ∼10 events. Finally, we have
applied the method to GW170817 and GW190425, but found no strong evidence for or
against the presence of strong phase transitions.
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CHAPTER 6

MULTI-MESSENGER CONSTRAINTS ON THE
NEUTRON-STAR EQUATION OF STATE AND THE

HUBBLE CONSTANT

6.1 Introduction

Multi-messenger observations of binary neutron-star (BNS) mergers, which employ differ-
ent probes to observe the same astrophysical process, elucidate the properties of matter
under extreme conditions and can be used to determine the expansion rate of the Universe
described by the Hubble constant. An example was the joint detection of gravitational
waves (GWs), GW170817 [9], a gamma-ray burst (GRB), GRB170817A, a GRB afterglow
arising from synchrotron radiation [11], and the kilonova AT2017gfo, i.e., an electromag-
netic (EM) signal in the optical, infrared, and ultraviolet bands originating from the
radioactive decay of atomic nuclei created during a merger from the same astrophysical
source [12]. Using only GWs and the redshift of the host galaxy, this event led to an
independent measurement of the Hubble constant [214]. It also placed constraints on the
equation of state (EOS) of matter at densities higher than in the center of an atomic nu-
cleus, e.g., [22]. Moreover, GWs have been detected from another presumed BNS merger,
GW190425 [49], but no EM counterpart was observed [215]. Joint observations of the
mass and radius of the rapidly rotating neutron star (pulsar) PSR J0030+0451 by the
Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER), e.g., [63], have provided indepen-
dent constraints on NS properties [216]. These build upon mass measurements of the
pulsars PSR J0740+6620 [135], PSR J0348+4042 [60], and PSR J1614-2230 [61] using
radio observations.

In this chapter we combine the results from GW170817, GW190425, AT2017gfo,
GRB170817A,
PSR J0030+0451, PSR J0740+6620, PSR J0348+4042, and PSR J1614-2230 with nuclear-
theory calculations of the EOS, the latter using chiral effective field theory (EFT) pre-
dictions at low densities, see Sec. 2.2.2. Previous studies have connected GW analyses
to nuclear-physics predictions, e.g., [30, 33], or performed Bayesian analyses of EM and
GW signals, e.g., [27, 28], or combined GW and NICER results [34, 217]. We combine all
of these approaches, with the goal of providing improved constraints on the supranuclear
EOS and measuring the Hubble constant.
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6.2 Methods

6.2.1 The use of chiral effective field theory and the neutron-
star equation of state

As mentioned before, chiral effective field theory (EFT) can be used to describe the neu-
tron start equation-of-state at low densities; In particular, we use the result of these
calculations up to densities of 1.5nsat to constrain the NS EOS below that density, ex-
tended to matter in β-equilibrium and with a crust added [184]. Then, we extend our EOS
models to densities beyond 1.5nsat by employing a model-agnostic parametric expansion
scheme that represents the EOS in the speed of sound plane [32, 33, 145, 218]. For each
EOS, we sample a set of six randomly distributed points in the speed of sound plane at
baryon densities between 1.5nsat and 12nsat and connect them by line segments. The NS
properties are found to be not very sensitive to the number of line segments when varying
it between 5-10. This construction by design remains causal and stable at all densities,
0 ≤ cS ≤ c, with cS the speed of sound and c the speed of light. From the speed-of-sound
curves, we reconstruct the EOSs and solve the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equa-
tions [93, 94] to extract NS structure properties. For each sampled EOS, we construct a
second EOS that includes a segment with cS = 0 with random onset density and width,
to simulate EOSs with strong first-order phase transitions. We sampled 5000 different
EOSs to produce a uniform prior on the radius of a typical 1.4M� NS.

Similar to commonly used polytropic expansion schemes [177], the speed-of-sound
extension does not make any assumptions about degrees of freedom at higher densities,
and includes many possible density dependencies for the EOS at high densities. For
example, this extension includes regions of sudden stiffening or sudden softening, as would
be expected from a strong first-order phase transition.

6.2.2 Incorporation of the maximum mass neutron-star con-
straints

For the inclusion of the astronomical constraints on the EOSs, we adopt a Bayesian
approach [207, 219], and express the constraints in terms of likelihood functions that can
be used for the GW and EM analysis.

We have used constraints on the lower bound of the maximum NS mass Mmax given
by the mass measurements of pulsars PSR J0740+6620 [135], PSR J0348+0432 [60],
PSR J1614-2230 [61], and a constraint on the upper bound on Mmax [151] of Mmax =
2.16+0.17

−0.15M� at 95% credence. Similar upper bounds on Mmax have also been obtained
in different studies, e.g., Mmax . 2.17M� at 90% credence [25], Mmax . 2.3M� [220], or
Mmax . 2.16− 2.28M� [221]. The corresponding likelihood LMmax is given by

LMmax(EOS) = LMmax(Mmax)
=
∏
i

CDF(Mmax,N (MPSR
i , σPSR

i ))

× (1− CDF(Mmax,N (2.16M�, 0.17M�))),

(6.1)

where CDF(x,N (µ, σ)) is the cumulative distribution function corresponding to a normal
distribution N (µ, σ) evaluated at x. MPSR

i and σPSR
i are the mass measurement and the
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1-σ uncertainty reported for the pulsars that we included for the analysis, respectively.
The values for MPSR

i and σPSR
i are tabulated in Tab. 6.1. For the upper bound on Mmax,

we take a more conservative uncertainty, adopting the 95% credible range as the standard
deviation for the likelihood input. In the likelihood LMmax , we have approximated the
measurements [60, 61, 135] and estimates [151] as Gaussian. The final likelihood is shown
in Fig. 6.1.

Pulsar MPSR [M�] σPSR [M�] Reference
PSR J0740+6620 2.14 0.1 [135]
PSR J0348+0432 2.01 0.04 [60]
PSR J1614-2230 1.908 0.016 [61]

Table 6.1: Summary of the heavy-pulsar mass measurements. The masses MPSR

and their 1-σ uncertainties σPSR reported for the pulsars included in this analysis.
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Figure 6.1: Combined likelihood of the maximum mass. Shown are the constraints
from radio observations of PSR J0740+6620 [135], PSR J0348+0432 [60], and PSR J1614-
2230 [61] (lower bounds) from the remnant classification of GW170817/AT2017gfo as a
black hole [151] (upper bound), and the joint constraint (black line).

6.2.3 Coherent incorporation of NICER data
For the NICER data [222], we use the results from Ref. [63] where a Bayesian infer-
ence approach was used to analyze the energy-dependent thermal X-ray waveform of
PSR J0030+0451. We employ the samples obtained with a three-oval, uniform-temperature
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spots model [63, 223]. This model provides agreement with the observed NICER data
and constrains the mass and radius of PSR J0030+0451 to be M = 1.44+0.15

−0.14M� and
R = 13.02+1.24

−1.06km (both at 1σ uncertainty). The inferred mass-radius posterior probabil-
ity distributions are not dominated by systematic uncertainties and inferred parameters
are in agreement for different models [63, 64]; as a comparison, the results for the two-
oval spot model are shown together with the three-oval spots model in Fig. 6.2. Further
comparisons can be found in Refs. [63, 64].

The corresponding likelihood LNICER is given by

LNICER(EOS) =
∫
dMdR pNICER(M,R)π(M,R|EOS)

=
∫
dMdR pNICER(M,R)δ(R−R(M,EOS))

=
∫
dM pNICER(M,R = R(M,EOS)),

(6.2)

where pNICER(M,R) is the joint-posterior probability distribution of mass and radius of
PSR J0030+0451 as measured by NICER and we use the fact that the radius is a function
of mass for a given EOS.

The joint-constraint likelihood LJoint combining the maximum mass and the NICER
information is given by

LJoint(EOS) = LNICER(EOS)× LMmax(EOS). (6.3)

LJoint(EOS) is then taken as an input for our further analysis of GW170817, AT2017gfo,
and GW190425.

6.2.4 Gravitational-wave Analysis
We use the bilby software [224] to reanalyze the observational data for GW170817 [225]
and GW190425 [226]. We ran parallel bilby [227] on 800 cores to obtain posterior
probability distributions within a few hours on the high-performance computing (HPC)
clusters Minerva at the Max-Planck-Institute for Gravitational Physics, on SuperMUC-
NG at the Leibniz Supercomputing Centre, or on the HAWK cluster of the High-Performance
Computing Center Stuttgart. The GW signals are analysed within a frequency inter-
val f ∈ [23, 2048]Hz which covers the full inspiral of the BNS coalescence. Frequency-
dependent spline calibration envelopes [228] are introduced into the waveform templates
to counteract the potential systematics due to the uncertainties in the detectors’ calibra-
tions [229, 230]. We adopt the power spectral density estimated with BayesWave [45,
231]. For our analysis, we employ the IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2 (NRTidalv2) waveform
model [117].

6.2.5 AT2017gfo

Kilonova modelling

For the assessment of systematic uncertainties, we compare multiple light curve mod-
els [122, 232].
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of different NICER analysis models. Shown are the 2D
posterior probability distributions for the mass and radius of PSR J0030+0451 inferred
with a three-oval spot model (purple) and a two-oval spot model (orange) [63] in compar-
ison with our EOS constraint at this analysis step, cf. Fig. 6.9. Contours are shown at
68% and 95% credibility.

Model I (standard model): This model uses Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs) sim-
ulated using the multi-dimensional Monte Carlo radiative transfer code possis [122]. We
use a model grid with modifications to the underlying physics and the assumed geometry
for the ejecta. Compared to previous work [122], we introduce two changes to the physics:
thermalization efficiencies are taken from Ref. [233] and the temperature is estimated in
each grid cell and at each time from the mean intensity of the radiation field (inferred
from the density and local energy deposition from radioactive decay). In terms of the
adopted geometry, we run calculations for geometries similar to, e.g., Refs. [234–236], see
Fig. 6.3, which were obtained from numerical relativity simulations. A first component
represents the dynamical ejecta, which have velocities ranging from the minimum velocity
of the dynamical ejecta vdyn

min = 0.08 c to the maximum velocity of the dynamical ejecta
vdyn

max = 0.3 c, are characterised by an ejecta mass Mdyn
ej , and have a lanthanide-rich com-

position within an angle ±Φ about the equatorial plane and a lanthanide-free composition
otherwise. The dynamical ejecta correspond to a high-velocity portion of the geometry
adopted in Ref. [122]. The main source of opacity in kilonova ejecta is given by bound-
bound line transitions, in which electrons move between two bound states of atoms or ions.
The bound-bound opacities κbb assumed for the dynamical ejecta are wavelength- and
time-dependent, reaching values of κbb = 1 cm2 g−1 at 1µm and 1.5 d for the lanthanide-
rich and κbb = 5 × 10−3 cm2 g−1 at 1µm and 1.5 d for the lanthanide-free portion of the
ejecta [122]. A second spherical component represents the ejecta released from the merger
remnant and debris disk, extending from minimal velocities vpm

min = 0.025 c up to maxi-
mal velocities vpm

max = 0.08 c and with an ejecta mass Mpm
ej . The bound-bound opacities

adopted for the postmerger ejecta are intermediate [235] to those in the lanthanide-rich
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and lanthanide-free components of the dynamical ejecta (κbb = 0.1 cm2 g−1 at 1µm and
1.5 d). SEDs and corresponding light curves are then controlled by four parameters: Mdyn

ej ,
Mpm

ej , Φ, and the observer viewing angle Θobs.
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Figure 6.3: Geometry employed in the kilonova description of Model I. Different
colors refer to the different lanthanide fractions of the individual ejecta components: tidal
dynamical (red), polar dynamical (blue), and disk wind (purple).

Model II: This model adopts a kilonova without an additional wind ejecta compo-
nent [122], which makes standardization and extraction of the Hubble constant easier
due to the smaller number of free parameters. Tighter constraints on the distance and
inclination angle are extracted compared to our standard choice (Model I); cf. Fig. 6.13.

Model III: This model adopts the radiative transfer model of Ref. [232] and employs
a multi-dimensional Monte Carlo code to solve the multi-wavelength radiation transport
equation for an expanding medium. We use one spherically symmetric ejecta component
characterized by the mass of the ejectaMej, the mass fraction of lanthanides Xlan, and the
ejecta velocity vej. While using only one ejecta component reduces the consistency between
the observational data and the model prediction, it provides easier standardization and
therefore puts a tighter constraint on the measured distance, but no information about
inclination can be extracted due to the assumption of spherical symmetry.

Surrogate Construction: We use the approach outlined in Refs. [237, 238], where a
Gaussian-Process-Regression framework is employed; cf. Refs. [26, 215] for a detailed
discussion.

We show the performance of our standard model (Model I) in Fig. 6.4 and find that it
is consistent with the observed data. The extracted properties of the ejecta are shown in
Fig. 6.5. The disk wind ejecta are about 10 times larger than the dynamical ejecta. The
angle Φ peaks around 50◦, while the observation angle Θobs peaks around 40◦ (cf. Fig. 6.3).
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of observed light curves of AT2017gfo with Model I.
Predictions of Model I (shaded bands) are compared to observational data (points) in
different photometric bands collected in [26] using the original data of [52, 54–57, 59,
239–245].

To connect the individual ejecta components to the different ejecta mechanisms, we
assume that the total ejecta mass is a sum of multiple components. The first component
is related to the dynamical ejecta Mdyn

ej . The second component is caused by disk wind
ejecta and proportional to the disk mass surrounding the final remnant Mpm

ej = ζ Mdisk.
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Figure 6.5: Estimated ejecta properties for Model I. Corner plot for the mass of
the dynamical ejecta Mej,dyn, the mass of the disk wind ejecta Mej,wind, the opening angle
between lanthanide-rich and lanthanide-poor dynamical ejecta components Φ, and the
viewing angle Θobs at 10%, 32%, 68% and 95% credence. For the 1D posterior probability
distributions, we mark the median (solid lines) and the 90% credible interval (dashed
lines) and report these above each panel.

For a conservative estimate, we also add a third component α that we keep as a free
parameter during the sampling procedure.

For the dynamical ejecta, we use the description in Ref. [28], while we assume that the
disk wind ejecta are proportional to the disk mass. Based on recent works on predicting
the disk mass for systems with low mass ratios [246], we include an explicit mass-ratio
dependence as described below.

The extracted binary properties are shown in Fig. 6.6, in which we report the chirp
mass, the mass ratio, the deformability Λ̃, the fraction of the dynamical ejecta α, the disk
conversion factor ζ, and the maximum TOV mass.

Disk mass prediction

We utilise results from 73 numerical relativity simulations performed by different groups [246–
249]. The full dataset is shown in Fig. 6.7A which shows the disk mass versus the ratio of
the total mass of the system and the threshold mass. The threshold mass Mthreshold is the
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Figure 6.6: Estimated BNS properties for Model I. Similar to Fig. 6.5 but for
the chirp mass Mc, mass ratio q, tidal deformability Λ̃, free ejecta parameter α, disk
conversion factor ζ, and maximum NS mass. Model II and Model III provide very similar
binary properties.

limiting total mass of the BNS system beyond which a prompt collapse to a black hole
occurs. For the estimate of the threshold mass, we use the predictions of Ref. [250]. We
compare the data with the estimate of Ref. [28] confirming that an decreasing mass ratio
leads to an increased disk mass [246]. We use a similar functional behavior to Ref. [28],
but we incorporate mass-ratio dependent fitting parameters such that

log10

(
Mdisk

M�

)
= max

(
−3, a

(
1 + b tanh

(
c− (m1 +m2)M−1

threshold
d

)))
, (6.4)
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with a and b given by
a = ao + δa · ξ ,
b = bo + δb · ξ ,

(6.5)

where ao, bo, δa, δb, c, and d are free parameters. The parameter ξ is given by

ξ = 1
2 tanh (β (q − qtrans)) , (6.6)

where β and qtrans are free parameters. Fig. 6.7B shows how the model fitting changes as
the mass ratio changes.

The best-fitting model parameters are given by minimizing r = 〈(log10(Mdisk) −
log10(Mfit

disk))2〉; we find ao = −1.581, δa = −2.439, bo = −0.538, δb = −0.406, c = 0.953,
d = 0.0417, β = 3.910, qtrans = 0.900.
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Figure 6.7: Disk mass predictions for various total masses and mass ratios.
(A) Data employed for the construction of the model fitting in Eq. (6.4), compared to
the model of [28]. (B) Three examples, where data from numerical-relativity simulations
(symbols) are compared to the fit for different mass ratios (lines).
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6.2.6 Prior combination for distance measurement

Due to the strong correlation between the luminosity distance D and inclination ι0 across
different analyses, we combine the information on theD-ι0 plane and then marginalize over
the inclination. We take the GRB170817A-VLBI measurement pGRB(D, ι0) as the prior
for the other two analyses. Therefore, the combined posterior probability distribution
pcom(D, ι0) is given by

pcom(D, ι0) = LGW(D, ι0)× LEM(D, ι0)× pGRB(D, ι0), (6.7)

where LGW and LEM are the likelihoods for the parameters (D, ι0) for the GW170817 and
AT2017gfo analyses, respectively.

Because we are combining the information in the post-processing stage, we do not have
access to the likelihood but only the posterior probability distributions of GW170817,
pGW, and AT2017gfo, pEM. Therefore, we evaluate the combined posterior probability
distribution by

pcom(D, ι0) = pGW(D, ι0)
πGW(D, ι0) ×

pEM(D, ι0)
πEMi(D, ι0) × pGRB(D, ι0), (6.8)

where πGW(D, ι0) and πEM(D, ι0) are the priors for the parameters (D, ι0) used for analysing
GW170817 and AT2017gfo, respectively.

The combined posterior probability distribution on the distance is then given by

pcom(D) =
∫
dι0 pcom(D, ι0) (6.9)

which we use below in the Hubble constant measurement.

6.2.7 Estimation of the Hubble constant H0

The Hubble constant H0 relates the center-of-mass recession velocity of a galaxy relative
to the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [251] vr with the comoving distance Dc and
the peculiar velocity vp by

vr = H0Dc + vp . (6.10)

The distance between Earth and NGC 4993, the host galaxy of GW170817, is small,
∼ 40 Mpc [51], so we can approximate the comoving distance with the luminosity dis-
tance D. Combining the distance measurement with the redshift z of the host galaxy,
z = 0.009783 ± 0.000023, constrains the Hubble constant [214].

GW170817’s host galaxy NGC 4993 belongs to the galaxy cluster ESO 508, which has
a radial velocity of vr of 3327±72km s−1 [252] and the peculiar velocity vp of NGC 4993 is
310±69 km s−1 [253] . To reduce possible systematics introduced by imperfect modelling
of the bulk flow motion [253], we take the uncertainty on vp to be 150 km s−1 [254].

We model the likelihoods of vr, L(vr), and vp, L(vp), to be Gaussians given by

L(vr) ∝ exp
−1

2

(
vr − 〈vr〉
σvr

)2
 , L(vp) ∝ exp

−1
2

(
vp − 〈vp〉
σvp

)2
 , (6.11)
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where 〈vr〉 = 3327 km s−1, σvr = 72 km s−1, 〈vp〉 = 310 km s−1 and σvp = 150 km s−1.
As a result, the multi-dimensional posterior probability distribution p(H0, D, vp) is

given by

p(H0, D, vp) = L(H0, D, vp)π(H0, D, vp)×
1

Ns(H0)

∝ exp
−1

2

(
vp − 〈vp〉
σvp

)2
× exp

−1
2

(
H0D + vp − 〈vr〉

σvr

)2


× p(D)× π(H0)× π(vp)×
1

Ns(H0) ,

(6.12)

where p(D), π(H0) and π(vp) are the posterior probability distribution of the distance, the
prior on the Hubble constant, and the prior on the peculiar velocity, respectively. Ns(H0)
is the selection effect term [214]. We take π(H0) to be uniform in [20, 160] km s−1Mpc−1,
π(vp) to be uniform in [−c, c] and Ns(H0) ∝ H3

0 . This choice of selection effect term is
rooted in a volumetric prior on the redshift [214].

For the posterior probability distribution of the distance, we take the posterior prob-
ability distribution based on the combined analysis as described above, including the use
of standardizable kilonovae light curves to measure their distances [255, 256]. Because
we have a set of posterior probability distribution samples {di} that follow the poste-
rior probability distribution pcom(D), we obtain the marginalized posterior probability
distribution p(H0, vp) by

p(H0, vp) =
∫
dD p(H0, D, vp)

=
∫
dD pcom(D)p(H0, D, vp)

pcom(D)

=
〈
p(H0, D, vp)
pcom(D)

〉
{di}

,

(6.13)

in which we approximate
∫
dD pcom(D) by an average over posterior probability distribu-

tion samples denoted 〈· · · 〉{di}. We sample over p(H0, vp) with emcee [257] and obtain
the corner plot shown in Fig. 6.8.

6.3 Results
We use a multi-step procedure, illustrated in Fig. 6.9, to incorporate constraints from
nuclear theory and from astrophysical observations. Our analysis begins with a newly-
constructed set of 5000 EOSs (Sec. 6.2.1) that provide possible descriptions of the struc-
ture of NSs (Fig. 6.9A). At low densities, these EOSs are constrained by microscopic
calculations using chiral EFT interactions and computational many-body methods. Chi-
ral EFT is a systematic theory for nuclear forces that describes the interactions in terms
of nucleon and pion degrees of freedom and is consistent with the symmetries of quantum
chromodynamics [101]. The resulting forces are arranged in an order-by-order expansion,
which is then truncated at a certain level. This systematic scheme allows for the esti-
mation of theoretical uncertainties from missing higher-order contributions to the nuclear
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Figure 6.8: Constraints on the Hubble constant. Corner plot of the inferred H0-
vp posterior probability distribution using the inferred distance from our analysis, cf.
Fig. 6.10. For the 1D posterior probability distributions, we mark the median (solid
lines) and the 90% credible interval (dashed lines) and report these above each panel.

interactions. The resulting nuclear Hamiltonians are inserted into the Schrödinger equa-
tion, which has been solved using quantum Monte Carlo methods [105]. Chiral EFT might
be valid up to 2nsat [111], where nsat is the nuclear saturation density, nsat = 0.16 fm−3.
Beyond that, chiral EFT interactions and their uncertainty estimates are not reliable. We
adopt a more conservative limit and constrain our EOSs with chiral EFT calculations
up to densities of 1.5nsat. At densities above that limit, we employ a model-agnostic
parametric expansion scheme that represents the EOS in the speed of sound plane [111]
and ensures consistency with causality.

We then restrict the set of EOSs by including astrophysical constraints. In a first
step, we begin by enforcing a maximum NS mass Mmax with an upper bound of Mmax ≤
2.16+0.17

−0.15 solar masses (M�) at 2σ uncertainty [151] (Sec. 6.2.2). This upper bound was
derived by assuming that the final merger remnant of GW170817 was a black hole [151].
We derived a lower bound for the maximum mass by combining radio observations of
PSR J0740+6620 [135], PSR J0348+4042 [60], and PSR J1614-2230 [61]. The resulting
distribution for the maximum mass and the updated EOS set are shown in Fig. 6.9B.
For comparisons with other works, we calculate the radius of a typical 1.4M� NS at 90%
credence. The corresponding radii at each stage of our analysis are shown in Fig. 6.9H.

In the next step, we include the NICER results (Sec. 6.2.3) using the joint posterior
probability density function for mass and radius for the best fit model of Ref. [63] shown
in Fig. 6.9C. We assign a probability to each EOS based on the maximum NS mass and
NICER constraints.

By sampling over the obtained EOS set using their precomputed probabilities, we an-
alyze GW170817 (Sec. 6.2.4), where NS properties are inferred from GW signals through
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ER
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W

19
04
25

R1.4M� [km]

This chapter yes 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 11.75+0.86
−0.81

[34] yes 3 7 3 7 7 3 7 [11.63, 13.26]
[33] yes © © 3 7 7 7 7 11.0+0.9

−0.6

[28] no 3 © 3 3 © 7 7 [11.3, 13.5]
[27] no 7 7 3 © 7 7 7 (12.2+1.0

−0.8 ± 0.2)
[22] no © 7 3 7 7 7 7 11.9+1.4

−1.4

[30] yes © 7 © 7 7 7 7 [9.9, 13.6]

Table 6.2: Comparison with selected radius constraints from multi-messenger observa-
tions.
For each reference, we indicate if chiral EFT input, constraints from heavy-
pulsar mass measurements (Heavy PSRs), maximum-mass constraints obtained from
GW170817/AT2017gfo (Mmax), GW constraints from GW170817 or GW190425, con-
straints from kilonova light curves (AT2017gfo), constraints from the GRB afterglow
(GRB170817A), and constraints from NICER have been used. We indicate with 3 if
either the full posterior probability distribution or a Bayesian inference was employed, ©
if some information was included without performing a Bayesian analysis or including the
full posterior probability distribution, and 7 if the information was not included in the
study. Stated radius uncertainties represent 90% credible intervals, where for [27] we also
include systematic uncertainties as stated by the authors.

tidal effects that are larger for NSs with smaller masses and larger radii. We employ the
parallel bilby software [227] and the GWwaveform model IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2 [117]
for cross-correlation with the observed GW data [9], inferring the binary properties from
the measured signal. This model is an updated version of the waveform approximant
IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal which has been used in previous analyses of GW170817 [21] and
GW190425 [49].

In the fourth step, we add constraints from AT2017gfo using a published light curve
model [122] (Sec. 6.2.5). We use a Gaussian-Process-Regression framework to compute
generic light curves for various ejecta-mass properties. To connect the individual ejecta
parameters to the properties of the system, we assume that the total ejecta mass Mej is
a sum of multiple components: dynamical ejecta Mdyn

ej , the material released during the
merger process via shocks and torque, and disk-wind ejecta ζMdisk: Mej = Mdyn

ej +ζMdisk+
α. The parameters α, corresponding to a potentially unmodelled ejecta component, and
ζ, determining how much mass of the disk is ejected, are unknown free parameters. Our
treatment of the dynamical ejecta follows previous work [28]. Existing disk-wind ejecta
models are known to be inappropriate for systems with low mass ratios. To overcome this
issue, we include an explicit mass-ratio dependence in the disk-mass prediction (Sec. 6.2.5).
The GW results for the chirp massMc = (m1m2)3/5(m1 +m2)−1/5, with m1 and m2 being
the masses of the heavier and lighter NS, respectively, the mass ratio q = m2m

−1
1 , and
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the EOS are used as priors for our analysis of AT2017gfo. This further constrains the
EOS models (Fig. 6.9D). Including all steps so far, we obtain the radius of a 1.4M� NS
of R1.4M� = 11.67+0.95

−0.87 km at 90% credence.
These results can be further constrained by combining them with another observed

BNS merger, GW190425 [49]. Due to the high total mass of GW190425 of 3.4+0.3
−0.1M� at

90% credence, which suppresses tidal effects, we find that the inclusion of GW190425 does
not improve the precision, but does slightly shift the median value within the uncertainty.
Our final estimate on the radius of a 1.4M� NS is R1.4M� = 11.75+0.86

−0.81 km with 90%
credence. Later in this chapter, we also explore an alternative ordering of individual
analysis steps (Fig. 6.14) and systematic uncertainties due to the use of different GW
models (Fig. 6.15), but obtain a consistent radius constraint (see Sec. 6.4.3 and Sec. 6.4.4).

Several independent EM searches for counterparts to GW190425 observed large frac-
tions of the possible sky area [215], suggesting that most of the appropriate region was
searched but no EM signal was detected. To include this non-detection, we employ the
same kilonova analysis as for GW170817, combining it with upper limits reported by the
optical EM counterpart searches. Using the distance information from the GW data,
159+69

−71 Mpc at 90% credence level [49], we obtain limits on the absolute magnitude of a
potential counterpart. Using our light curve models, we rule out parts of the parameter
space for which the predicted absolute magnitude would be above the obtained limit.
Following this procedure, we arrive at a radius estimate of R1.4M� = 11.74+0.88

−0.77 km (90%
credence) under the assumption that if GW190425 produced a detectable signal, it would
have been found. To be conservative, we omit this step from the subsequent analysis.

Our study includes information from GW170817, AT2017gfo, GRB170817A, GW190425,
the NICER observation of PSR J0030+0451, and the radio observations of PSR J0740+6620,
PSR J0348+0432, PSR J1614-2230. Our approach allows for strong phase transitions in
the EOS, the combination of multiple events, and the incorporation of EM non-detections.
We compare our final result of R1.4M� = 11.75+0.86

−0.81 km with a selection of previous stud-
ies in Tab. 6.2. We note that the inclusion of additional astrophysical observations does
not necessarily lead to tighter constraints (Fig. 6.9H) as (i) the full combined posterior
probability distributions are incorporated in the analysis and (ii) the number of events
detected with multiple messengers remains very small.

In addition to EOS studies, we perform a measurement of the Hubble constant (Sec. 6.2.7).
For this purpose, we assume that measurable properties related to the kilonova, e.g.,
time-scale and color evolution of the ejecta, are connected to its intrinsic luminosity.
Theoretical kilonova predictions can be used to standardize kilonovae light curves and
thereby measure their distances [255]. Combining the distance measurement with the
redshift z of the host galaxy NGC 4993, z = 0.009783± 0.000023, constrains the Hubble
constant [214]. We combine the distance and inclination measurements of the GW and
kilonova analyses with the measurement using radio observations of the GRB afterglow
(Fig. 6.10) [258]. The comparison of a kilonova observation to a light curve model per-
mits a large parameter range, due to the complexity of the model. Adopting two other
kilonova models (see Sec. 6.4.2) indicates that our kilonova constraints are conservative,
but we note that it is not possible to test the robustness of different kilonova models with
only one well-sampled kilonova observation (AT2017gfo). Combining all these measure-
ments leads to an improved distance constraint and an estimate of the Hubble constant
of H0 = 66.2+4.4

−4.2 km Mpc−1 s−1 at 1σ uncertainty (Fig. 6.10). We find that the radio in-
clination measurement reduces the existing uncertainty on the Hubble constant by more
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than the kilonova measurement, at least for this single event. The uncertainty does not
allow us to resolve the tension between measurements via type-Ia supernovae [259] and the
Planck measurement of the Cosmic Microwave Background [260], but our results indicate
a preference for the latter and disfavor the measurement via type-Ia supernovae [259].
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(A) Chiral effective field theory: 
EOS derived with the chiral EFT 
framework

(C) NICER:
PSR J0030+0451

(D) GW170817: 
reanalysis with
IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2

(E) AT2017gfo: 
analysis of the observated lightcurves

Prior construction

(F) GW190425: 
reanalysis with
IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2

(G) No EM detection for GW190425:

(B) Maximum Mass Constraints: 
PSR J0740+6620/ PSR J0348+4032/ PSR 
J1614-2230 and GW170817/AT2017gfo 
remnant classification

Parameter estimation

(H)

Figure 6.9: Multi-step procedure to constrain the neutron-star EOS. In each
panel, allowed (disallowed) EOSs are shown as blue (gray) lines. Lower plots indicate
the probability distribution function (PDF) for the radius of a 1.4 solar mass neutron
star, with the 90% credible range indicated by dashed lines. (A) The set of EOSs from
chiral EFT. (B) The EOS set restricted by incorporating information from mass measure-
ments of PSR J0740+6620, PSR J0348+0432, PSR J1614-2230, and the maximum-mass
constraints obtained from GW170817/AT2017gfo. The 90% credible interval of the max-
imum mass posterior probability distribution is shown by a purple band. (C) The EOS
set further restricted by the NICER mass-radius measurement of PSR J0030+0451 (pur-
ple contours at 68% and 95% credence). (D) Further restriction of the EOS set using
Bayesian inference from our reanalysis of the GW170817 waveform. Contours at 68% and
95% credence show the mass-radius measurements of the primary (red) and secondary
(orange) neutron stars. (E) We use the chirp mass, mass ratio, and the EOSs as Bayesian
prior for our analysis of AT2017gfo. (F) Further restrictions by analysing GW190425.
This is our fiducial result. (G) Additional analysis assuming that GW190425 did not
produce a detectable EM signal. (H) The radius constraint at each step of this analysis,
with 90% credible ranges.
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Figure 6.10: Distance-inclination constraints and Hubble constant measure-
ment. (A) Estimated distance and inclination of GW170817 from the GW waveform
(red) and AT2017gfo analysis (purple) and the radio interferometry constraint [258] de-
rived from GRB170817A (blue). The combined distance-inclination measurement is shown
in orange. Contours are shown at 68% and 95% credence. (B) Hubble constant estimate
from our combined inclination measurement (orange histogram). Symbols mark the most
probable values and 1σ uncertainties from this chapter (orange), the Planck measurement
of the Cosmic Microwave Background [260] (Planck CMB, purple), the Hubble measure-
ment via type-Ia supernovae [259] (SNIa, blue), and the Hubble estimate from GW170817
alone [214] (GWs, red).
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6.4 Investigation of possible systematics

6.4.1 Gravitational-wave Analysis
As mentioned above, we use the IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2 (NRTidalv2) waveform model.
The approximant uses the description of tidal effects introduced in Ref. [117] to augment
the precessing binary black-hole waveform model [92]. NRTidalv2 has a different tidal
and spin description to the IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal model [116, 261], which was the
waveform model employed by the LIGO Scientific and Virgo Collaborations to interpret
GW170817 [6, 21, 22, 262, 263] and GW190425 [49]. We present the parameter-estimation
results for GW170817 in Fig. 6.11. For comparison, we also show the posterior probability
distributions obtained with the IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal waveform model to allow for an
assessment of NRTidalv2. We find no noticeable difference in the measured component
masses, distance, and inclination; cf. Tab. 6.3. The agreement is likely caused by the same
underlying point-particle base line of both models. There is a small difference in the esti-
mated tidal deformability, where NRTidalv2 predicts a slightly larger tidal deformability
which consequently results in a slightly larger radius estimate. This behavior is expected
because the NRTidalv2 approximant incorporates slightly smaller tidal contributions for
the same physical parameters than the original IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal model, which
consequently leads to a larger estimated tidal deformability. In addition, we show poste-
rior probability distributions obtained with the SEOBNRv4T waveform model [264], where
we employ its surrogate model of Ref. [265] for the parameter estimation runs. SEOBNRv4T
has a point-particle and tidal description that differs from IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal and
NRTidalv2 and, therefore, provides an independent check for possible systematic uncer-
tainties. We find no noticeable difference between parameters, suggesting that no system-
atic errors are introduced by the choice of waveform model in our analysis; cf. Fig. 6.11
and Tab. 6.3.

Parameter NRTidal NRTidalv2 SEOBNRv4T
Primary mass m1 [M�] 1.48+0.15

−0.10 1.48+0.17
−0.10 1.45+0.16

−0.07

Secondary mass m2 [M�] 1.26+0.09
−0.11 1.26+0.09

−0.12 1.29+0.07
−0.12

Mass-weighted tidal deformability Λ̃ 357.86+259.49
−173.26 370.54+296.33

−160.57 349.25+383.87
−129.77

Luminosity distance D [Mpc] 37.85+9.95
−16.95 37.33+10.29

−16.46 36.81+9.30
−13.69

Inclination ι0 [deg] 143.41+29.07
−30.31 142.19+30.08

−29.15 141.21+27.48
−24.48

Table 6.3: Summary of the parameters of GW170817 inferred with different
waveform models. We give the median of the parameters of GW170817, together with
their corresponding 90% credible intervals for analyses using different waveform models.

For the analysis of GW190425 we also use the NRTidalv2 model. In Fig. 6.12, we
show extracted source parameters for GW190425 when we include or do not include the
GW170817 and AT2017gfo information (chirp mass, mass ratio, and EOS constraints);
cf. Tab. 6.4. The extracted source parameters differ in the estimated tidal deformability
Λ̃, and the inclusion of GW170817 and AT2017gfo in our analysis leads to a smaller value.
The incorporation of additional information from GW170817 and AT2017gfo changes the
prior of the GW190425 analysis such that NSs with large radii (large tidal deformabilities)
are already disfavored.
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Figure 6.11: Marginalized 1D and 2D posterior probability distributions of
GW170817’s parameters. Visualization of the 1D and 2D marginalized posterior
probability distributions (corner plot) of the parameters of GW170817 at 68% and 95%
credence, obtained with IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidal (blue), IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2 (or-
ange) and SEOBNRv4T (black) for the primary source mass m1, secondary source mass
m2, mass-weighted tidal deformability Λ̃, luminosity distance D, and inclination ι0. For
the 1D posterior probability distributions, we show the probability distribution function
(PDF) in arbitrary units (a.u.) and mark the 90% credible interval by dashed lines. The
main difference between the posterior probability distributions inferred with the three
waveform models is the distribution of Λ̃, which is expected due to the different tidal
description of the three models.

6.4.2 Modelling of AT2017gfo
There is good agreement between the three kilonova models, which differ mostly in the
predicted inclination and distance. We show the distance-inclination measurements in
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Figure 6.12: Marginalized 1D and 2D posterior probability distributions of
GW190425’s parameters. Same as Fig. 6.11 but for the posterior probability dis-
tribution of GW190425’s parameters obtained without (blue) and with (orange) the in-
clusion of GW170817/AT2017gfo. With the inclusion of GW170817/AT2017gfo, the tidal
measurement is more tightly constrained.

Fig. 6.13. Model I is the least constraining due to the additional complexity of the
wind ejecta component. Model III is spherically symmetric and therefore only enables a
distance measurement. All three models agree within their statistical uncertainties, which
suggests that our analysis is dominated by statistical effects and not systematics.

For the analysis of the non-observed EM counterpart of GW190425, we use the same
kilonova analysis as discussed above, but restricted to Model I. We use information from
the Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System (ATLAS) [266] that covered 37%, the
Gravitational-wave Optical Transient Observer (GOTO) [267] that covered 30%, the Mas-
ter Global Robotic Telescopes Net (MASTER) [268] that covered 37%, and the Zwicky
Transient Facility (ZTF) [269] that covered 25% of the sky area derived from the GW data
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Parameter without
GW170817/AT2017gfo

with
GW170817/AT2017gfo

Primary mass m1 [M�] 1.76+0.20
−0.11 1.77+0.19

−0.10

Secondary mass m2 [M�] 1.55+0.09
−0.15 1.54+0.10

−0.15

Mass-weighted tidal deformability Λ̃ 140.80+144.22
−64.73 117.90+114.60

−49.24

Luminosity distance D [Mpc] 152.87+74.52
−73.99 159.08+71.91

−75.73

Inclination ι0 [deg] 79.22+84.81
−64.67 64.54+99.66

−49.88

Table 6.4: Summary of the parameters of GW190425 with and without inclusion
of GW170817/AT2017gfo. We give the median of the parameters of GW190425,
together with their corresponding 90% credible intervals for analyses with and without
input from GW170817/AT2017gfo.
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Figure 6.13: Distance-inclination measurements for kilonova models. Shown are
results for Model I (purple), Model II (blue), and Model III (red) at 68% and 95% credible
levels. Model I is the least constraining.

to obtain apparent magnitude limits on potential counterparts from optical surveys. An
exact computation of the total sky coverage is not possible because not all groups released
their covered tiles and search information. However, the published limits, together with
the distance information from the GW event, lead to limits on the absolute magnitude
of a potential kilonova [215]. Accounting for the distance of the transient, we rule out all
ejecta parameters for which the predicted magnitude would exceed the obtained apparent
magnitude limit.

6.4.3 Ordering of the analysis steps
We test the effect of changing the order of analysis steps in Fig. 1 by moving the NICER
results to the final stage. To reduce computational costs, we focus on the combination
of GW170817, AT2017gfo, NICER, and the maximum-mass constraints. Fig. 6.14 shows
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that the measured radius is slightly larger for our original analysis than for our analysis in
which NICER results are included in the final step. This change is due to the kernel density
estimation that is used to obtain the prior for our individual analysis steps. However, the
90% credible intervals remain unchanged. We conclude that our method is robust to the
order of the procedure.

Chiral EFT Mmax NICER GW170817 AT2017gfo
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Chiral EFT Mmax GW170817 AT2017gfo NICER

Figure 6.14: Radius constraints under interchange of the individual analysis
steps. The blue line is the same as in Fig. 6.9H. We show the highest probability interval
of 90% credence and the median of the posterior probability distribution.

6.4.4 Propagation of systematic uncertainties
We also show how small differences in individual analysis steps influence the entire anal-
ysis. We analyse the GW events GW170817 and GW190425 with the SEOBNRv4T wave-
form model, but keep all other steps the same. Figure 6.15 shows our final result for
the radius using IMRPhenom_NRTidalv2 and SEOBNRv4T. IMRPhenom_NRTidalv2 predicts
slightly larger radii than SEOBNRv4T but the difference is well within uncertainties and
remains almost unchanged when analysing AT2017gfo and GW190425.
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Figure 6.15: Radius constraints for different gravitational-waveform models.
Similar to Fig. 6.14 but for different gravitational-wave models used in the analyses of
GW170817 and GW190425.

Given the small sensitivity of our results to the choice of the GW model (Fig. 6.15),
the order of the analysis steps (Fig. 6.14), and the consistent results employing different
kilonova models (Fig. 6.13), we conclude that our results are generally robust.
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CHAPTER 7

ON THE NATURE OF GW190814 AND ITS IMPACT ON
THE UNDERSTANDING OF SUPRANUCLEAR MATTER

7.1 Introduction

Neutron stars (NSs) are the densest objects in the observable universe and allow us
to probe matter under the most extreme conditions realized in nature. In particu-
lar, NSs close to the maximum mass, i.e., the highest mass Mmax that can be sup-
ported against gravitational collapse to a black hole (BH), truly probe matter at its
limits. Even though NS masses could historically be inferred quite accurately through
timing measurements [270], the exact value of Mmax is still not known. For a long
time, because observed NSs had masses around 1.4M�, one assumed that Mmax was
not much higher. However, this situation changed with several observations of pulsars
with M ∼ 2M� in the last decade: PSR 1614-2230 with M = 1.908 ± 0.016M� [61,
134], PSR J0348+0432 with a mass of M = 2.01 ± 0.04M� [60], and PSR J0740+6620
with a mass of M = 2.14± 0.10M� [135]. These observations firmly established that the
equation of state (EOS) of NSs has to be sufficiently stiff to support such heavy stars.
Combining the likelihoods for these three observations, they provide a strong lower bound
Mmax ≥ 2.03M� at 90% credence (see Ch. 6). An upper bound on Mmax, on the other
hand, is impossible to obtain from NS mass measurements alone. Assuming that BH and
NS mass distributions do not overlap, it might be extracted from population studies or
observations of BHs, e.g., Refs. [271–273], or from nuclear-physics considerations, e.g.,
Ref. [274].

In addition, the first observation of a binary neutron-star (BNS) merger, GW170817 [9,
21] performed by the LIGO Scientific and Virgo collaborations (LVC), and the observa-
tions of the associated kilonova, AT2017gfo, and the short gamma-ray burst, GRB170817A [7]
led several groups to propose upper limits on Mmax, e.g., Refs. [25, 151]. These bounds
are based on the conjecture that the ejecta properties disfavor both a prompt collapse to
a BH as well as a long-lived NS. This delayed-collapse scenario, with an expected remnant
lifetime of several 100 ms [275], provides an upper limit onMmax, because largerMmax typ-
ically lead to longer remnant lifetimes, see, e.g., Ref. [276] and references therein. Given
the observed remnant mass of MR = 2.7M� [9, 21], limits on Mmax have been proposed
in the range of 2.3 − 2.4 M�, see, e.g., Refs. [25, 151, 220, 221]. While generally robust,
these upper limits onMmax are based on numerical simulations and on the reasonable but
unproven assumption that the final remnant was a BH.

A recent detection by Advanced LIGO [4] and Advanced Virgo [10] adds a fascinating
new piece of information to this puzzle. In its third observing run, on August 14, 2019,
the LVC discovered gravitational waves (GWs) from a binary compact-object merger of
a 22.2 − 24.3M� BH with an unidentified compact companion of 2.50 − 2.67M� [277].
While in the future, gravitational-wave detectors might be able to distinguish the type
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of the event and, in particular, identify the secondary, i.e., lighter component purely
based on the GW signal [278, 279], this was not possible for GW190814 due to the large
mass ratio q ≡ m1/m2 ≥ 1 of the event1. The tidal deformability of a binary black
hole (BBH) system, Λ̃ = 0, is almost indistinguishable from an NS–BH merger with
Λ̃ = 16

13ΛNS(1 + 12q)/(1 + q)5 . 10−2 for the given system parameters, where ΛNS is
the NS tidal deformability. In addition, the missing electromagnetic counterpart does not
provide additional information because from an NS–BH system with such a heavy primary
component no electromagnetic signal is likely to be detected, unless the BH has a very high
spin, χ = cJ/(Gm2) with speed of light c, angular momentum J , gravitational constant G
and the object’s mass m (e.g., Refs. [280, 281]). This is disfavored for GW190814 with the
primary spin magnitude bounded to be χ1 < 0.07 at 90% credence [277]. Therefore, from
observations alone, it cannot be determined if the secondary component of GW190814
is the lightest BH or the heaviest NS discovered to date, and its nature needs to be
constrained differently. Using the GW170817-informed EOS samples of [22], obtained
with a spectral EOS parameterization [282, 283], the LVC found that the probability
for GW190814 to be an NS–BH merger is less than 3% [277]. Using EOS-independent
pulsar-mass distributions [273], they also reported a probability of less than 29%.

Additional information on the nature of the secondary component of GW190814 might
be obtained by considering the many new pieces of NS data obtained in the last years.
Besides mass measurements and observations of gravitational waves from BNS mergers,
improved nuclear-physics constraints with uncertainty estimates from chiral effective field
theory (EFT; [109, 177, 181]), recent X-ray observations by NICER [63, 64], or detailed
modeling of the kilonova associated with GW170817 [122, 232] allow us to reduce the
uncertainty on the EOS [29–31, 33–35, 145, 147, 148], see Ref. [150] for a recent review.
For example, Ref. [284] addressed GW190814 by using a mass-based classification scheme
employing Bayesian model selection and informed by compact-object populations and
posteriors on Mmax from the EOS model of Ref. [147], which includes information from
mass measurements, BNS mergers, and NICER. They found the probability of GW190814
to be an NS–BH merger to be less than 6%, and less than 0.1% when they additionally
enforced the limit on Mmax from Ref. [220].

Here, we go further and use the Nuclear Physics – Multimessenger Astrophysics
(NMMA) framework developed in Ch. 6 to analyze GW190814 and identify the nature of
its secondary component. Our NMMA framework employs all of the additional sources of
observational data (NS masses, GW data from GW170817 and GW190425, NICER data,
and detailed kilonova modeling of GW170817) as well as EOS constrained by modern
nuclear-physics theory, and hence, presents the first systematic multimessenger analysis
of GW190814 using a wealth of interdisciplinary input. We point out that the inclusion of
multiple channels in our analysis provides the most complete understanding of GW190814,
in contrast to previous studies that used only a subset of possible constraints. Moreover,
our analysis is based on a framework with controlled systematic uncertainties for all of
its components (see Ch. 6). We investigate the two different scenarios and also determine
their constraints on the NS EOS. Our study strongly suggests that GW190814 was a BBH
and not an NS–BH merger, see also similar conclusions in Refs. [277, 284, 285]. To be
conservative, we perform our analysis with and without assuming upper limits on Mmax
obtained from GW170817. We find that the existence of a heavy NS in GW190814 leads

1Please note that the definition of the mass ratio used here is the inverse of the definition used in
Ref. [277].
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Figure 7.1: Upper panel: posteriors on the maximum mass of NSs,Mmax, from the NMMA
analysis of Ch. 6 when enforcing the upper limit onMmax from Ref. [151] (blue) and when
relaxing this constraint (orange). We also show the posteriors for an EOS prior that is not
flat in R1.4 (dashed lines). We compare with the posterior on the mass of the secondary
component of GW190814, assuming its spin χ2 < 0.05 (green) or with no limit on χ2
(black). Lower panel: the resulting posteriors on Mmax for our four scenarios with their
probabilities. The probabilities for the alternative EOS prior are shown in brackets.

to tension with current nuclear-physics constraints, see also Refs. [286, 287].

7.2 Analysis
Our analysis starts from the NMMA framework introduced in Ch. 6. This approach is
based on a set of 5000 EOSs that are constrained below 1.5 times the nuclear saturation
density, nsat ≈ 2.7 × 1014 g cm−3 by state-of-the-art microscopic calculations using
chiral EFT [101, 102]; see Sec. 2.2.2 for more details.

Using Bayesian inference, these EOSs are analyzed with respect to their agreement
with the posteriors on Mmax from heavy-pulsar observations [60, 134, 135], the upper
limit on Mmax (Mup

max = 2.16+0.17
−0.15M�) from Ref. [151], which is consistent with the limits

inferred in Refs. [25, 220, 221], the full mass-radius (MR) posterior from the NICER
observation of PSR J0030+0451 [63, 64], the GW observations of GW170817 [9, 21] and
GW190425 [49], and the kilonova observation AT2017gfo [7], where both the pulsar mass
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Figure 7.2: Corner plot showing the posterior distribution of m2–χ2 for GW190814. The
dashed lines mark the 90% credible intervals.

measurements and the upper limit on Mmax are approximated with Gaussian likelihoods.
Hence, the posterior of the NMMA analysis takes into account a wealth of available data
on NSs; see Ch. 6 for detailed information and discussions. From the 5000 initial EOSs
analyzed in Ch. 6, about 20% are within the 95% credible interval given all observational
constraints. Our analyses allowed us to constrain the radius of a typical 1.4M� NS, R1.4,
to be R1.4 = 11.8+0.9

−0.8km, as shown in Ch. 6.
We now use the final posterior of our NMMA analysis to investigate the nature of

GW190814, which includes all analysis steps except the absence of EM emission from
GW190425. In particular, we study four scenarios. In the first scenario, NSBH1, we
assume that GW190814 was an NS–BH merger. Hence, GW190814 leads to an additional
lower limit on Mmax. Even though rotation could stabilize such a heavy NS against
gravitational collapse for a lower Mmax [151, 285, 288, 289], the long lifetimes of BNS
systems suggest NS spins to be small. Therefore, we adopt the same low-spin prior used
in the LVC studies, χ2 < 0.05 [9], suggesting Mmax ≥ 2.5M� at 90% credence. Because
upper limits on Mmax from GW170817 might suffer from systematic uncertainties and are
based on assumptions about the fate of the remnant, in the second scenario, NSBH2, we
again assume that GW190814 was an NS–BH merger but relax the upper bound onMmax
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of Ref. [151]. In our third scenario, BBH1, we assume that GW190814 was a BBH merger,
i.e., that the secondary component is a BH2. This scenario is the contrary to NSBH1. In
this case, GW190814 leads to an additional upper limit on Mmax, consistent with the
upper bound of Ref. [151]. Finally, the scenario BBH2 is the contrary to NSBH2 and
assumes GW190814 was a BBH merger but relaxes the Mmax bound of Ref. [151]. The
information on GW190814’s secondary component’s mass measurement is incorporated
via the method described in Ch. 6 with the posterior samples taken from Ref. [291].

7.3 Results
In the following, we discuss what we can learn about the nature of GW190814 and the
dense-matter EOS probed in the core of NSs from our four scenarios.

7.3.1 The nature of GW190814
In Fig. 7.1, we compare the posterior on Mmax of the NMMA analysis (blue), Mmax =
2.18+0.15

−0.13M�, with the posterior of the mass of the secondary component of GW190814
depending on two choices for its spin: (1) χ2 < 0.05 (green), expected for NS, and (2)
without any constraint on the spin (black), which is relevant in case of a BH. Please note
that the posterior widens slightly if higher spins are allowed, see Fig. 7.2. Furthermore,
we show the posterior of the NMMA analysis when we relax the upper bound on Mmax
of Ref. [151] (orange), Mmax = 2.30+0.34

−0.25M�.
NSBH1 is described by the overlap of the NMMA and mass posteriors (blue and green).

Due to the great tension between the upper limit onMmax extracted from the BNS merger
GW170817 [151] and the assumption that this new object, close to the remnant mass of
GW170817, is an NS, this is the most restrictive of the four scenarios. From the overlap
of both posteriors, we can estimate the probability that the secondary component of
GW190814 had a mass below Mmax by using

P (∆m > 0) =
∫ ∞

0
d∆m

∫ ∞
−∞

dmpMmax(m+ ∆m)pm2(m), (7.1)

where ∆m ≡ Mmax −m2, and pMmax(m) and pm2(m) are the probability distribution for
Mmax from the NMMA analysis and the posterior on m2 from GW190814, respectively.
The overlap region is extremely small, and hence, the probability P (∆m > 0) is less than
0.1%, in excellent agreement with Ref. [284] with an upper limit on Mmax. Neutron-star
EOS for this maximum-mass range are heavily penalized by the upper Mmax limit. In
the NSBH1 case, we find that the resulting Mmax is constrained to a very narrow range,
Mmax = 2.53+0.07

−0.06M�; see the lower panel of Fig. 7.1. This finding is in good agreement
with the limit on Mmax obtained from spin-polarized neutron matter in Ref. [292]. How-
ever, this Mmax would imply that the remnant of GW170817 was either a supramassive
or long-lived NS, which is in conflict with the observed kilonova lightcurve and the GRB
afterglow, e.g., Ref. [25].

For NSBH2, the relaxation of the upper bound on Mmax widens the NMMA posterior,
see the orange curve in Fig. 7.1. However, Mmax is still constrained to be Mmax .

2It has been suggested that the secondary component might be a primordial black hole, see, e.g.,
Ref. [290].
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Figure 7.3: Mass-radius relations for NSBH1 (upper left), NSBH2 (upper right), BBH1
(lower left) and BBH2 (lower right), and the corresponding constraint on the radius of a
typical neutron star, R1.4. We show all EOS in our set (gray) and the 95% credible interval
on the mass-radius relations that survive in each scenario (green-shaded areas). For
comparison, we also show the 90% credible interval of the mass of GW190814’s secondary
component (blue). For NSBH1 and NSBH2, a constraint of χ2 < 0.05 is imposed, while
it is relaxed for BBH1 and BBH2.
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2.8M� because of the required softness of the EOS at low densities to be consistent with
GW170817, and the requirement for the EOS to explain the kilonova observations within
our kilonova models, that depend onMmax through disk ejecta [28, 29]. While GW190814
again leads to an additional lower limit on Mmax, similarly to NSBH1, the overlap region
is now larger. This results in an increase of P (∆m > 0) to about 19%. For NSBH2, we
find that Mmax is constrained to Mmax = 2.68+0.14

−0.11M�.
NSBH2 is also the ideal case to highlight the importance of the various aspects of

our NMMA analysis. When including only nuclear-physics constraints and heavy-pulsar
masses, P (∆m > 0) ∼ 33% which even increases to ∼ 44% when NICER data are
included. This is because heavy pulsars favor high Mmax and NICER data prefers stiff
EOS that also tend to have higherMmax. The limitations onMmax, and hence P (∆m > 0),
stem from the inclusion of the GW signal GW170817 and its associated kilonova, which
reduce P (∆m > 0) to ∼ 27% and ∼ 20%, respectively. Finally, GW190425 reduces
P (∆m > 0) to the 19% quoted above.

For the scenario BBH1, the observation of GW190814 adds an upper limit on Mmax,
which now excludes the small overlap region of the blue and black curves in Fig. 7.1 (note
that for BBH1,2 we do not constrain χ2). In this sense, BBH1 is the contrary of NSBH1,
and the probability for the massm2 of GW190814 to be aboveMmax, P (∆m < 0), is above
99.9%. As expected, this scenario does not visibly impact the posterior on Mmax from
the NMMA analysis and we obtain Mmax = 2.18+0.15

−0.13M�. Finally, BBH2 is the contrary
to NSBH2. In this case, we find P (∆m < 0) ∼ 81% and Mmax = 2.29+0.26

−0.21M�.
We have also tested the dependence of our findings on the EOS prior. In Ch. 6, the

NMMA analysis used an EOS prior that is uniform in R1.4. Using the EOS prior provided
directly by the parametric speed-of-sound extension scheme developed in Refs. [32, 218],
i.e., an EOS prior that is nonuniform in R1.4, we show the results as dashed lines in
Fig. 7.1. We find that the probability for NSBH2 changes only very slightly for a different
EOS prior, from 19% to 17%. Hence, we conclude that our findings are robust with
respect to the EOS prior.

We summarize the findings for all four scenarios in Table 7.1. Our analysis strongly
suggests that GW190814 was a BBH merger, as otherwise GW190814 would introduce
a strong tension with the results of our NMMA analysis. Given the remnant mass of
GW170817 of 2.7M�, which is very close to the inferred m2 of GW190814, and the likely
scenario that the remnant of GW170817 was, in fact, a BH, this seems to be the most
consistent scenario given all current observational and theoretical knowledge of the NS
EOS. Our findings are consistent with Refs. [277, 284–286].

7.3.2 EOS constraints from GW190814
Finally, we investigate the impact of our four scenarios on the EOS by studying the MR
relation. This allows us to provide testable predictions for the NS radius for these four
cases, and might help to fully pin down the nature of GW190814 when more observations
become available in the future.

For NSBH1 (P (∆m > 0) < 0.1 %), the strong tension between the different constraints
onMmax translates to a narrow posterior in the MR plane, which we show in the left panel
of Fig. 7.3. We find that in this case R1.4 is constrained to be R1.4 = 12.6+0.4

−0.5km. That
would be the most stringent constraint on the NS radius to date. Also, the posterior on
MR remains rather tight in the mass range (1.4 − 2.0)M� and, hence, puts very strong
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Scenario NSBH1 NSBH2 BBH1 BBH2

Probability < 0.001 ∼ 0.19 > 0.999 ∼ 0.81
Mmax 2.53+0.07

−0.06M� 2.68+0.14
−0.11M� 2.18+0.15

−0.13M� 2.29+0.26
−0.21M�

R1.4 12.56+0.38
−0.51km 12.69+0.55

−0.55km 11.76+0.90
−0.82km 11.97+0.87

−0.93km

Table 7.1: Summary of the probabilities and the resulting posteriors on the NS maximum
mass and radius of a typical NS for the four scenarios analyzed in this chapter.

constraints on the NS EOS. For NSBH2 (P (∆m > 0) ∼ 19 %), the constraints on the MR
relation are less tight and the posterior widens as expected, see middle left panel of Fig. 7.3.
The radius of a typical NS is found to be R1.4 = 12.7+0.6

−0.5km, in good agreement with the
determinations by the LVC Refs. [277, 284] for this scenario. Both for the NSBH1 and
NSBH2 scenarios, the EOS posterior strongly suggests that the NS MR relation does not
have multiple stable branches, which would be indicative of very strong first-order phase
transitions [159]. For such EOS, Mmax is typically much smaller, see, e.g., Refs. [148, 159,
293]. Furthermore, in particular NSBH2 now prefers the stiffest EOS included in our EOS
set, and its posterior is pushed against the upper bound of our EOS prior. This behavior
is observed also for the pressure between (1 − 2)nsat, which is pushed toward the upper
prior bound. Therefore, NSBH2 might imply that the QMC calculations employing local
chiral EFT interactions, which we use to constrain the EOSs, might break down already
below 1.5nsat. In particular, NSBH2 would disfavor the softer Hamiltonian explored in
Refs. [32, 111], although it would not exclude it. A possible explanation could be that
higher-order many-body forces, that tend to stiffen the EOS [294, 295], are crucial to
describe NS physics, see also Ref. [35].

Furthermore, NSBH2 suggests that the EOS would need to remain stiff within the
whole NS. While the original NMMA analysis finds the maximum of the speed of sound
inside an NS, cs,max, to be c2

s,max ≥ 0.4, for NSBH2 we find c2
s,max ≥ 0.6. Hence, GW190814

being an NS–BH merger might require us to revisit our current understanding of the EOS.
In the BBH1 and BBH2 scenarios, GW190814 adds another upper limit onMmax, which

however, is much weaker than the upper limit of Ref. [151]. Hence, for BBH1, GW190814
does not add any additional information and our result of Ch. 6, R1.4 = 11.8+0.9

−0.8km, is
reproduced. For BBH2, due to the limit onMmax being weaker, the radius posterior shifts
to slightly larger radii, and we find R1.4 = 12.0+0.9

−0.9km, which remains very consistent with
the findings in Ch. 6. Because this new upper limit would be more robust than the one of
Ref. [151], the BBH2 scenario would provide a verification of the findings of the NMMA
analysis if this scenario was confirmed.

7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated different possible scenarios for the nature of GW190814
using our robust NMMA framework that includes a wealth of observational data. Assum-
ing that this compact merger was, in fact, an NS–BH merger, we find strong constraints
on the radius of a typical neutron star, R1.4 = 12.6+0.4

−0.5km (R1.4 = 12.7+0.6
−0.5km) in case up-

per limits on Mmax from GW170817 are (not) enforced. If, on the other hand, GW190814
was a BBH merger, then it is fully consistent with our current knowledge of the EOS, and
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the radius of a typical NS remains at R1.4 = 11.8+0.9
−0.8km (R1.4 = 12.0+0.9

−0.9km).
Based on the low probability ofm2 to lie belowMmax inferred from the NMMA analysis

of Ch. 6, less than 0.1% (19%) if the upper limit on Mmax of Ref. [151] is (not) included,
our study strongly suggests that GW190814 was a BBH merger. Similar events detected
in the future will help to map out the maximum mass of NSs and enable us to pin down
the EOS of dense matter.
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CHAPTER 8

NUCLEAR-PHYSICS MULTI-MESSENGER ASTROPHYSICS
CONSTRAINTS ON THE NEUTRON-STAR EQUATION OF

STATE: ADDING NICER’S PSR J0740+6620
MEASUREMENT

8.1 Introduction

To explore the high-density EOS and to place constraints on the possible existence of a
phase transition, it is crucial to observe isolated NSs close to the maximum mass sup-
ported by the EOS. Alternatively, the high-density part of the EOS can also be probed
through binary NS mergers. Once the two stars merge, they can potentially form a hy-
permassive remnant even exceeding the maximum mass of individual NSs [25, 151, 221,
296]. However, such remnants have not yet been observed through GWs but only through
the associated EM observations which, due to their more involved interpretation, leads
to larger uncertainties for the EOS (e.g., [297] and [236]). Fortunately, the recently pub-
lished second observation by NICER [65, 66, 298] provides a crucial new data point for
an isolated NS close to the maximum mass.

NICER is a NASA mission on board the International Space Station that measures
the X-ray pulse profile of selected pulsars which allows one to extract information on the
configuration of X-ray hot spots. Additionally, the pulse profile is sensitive to the light
bending around the pulsar (see Sec. 4 in Ref. [298]), and therefore, provides information
on the NS compactness, which in turn allows to extract data on the NS mass and radius.
The first NICER measurement was reported in December 2019 and targeted the pulsar
J0030+0451, for which both mass and radius were unknown. Two independent analyses of
the first NICER observation provided mass-radius constraints for this NS of 1.34+0.15

−0.16M�
and 12.71+1.14

−1.19 km [64] or 1.44+0.15
−0.14M� and 13.02+1.24

−1.06 km [63] at 68% credence.
In its second observation, NICER analyzed X-ray data from the millisecond pulsar

PSR J0740+6620 [65, 66]. This NS is the heaviest NS observed to date with a known
mass of 2.08± 0.07M� (Ref. [62], updated from its original value reported by Ref. [135]).
Combining the known mass with the pulse-profile modeling allowed the NICER collab-
oration to measure the radius of PSR J0740+6620. Two independent analyses by the
NICER collaboration found the radius to be 12.39+1.30

−0.98km [66] or 13.71+2.61
−1.50km [65] at

68% credence. While the NICER data provide information about the modulated emission
from the star, the analyses of [65] and [66] additionally used information from the X-ray
Multi-Mirror (XMM)-Newton telescope [299, 300] to improve the total flux measurement
from the star, due to a smaller rate of background counts.

In this chapter, we incorporate the new X-ray observation of PSR J0740+6620 and its
updated mass within our existing nuclear-physics multi-messenger astrophysics (NMMA)
framework, which we have developed and described in Ch. 6. This allows us to revisit
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Figure 8.1: The posterior for the pressure as a function of number density for our final
analysis is shown at 68% and 95% credible intervals (blue light- and dark-shaded bands,
respectively). The shaded bars indicate qualitatively which density regions are probed
by different NS information, while the corresponding pressures can be extracted using
the pressure vs. density band. The bars refer to theoretical modeling at low densities
using chiral effective field theory (gray), gravitational waves (green) where the maximum
probed density is the central density of GW190425’s primary component, massive pulsars
(orange) where we give the central density of PSR J0740+6620, and kilonova and GRB
(purple). Because kilonova and GRB properties depend on the black hole formation mass,
and therefore the maximum allowed mass by the EOS, we show the central density of the
maximum mass NS.

our constraints on the NS EOS, in particular on the existence of strong first-order phase
transitions, the maximum mass of neutron stars, and the nature of GW190814 (see Ch. 7).

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 8.2 we briefly summarize our previous
results and review recent works including the NICER measurement of PSR J0740+6620.
In Section 8.3, we review our NMMA framework. Using the new NICER data, in Sec-
tion 8.4, we discuss our prediction for the NS EOS (Sec. 8.4.1), the NS maximum mass
and the probability for GW190814 [277] to be a black hole-NS merger (Sec. 8.4.2), and
investigate to what extent the recent NICER observations informs us about the existence
of a phase transition in the EOS (Sec. 8.4.3). We will give a summary of our results in
Section 8.6.
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Figure 8.2: Upper panel: Posterior distribution function for Rpredict from the NMMA
framework of Ch. 6 (blue shaded). The median and 68% uncertainty for the radius
prediction of PSR J0740+6620 are shown as blue error bar. We also show the NICER-
only measurement of [66](yellow) and [65](red) at 68% uncertainty. The posteriors after
the inclusion of the updated observations of PSR J0740+6620 are shown by dashed lines.
Lower panel: Similar to the upper panel but including also XMM data.

8.2 Previous works

In Ch. 6, we included the pulsar mass measurements of PSR J0740+6620, PSR J0348+4042,
and PSR J1614-2230 [60, 61, 134, 135], GW data from the NS mergers GW170817 and
GW190425, information from the kilonova AT2017gfo, the gamma-ray burst GRB170817A
as well as its afterglow [7], and the NICER observation of PSR J0030+0451 [63, 64]
in a Bayesian inference framework based on systematic nuclear-physics input from chi-
ral effective field theory (EFT). In Ch. 6, we obtained a radius of a typical NS of
R1.4 = 11.75+0.55

−0.50km at 68% uncertainty. Based on these results, our prediction of the
radius of PSR J0740+6620 was Rpredict = 11.52+0.70

−0.79km at 68% credence level. We com-
pare this prediction with the recent NICER measurements in Fig. 8.2. We find that our
estimate is in excellent agreement with the results obtained in [66] and [65] using only
the NICER data. Once data from the XMM-Newton observatory is additionally taken
into account, the radius is pulled to larger values decreasing the agreement between our
prediction and the measurement, but deviations are . 1σ. This effect is stronger for
the Maryland-Illinois result [65], which appears to be caused by a number of differences
between the individual analyses of [65] and [66]: differences in the prior on the cross-
calibration uncertainty of NICER and XMM-Newton which is allowed to be two times
larger than the measured deviation in [65] but an order of magnitude larger in the anal-
ysis of [66], differences in the radius prior which has an upper bound of 16 km in the
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analysis of [66] and approximately 25 km in [65], differences in the sampling algorithms
and their convergence that affected the posterior widths, and differences in the assumed
distribution of the blank-sky counts to estimate the XMM background.

Since the first announcement of the NICER results for PSR J0740+6620 [301] there
have been several studies of the implications of this radius measurement [302–305]. How-
ever, these studies did not use the full posterior samples released in [65, 66], but employed
hard cuts for the radius-mass measurement, which can lead to biases during the final multi-
messenger analysis, as shown in, e.g., [207]. In more detail, the studies in [302] and [303]
were based on phenomenological nuclear-physics descriptions, but did not include system-
atic nuclear-theory calculations with uncertainty estimates, e.g., from chiral EFT, to con-
strain the low-density EOS. Instead, [302] studied the impact of the NICER observation
of PSR J0740+6620 on the existence of a first-order phase transition or quarkyonic mat-
ter using two different models for the high-density part of the EOS. They found that the
NICER observation of PSR J0740+6620 cannot rule out first-order phase transitions, but
this study also did not systematically include other astrophysical constraints in a Bayesian
analysis. Using a different EOS parametrization, [303] combined a hypothetical radius
measurement of PSR J0740+6620 with previous GW and NICER observations and the
recent result for the neutron-skin thickness of 208Pb from the PREX-II experiment [306].
In contrast to these works, [305] used theoretical nuclear-physics input from chiral EFT
at low densities and perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at high densities
to constrain the EOS. However, they did not perform a Bayesian analysis to constrain
the EOS given available astrophysical data, but instead implemented various constraints
using hard cuts; see above. None of these papers included multi-messenger constraints
from a detailed modeling and parameter estimation of EM counterparts associated with
binary NS mergers, e.g., from a Bayesian inference of AT2017gfo and GRB170817A.

[154] and [65] were directly based on the NICER and XMM measurements of PSR
J0740+6620 and studied the influence of the new NICER data using the full posterior
samples. For this purpose, [65] employed very general and conservative EOS priors that
were not directly informed by nuclear-theory calculations at low densities. In addition to
the NICER observations of pulsars PSR J0030+0451 and PSR J0740+6620, final EOS
constraints in [65] used other heavy-pulsar mass measurements, gravitational-wave obser-
vations of GW170817 and GW190425, and constraints on the nuclear symmetry energy.
Results presented in [154] were instead constrained by chiral EFT calculations up to
1.1nsat, comparing four different chiral EFT calculations. In addition, EM information
from AT2017gfo were included as well as information from GW170817 and GW190425.

In this chapter, in contrast to the studies presented in [65] and [154], we use updated
GW models [117] and different kilonova models with detailed microphysical input that
also explore deviations from spherical symmetry [122, 232]; cf. [297] and Ch. 6 for details
about systematic uncertainties of kilonova modelling. Again in contrast to [65], we also
include low-density input from chiral EFT.

8.3 Methodology

Our NMMA framework uses Bayesian inference tools to analyze a set of EOSs with
respect to their agreement with several astrophysical observations of NSs.
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As in Ch. 6, the initial EOS set is constrained at low densities by calculations of the
energy per particle of neutron matter using interactions from chiral EFT [101, 102]; see
Sec. 2.2.2 for more details. We only require the EOSs to explore speeds of sound, cS,
limited by 0 ≤ cS ≤ 1 in units of the speed of light, and to provide a maximum mass
for NSs of at least 1.9 M�. Our EOS set explicitly includes EOS with regions of sudden
stiffening or softening, e.g., strong first-order phase transitions towards exotic forms of
matter. For our EOS set, we impose a uniform prior on the radius of a typical 1.4M�
NS, R1.4. To estimate the impact of the particular choice of the EOS prior, we have also
investigated an EOS prior without this additional requirement, see Tab. 8.2.

As a next step, we analyze our EOS set with respect to available NS observations.
We start by incorporating a constraint on the maximum mass of NSs through the radio
observations of the heaviest pulsars known to date, PSR J0348+4042 [60] and PSR J1614-
2230 [61]. The existence of these pulsars can only be explained if the NS EOS supports
masses that lie above the individual masses of these pulsars. Hence, radio pulsar mea-
surements of heavy NSs provide a lower bound on the maximum NS mass and the con-
straints of the high-density EOS; cf. Fig. 8.1. We stress that at this stage we do not
include the mass measurement of PSR J0740+6620, because information will be included
through the new NICER measurement. An upper bound of the maximum NS mass fol-
lows from the EM observation of GRB170817A and AT2017gfo. As outlined in, e.g., [25],
the observed EM signatures indicate the formation of a black hole as the final product of
the binary NS merger GW170817. Combining this information with the estimated total
remnant mass from the GW observation leads to a non-rotating maximum NS mass of
Mmax ≤ 2.16+0.17

−0.15M� [151]. Incorporating the constraints on the maximum mass leads to
a re-weighting of the original chiral EFT EOS set.

As a next step, we include the NICER measurement of PSR J0030+0451, for which the
inferred mass-radius posterior probability distributions was not dominated by systematic
uncertainties and inferred system parameters were in agreement for different analyses [63,
64]. Finally, we use the resulting EOS set for GW and kilonova parameter estimation
following the methods outlined in Ch. 6.

We now include the NICER observations of PSR J0740+6620 [65, 66], which are
based on a Bayesian inference approach to analyze the energy-dependent thermal X-ray
signal of PSR J0740+6620. We employ the posterior samples obtained with the two-
circular, uniform-temperature spot model from [65, 307] and the two disjoint , uniform-
temperature spots model from [66, 308]. These models provide best agreement with
the observed NICER and NICER+XMM data and, for the latter, constrain the radius
of PSR J0740+6620 with a mass of 2.08 ± 0.07M� [62, 135] to be 13.71+2.61

−1.50km and
12.39+1.30

−0.98km at 68% credence for [65] and [66], respectively.
The corresponding likelihood LNICER is given by

LNICER(EOS) =
∫
dMdR pNICER(M,R)π(M,R|EOS)

∝
∫
dMdR pNICER(M,R)δ(R−R(M,EOS))

∝
∫
dM pNICER(M,R = R(M,EOS)),

(8.1)

where pNICER(M,R) is the joint-posterior probability distribution of mass and radius of
PSR J0740+6620 as measured by NICER and we use the fact that the radius is a function
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Figure 8.3: Left panels: The posterior for the pressure as a function of number density
including the NICER-only observation of PSR J0740+6620 from [66] (upper panel) and
from [65] (lower panel). The bands indicate 68% and 95% credible intervals. The 95%
band for the NMMA result without the new NICER measurement is shown as comparison
(blue line). Right panels: NICER mass-radius posteriors of PSR J0740+6620 plotted at
68% and 95% credible intervals (orange contours) and the EOSs included in the analysis
(gray lines). The 95% contour for the NMMA result without including the new NICER
observation is shown as thick blue line, while the individual EOSs within this credible
interval of the NMMA analysis are shown as thin blue lines. The resulting mass-radius
posterior after the inclusion of the new NICER-only observation is shown in purple for
the NICER result of [66] (upper panel) and of [65] (lower panel)at 68% and 95% credible
intervals. The 1D insets show the posteriors for R1.4 with (purple) and without (blue) the
inclusion of the NICER-only measurement of PSR J0740+6620.

of mass for a given EOS.

8.4 Results

In the following, we discuss the results of our NMMA framework when the new NICER
measurement is included. We give results using constraints from the X-PSI analysis by
the Amsterdam group [66] or using the analysis of the Illinois-Maryland group [65] out-
side/inside of parentheses. The combined results refer to an analysis using the average of
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Figure 8.4: Same as Fig. 8.3 but using the NICER+XMM data.

the two (M,R) posterior distributions for PSR J0740+6620. Our findings are summarized
in Tab. 8.1.

8.4.1 Neutron-star equation of state

In Fig. 8.3, we show the EOS and mass-radius posteriors after the inclusion of the
radius measurement of PSR J0740+6620 using only NICER data. In this case, the NICER
radius measurement shows excellent agreement with the NMMA prediction for the radius
of PSR J0740+6620, see also Fig. 8.2. Because the NICER-only data slightly prefers softer
EOS in the NMMA set, we observe a softening of our total EOS posterior. This can also
be seen from the posteriors for the mass-radius relation, that is slightly shifted to lower
radii. For example, the NMMA framework predicts the radius of a 1.4M� NS, R1.4, to be
11.75+0.86

−0.81km without the new NICER measurement. Including the measurement, we find
11.56+0.79

−0.76km (11.62+0.85
−0.79km) and a combined result of 11.59+0.83

−0.76km at 90% credibility. The
median predictions change minimally, by ∼ 200m, and the uncertainties improve slightly
from 4.5% to 4.2% for the combined result at 68% credible interval (and from 7.1% to
6.9% at 90% credible interval). Similarly, the radius posteriors of PSR J0740+6620 after
including the NICER-only data are shown in Fig. 8.2. The estimated radius changes from
11.52+0.70

−0.79km to 11.26+0.56
−0.63km (11.35+0.61

−0.72km) at 68% credibility.
The situation is different when the XMM data are added. In Fig. 8.4, we show our

results for the EOS and the mass-radius relation when including the NICER and XMM
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Figure 8.5: Distributions of Mmax without the new NICER observation (blue bands) and
when including the posterior from [66] (yellow lines) and [65] (red lines). We show results
for the NICER-only data (left panels) and for the NICER+XMM data (right panels), and
including the Mmax upper limit suggested in [151] (upper panels) and when this upper
limit on Mmax is relaxed (lower panels).

data. Now, these measurements predict larger radii compared to our initial estimation for
PSR J0740+6620, see Fig. 8.2. This slightly shifts our EOS posterior to the stiffer end and
the mass-radius relation to larger radii. By including the NICER-XMM measurement,
R1.4 changes from 11.75+0.86

−0.81km without the new data to 11.84+0.79
−0.80km (12.03+0.77

−0.87km)
and a combined result of 11.94+0.76

−0.87km. Though the measured radii are well above the
NMMA prediction, the uncertainties are sizable and, hence, the radius measurement of
PSR J0740+6620 does not change our EOS results significantly. The medians shift to
slightly larger values but remain statistically consistent with a comparable uncertainty.
Similarly, the NMMA radius prediction for PSR J0740+6620 changes from 11.52+0.70

−0.79km
without the new data to 11.63+0.66

−0.79km (11.96+0.80
−0.75km) at 68% credibility.

8.4.2 Neutron-star maximum mass and GW190814

The radius measurement of PSR J0740+6620, and its impact on the EOS, allows us
to revisit our estimate for the maximum allowed mass for NSs, Mmax, which we found to
be Mmax = 2.18+0.14

−0.13M� without including the new NICER data as shown in Ch. 7, see
Fig. 8.5. Please note that this original estimate used the previously larger mass for PSR
J0740+6620 from [135], which was updated to a lower value in [62].

Because the NICER-only data favors slightly softer EOS, see the previous discussion,
the maximum-mass estimate decreases slightly to Mmax = 2.15+0.14

−0.12M�(2.16+0.15
−0.12M�).

When additionally considering the XMM data, the new data prefers slightly stiffer EOS
but the maximum mass estimate, 2.17+0.15

−0.13M�(2.18+0.15
−0.15M�), does not change significantly.

The reason is that the upper limit on Mmax is mainly determined by the constraint of
[151]. Because of the strong impact of this constraint, we also consider the scenario where
this upper limit on Mmax is not included. In this case, Mmax is found to be 2.34+0.34

−0.28M�
without the new NICER data and changes to 2.23+0.31

−0.20M�(2.26+0.36
−0.24M�) including the

NICER-only data and to 2.31+0.37
−0.25M�(2.40+0.35

−0.32M�) for the NICER and XMM data. The
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changes are small because the increased stiffness coming from the pulsar radius measure-
ment competes with the updated lower pulsar mass.

The posterior ofMmax affects the classification of the secondary component of GW190-
814 [277], where a 2.6M� compact object merged with a 22M� black hole. Due to its
extreme mass ratio and the low primary spin, the nature of the secondary component
cannot be extracted from observational data. Instead, it has to be extracted from EOS
modeling, see, e.g, Ch. 7 and Ref. [274, 284, 309]. To examine the probability for the
secondary component of GW190814 to be a NS, the posterior of Mmax, pMmax(m) and
that of GW190814’s m2, pm2(m) are compared. As shown in Ch. 7, the probability for
GW190814 being a NS-black hole merger is given by,

P (GW190814 is NSBH) =
∫ ∞

0
d∆m

∫ ∞
−∞

dmpMmax(m+ ∆m)pm2(m). (8.2)

Due to the strong tension between GW190814’s m2 and the upper limit from [151], the
inclusion of the NICER measurement of PSR J0740+6620 does not impact the classifi-
cation of this system. With or without the new NICER measurement, the probability
for GW190814 to be NS-black hole merger is estimated to be < 0.1%. However, if we
relax the upper limit on Mmax, i.e., do no include the analysis of [151], the probabilities
change. Using the NICER-only data, the probability for GW190814 to be a NS-black
hole system changes to 6.30(10.5)%, lower than the previous estimation of 19% in Ch. 7.
When additionally including XMM data, the probability for GW190814 to be a NS-black
hole system changes to 15.2 (24.4)%. The corresponding posterior distributions are shown
in Fig. 8.5. Given all current observational and theoretical knowledge of the NS EOS, a
binary black hole merger remains the most consistent scenario for GW190814.

8.4.3 Existence of a phase transition

QCD predicts that nucleonic matter undergoes a phase transition to quark matter at
very high densities. If such a phase transition is realized in neutron stars, at which exact
density such a phase transition would occur, and which properties this phase transition
would exhibit is unknown [155, 157, 310]. A strong first-order phase transition, i.e.,
a segment in the EOS where the speed of sound vanishes, would be a ’smoking gun’
signature for the existence of exotic forms of matter inside NSs.

Here, we calculate the Bayes factor BPT
NPT for the presence of such a strong first-order

phase transition against the absence of it. The Bayes factor BPT
NPT is given by

BPT
NPT ≡

P (d|HPT)
P (d|HNPT) = P (HPT|d)

P (HNPT|d)

/
P (HPT)
P (HNPT) , (8.3)

where P (HPT|d) (P (HNPT|d)) is the posterior probability for the presence (absence) of
phase transition, and P (HPT) (P (HNPT)) is the corresponding prior probability. A Bayes
factor larger than one indicates that the presence of a phase transition is preferred, while
a Bayes factor smaller than one suggests that the presence of a phase transition is dis-
favoured. Without information from the NICER measurement of PSR J0740+6620, we
find the Bayes factor to be 0.27± 0.01.

When including NICER-only data, softer EOS are preferred and the Bayes factors in
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Quantity NMMA
NMMA

+
Miller et al. 2021

NMMA
+

Riley et al. 2021

NMMA
+

Miller et al. 2021
+

Riley et al. 2021

R1.4 11.75+0.86
−0.81km 11.62+0.85

−0.79km
(12.03+0.77

−0.87km)
11.56+0.79

−0.76km
(11.84+0.79

−0.80km)
11.59+0.83

−0.76km
(11.94+0.76

−0.87km)

Mmax 2.18+0.14
−0.13M�

2.16+0.15
−0.12M�

(2.18+0.15
−0.15M�)

2.15+0.14
−0.12M�

(2.17+0.15
−0.13M�)

2.15+0.15
−0.12M�

(2.18+0.16
−0.13M�)

BPT
NPT 0.27± 0.01 0.29± 0.01

(0.21± 0.01)
0.30± 0.01

(0.23± 0.01)
0.29± 0.01

(0.23± 0.01)

Table 8.1: Summary of the resulting posteriors for the radius of a typical NS R1.4, the
NS maximum mass Mmax, and the Bayes factor for phase transition against its absence,
BPT

NPT. The values shown outside (inside) parentheses refer to the results without (with)
inclusion of XMM data. All quoted errors are given at 90% credible interval.

favor of a phase transition change to 0.30 ± 0.01 (0.29 ± 0.01). In this case, the NICER
radius measurement of PSR J0740+6620 alone slightly increases the Bayes factor for the
presence of a strong first-order phase transition within a NS with respect to the original
NMMA analysis, but such a transition remains disfavoured considering all data. On the
other hand, with the additional inclusion of the XMM data, the Bayes factor changes to
0.23 ± 0.01 (0.21 ± 0.01). Following the interpretation of the Bayes factor described in
[213], the presence of a phase transition inside a NS is disfavoured in all cases, yet it is
not ruled out, in agreement with the findings of [302].

In all cases, even though a radius measurement of PSR J0740+6620 probes the EOS
at the highest densities we can observe in the Cosmos to date, the NICER data adds only
limited information due to its sizable uncertainties. In addition, it remains inconclusive
if the radius measurement of PSR J0740+6620 itself suggests the presence of a phase
transition inside a NS because the NICER-only and NICER-XMM data shift the Bayes
factors in different directions; cf. last column in Tab. 8.1. Moreover, an analysis using a
different EOS prior shows that the direction of the shift is prior-dependent; cf. Tab. 8.2.

8.5 Impact of EOS prior

In Table 8.2, we present the summary of the resulting posteriors for the quantities of
interest using an EOS prior that is not uniform in R1.4, i.e., a prior that is “natural” to
our speed-of-sound extension scheme. The posteriors on R1.4 and Mmax are consistent
with the results shown in Tab. 8.1 within the uncertainties.

In contrast, the Bayes factors BPT
NPT are prior-sensitive, and their values shift signifi-

cantly from the results in Tab. 8.1. Because the non-uniform prior set does not explore
as many EOS with phase transitions as the uniform R1.4 prior set, the shifts of the Bayes
factors change. However, the presence of a phase transition inside a NS is still disfavoured
in all cases, but cannot be ruled out.
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Quantity NMMA
NMMA

+
Miller et al. 2021

NMMA
+

Riley et al. 2021

NMMA
+

Miller et al. 2021
+

Riley et al. 2021

R1.4 11.94+0.58
−0.64km 11.86+0.58

−0.58km
(12.04+0.61

−0.61km)
11.82+0.56

−0.57km
(11.96+0.62

−0.57km)
11.84+0.56

−0.59km
(12.00+0.61

−0.60km)

Mmax 2.19+0.14
−0.13M�

2.18+0.15
−0.12M�

(2.18+0.18
−0.13M�)

2.17+0.15
−0.11M�

(2.17+0.16
−0.12M�)

2.18+0.14
−0.12M�

(2.18+0.17
−0.13M�)

BPT
NPT 0.64± 0.01 0.62± 0.01

(0.67± 0.01)
0.60± 0.01

(0.64± 0.01)
0.61± 0.01

(0.65± 0.01)

Table 8.2: Summary of the resulting posteriors without an uniform prior on R1.4 imposed,
for the radius of a typical NS R1.4, the NS maximum massMmax, and the Bayes factor for
phase transition against its absence, BPT

NPT. The values shown outside (inside) parentheses
refer to the results without (with) inclusion of XMM data. All quoted errors are given at
90% credible interval.

8.6 Summary
Using our nuclear physics – multi-messenger astronomy framework introduced in Ch. 6,

we have studied the impact of the new NICER observations of PSR J0740+6620 on the
neutron-star EOS. While the NICER data alone shows good agreement with our previous
NMMA predictions (see Ch. 6) and therefore, validates our results, the additional inclusion
of XMM data prefers slightly stiffer EOS. However, due to the large uncertainties of 10-
20% in the NICER radius measurement of PSR J0740+6620, changes remain small.

In particular, the radius of a 1.4M� NS R1.4 changes from R1.4 = 11.75+0.86
−0.81 km (see

Ch. 6) to 11.56+0.79
−0.76km and 11.62+0.85

−0.79km for the analyses from [66] and [65], respectively,
at 90% credence without the XMM data and to 11.84+0.79

−0.80km and 12.03+0.77
−0.87km with the

XMM data. Combining the latter results, we obtain a final radius estimate of 11.94+0.76
−0.87km

(at 90% credence), showing excellent agreement with our initial prediction. Although the
NICER-XMM data is informative, its large measurement uncertainties prevent it from
significantly influencing our NMMA analysis.

We also investigated its impact on the maximum allowed NS mass, Mmax, and its
influence on the probability for GW190814 to be a NS-black hole merger. The up-
per limit on the maximum mass is mainly influenced by electromagnetic observations
of GW170817 [25, 151] and therefore, the NICER data does not result in an observable
impact. When not enforcing this upper bound onMmax, the probability for GW190814 to
be a NS-black hole merger changes from 19% to 6.3% and 10.5% (15.2% and 24.4%) with
the inclusion of NICER (NICER+XMM) data from [66] and [65], respectively. Based
on these estimations, it remains most plausible that GW190814 originated from a binary
black-hole merger.

Finally, we studied the possibility for a first-order phase transition to be present inside
NSs. Following the interpretation of Bayes factors suggested in [213], the presence of phase
transition inside NSs is disfavoured, yet it is not ruled out. However, this result is mainly
impacted by previous multi-messenger observations of NSs and the impact of the new
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CHAPTER 8. NUCLEAR-PHYSICS MULTI-MESSENGER ASTROPHYSICS
CONSTRAINTS ON THE NEUTRON-STAR EQUATION OF STATE: ADDING
NICER’S PSR J0740+6620 MEASUREMENT

NICER measurement is small.
Observation of NSs have the potential to help us answer key questions in nuclear

physics but current uncertainties of individual data remain large. This highlights the
importance of flexible multi-messenger frameworks that can use input from nuclear theory
modeling of the EOS, laboratory experiments, and complementary observations of NSs
to probe different aspects and to paint a complete picture of the EOS.
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CHAPTER 9

CONSTRAINING NEUTRON-STAR MATTER WITH
MICROSCOPIC AND MACROSCOPIC COLLISIONS

9.1 Introduction

As we have seen, at densities below 1-2nsat, the EOS and its theoretical uncertainty can
be obtained from microscopic calculations based on chiral effective field theory (EFT)
of QCD [109, 177, 181, 294, 311, 312]. To probe dense matter beyond these densities,
additional approaches, based on experimental and observational data, are necessary. A
very promising tool is the multi-messenger astrophysics analysis of neutron stars and
their collisions, which provides access to dense neutron-rich matter currently not acces-
sible in terrestrial experiments. In recent years, the advent of gravitational-wave (GW)
astronomy [9] and new electromagnetic (EM) observations of neutron stars [11, 63, 64],
including NASA’s Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER) mission [63, 64],
led to novel constraints on the EOS [22, 24, 27, 29–31, 33, 65, 153, 154]. However, these
observations mainly probe the EOS at densities & 2nsat and still carry considerable un-
certainties, reflected in the ranges for predictions of neutron-star radii. More precise or
new complementary information are required to reduce the uncertainties further.

The gap between our current knowledge of the EOS stemming from nuclear theory
and experiment at low densities and astrophysical observations of neutron stars at higher
densities can be bridged by heavy-ion collision (HIC) experiments. These experiments,
performed with heavy-ion beam energies of up to 2 GeV/nucleon, presently probe the
nuclear EOS mainly in a density range between 1-2nsat [313–315], representing a new
source of information [316].

In this chapter, we perform a global analysis of the nuclear EOS including infor-
mation from nuclear theory (see Fig. 9.1A and Fig. 9.2A), astrophysical observations
of neutron stars (see Fig. 9.1B and Fig. 9.2B), and results from HIC experiments that
were performed at the Schwerionensynchrotron 18 (SIS-18) accelerator located at the GSI
Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research [314, 315] (see Fig. 9.1C and Fig. 9.2C). We
analyse the EOS and neutron-star properties by extending our Bayesian multi-messenger
astrophysics framework of Ch. 6 to include information from the Four-Pi (FOPI) [314]
and the Asymmetric-Matter EOS (ASY-EOS) experimental campaigns [315]. The com-
bination of these experiments provides new constraints for neutron-rich matter between
∼ 1-2nsat. We additionally include the EOS constraint from Danielewicz et al. [313] for
symmetric nuclear matter obtained from HIC experiments at the Bevalac accelerator at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBL) and the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
(AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). In all experiments, gold nuclei were
collided. The information from this series of HIC experiments allows us to further con-
strain the EOS in a density range where theoretical calculations become less reliable. The
final EOS constraints are obtained through the combination of both the HIC information
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and astrophysical multi-messenger observations (see Fig. 9.1D and Fig. 9.2D). At 95%
uncertainty, our final result for the pressure at 1.5nsat is 6.25+1.90

−2.26 MeV fm−3; a typical 1.4
solar mass neutron star is 12.01+0.78

−0.77km, see Tab. 9.1.

(A) Chiral effective field theory: 

(D) HIC and Astro combined: 

(B) Multi-messenger astrophysics: 

(C) HIC experiments:
(F) 

(E) 

Figure 9.1: Constraints on the EOS of neutron-star matter. Evolution of the
pressure as a function of baryon number density for the EOS prior (A, gray), when
including only data from multi-messenger neutron-star observations (B, green), when
including only HIC data (C, orange), and when combining both (D, blue). The shading
corresponds to the 95% and 68% credible intervals (lightest to darkest). The impact of
the HIC experimental constraint (HIC Data, purple lines at 95% and 68%) on the EOS is
shown in panel C. In panels (B) through (D), we show the 95% prior bound for comparison
(gray dashed lines). We also show posterior distributions for the pressure at 1.5nsat and
2.5nsat at different stages of our analysis (E, F), where the combined Astro+HIC region
is light-blue shaded.

9.2 Methods

9.2.1 Nuclear equations of state from chiral effective field theory
Similarly to what we did in Ch. 6, 7, and 8, we make of the EOSs constrained with theoret-
ical calculations at zero temperature employing local chiral EFT interactions [109], [107,
108, 184, 317]; see Sec. 2.2.2 for more details. As before, we use microscopic input up to
1.5nsat to constrain the EOS but a variation within 1-2nsat shows no substantial impact on
our final results for neutron-star radii [35]. Above this density, we sample a set of six ran-
domly distributed points in the speed of sound plane at baryon densities between 1.5nsat
and 12nsat, enforcing 0 ≤ cs ≤ c at each point. A variation of the number of sampled
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(A) Chiral effective field theory: 

(D) HIC and Astro combined: 

(B) Multi-messenger astrophysics: 

(C) HIC experiments:

(F)

(E)

Figure 9.2: Constraints on the mass and radius of neutron stars. We show the
95% and 68% credible ranges for the neutron-star radius across various masses (up to
the 95% upper bound on the maximum allowed mass, as only few EOSs support mass
beyond that, which would result in an unrepresentative credible range) for the prior (A,
gray), when including only multi-messenger constraints (B, green), when including only
HIC experiment data (C, orange), and for the joint constraint (D, blue). We show the
prior 95% contour in panels (B)-(D) for comparison. Posterior distributions for the radii
of 1.4M� and 2M� stars are given at different stages of our analysis (E, F), where the
combined Astro+HIC region is light-blue shaded.

points between 5-10 does not impact our findings. We then connect these points by line
segments, reconstruct the EOS, and solve the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations
to extract neutron-star properties. Additionally, for each EOS we construct a partner
EOS that includes a segment with vanishing speed of sound to explicitly simulate strong
first-order phase transitions. We sample the onset density and width of this segment
randomly.

Our EOS set includes 15,000 different EOS samples where the prior on the radii of
neutron stars is naturally determined by the EOS expansion scheme. We have explicitly
checked the differences among a prior uniform in the radius of a typical 1.4M� neutron
star and the “natural” prior and found only minor changes once astrophysical and HIC
data are included, see Tab. 9.2.

Recently, first results for the EOS of symmetric nuclear matter between 3-10nsat from
functional Renormalization Group (fRG) calculations that are based on QCD became
available [318]. This offers a very promising future tool to constrain dense neutron-star
matter when calculations for asymmetric matter will become available.
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Prior Astro only HIC only Astro + HIC
P1.5nsat 5.59+2.04

−1.97 5.84+1.95
−2.26 6.06+1.85

−2.04 6.25+1.90
−2.26

R1.4 11.96+1.18
−1.15 11.93+0.80

−0.75 12.06+1.13
−1.18 12.01+0.78

−0.77

Table 9.1: Final constraints on the pressure and the radius of neutron stars.
Comparison of the pressure in MeV fm−3 at 1.5nsat and the radius in km of a 1.4M�
neutron star (median with the 95% credible interval) when including only astrophysical
constraints, only HIC experimental data, and for the combination of both.

9.2.2 Multi-messenger analysis of astrophysical data

To constrain the set of EOSs derived from chiral EFT with astrophysical data, we use
a multi-step procedure in which results from individual steps are used as prior for the
next part of the analysis (see Ch. 6), see Fig. 9.6. First, we incorporate constraints on
the maximum mass of neutron stars. For this, we implement the mass measurements
of the heavy radio pulsars PSR J0348+0432 [60] and PSR J1614-2230 [61]. Since we
make use of the NICER and XMM mass-radius information of PSR J0740+6620 [65, 66]
at a later stage, we do not include the mass measurement of PSR J0740+6620 [62] to
avoid double counting. The combination of these observations (see Ch. 6 and Ch. 7) of
high-mass neutron stars provides a lower bound on the maximum mass of neutron stars.
In contrast, an upper bound of the maximum mass is obtained from the observation of
the merger remnant of the neutron-star merger GW170817 [151]. Among other argu-
ments, the observation of a bright, red kilonova component and the observation of a short
gamma-ray burst 2 seconds after the merger of the two neutron stars indicate that the
remnant experienced a delayed (O(100ms)) collapse to a black hole, so that an upper
limit on the maximum mass can be derived. The combined estimate of the maximum
mass, 2.21+0.10

−0.13M� at 68% uncertainty, already provides important information about the
internal structure of neutron stars and disfavors both too stiff and too soft EOSs, i.e.,
EOSs with too large and too small pressures, respectively.

In the next step, we incorporate NICER’s mass and radius measurement of PSR J00-
30+0451 [63] and PSR J0740+6620 [65, 66].NICER, located on board of the International
Space Station, is a NASA telescope measuring the X-ray pulse profile of pulsars. By cor-
relation of the observed profile and brightness with theoretical predictions, it is possible to
extract information on the configuration, e.g., on the location and properties of hot spots
on the neutron-star surface, the rotation rate of the star, as well as its compactness, which
determines the light bending around the pulsar. This information enables constraints on
the pulsar’s mass and radius. In addition to NICER, the XMM-Newton telescope [299,
300] has been used for the analysis of PSR J0740+6620 [65] to improve the total flux
measurement. For PSR J0740+6620, we average over the results obtained by Miller et
al. [65] and Riley et al. [66], while for PSR J0030+0451 we only use results of Miller et
al. [63].

Next, we analyse the GW signal emitted from the binary neutron-star merger GW1708-
17 [9], as well as its observed kilonova AT2017gfo [11]. Finally, we also incorporate the
second confirmed GW signal from a binary neutron-star merger GW190425 [49]. For
GW170817 and GW190425, we assumed both of them to be emitted by binary neutron star
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Natural prior on R1.4

Chiral EFT up to 1.5nsat Chiral EFT up to 1nsat

P/R HIC only Astro only Astro+HIC HIC only Astro only Astro+HIC
1.0nsat 2.05+0.49

−0.45 2.00+0.52
−0.49 2.11+0.49

−0.52 1.95+0.51
−0.39 1.87+0.51

−0.41 1.95+0.50
−0.43

1.5nsat 6.06+1.85
−2.04 5.84+1.96

−2.26 6.25+1.90
−2.26 10.77+29.80

−8.81 8.98+8.41
−4.30 9.12+6.66

−4.36

2.0nsat 19.47+33.63
−11.67 18.44+16.24

−9.69 19.07+15.27
−10.53 33.02+76.25

−31.06 26.11+24.36
−17.81 26.21+21.85

−17.16

2.5nsat 47.78+75.96
−32.96 45.05+39.80

−19.62 45.43+40.41
−19.11 68.31+114.74

−66.35 54.19+38.50
−20.67 54.33+35.54

−21.69

1.0M� 11.89+0.79
−0.98 11.76+0.65

−0.71 11.88+0.57
−0.76 12.68+1.44

−1.41 12.36+0.95
−0.90 12.40+0.85

−0.89

1.4M� 12.06+1.13
−1.18 11.94+0.79

−0.78 12.01+0.78
−0.77 12.96+1.87

−1.84 12.53+1.22
−1.03 12.56+1.07

−1.01

1.6M� 12.11+1.33
−1.33 11.98+0.93

−0.79 12.03+0.98
−0.75 13.05+2.11

−2.08 12.55+1.31
−1.10 12.57+1.22

−1.04

2.0M� 12.19+1.71
−1.59 11.88+1.23

−1.10 11.91+1.24
−1.11 13.21+2.53

−2.38 12.32+1.58
−1.49 12.33+1.56

−1.44

Uniform prior on R1.4

Chiral EFT up to 1.5nsat Chiral EFT up to 1nsat

P/R HIC only Astro only Astro+HIC HIC only Astro only Astro+HIC
1.0nsat 2.05+0.46

−0.54 1.92+0.64
−0.45 2.18+0.43

−0.68 1.98+0.49
−0.40 1.90+0.52

−0.43 2.00+0.49
−0.46

1.5nsat 6.12+1.75
−2.43 5.56+2.45

−2.15 6.57+1.66
−2.92 9.11+42.6

−7.53 8.22+6.51
−5.53 8.58+6.62

−5.70

2.0nsat 17.04+46.81
−12.56 18.19+27.15

−12.37 19.93+29.61
−12.96 23.84+100.12

−22.25 22.56+21.12
−18.76 23.45+21.97

−18.10

2.5nsat 38.39+98.48
−34.37 44.28+47.06

−24.88 47.03+52.26
−22.44 48.34+154.87

−46.75 46.39+38.20
−31.12 47.89+37.10

−32.47

1.0M� 11.70+1.25
−2.23 11.72+0.91

−0.89 11.96+0.78
−1.02 12.27+1.92

−3.01 12.15+1.07
−1.39 12.25+1.04

−1.41

1.4M� 11.81+1.62
−2.30 11.90+1.18

−0.92 12.08+1.18
−0.94 12.32+2.60

−2.89 12.22+1.31
−1.42 12.33+1.26

−1.52

1.6M� 11.81+1.86
−2.33 11.94+1.37

−0.96 12.10+1.34
−1.02 12.29+2.93

−2.87 12.20+1.44
−1.43 12.30+1.42

−1.50

2.0M� 12.37+1.82
−2.69 11.82+1.71

−1.27 11.97+1.80
−1.27 12.92+3.04

−3.22 11.88+1.85
−1.57 11.94+1.85

−1.59

Table 9.2: Impact of the EOS prior: Maximum density of chiral EFT and of
prior distribution of R1.4. Comparison of the 95% credible interval for the pressure
[ MeV fm−3] and radius [km] of neutron stars when including only HIC experiments, only
astrophysical observations, or the combined HIC and astrophysics results for chiral EFT
constraints up to 1.5nsat and up to 1nsat, and for using a natural and uniform prior on
R1.4. We find that differences for pressures and neutron-star radii are small between both
prior choices when Astro+HIC data constraints are employed. Applying constraints from
chiral EFT only up to 1nsat allows for a broader and stiffer EOS prior at higher densities
since information up to 1.5nsat is discarded. As a consequence, the EOSs including HIC
only and to a lesser extent the combination of HIC and observational constraints become
stiffer leading to an increase of neutron-star radii. This effect is larger when using a
natural instead of a uniform prior in radius. Nevertheless, the impact for the natural
prior is only around 5%.

mergers. To test the robustness of the GW analysis, we have explored a number of different
GW models and found only a minimal impact on the final EOS constraint (see Ch. 6).
Results shown in the main text are obtained using the parallel bilby software [227]
and the waveform model IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2 [117] for cross-correlation with the
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observed data [9]. IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2 is an updated model of the waveform model
used in previous analyses by the LIGO/Virgo Collaboration [21, 49] and, hence, allows
for a more accurate measurement of tidal effects.

We use Bayesian inference to analyse the observed kilonova AT2017gfo. The likelihood
function for the light curve analysis LEM is given by [26]

LEM ∝ χ2
1

∑
ij

1
nj − 1

(
mj
i −m

j,est
i

σji

)2 , (9.1)

where mj,est
i are the estimated or theoretically predicted apparent magnitudes for a given

filter j (a passband for a particular wavelength interval) at observation time ti with nj
data points for filter j. Moreover, mj

i and σji are the observed apparent magnitude and
its corresponding statistical uncertainties, respectively. For this analysis, the probability
distribution of a chi-squared distribution with degree of freedom of 1, χ2

1, is taken as
the likelihood measurement. In order to reduce the systematic error of the kilonova
modelling below the statistical error, an additional uncertainty of 1 mag is added to
the measurement error. To analyse AT2017gfo, we employ the radiative transfer code
possis [122] to produce grids of light curves for multidimensional kilonova models with
the following free parameters: the dynamical ejecta mass, the disk wind ejecta mass, the
opening angle of the lanthanide-rich dynamical-ejecta component, and the viewing angle.
To enable inference, we combine the grid with a framework combining Gaussian-Process-
Regression and Singular Value Decomposition [28] to compute generic light curves for
these parameters. To connect the ejecta parameters, which determine the exact properties
of the light curve, with the binary neutron-star system parameters, we assume that the
total ejecta mass is a sum of two components: dynamical ejecta, released during the
merger process through torque and shocks, and disk-wind ejecta. Both components,
the dynamical ejecta [28] and the disk-wind ejecta (see Ch. 6), are correlated to source
parameters of the binary neutron-star system based on numerical relativity simulations
(see Ch. 6 and Ref. [28, 234]).

9.2.3 Constraining the symmetric nuclear matter EOS at high
density with heavy-ion collisions

Over the last two decades, major experimental efforts have been devoted to measuring the
nuclear EOS with HIC experiments performed at relativistic incident energies [313], [319,
320]. These collisions of atomic nuclei form a hot, dense fireball of hadronic matter
in the overlapping region, which expands in time and reaches the surrounding detec-
tors as baryons and mesons. The phase-space distribution of particles flowing from the
fireball during the expansion phase is strongly dictated by the compression achieved in
the colliding region and is, therefore, sensitive to the EOS of the hot and dense nuclear
matter created in the collision. Important progress has been made recently in modeling
intermediate-energy heavy-ion collisions but theoretical uncertainties still remain [321,
322]. In the present analysis, results obtained with different models are found to be
compatible within their quoted errors.

The so-called elliptic flow (v2) of emerging particles is the main observable, which
has been used to experimentally constrain symmetric nuclear matter at supranuclear
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densities with HICs. It is described by the second moment of the Fourier expansion of
the distribution of azimuthal angle Φ of the emitted particles with respect to that of the
reaction plane ΦRP,

dσ(y, pt)
dΦ = C(1 + 2v1(y, pt) cos(Φ− ΦRP) + 2v2(y, pt) cos 2(Φ− ΦRP) + ...) , (9.2)

where all expansion coefficients vn are functions of longitudinal rapidity y = 1
2 ln

(
E+pz

E−pz

)
,

with pz being the momentum along the beam axis and E the total energy, and of trans-
verse momentum pt =

√
p2
x + p2

y of the particle, with px and py denoting the momentum
components perpendicular to the beam axis.

In the experiment, the orientation of the reaction plane is event-wise reconstructed
from the azimuthal distribution of particles recorded in the forward and backward hemi-
spheres, and the Fourier coefficients are corrected for the finite resolution of this proce-
dure [323]. The coincident particle and fragment emissions are also used for the recon-
struction of the impact parameter of each reaction event [315]. A positive elliptic flow v2
indicates a preferred emission in the reaction plane whereas a negative flow indicates an
emission out of the reaction plane.

It has been shown that the elliptic flow v2 of protons emitted at rapidities interme-
diate between projectile and target rapidity (mid-rapidity) in HICs at incident energies
of several hundred MeV/nucleon offers the strongest sensitivity to the nuclear EOS [313,
314], [324], as evident from calculations made with various transport models. This depen-
dence on the nuclear EOS is predicted by QMD [314], [324–326] and Boltzmann-Uehling-
Uhlenbeck [313] models. The origin of the phenomenon has been investigated in detail
by Le Fèvre et al. [327] As shown by Danielewicz et al. [313], at higher beam energies
between 1 and 10 GeV/nucleon, the sensitivity of the directed flow v1 to the stiffness of
the EOS of symmetric nuclear matter becomes comparable to that of v2. Overall, from
HICs performed at incident beam energies of a few hundred MeV/nucleon up to around 10
GeV/nucleon, the flow data indicate an EOS for symmetric nuclear matter with an incom-
pressibility K below 260 MeV. Using FOPI data on the elliptic flow in gold-gold collisions
between 400 MeV and 1.5 GeV/nucleon, thanks to the broad acceptance of the detector,
an enhanced precision in the determination of the EOS could be achieved. Including the
full rapidity and transverse momentum dependence of the elliptic flow of protons and
heavier isotopes [314] in the analysis with the Isospin-QMD (IQMD) transport model,
the incompressibility was determined as K = 190±30 MeV. This result was confirmed by
interpreting the same data with three Skyrme energy-density functionals introduced into
the ultrarelativistic QMD (UrQMD) transport model [326], leading to K = 220±40 MeV.
The interval of confidence used in the present study, K = 200 ± 25 MeV, reflects both
predictions. The densities probed were estimated to range between 1-3nsat by analyz-
ing the densities effective in building the elliptic flow in IQMD simulations [314]. Note
that the constraints deduced from the analysis of elliptic flow are compatible with ear-
lier findings of the Kaon Spectrometer (KaoS) Collaboration obtained from comparisons
of QMD predictions with experimental K+ meson production yields from gold-gold and
carbon-carbon collisions performed at GSI between 0.6 and 1.5 GeV/nucleon [328, 329].
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9.2.4 The ASY-EOS experiment to measure the symmetry en-
ergy

Nuclear experiments can help to constrain the EOS of neutron matter, see, for example,
the PREX experiment measuring the neutron-skin thickness in lead nuclei [303, 306, 330,
331]. It has been suggested by Bao-An Li [332] that flows of particles in HICs can be used
to constrain the EOS of neutron matter via the symmetry energy at supra-saturation
density. However, nuclear matter that can be studied in laboratory experiments using
HICs is not very neutron-rich. Therefore, the effect of the symmetry energy on v2 remains
small, close to or below the uncertainties of the main contribution of the symmetric nuclear
matter EOS. To enhance observable effects related to the symmetry energy, the use of the
elliptic flow ratio of particles with large isospin difference, ideally the ratio for neutrons
over protons vnp

2 = vn
2/v

p
2 , was proposed [333]. This method has been adopted for the

ASY-EOS experiment performed at GSI in Darmstadt, studying collisions of gold nuclei of
400 MeV/nucleon incident energy and gold targets. The description of the experiment and
the analysis with the UrQMD transport model are given in detail in Russotto et al. [315]
ASY-EOS benefited from the Large-Area Neutron Detector (LAND) [334] permitting the
detection of neutrons and charged particles within the same acceptance. LAND was
placed to cover mid-rapidity emissions over a large pt interval. Its isotopic resolution
in this experiment was not sufficient to uniquely identify protons. Elliptic flow ratios
as a function of pt were, therefore, determined for neutrons with respect to all charged
particles within the LAND acceptance. It has been noted that for the selected collisions
(central up to semi-central) and angular region, the yield of charged particles consists
of light isotopes, mainly protons (around 50%) according to FOPI data for the same
reaction. Confronted with UrQMD transport model predictions (and confirmed with
other models, IQMD [325] and Tübingen QMD (TüQMD) [335]), the resulting flow ratio
enabled deducing a constraint for the symmetry energy, which is so far the most precise for
supra-saturation densities obtained from HICs. The results are detailed in the following
section. As indicated by QMD model predictions, densities probed by the elliptic flow
ratio in the ASY-EOS experiment extend up to about 2nsat.

9.2.5 Implementation of nuclear equation-of-state constraints
from heavy-ion collisions

For analysing the experimental elliptic flow data, an EOS functional needs to be fed into
the QMD simulations for both symmetric and asymmetric nuclear matter. This is given
by the parameterisation for the energy per particle [314]

E

A
(n, δ) ≈ E

A
(n, 0) + S(n)δ2 , (9.3)

with the baryon density n = nn +np and the isospin asymmetry δ = (nn−np)/n = 1−2x,
where nn and np are the neutron and proton densities, respectively, and x = np/n is
the proton fraction. E/A(n, 0) is the energy of symmetric nuclear matter, E/A(n, 1)
corresponds to pure neutron matter, and S(n) is the symmetry energy defined here as
the difference between the two. For the analysis of the FOPI experiment, the first term
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in Eq. (9.3) has been parameterised with [314]

E

A
(n, 0) = 3

5

(
n

nsat

)2/3
EF + αn

2nsat
+ β

γ + 1

(
n

nsat

)γ
, (9.4)

with the saturation density nsat, the Fermi energy EF , and where the parameters α, β,
and γ are fixed by the incompressibility K, the binding energy B of symmetric nuclear
matter at nsat, and the condition that the pressure of symmetric nuclear matter is zero
at saturation density [314]:

α = −2
(
K + 6EF

5
9 (γ − 1) + 2

5EF
)
, (9.5a)

β =
(
K + 6

5EF
)

γ + 1
9γ (γ − 1) , (9.5b)

γ =
K + 6EF

5

9
(
EF

5 +B
) . (9.5c)

In the ASY-EOS analysis, the S(n) term of Eq. (9.3) has been parameterised as [315]

S(n) = Ekin,0

(
n

nsat

)2/3
+ Epot,0

(
n

nsat

)γasy

. (9.6)

At saturation density, the kinetic part has been set to Ekin,0 = 12 MeV and Epot,0 =
S0 − Ekin,0. The parameter γasy was extracted from fits to experimental data of the
pt dependence of the elliptic flow ratio of neutrons over charged particles around mid-
rapidity. In particular, this results in γasy = 0.68 ± 0.19 for S0 = 31 MeV and γasy =
0.72 ± 0.19 for S0 = 34 MeV, see Fig. 9.7 for a comparison with microscopic neutron
matter calculations. Here, we interpolate γasy assuming a linear function with S0, where
the uncertainty is chosen to be 0.19 independent of S0. We have studied the behavior of
γasy as a function of S0 for two different QMD models (see Fig. 9.3) and confirmed that
the linear interpolation in the S0 range is suitable.

The pressure constraint is given by the density derivative of the energy per particle of
Eq. (9.3),

P (n, δ) = n2∂E/A(n, δ)
∂n

, (9.7)

and depends on n, δ, nsat, B, K, and S0. We enforce this constraint only at densities
where the experiment is sensitive. The density region of the HIC constraint is set by the
sensitivity of the neutrons-over-charged-particles flow ratio determined for the ASY-EOS
experiment [315], see also the previous section. This sensitivity curve covers the density
range from 0.5nsat up to 3nsat and peaks between nsat and ∼ 2nsat, where the experiment
is most sensitive.

Neutron-star matter is composed of neutrons, protons, electrons, and muons in β-
equilibrium. In order to apply the ASY-EOS constraint to neutron stars, the proton
fraction xASY-EOS needed to be determined accordingly. For simplicity, muons are ne-
glected because they only have a small impact on the neutron-star EOS in the considered
density range. Then, the density of electrons is equal to the proton density due to local
charge neutrality, and the proton fraction x at a given baryon density n is fixed by the
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Figure 9.3: Constraints on γasy versus symmetry energy S0 from two Quantum
Molecular Dynamics models. We show the exponent γasy of the density dependence
of the potential part of the symmetry energy, see Eq. (9.6), as deduced from the analysis
of ASY-EOS experimental data using the UrQMD model used in this chapter [315] (red
points) and new simulations from the IQMD model (blue points). The red line indicates
the mean value for γasy along the linear interpolation for the chosen range of S0. Overall,
the models are in good agreement with each other and the results suggest that a linear
interpolation is reasonable.

β-equilibrium condition,

µn(n, x) = µp(n, x) + µe(ne = xn) , (9.8)

where µn,p,e is the chemical potential of the respective particle species. The neutron and
proton chemical potentials are calculated consistently with Eqs. (9.3)-(9.6). Electrons are
modeled as an ultrarelativistic degenerate Fermi gas with pressure Pe = Ee/(3V ), energy
density Ee/V = ~c(3π2ne)4/3/(4π2), and chemical potential µe = ~c(3π2ne)1/3.

The final pressure constraint is obtained using EF = 37 MeV and by varying the
parameters nsat, B, K, and S0 within specific ranges. For the parameters describing
symmetric nuclear matter, we use the values consistent with the FOPI analysis given by
nsat = 0.16 fm−3, B = 16 MeV, and a Gaussian distribution for K with K = 200±25 MeV
at 1σ. Regarding S0, we apply a uniform prior in the range from 31 − 34 MeV. We
further use results for the pressure of symmetric nuclear matter deduced by Danielewicz
et al. [313] and disregard all parameter sets which lead to a pressure that is not consistent
with their constraint in the overlapping density range where ASY-EOS remains sensitive,
between 2-3nsat, see Fig. 9.4. We note that the value of K has very little influence on
the observables measured by ASY-EOS to extract the symmetry energy [335]. We have
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Figure 9.4: Comparison of the pressure of symmetric nuclear matter for exper-
iment and theory. The pressure band from the FOPI experiment [314] at the 1σ level
(red) for the incompressibility is consistent with the chiral EFT constraint from Drischler
et al. [181], [318] at N2LO (light blue) and N3LO (dark blue). The experimental uncer-
tainty band is smaller than the theoretical one because the empirical saturation point used
for extracting the experimental results has smaller uncertainties compared to theoretical
estimates from chiral EFT. Between 2-3nsat, we additionally constrain the FOPI results
with the constraint from Danielewicz et al. [313] (green), which has no statistical inter-
pretation. This excludes the highest values for the incompressibility K from the FOPI
distribution and also influences symmetric matter at smaller densities, which depends on
the range of K. However, both constraints are in very good agreement with each other
and the impact of the additional Danielewicz et al. constraint is small in our analysis.

explicitly checked the robustness of our results when using larger uncertainty ranges for
all nuclear matter parameters in agreement with theoretical predictions [312] and found
their influence on our final result to be negligible, see Tab. 9.3. In particular, we have used
a larger range for S0 between 30 − 35 MeV and the following Gaussian distributions for
nsat, B and K: nsat = 0.164± 0.007 fm−3, B = 15.86± 0.57 MeV, and K = 215± 40 MeV
at 1σ level.
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HIC parameters Enlarged variations
P/R HIC only Astro+HIC HIC only Astro+HIC

1.0nsat 2.05+0.49
−0.45 2.11+0.49

−0.52 2.05+0.50
−0.45 2.09+0.47

−0.52

1.5nsat 6.06+1.85
−2.04 6.25+1.90

−2.26 6.00+1.90
−2.00 6.18+1.88

−2.25

2.0nsat 19.47+33.63
−11.67 19.07+15.27

−10.53 19.34+35.65
−11.54 18.98+14.97

−9.92

2.5nsat 47.78+75.96
−32.96 45.43+40.41

−19.11 47.36+81.44
−28.09 45.49+40.05

−20.58

1.0M� 11.89+0.79
−0.98 11.88+0.57

−0.76 11.87+0.81
−0.97 11.86+0.58

−0.78

1.4M� 12.06+1.13
−1.18 12.01+0.78

−0.77 12.05+1.12
−1.20 12.00+0.75

−0.80

1.6M� 12.11+1.33
−1.33 12.03+0.98

−0.75 12.10+1.35
−1.32 12.03+0.92

−0.80

2.0M� 12.19+1.71
−1.59 11.91+1.24

−1.11 12.17+1.70
−1.62 11.91+1.23

−1.15

Table 9.3: Sensitivity on uncertainties of nuclear matter properties. Comparison
of the 95% credible interval for the pressure [ MeV fm−3] and radius [km] of neutron stars
when using ranges for nuclear matter properties as published for the FOPI and ASY-
EOS experiments [314, 315] and when inflating the uncertainties according to theoretical
calculations. We present results when including only information from HIC experiments
and for the combined HIC and astrophysics information. In particular, we extend the
range for the symmetry energy at saturation density to S0 = 30−35 MeV by extrapolating
γasy linearly. We use Gaussian distributions for nsat, B, and K describing symmetric
nuclear matter and vary these parameters within their empirical ranges (at 1σ): nsat =
0.164± 0.007 fm−3, B = 15.86± 0.57 MeV [181] and K = 215± 40 MeV from microscopic
calculations [181], [336, 337], which is in good agreement with the FOPI results.

9.2.6 Combination of the astronomical and heavy-ion collision
constraints

In order to combine the experimental and observational EOS constraints, we use Bayesian
inference. The EOS posterior is given by

p(EOS|MMA, HIC) ∝ p(HIC|EOS)
× p(MMA|EOS)p(EOS)
= p(HIC|EOS)p(EOS|MMA)
≡ LHIC(EOS)PMMA(EOS),

(9.9)

where MMA denotes multi-messenger astrophysics, LHIC(EOS) is the likelihood of the
HIC measurements for a given EOS, and PMMA(EOS) is the posterior probability distri-
bution on the EOS based on the multi-messenger observations, which acts as prior for
this analysis. From the HIC experiments we obtain a posterior of the pressure at a given
density, p(P |n,HIC). By combining this with the distribution of probed densities from
the neutrons-over-charged particles sensitivity curve [315], p(n|HIC), the joint posterior
p(n, P |HIC) = p(P |n,HIC)p(n|HIC) is obtained. Therefore, the relative faithfulness of
the experimental results at various densities is accounted for. The likelihood LHIC(EOS)
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is given by
LHIC(EOS) =

∫
dn dP p(HIC|n, P )p(n, P |EOS)

∝
∫
dn dP p(n, P |HIC)p(n, P |EOS)

∝
∫
dn dP p(n, P |HIC)δ(P − P (n,EOS))

=
∫
dnP (n, P = P (n; EOS)|HIC) ,

(9.10)

where we used that the pressure is a function of density for a given EOS.

9.3 Results

9.3.1 Nuclear theory input
As explained above, our analysis starts with a set of 15,000 EOSs that are constrained by
nuclear theory calculations at low densities and we extend each EOS above 1.5nsat using
an extrapolation in the speed of sound (cs) in neutron-star matter [32]. In addition, at
this level we require all EOSs in the prior to support neutron stars with masses of at
least 1.9M�, to remove EOSs that only support neutron stars with maximum masses well
below the lower limit from the combined observations of heavy pulsars [60–62]. Hence,
this lower bound ensures that the resulting EOS prior has reasonable support for massive-
pulsar observations that we include at the first stage of our Bayesian framework as shown
in Ch. 6. These general assumptions lead to a broad uncertainty for the EOS at higher
densities (see Fig. 9.1A), as well as for neutron-star masses and radii (see Fig. 9.2A). The
EOS prior is then used to analyse astrophysical observations and HIC experiments.

9.3.2 Multi-messenger astrophysics information
The astrophysical data are incorporated using a Bayesian multi-messenger framework (see
Ch. 6 and Ch. 8), which analyses each EOS with respect to its agreement with a variety
of observational data. We start with the mass measurements of the massive neutron
stars PSR J0348+0432 [60] and PSR J1614-2230 [61] and the constraint on the maximum
mass of neutron stars derived from the binary neutron-star collision GW170817 [25, 151]
in which a black hole was formed after the coalescence. Information obtained from X-
ray pulse-profile modeling of PSR J0030+0451 and PSR J0740+6620 using data from
NICER and the X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission (XMM-Newton) [63, 65, 66] are incorporated.
Moreover, we use Bayesian inference techniques to analyse GW information from the two
neutron-star mergers GW170817 [9] and GW190425 [49] by matching the observed GW
data with theoretical GW models that depend on neutron-star properties. Similarly to
the GW analysis, we also include information from the kilonova AT2017gfo [11] associated
with the GW signal.

The above astrophysical information leads to important constraints on the neutron-
star EOS, as shown in Fig. 9.1B. The constraints are strongest above 1.5nsat, where the
extrapolation in the speed of sound is used for the EOSs. The high-density astrophysical
constraints affect mostly the high-mass region in the mass-radius plane and exclude the
stiffest EOSs that lead to the largest radii, see Fig. 9.2B.
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9.3.3 Data from HIC experiments

To further constrain the EOS, we implement processed data from HIC experiments pro-
vidied to us by the GSI Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research. The FOPI [314]
and ASY-EOS [315] experiments performed at GSI provide information respectively on
the symmetric nuclear matter EOS, i.e., matter with the same amount of protons and
neutrons, and on the symmetry energy, which describes the energy cost of changing pro-
tons into neutrons in nuclear matter. In addition to the GSI experiments, we include
constraints on the pressure of symmetric nuclear matter at larger densities obtained from
model calculations of Danielewicz et al. [313] that were used to analyze experimental data
from LBL and BNL in which 197Au nuclei were collided at energies up to 10 GeV/nucleon.
These are sensitive to higher densities, 2-4.5nsat, but we only include their constraints up
to 3nsat where the sensitivity of the ASY-EOS experiment ends. We find that the in-
clusion of this additional constraint has only minimal impact, but keep it to ensure the
completeness of our study; see Tab. 9.9.

In Fig. 9.1C, we show the combined HIC experimental constraints (labelled HIC Data)
at 68% and 95% credibility as well as the resulting posterior distribution for the neutron-
star EOS. Whereas the FOPI experiment delivers an EOS constraint for symmetric nu-
clear matter at densities between 1-3nsat, the ASY-EOS experiment probes the symmetry
energy roughly between 1-2nsat. The HIC pressure-density constraint includes various
sources of uncertainties. First, it includes systematic and statistical uncertainties of the
experiments and the analysis of its data [314, 315]. We have explicitly checked the ro-
bustness of our results when varying the details of the analysis and employed models, and
generally found that our results do not significantly depend on individual model choices;
see Tabs. 9.4, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8 and Fig. 9.5. Second, when extracting the HIC constraint
on neutron-star matter, we vary nuclear matter properties, such as the incompressibility
parameter and the symmetry energy at nsat, according to the measurements from FOPI
and ASY-EOS. We have explicitly checked that increasing these uncertainties in agree-
ment with theoretical estimates [312] only leads to minor changes of our final results, see
Tab. 9.3.

To enforce the ASY-EOS constraints only at densities where the experiment is sensi-
tive, we use the sensitivity curve for neutrons and charged particles [315] as a prior for the
probed density range. We have checked the variation of our results for alternative choices
of the sensitivity curve [315] and found that this has no significant impact on our final
results (see Tab. 9.5). We find that the HIC constraints tend to prefer EOSs stiffer than
the ones favoured by astrophysical observations, i.e., EOSs that have higher pressures at
densities up to 2nsat, see Fig. 9.1C and Fig. 9.1E.

It has been noted that results of the ASY-EOS experiment, in their sub-saturation
density extension, are compatible with recent experimental findings from isobaric analog
states supplemented with additional constraints from neutron-skin data [338], HICs using
isospin-diffusion observables measured in mid-peripheral collisions of Sn isotopes [339],
and other nuclear structure information [340, 341]. More recently, the Sπrit campaign
at RIKEN has identified spectral yield ratios of charged pions in collisions of various
tin isotopes near threshold as sensitive probes of the slope of the symmetry energy near
and beyond nuclear saturation density [342]. The obtained value is compatible with
the ASY-EOS result but currently offers no additional strong constraint due to its large
uncertainty [342, 343].
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Speed-of-sound extension Piecewise-polytrope extension
P/R HIC only Astro only Astro+HIC HIC only Astro only Astro+HIC

1.0nsat 2.05+0.49
−0.45 2.00+0.52

−0.49 2.11+0.49
−0.52 2.06+0.49

−0.44 1.96+0.54
−0.45 2.10+0.49

−0.51

1.5nsat 6.06+1.85
−2.04 5.841.96

−2.26 6.25+1.90
−2.26 6.06+1.85

−1.96 5.66+2.15
−2.00 6.20+1.93

−2.17

2.0nsat 19.47+33.63
−11.67 18.44+16.24

−9.69 19.07+15.27
−10.53 19.00+17.6

−8.34 18.96+15.40
−8.40 19.64+15.83

−8.60

2.5nsat 47.78+75.96
−32.96 45.05+39.80

−19.62 45.43+40.41
−19.11 43.72+39.81

−18.98 44.77+35.36
−18.86 45.27+36.77

−18.00

1.0M� 11.89+0.79
−0.98 11.76+0.65

−0.71 11.88+0.57
−0.76 11.90+0.74

−0.89 11.80+0.70
−0.69 11.92+0.67

−0.71

1.4M� 12.06+1.13
−1.18 11.94+0.79

−0.78 12.01+0.78
−0.77 12.02+0.96

−1.01 11.97+0.84
−0.77 12.05+0.83

−0.79

1.6M� 12.11+1.33
−1.33 11.98+0.93

−0.79 12.03+0.98
−0.75 12.05+1.11

−1.11 12.01+0.94
−0.83 12.07+0.95

−0.84

2.0M� 12.19+1.71
−1.59 11.88+1.23

−1.10 11.91+1.24
−1.11 12.02+1.35

−1.39 11.88+1.22
−1.11 11.92+1.32

−1.08

Table 9.4: Impact of EOS extension scheme. Comparison of the 95% credible interval
for the pressure [ MeV fm−3] and radius [km] of neutron stars when including only HIC
results, only astrophysical observations, and for combined HIC and astrophysics results for
different EOS extension schemes used. The piecewise-polytrope scheme extends the EOS
beyond 1.5nsat with five polytropic segments with randomly chosen transition densities
and polytropic indices. The differences of the pressure estimates between the two EOS
extension schemes is less than 3% and the difference between the radius estimates is less
than 0.5%.

9.3.4 Combining information from micro- and macroscopic col-
lisions

The final EOS constraints are obtained through the combination of both the HIC infor-
mation and astrophysical multi-messenger observations, see Fig. 9.1D. While the multi-
messenger data rules out the most extreme EOS behavior, the HIC data favors larger
pressures around 1-1.5nsat, where the experimental sensitivity is highest. This is similar
to the effect of recent NICER observations on the EOS [65, 154]. Hence, the two comple-
mentary approaches, HIC experiments and astrophysical observations show a remarkable
agreement, cf. Fig. 9.1E. At low densities, HIC results have a clear impact on the total
posterior for the EOS, while the EOS at higher densities (& 2nsat) is mostly determined
by astrophysical observations. At these densities, HIC results deviate only mildly from
the prior, see Fig. 9.1F. This is also reflected in the radii of neutron stars shown in
Fig. 9.2E and Fig. 9.2F. Because astrophysical observations mainly probe neutron stars
with M & 1.4M�, for which the probed densities are higher, HIC information influences
the radii of these neutron stars to a smaller degree. The radius of low-mass stars with
M ∼ 1.0M�, on the other hand, is also constrained by HIC information. Our final result
for a typical 1.4 solar mass neutron star is 12.01+0.37

−0.38km at 68% uncertainty (12.01+0.78
−0.77km

at 95% uncertainty), see Tab. 9.1. Comparing this value to the result without any HIC
information, 11.93+0.39

−0.41km at 68% credence, highlights the benefit of combining these var-
ious sources of information in a statistically robust framework. We find that the HIC
information has high impact on EOS at density below 1.5nsat; see Tab. 9.10. Finally,
we quantify the possibility for the presence of a strong first-order phase transition to a
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n/ch sensitivity n/p sensitivity Window 1-2nsat

P/R HIC only Astro+HIC HIC only Astro+HIC HIC only Astro+HIC

1.0nsat 2.05+0.49
−0.45 2.11+0.49

−0.52 2.10+0.45
−0.49 2.13+0.46

−0.54 2.23+0.32
−0.50 2.28+0.35

−0.55

1.5nsat 6.06+1.85
−2.04 6.25+1.90

−2.26 6.23+1.68
−2.16 6.34+1.83

−2.30 6.76+1.15
−2.13 6.93+1.39

−2.17

2.0nsat 19.47+33.63
−11.67 19.07+15.27

−10.53 19.62+33.36
−10.81 19.20+15.42

−9.21 21.41+30.60
−9.02 20.59+16.10

−8.36

2.5nsat 47.78+75.96
−32.96 45.43+40.41

−19.11 47.61+79.33
−32.61 45.62+40.81

−18.61 54.71+66.27
−36.26 48.60+39.47

−19.32

1.0M� 11.89+0.79
−0.98 11.88+0.57

−0.76 11.92+0.78
−0.95 11.91+0.61

−0.73 12.09+0.59
−0.63 12.06+0.48

−0.56

1.4M� 12.06+1.13
−1.18 12.01+0.78

−0.77 12.09+1.12
−1.14 12.02+0.78

−0.76 12.26+0.96
−0.84 12.17+0.73

−0.60

1.6M� 12.11+1.33
−1.33 12.03+0.98

−0.75 12.13+1.31
−1.30 12.05+0.91

−0.79 12.33+1.14
−1.05 12.19+0.81

−0.76

2.0M� 12.19+1.71
−1.59 11.91+1.24

−1.11 12.20+1.68
−1.60 11.91+1.25

−1.11 12.42+1.44
−1.48 12.06+1.14

−1.20

Table 9.5: Impact of the sensitivity curve for the ASY-EOS experi-
ment.Comparison of the 95% credible interval for the pressure [ MeV fm−3] and radius
[km] of neutron stars when including only HIC experiments and for combined HIC and as-
trophysics results for different sensitivity curves. In particular, we compare our standard
results using the neutron over charged particles (n/ch) sensitivity curve [315] with the
neutron over proton (n/p) sensitivity from Russotto et al. [315], which peaks at 1.5nsat.
We find that our results are robust and differences for both sensitivity curves are small.
Additionally, we compare the results to calculations where the ASY-EOS data is imple-
mented using a uniform prior in density between 1-2nsat (labelled Window). For the latter
choice, we generally find larger pressures and larger neutron-star radii because the n/ch
and n/p sensitivy curves decrease rapidly after their maxima at 1 and 1.5nsat, lowering
the impact of the ASY-EOS constraint at higher densities. However, differences for radii
and pressures remain small once Astro+HIC data is included.
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SNM form used here Taylor expansion
P/R HIC only Astro+HIC HIC only Astro+HIC

1.0nsat 2.05+0.49
−0.45 2.11+0.49

−0.52 1.95+0.52
−0.44 2.01+0.51

−0.47

1.5nsat 6.06+1.85
−2.04 6.25+1.90

−2.26 5.61+2.04
−2.00 5.87+1.99

−2.14

2.0nsat 19.47+33.63
−11.67 19.07+15.27

−10.53 18.80+32.63
−12.89 18.72+16.57

−9.34

2.5nsat 47.78+75.96
−32.96 45.43+40.41

−19.11 47.58+77.40
−31.93 45.66+41.66

−19.19

1.0M� 11.89+0.79
−0.98 11.88+0.57

−0.76 11.77+0.84
−0.97 11.79+0.60

−0.71

1.4M� 12.06+1.13
−1.18 12.01+0.78

−0.77 11.98+1.16
−1.18 11.97+0.77

−0.74

1.6M� 12.11+1.33
−1.33 12.03+0.98

−0.75 12.05+1.32
−1.37 12.00+0.90

−0.78

2.0M� 12.19+1.71
−1.59 11.91+1.24

−1.11 12.13+1.73
−1.61 11.92+1.23

−1.10

Table 9.6: Impact of the parameterisation for symmetric nuclear matter. Com-
parison of the 95% credible interval for the pressure [ MeV fm−3] and radius [km] of neutron
stars when including only HIC experiments and for combined HIC and astrophysics re-
sults for two parameterisations of symmetric nuclear matter. In particular, we compare
the functional form from FOPI used in this chapter, see Eq. (9.4), with a general Taylor
expansion for symmetric nuclear matter with the same values for the saturation point
and the incompressibility but including the third-order parameter Q = −150 ± 250 MeV
at 1σ using a Gaussian distribution. We find that our results are robust with respect to
a variation of this parameterisation and the impact of this choice is at the 5% level for
pressures and 1% level for radii.
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xASY-EOS 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.1
P/R HIC only Astro+HIC HIC only Astro+HIC

1.0nsat 2.05+0.49
−0.45 2.11+0.49

−0.52 2.05+0.50
−0.45 2.10+0.48

−0.52

1.5nsat 6.06+1.85
−2.04 6.25+1.90

−2.26 6.02+1.89
−2.04 6.23+1.81

−2.31

2.0nsat 19.47+33.63
−11.67 19.07+15.27

−10.53 19.32+33.95
−11.05 19.00+14.74

−10.54

2.5nsat 47.78+75.96
−32.96 45.43+40.41

−19.11 48.00+78.57
−34.40 45.48+39.96

−19.28

1.0M� 11.89+0.79
−0.98 11.88+0.57

−0.76 11.88+0.79
−0.98 11.87+0.59

−0.75

1.4M� 12.06+1.13
−1.18 12.01+0.78

−0.77 12.05+1.14
−1.17 12.00+0.77

−0.77

1.6M� 12.11+1.33
−1.33 12.03+0.98

−0.75 12.10+1.31
−1.36 12.03+0.91

−0.79

2.0M� 12.19+1.71
−1.59 11.91+1.24

−1.11 12.18+1.70
−1.61 11.90+1.22

−1.14

Table 9.7: Impact of the proton fraction in β-equilibrium. Comparison of the
95% credible interval for the pressure [ MeV fm−3] and radius [km] of neutron stars when
including only HIC experiments and for combined HIC and astrophysics results for two
choices for the proton fraction in β-equilibrium. For the main results, we compute the
proton fraction for the HIC constraints using the EOS functional introduced by the ASY-
EOS analysis (xASY-EOS). We compare this with a more conservative choice that constrains
the proton fraction to be within the range 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.1 but find only small changes.

Using Refs. [65, 66] Using Ref. [62]
P/R HIC only Astro only Astro+HIC Astro only Astro+HIC
1.0nsat 2.05+0.49

−0.45 2.00+0.52
−0.49 2.11+0.49

−0.52 1.95+0.55
−0.45 2.08+0.49

−0.53

1.5nsat 6.06+1.85
−2.04 5.841.96

−2.26 6.25+1.90
−2.26 5.63+2.16

−2.05 6.14+1.93
−2.28

2.0nsat 19.47+33.63
−11.67 18.44+16.24

−9.69 19.07+15.27
−10.53 17.46+15.66

−9.27 18.32+14.87
−9.60

2.5nsat 47.78+75.96
−32.96 45.05+39.80

−19.62 45.43+40.41
−19.11 42.23+41.75

−20.47 43.22+42.66
−19.18

1.0M� 11.89+0.79
−0.98 11.76+0.65

−0.71 11.88+0.57
−0.76 11.68+0.71

−0.74 11.82+0.68
−0.78

1.4M� 12.06+1.13
−1.18 11.94+0.79

−0.78 12.01+0.78
−0.77 11.83+0.86

−0.86 11.94+0.87
−0.83

1.6M� 12.11+1.33
−1.33 11.98+0.93

−0.79 12.03+0.98
−0.75 11.87+1.01

−0.93 11.95+1.01
−0.91

2.0M� 12.19+1.71
−1.59 11.88+1.23

−1.10 11.91+1.24
−1.11 11.74+1.44

−1.25 11.77+1.42
−1.23

Table 9.8: Impact of the radius constraints for J0740+6220. Comparison of
the 95% credible interval for the pressure [ MeV fm−3] and radius [km] of neutron stars
when including only HIC results, only astrophysical observations, and for combined HIC
and astrophysics results when we include the combined mass-radius measurement from
NICER [65, 66] or only the radio mass measurement from Ref. [62]. The radius of
J0740+6220 estimated by NICER is preferring a stiffer EOS, which agrees well with the
constraint from HIC experiments.
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Figure 9.5: Comparison between different sensitivity curves. We show three
sensitivity-to-density curves for different observables and incident energies. In partic-
ular, the neutron-over-charged-particle (n/ch, used here) and the neutron-over-proton
(n/p) sensitivity curves for 400 MeV/nucleon incident energy from Russotto et al. [315]
are compared with the density curve reported by Le Fèvre et al. [314] for the sensitivity
of the elliptic flow of protons in Au+Au collisions at 1 GeV/nucleon.

new phase of QCD matter in the core of neutron stars. For this, we calculate the Bayes
factor in favor of the presence of such a phase transition against its absence, and find
it to be 0.419 ± 0.012 < 1. Therefore, its presence is slightly disfavoured given current
astrophysical and experimental data.

9.4 Conclusion
To summarize, the interdisciplinary analysis of EOS constraints from HIC experiments and
multi-messenger astrophysics shows remarkable agreement between the two, and provides
important information to constrain the nuclear EOS at supra-saturation densities. Going
forward, it is important that both statistic and systematic sources of uncertainty for HIC
experiments are further improved. For example, the impact of choosing different Quantum
Molecular Dynamics (QMD) models when analyzing HIC experiments needs to be further
investigated (see Fig. 9.3, 9.5), and advancing HIC experiments to probe higher densities,
above 2-3nsat, will be key (see Tab. 9.11). Combining the latter with a reduction of
experimental uncertainties, data from HICs has great potential to provide complimentary
EOS information, bridging nuclear theory and astrophysical observations. In the next
few years, the ASY-EOS-II and Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) Experiments at the
upcoming Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) at GSI will provide a unique
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With Danielewicz et al. [313] Without Danielewicz et al. [313]
P/R HIC only Astro+HIC HIC only Astro+HIC

1.0nsat 2.05+0.49
−0.45 2.11+0.49

−0.52 2.06+0.49
−0.45 2.11+0.48

−0.52

1.5nsat 6.06+1.85
−2.04 6.25+1.90

−2.26 6.08+1.83
−2.04 6.25+1.89

−2.23

2.0nsat 19.47+33.63
−11.67 19.07+15.27

−10.53 19.35+33.66
−10.71 19.05+15.33

−10.27

2.5nsat 47.78+75.96
−32.96 45.43+40.41

−19.11 47.59+79.68
−27.46 45.57+40.87

−18.89

1.0M� 11.89+0.79
−0.98 11.88+0.57

−0.76 11.89+0.79
−0.98 11.88+0.56

−0.78

1.4M� 12.06+1.13
−1.18 12.01+0.78

−0.77 12.06+1.12
−1.19 12.01+0.78

−0.77

1.6M� 12.11+1.33
−1.33 12.03+0.98

−0.75 12.11+1.32
−1.34 12.03+0.92

−0.80

2.0M� 12.19+1.71
−1.59 11.91+1.24

−1.11 12.18+1.70
−1.61 11.91+1.17

−1.15

Table 9.9: Impact of excluding Danielewicz et al. [313]. Comparison of the 95%
credible interval for the pressure [ MeV fm−3] and radius [km] of neutron stars when in-
cluding only HIC experiments and for combined HIC and astrophysics results with and
without the inclusion of the constraint from Danielewicz et al. [313]. By comparing the
HIC-only results, we conclude that the constraint from Danielewicz et al. [313] has a small
impact on our study.

opportunity to study nuclear matter at densities probed in the core of neutron stars and
their mergers, and might detect new phases of QCD matter, possibly involving hyperons
and, ultimately, the transition to a deconfined quark matter phase at the highest densities
(see, e.g., Orsaria et al. [344], Brandes et al. [345]). Together with experiments at the Rare
Isotope Beam Facility (RIBF) at RIKEN in Japan and the Nuclotron-based Ion Collider
fAcility (NICA) in Russia, the robust combination of experimental HIC constraints and
astrophysical observations has the potential to revolutionise our understanding of the
EOS.
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(A) Chiral effective field theory: 
EOS derived with the chiral EFT result 
and 

(C) NICER:
PSR J0030+0451 and PSR J0740+6620

(D) GW170817: 
reanalysis with
IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2

(E) AT2017gfo: 
analysis of the observed lightcurves

Prior construction

(F) GW190425: 
reanalysis with
IMRPhenomPv2_NRTidalv2

(B) Maximum Mass Constraints: 
PSR J0348+0432/PSR J1614-2230 and 
GW170817/AT2017gfo remnant 
classification

Parameter estimation

(G)
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DKL Astro only HIC only Astro+HIC

1.0nsat 0.079 0.109 0.270
1.5nsat 0.075 0.108 0.266
2.0nsat 0.112 0.019 0.174
2.5nsat 0.244 0.006 0.274

1.0M� 0.090 0.054 0.128
1.4M� 0.185 0.022 0.210
1.6M� 0.225 0.015 0.251
2.0M� 0.228 0.008 0.222

Table 9.10: Kullback–Leibler divergence with different observation input. Com-
parison of the Kullback–Leibler divergence (KL divergence) DKL(posterior|prior) of pres-
sure and radius of a neutron star with respect to the prior in bits when including
only astrophysical constraints, only HIC experimental data, and for the combination
of both. The KL divergence quantifies the additional information encoded in the pos-
terior distribution with respect to the prior distribution. A KL divergence of zero
indicates that the two distributions are identical. For reference, the KL divergence
DKL(N (0, 1/4)|N (0, 1)) ≈ 1.2bits, where N(µ, σ2) is a normal distribution with mean
µ and variance σ2. The KL divergence for the pressure at 1.0nsat and 1.5nsat, using only
HIC experimental input, is higher than that of the result using only astrophysical observa-
tions. Therefore, the HIC experiment has higher impact than astrophysical observations
for pressures below 1.5nsat.
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Figure 9.6: Constraint on the neutron-star mass and radius with successive
astrophysics information. In each panel (except for panel A), EOSs within (outside of)
95% credible interval are shown as blue (gray) lines. Lower panels indicate the probability
distribution function (PDF) for the radius of a 1.4M� neutron star, with the 95% credible
range indicated by dashed lines, in panels (B)-(F) the prior from panel (A) is shown in
grey. (A) The EOS prior set constrained by chiral EFT calculations up to 1.5nsat and
Mmax ≥ 1.9M�. (B) The EOS set restricted by incorporating information from mass
measurements of PSR J0348+0432, PSR J1614-2230, and the maximum-mass constraints
obtained from GW170817/AT2017gfo. The 95% credible interval of the maximum mass
posterior probability distribution is shown by the purple band. (C) The EOS set further
restricted by the NICER mass-radius measurement of PSR J0030+0451 (purple contours
at 68% and 95% credence) and PSR J0740+6620 (orange contours at 68% and 95%
credence). Note that the latter shows the average of the results obtained by Miller et
al. [65] and Riley et al. [66] (D) Further restrictions on the EOS set from a reanalysis of
the GW170817 using Bayesian inference. Contours at 68% and 95% credence show the
mass-radius measurements of the primary (red) and secondary (orange) neutron stars.
(E) We use the chirp mass, mass ratio, and the EOSs as Bayesian prior for our analysis
of AT2017gfo. (F) Further restrictions by analysing GW190425. Again, contours at 68%
and 95% credence show the mass-radius measurements of the primary (red) and secondary
(orange) neutron stars. (G) The radius constraint at each step of this analysis with 95%
credible ranges. The radius constraint after including HIC experimental data is also
shown.
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Figure 9.7: Constraints for pure neutron matter. Energy per particle E/N of
neutron matter as a function of density n for various many-body calculations using chiral
EFT interactions from Hebeler et al. [177], Tews et al. [294], Lynn et al. (used here) [109],
Drischler et al. PRL [181] and GP-B [311], and low-density quantum Monte Carlo results
from Gezerlis and Carlson [346]. Overall, the results from these calculations are in good
agreement with each other. We also show the energy per particle of a unitary Fermi
gas of neutrons, which has been proposed as a lower bound for the energy of neutron
matter [347]. Finally, we compare the theoretical results with the constraint from the
ASY-EOS and FOPI experiments (red), which is used as a constraint for neutron matter
in the main work.
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PART III

ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATION OF AN
ACCURATE CONSTRAINT ON THE

EQUATION-OF-STATE
In previous chapters, we have shown how one can arrive a robust constraint on nuclear
matter equation of state via gravitational waves or multi-messenger analysis. We also
demonstrated the how the constraint can answer nuclear physical questions e.g., the pres-
ence of a phase transition. In addition, an accurate constraint on the equation of state
has an consequential impact on astrophysics. In Chapter 10, we will introduce a tech-
nique for identifying a gravitationally lensed binary neutron star signal with the aid of
equation-of-state’s information. The work is published as Ref. [40]
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CHAPTER 10
LENSED OR NOT LENSED: DETERMINING LENSING

MAGNIFICATIONS FOR BINARY NEUTRON STAR
MERGERS FROM A SINGLE DETECTION

10.1 Introduction
When gravitational waves (GWs) travel near a galaxy or a galaxy cluster, their trajectories
are curved, resulting in strong gravitational lensing [348–355]. The lensing magnifies the
amplitude of the waves without changing their frequency evolution [356, 357]. In the case
of strong lensing by galaxies, it is possible to produce multiple “images”, which would
arrive to us with relative time-delays between minutes and weeks1 [360, 361]. Based on
predictions on the number of expected GW sources, and the distribution of lenses in
the Universe, Refs. [362–364] suggest that lensed gravitational-waves may be detected
in the coming years, as the LIGO/Virgo detectors reach their design sensitivities.2 The
number of detectable events could reach hundreds in the Einstein Telescope [365, 366].
Lensed GWs present several potential applications in fundamental physics, astrophysics,
and cosmology [360, 367–373].

A number of possibilities to identify a lensed GW signal have been proposed. One
can look for signatures of multiple images or microlensing within GW data [361, 367,
374–378]. Alternatively, one could search for a population of apparently high-mass binary
events produced by lensing magnification [357, 364, 379]. The first combined search for
all these signatures was performed recently on the O1/O2 data [380].

Here we focus on the problem of reliably identifying lensed binary neutron star signals.
The overall magnification caused by lensing is degenerate with the luminosity distance
measured from the GW signal and so a lensed system will appear to be closer than it
truly is [357, 362, 364, 379, 381]. As the distance to the binary is biased, the estimation
of the redshift to the binary will be as well. A redshifted gravitational-wave signal will
appear to an observer to have higher masses than in reality.

The recent high-mass BNS detection, GW190425 [49], is therefore of particular interest
The mass of the system is higher than expected from the known galactic double neutron
star population [382, 383]. Could this signal be a lensed system consistent with the known
population? Unfortunately, to answer this question definitively, we would need a unique
signature to discern an intrinsically high-mass binary event from a lensed event.

We note that the problem could, in principle, be resolved by lens statistics: the lensed
hypothesis is disfavored a priori, as the rate of lensed BNSs is low within LIGO/Virgo [364,
384]. However, the prior probability of the other hypothesis (a new population of BNSs)
is largely unknown, as the masses are inconsistent with the observed double neutron

1Let us note gravitational lensing by galaxy clusters could produce time-delays as large as months to
years [358, 359]. However, we do not consider this scenario here.

2Specifically, Refs. [362–364] arrive at ∼ 0.1− 10 yr−1 observable lensed events per year.
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Figure 10.1: Illustration of amplitude magnification: GW strain of a lensed (red) and
unlensed (blue) signal from an example binary neutron star system. The waveform shows
the late inspiral and early postmerger phase and is adjusted from a numerical relativity
simulation performed by the CoRe collaboration with the BAM code [385].

star population within the galaxy [382, 383]. Without a good grasp of the relative prior
probabilities of the two hypotheses, a quantitative comparison is challenging.

In this chapter, we propose a robust method to rule out or confirm the lensing hypoth-
esis for BNSs. While GW lensing biases the intrinsic mass measurement, it does not bias
the tidal deformabilities as measured from the GW phasing. Therefore, a lensed binary
would appear as a high-mass source with the tidal deformability of a lower-mass binary.
We demonstrate, for the first time, that this can be used as a smoking-gun evidence of
lensing, or as a way to rule out the hypothesis.

Besides eliminating magnification bias, detecting lensing will be important especially
for BNS systems, considering that most strong lensing cosmography studies (such as mea-
surements of the Hubble constant, accurate tests of the speed of gravity and polarization
tests) require an electromagnetic counterpart [368–372].

The article is structured as follows. In Sec. 10.2, we describe how lensing will affect
the gravitational wave signal observed from a BNS merger. Sec. 10.3 introduces the
methodology to break the degeneracy between magnification and distance measurement
via the tidal deformation of a BNS. Sec. 10.4 compares the recovery of magnification
between the tidal measurement and assumed binary mass population from simulated
signals. We then apply our methods to GW190425, finding no significant evidence to
favor the lensed scenario (with a log Bayes factor lnBLU = −0.608+0.046

−0.021), and constraining
the lensing magnification µ ≤ 86.5+0.5

−11.2. Finally, we provide an outlook for future lensed
gravitational-wave detections in Sec. 10.6.
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10.2 Binary neutron star lensing
The GW signal of a non-eccentric BNS coalescence is completely described by its com-
ponents’ masses m1,2, spins ~s1,2 and the supranuclear equation of state(s) governing the
internal physics of both neutron stars. There are a number of ways in which a signal emit-
ted by a BNS system will differ from a BBH system with the same masses and spins, due
to the presence of matter. These include the complex post-merger signal [190, 386–390],
the deformation of the neutron stars due to tidal forces [171, 391], and the deformation of
the neutron stars due to their own rotation [392–394]. Of these effects, the deformation
of the neutron star due to tidal forces provides the best measurable constraint on the
internal structure and equation of state [85, 202]. The tidal deformability determines
the deformation of each neutron star in the gravitational field of the companion and is
quantified by the parameter [170, 171]

Λ = 2
3k2

(
R

m

)5
, (10.1)

where k2, m, R are the 2nd Love number, the mass, and the radius of the individual
neutron stars, respectively. The tidal deformability as a function of mass can be obtained
by solving the TOV equation [171] with a given EOS. These parameters depend strongly
on the equation of state.

When a gravitational wave signal is lensed by intervening galaxies or galaxy clusters,
the lensing magnifies the signal, increasing its amplitude without changing the signal
morphology; cf. Fig. 10.1. The effect is degenerate with the luminosity distance as
measured from the gravitational-waves [362]

Dest = D
√
µ
, (10.2)

where Dest and D are the observed and true luminosity distances, respectively, and µ is
the magnification induced by gravitational lensing. The measured redshift zest ≡ z(Dest)
is therefore also biased3. Redshift will cause a shift in the observed masses of the signal
according to

mest
i = mdet

i

1 + zest , (10.3)

where mest
i and mdet

i is the estimated source mass and the observed detector-frame mass
of each component, respectively. Therefore in the case of a lensed source not including
the lensing magnification when characterizing the source will bias the inferred distance,
redshift and mass of the system.

Since the gravitational-wave morphology is unchanged by lensing (Fig. 10.1), the pa-
rameters which we directly infer from the gravitational-wave phasing are unchanged [354].4

3The luminosity distance (either observed or intrinsic) is related to redshift under the assumption of
standard ΛCDM cosmology [395].

4Let us note that Ref. [396] suggested that when the GW passes through a lensing saddle point,
the signal morphology could exhibit a minor change. It was suggested that this could lead to a bias of
45 deg in the orbital line-of-sight, and possibly minor changes in the phasing for eccentric binaries and
in the higher modes of merger/ringdown. We have neglected such potential effects as we consider only
the inspiral part where the morphology is likely to be unchanged. However, they could be included by
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That is, among others, the detector-frame masses mdet
1,2 and the observed tidal deformabil-

ities Λ1,2, which are redshift independent [397], both remain unbiased. At leading order,
the individual tidal deformabilities enter the GW phasing in a mass-weighted average Λ̃,
as shown in Eq. (2.46), it is given by [84, 115, 170]

Λ̃ = 8
13

(
(1 + 7η − 31η2)(Λ1 + Λ2) +

√
1− 4η(1 + 9η − 11η2)(Λ1 − Λ2)

)
, (10.4)

where η ≡ m1m2/(m1 + m2)2 is the symmetric mass ratio. Because the tidal effects
can be estimated from the masses, we will obtain two independent measurements of the
tidal effects. First, the unbiased measurement of Λi directly from the waveform phasing.
Secondly, the estimated Λest

i = Λ(mi), from the estimate of the masses, combined with
Eq. (10.1).

By making use of the above definitions, the hypothesis that the source is lensed cor-
responds to

HL :D = √µDest ,

z = z(√µDest) ,

mi = mdet
i

1 + z
= mest

i

1 + zest

1 + z
,

Λest
i = Λ(mi) = Λ

(
mest
i

1 + zest

1 + z

)
,

(10.5)

and, similarly, the hypothesis that the source is unlensed can be taken to be

HU :mi = mest
i ,

D = Dest ,

Λest
i = Λ(mi) = Λ(mest

i ) ,
(10.6)

where z(D) is the redshift as a function luminosity distance D with a cosmological model
given. That is, in the lensed hypothesis, the estimated masses and distances will be biased
by the magnification, whereas in the unlensed one, they are their intrinsic (source-frame)
quantities. We assume a high-magnification prior p(µ) ∝ µ−3 for µ ∈ [2, 6000], which is
generally a power-law near caustics [398].

Consequently, the effect of the lensing magnification is to increase the observed source-
frame masses, while the measured tidal deformability remains unchanged. This is illus-
trated in Figure 10.2, where we simulate a BNS source with a luminosity distance of
Dest = 100Mpc and source-frame masses (1.35, 1.35)M�, with and without lensing mag-
nification.

10.3 Breaking the lensing degeneracy

The tidal deformability of a BNS can be obtained in three ways: directly from the
gravitational-wave phasing measurement, e.g. [6, 20, 170], from the observation of electro-

convolving the waveform with the complex magnification in a future study.
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Figure 10.2: Effect of lensing on inferred parameters: Corner plot of the posterior distri-
bution of the estimated source total mass M and the tidal deformability Λ̃ of the same
binary neutron star merger with (red) and without (blue) magnification. The plot demon-
strates the effect of lensing on a binary neutron star merger signal. It biases the estimated
source mass to larger values without affecting the observed tidal deformability . The ex-
pected distribution of Λ̃-M with the ENG EOS [399] is also shown (grey), the increase
of the estimated source mass due to lensing creates tension between the expected and
measured values of Λ̃-M .
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magnetic counterparts [24–28, 31], or from the measured masses m1,2 under the assump-
tion of a given (known) EOS.

Unfortunately, despite recent advances, the exact equation of state (EOS) governing
the interior of neutron stars, i.e., cold matter at supranuclear densities, is still unknown.
Information about the neutron star EOS can be obtained from nuclear physics com-
putation, e.g., [30, 33], from the observation of radio pulsars, e.g., [135], or from the
multi-messenger observation of compact binary mergers, e.g., [23]. Considering the lat-
ter, analysis of the GW signal GW170817 [9] disfavored a number of theoretically allowed
EOSs, which predict large tidal deformabilities and consequently large neutron star radii.
Meanwhile, the electromagnetic observation of AT2017gfo and sGRB170817 [12, 51–53,
56–58, 241–244, 400–403] disfavored EOSs with too small tidal deformabilities, i.e., too
soft EOSs [23]. In the future, with a growing number of multi-messenger detections of
BNS mergers, and additional experiments, e.g. NICER [404], constraints on the allowed
range of EOSs will greatly improve.

Given an EOS, the posterior distribution of tidal deformabilities as estimated from
the (observed) binary component masses under the unlensed hypothesis is

p(Λest
i |d,EOS,HU) =

∫
dmdet

i dzestδ

(
Λest
i − Λ

(
mdet
i

1 + zest

))
p(mdet

i , zest|d,HU) , (10.7)

where

p(mdet
i , zest|d,HU) =

∫
dDestδ(zest − z(Dest))p(mdet

i , Dest|d,HU) . (10.8)

The joint posterior p(mdet
i , Dest|d,HU) is the posterior inferred by LALInference. If the

event is lensed, the lensing biases the tidal deformability under the unlensed hypothesis
p(Λest

i |d,EOS,HU), as predicted from the EOS, towards smaller values (as described in
Sec. 10.2).

When lensing at a given magnification is taken into account, the tidal deformability
estimate becomes

p(Λest
i |d, µ,EOS,HL) =

∫
dmdet

i dzδ

(
Λest
i − Λ

(
mdet
i

1 + z

))
p(mdet

i , z|d, µ,HL), (10.9)

where

p(mdet
i , z|d, µ,HL) =

∫
dDestδ(z − z(√µDest))p(mdet

i , Dest|d,HL) . (10.10)

However, we also obtain an independent posterior measurement of the tidal deformabil-
ity p(Λphase|d) directly from the gravitational-wave phasing, which is unbiased by lensing.
By doing so, we can break the magnification-induced degeneracy by matching the two
independent posterior measurements (p(Λphase|d) and p(Λest

i |d, µ)) together, and rule out
or confirm lensing.
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Figure 10.3: Effect of lensing on the estimated tidal deformability: The posterior distri-
bution of the tidal deformability as estimated from the gravitational-wave phasing (gray),
and the binary masses under the unlensed and lensed hypothesis (blue and red, respec-
tively). In the unlensed case (top panel), the posterior measurement, as estimated from
the gravitational-wave phasing, overlaps with the unlensed prediction (blue), favoring
the unlensed hypothesis. Vice versa, in the lensed case (bottom panel), the posterior
measurement (gray) overlaps with the lensed prediction (red), supporting the lensed hy-
pothesis. The intrinsic binary masses m1 = m2 = 2.02M� (m1 = m2 = 1.35M�) for the
unlensed (lensed) case, while the estimated masses mest

1 = mest
2 = 2.02M� in both cases.

In this illustration, we assume SFHo equation of state [175] and assume fixed magnifi-
cation µ = 1000 to allow for a clear visual illustration. We show the case with variable
magnification in Fig. 10.5.
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EOS Lensed (µ = 1000) Unlensed (µ = 1)
SFHo (1.35, 432.94) (2.02, 11.84)
ENG (1.35, 644.66) (2.02, 24.25)

Table 10.1: Summary of the source-frame mass and the tidal deformaility of the simulated
binary neutron star mergers. Each cell shows the source-frame mass, tidal deformability
pair (m,Λ) of the injection under different EOS and lensing scenario.

10.4 Discriminating between high-mass binaries and
lensed binaries

Currently known binary neutron star systems, excluding GW observations, come from
Galactic observations, which consists of relatively low-mass binaries where the total mass
follows roughly a normal distribution with a 2.69M� mean and 0.12M� standard devi-
ation [382]. If a high-mass BNS system was observed with GWs it could be considered
that it is a lensed system consistent with the Galactic population. It would then appear
as an intrinsically high-mass BNS with an apparently high tidal deformability. On the
other hand, the system could belong to a new population of high-mass BNSs. If such a
binary was observed, it would also appear as a high-mass BNS, but with an apparently
low tidal deformability.

Let us therefore show a simple illustrative example how to distinguish between these
two scenarios by use of tidal measurements. For this purpose, we simulate a gravitational-
wave signal from a (m1 = m2 = 1.35M�) lensed BNS at µ = 1000, consistent with the
Galactic double neutron star population, at an observed distance of 100 Mpc, assuming
LIGO/Virgo detector network at design sensitivity, and described by the SFHo[175] and
ENG[399] EOSs 5.

For our analysis, we employ the standard LVC-developed nested sampling framework,
LALInference (see Ch. 3 and Refs. [130, 204] for details). We recover the tidal de-
formability from the gravitational-wave phasing (Method-I) and from the EOS and masses
(Method-II) (see Fig. 10.3, bottom panel, gray and blue bins, respectively)6. The results
disagree with each other, ruling out the unlensed hypothesis. Then, we assume that the
event is lensed at a magnification of µ = 1000, and repeat the measurement (Fig. 10.3,
bottom panel, gray and red bins, respectively). The posteriors overlap, supporting the
lensing hypothesis.

We then demonstrate the same test for a (m1 = m2 = 2M�) unlensed but high-mass
BNS at an observed distance Dest of 100 Mpc. In this case, the tidal deformability
from the gravitational-wave phasing and from the EOS/masses overlap (see Fig. 10.3,
top panel), favoring the unlensed hypothesis. Thus, the test can be used to discriminate
between intrinsically high-mass BNSs and lensed BNSs. Note that here, for the sake
of illustrating the method, we have fixed the magnification; we now discuss the more
general case with variable magnification below. Given a source population (which we
assume to be the galactic double neutron star population), we can estimate the lensing

5These particular EOSs are chosen since they are broadly in agreement with joint-constraint derived
from GW170817 and AT2017gfo, e.g., [23, 27, 28]

6We assume the SFHo EOS [175], for simplicity.
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Figure 10.4: Illustration of the magnification posterior computation for GW190425 from
the binary masses, assuming the galactic double neutron star population as the mass
prior. The figure shows the observed total binary mass for GW190425 (orange), the
galactic double neutron star population prior (green), and the mass distribution if the
event was lensed (blue). By re-weighting the unlensed posterior, we can estimate the
lensing magnification µ under the lensing hypothesis. Note that we can also estimate the
lensing magnification independently of the galactic double neutron star prior using tidal
effects, as illustrated in Fig. 10.3.

magnification p(µ|d,HDNS
L ) where we have explicitly defined the hypothesis HDNS

L to refer
to the magnification estimate from the binary masses (see Sec. 10.7.1 for the detailed
derivation). I.e., the mass prior p(M |HDNS

L ) is the one for galactic double neutron stars
(a normal distribution with a 2.69M� mean and 0.12M� standard deviation [382]), but
we make no explicit constraint on the tidal measurements. This is done by unbiasing
the GW measurement such that it is consistent with the expected source population (see
Fig. 10.4, for an illustration of the process for GW190425).

Alternatively, we can estimate the magnification µ by combining the estimated tidal
deformability with the directly measured one (see Sec. 10.7.1)

p(µ|d,EOS,HTidal
L ) ∝

〈
p(Λ̃phase|d,HU)
p(Λ̃phase|q,HU)

WEOS

〉
Λ̃phase=Λ̃est

, (10.11)

where p(Λ̃phase|d,HU) is the posterior distribution of the measured tidal deformability
under the unlensed hypothesis, q is the mass ratio, Λ̃est is the estimated tidal deformability
with a given magnification and EOS, and 〈· · · 〉 refers to an average over the mass and
distance posterior samples. The weight WEOS is given by

WEOS = p(mest
1 ,mest

2 |Dest, µ,HTidal
L ,EOS)p(Dest|µ,HL)

p(mest
1 ,mest

2 |Dest,HU)p(Dest|HU) p(µ|HL) . (10.12)
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Here HTidal
L refers to the lensed hypothesis that additionally enforces

p(Λ,Λest|HTidal
L ) = p(Λ|HL)p(Λest|HL)δ(Λest − Λ) (10.13)

in the prior. The mass prior under HTidal
L hypothesis is taken to be a flat prior between

0.5M� and the maximum mass allowed by the EOS.
We can calculate the evidence for the lensed hypothesis ZL and the unlensed hypothesis

ZU by
ZL =

∫
dµp(d|µ,EOS,HTidal

L )p(µ)

ZU = p(d|µ = 1,EOS).
(10.14)

The log Bayes factor lnBLU is defined as the natural log of the ratio between the two
evidence, therefore lnBLU ≡ ln(ZL/ZU). A positive lnBLU shows that the lensed hypothesis
is more plausible than the unlensed hypothesis. For the analysis, we consider a range of
EOSs, which are SFHo, ENG and MPA1. These EOSs show agreement with the joint-
constraint obtained with GW170817 and AT2017gfo [23].

Since the tidal deformability measurement is not biased by lensing, we expect this
secondary measurement of the magnification to be independent of any assumptions on the
source population (i.e., it is completely unbiased). Therefore, we expect the magnification
to be low for unlensed binaries, and high for lensed binaries.

Fig. 10.5 shows the magnification posteriors evaluated via the two methods above, for
both the lensed and unlensed injections with different EOSs (Table 10.1). We observed
that the required magnifications p(µ|d,HDNS

L ), as evaluated from the galactic double neu-
tron star population, are in the µ ∼ O(100) − O(1000) range for both the lensed and
unlensed injections (Fig. 10.5, gray bins). Meanwhile, the magnifications as estimated
from the unbiased tidal deformabilities are different for the two scenarios, favoring the
unlensed case for the unlensed injection, and lensed case for the lensed injection (solid
lines, for the SFHo, ENG and MPA1 EOSs). Most notably, we find that the two magni-
fication estimates disagree in the unlensed case, ruling out the lensed hypothesis at a log
Bayes factor lnBLU of −2.72(−2.68), −2.75(−2.71) and −2.82(−2.83) for SFHo, ENG and
MPA1, respectively, for SFHo(ENG) injection. They agree in the lensed case, confirming
the hypothesis at a log Bayes factor lnBLU of 38.5(36.26), 31.2(32.63) and 20.9(26.75) for
SFHo, ENG and MPA1, respectively, for SFHo(ENG) injection. For the unlensed case,
the posterior of the magnification µ rails against the prior instead of peaking at the true
value (therefore µ = 1), which result in the log Bayes factor lnBLU to be in different
magnitude for the lensed and unlensed injections. As a supplementary analysis, we also
performed the estimate on an injection set with a magnification of 100, finding that we
can still disfavor lensing for the high-mass binary, but that we are unable to confirm
lensing in this case (Sec. 10.7.2).

10.5 Beyond mock data: Discussion

Our work demonstrates a robust methodology to rule out or confirm the gravitational
lensing hypothesis for BNS mergers. The methodology can be used to rule out lensing
for intrinsically high mass BNS events, or confirm it for the galactic double neutron star
population. The mock data was produced for two different lensed and unlensed scenario,
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Figure 10.5: Posterior distribution of magnifications inferred with posteriors of component
masses and luminosity distance (gray bins) and that with posteriors of component masses
and tidal deformability for given EOSs (colored line) with various injections. We show four
different injections: Unlensed SFHo (top left), unlensed ENG (top right), lensed SFHo
(bottom left) and lensed ENG (bottom right) injection. The posterior of the magnification
µ inferred from the masses and from the tidal deformabilities are giving consistent results
for lensed injections. Meanwhile, there exists tension between the posteriors recovered by
the two means for unlensed injection. The injected BNS masses are (m1 = m2 = 1.35M�)
and (m1 = m2 = 2.02M�) for the lensed and unlensed binaries, respectively. The binary
neutron star is at an observed luminosity distance of Dest = 100 Mpc, with a signal-to-
noise ratio of 31.
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EOS lnBLU
SFHo -0.610
ENG -0.646
MPA1 -0.715

Table 10.2: The log Bayes factor for the lensed hypothesis against unlensed hypothesis of
GW190425 with various EOSs given.

employing the SFHo and ENG equations of state consistent with the current GW and
EM observations [23]. It is natural to wonder if the analysis could already rule out or
confirm lensing for the high-mass binary neutron star event GW190425, and if not, what
is required of a realistic detection to be able to make this distinction.

We evaluate the magnification posterior using both the mass estimate and the tidal
deformability measurement (as in Sec. 10.4) for GW1904257, but find that both the lensed
and unlensed magnification estimates overlap, allowing no clear constraints on the lens
hypothesis (Fig. 10.6). However, we note that binary neutron star lensing is very unlikely
within LIGO/Virgo at current sensitivity. Thus, in the absence of evidence, it is plausible
that the event is not lensed. The log Bayes factor for the lensed hypothesis against
unlensed hypothesis are shown in Table 10.2 for a selected set of EOSs. We deduce
that the magnification µ is less than 87.0, 86.5 and 75.3 for SFHo, ENG and MPA1,
respectively, at a 99% credible level.

Had the event been observed at design sensitivity, and in the full detector network
(LIGO Hanford/Livingston and Virgo), the network SNR would have been ∼ 23, which
is much closer to the signal strengths which we used in our mock data simulations (SNR
∼ 30). Therefore, while we can not set very stringent constraints on lensing for the
GW190425 event, a similar event at a lower distance detected by LIGO/Virgo or the
same event with more sensitive instruments, in the future, might allow us to probe the
lensing hypothesis.

Moreover, we note that the lensing hypothesis can be ruled out more easily for higher
mass events. The total mass of the GW190425 event was 3.4+0.3

−0.1M�, which would already
necessitate fairly large magnifications if it were lensed (Fig. 10.6). If the BNS population
which produced GW190425 consists of higher mass BNS events, we will likely be able to
set better constraints.

If the event is indeed lensed at a high magnification, then our method can be used to
confirm that the event is lensed. It is currently unlikely that we will detect binary neutron
star lensing within LIGO/Virgo. However, with future third-generation detectors such as
the Einstein Telescope, lensed detections could be in the hundreds [365, 366]. We could
discover these events at a much higher SNR, allowing for more robust constraints than
presented here.

As we observe more BNS events, we will be able to set more stringent constraints on
the EOS of neutron stars due to the combination/stacking of multiple gravitational wave
sources [85, 141] and their potential EM counterparts. Therefore, our estimate of the
expected tidal deformabilities will improve, which in turn will allow for improved tests of
the BNS lensing. Future studies employing populations of events will answer the above
questions more definitively.

7The parameter estimation samples released in [226] is used.
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Figure 10.6: Posterior distribution of magnifications inferred with the galactic double
neutron star population assumed (gray bins) and posterior distribution of magnifications
inferred with different EOSs assumed (colored lines). As the lensed and unlensed magnifi-
cation estimates overlap, allowing no clear constraints on the lens hypothesis. We deduce
that the magnification µ is less than 87.0, 86.5 and 75.3 for SFHo, ENG and MPA1,
respectively, at a 99% confident.
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10.6 Conclusions
If a GW from a BNS event is lensed, a combined measurement of the tidal effects and
the binary masses of BNSs could be used to rule out or confirm the lensing hypothesis
robustly. This test could be used to rule out lensing for intrinsically high-mass BNSs,
similar to the recent GW190425 event. Lensed BNSs are one of the GW sources that can
be gravitationally lensed and produce an electromagnetic counterpart. This makes them
to an attractive target for multi-messenger studies. Indeed, lensed BNSs might allow for
measurements of the Hubble constant [405], accurate tests of the speed of gravity [369,
371], various cosmography studies [406], and polarization tests [368]. Since our test could
also be used to robustly confirm BNS lensing, it is expected to find several use-cases in
these novel strong lensing avenues that utilize EM counterparts.

10.7 Materials and methods

10.7.1 Lensing analysis methods
In the lensing hypothesis HL, the magnification biases the intrinsic component masses mi

and luminosity distance D to their lensed counterparts. Accordingly, the inferred redshift
will differ from the true value z.

We choose a power-law prior on the magnification and denote the PE-inferred quan-
tities by mest

i , Dest and zest both in the lensed and unlesed case. Hence, the assumptions
which hold under HL are

HL : p(µ) ∝ µ−3,

D = √µDest ,

z = z(√µDest) ,

mi = mdet
i

1 + z
= mest

i

1 + zest

1 + z
,

Λest
i = Λ(mi) = Λ

(
mest
i

1 + zest

1 + z

)
,

(10.15)

while under the unlensed hypothesis HU one finds

HU :mi = mest
i ,

D = Dest ,

Λest
i = Λ(mi) = Λ(mest

i ) .
(10.16)

The priors on mest and Dest under HL, given µ, are obtained by change of variables.
By means of equations (10.15) one has

p(Dest|~θ, µ,HL) = p(D∗|~θ, µ,HL)
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂D∂Dest

∣∣∣∣∣ ,
= p(D∗|~θ, µ,HL) µ1/2 .

(10.17)

In the above, ~θ represents all the binary parameters besides masses and distance and
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D∗ = D(Dest, µ), as per the last one of equations (10.15). The probability that an event
at redshift z = z(D) is lensed is measured by the optical depth:

τ(z) = p(HL|z, ~θ, µ) . (10.18)

The optical depth of lensing is [361]

τ(z) = 4.17× 10−6
(
Dc(z)
Gpc

)3

(10.19)

where Dc(z) is the comoving distance. Thus, one has

τ(z)p(z| ~θ, µ) = p(HL, z|~θ, µ) ,
∝ p(z|~θ, µ,HL) .

(10.20)

By means of equation (10.20), equation (10.17) becomes:

p(Dest|~θ, µ,HL) = p(z∗|~θ, µ,HL)
∣∣∣∣∣∂D∂z

∣∣∣∣∣ µ1/2 ,

∝ τ(z∗)p(z∗|~θ, µ,HL)
∣∣∣∣∣∂D∂z

∣∣∣∣∣ µ1/2 ,

∝ τ(z∗)p(z∗|HL)
∣∣∣∣∣∂D∂z

∣∣∣∣∣ µ1/2 ,

(10.21)

where z∗ = z(D∗) and we used the fact that the prior on z is independent of ~θ and µ. In
the same fashion, the lensed prior on the masses is:

p(mest
1 ,mest

2 |Dest, ~θ, µ,HL)

= p(m∗1,m∗2|Dest, ~θ, µ,HL)
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂(m1,m2)
∂(mest

1 ,mest
2 )

∣∣∣∣∣
= p(m∗1,m∗2|Dest, ~θ, µ,HL)

(
1 + zest

1 + z∗

)2

,

(10.22)

where zest = z(Dest) and m∗i = mi(mest
i , z

est, z∗).

Magnification posterior with mass distributions

Here we demonstrate how one can estimate the magnification posterior of a given binary
neutron star event, given that it comes from the galactic double neutron star population.
For this purpose, we define the hypothesis HDNS

L to refer to the magnification estimate
from the binary masses. I.e., the mass prior p(m1,m2|HDNS

L ) is the one for galactic double
neutron stars, but we make no explicit constraint on the tidal measurements.

In the lensed hypothesis, the joint posterior inferred from a dataset d is:

p(µ,Dest,mest
1 ,mest

2 , θ|d,HDNS
L )

∝ L(Dest,mest
1 ,mest

2 , ~θ)p(µ,Dest,mest
1 ,mest

2 , ~θ|HDNS
L ).

(10.23)
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Since the waveform model is unchanged, the likelihood L is the same under both HDNS
L

and HU and does not depend on µ. The prior is:

p(µ,Dest,mest
1 ,mest

2 , ~θ|HDNS
L )

= p(mest
1 ,mest

2 |Dest, ~θ, µ,HDNS
L )p(Dest|~θ, µ,HDNS

L )
× p(~θ|HDNS

L )p(µ|HDNS
L ),

(10.24)

where we used the fact that ~θ is independent of µ.
Inserting equation (10.24) into expression (10.23), we get:

p(µ,Dest,mest
1 ,mest

2 , ~θ|d,HDNS
L )

∝ L(Dest,mest
1 ,mest

2 , ~θ)p(mest
1 ,mest

2 |Dest, ~θ, µ,HDNS
L )

× p(Dest|~θ, µ,HDNS
L )p(~θ|HDNS

L )p(µ|HDNS
L ).

(10.25)

Similarly, the unlensed posterior samples are given by:

p(Dest,mest
1 ,mest

2 , ~θ|d,HU)
∝ L(Dest,mest

1 ,mest
2 , ~θ)p(mest

1 ,mest
2 |Dest, ~θ,HU)

× p(Dest|~θ,HU)p(~θ|HU).
(10.26)

Therefore, one can rewrite equation (10.25) as follows:

p(µ,Dest,mest
1 ,mest

2 , θ|d,HDNS
L )

∝ p(Dest,mest
1 ,mest

2 , ~θ|d,HU)p(µ|HDNS
L )

× p(mest
1 ,mest

2 |Dest, ~θ, µ,HDNS
L )p(Dest|~θ, µ,HDNS

L )
p(mest

1 ,mest
2 |Dest, ~θ,HU)p(Dest|~θ,HU)

= p(Dest,mest
1 ,mest

2 , ~θ|d,HU)×W ,

(10.27)

where we used the fact that p(~θ|HDNS
L ) = p(~θ|HU) and the factors in the numerator are

computed as prescribed by equations (10.21) and (10.22).
Since the likelihood is unchanged, the weighting factor amounts to the prior ratio of

the two scenarios,

W =p(m
est
1 ,mest

2 |Dest, ~θ, µ,HDNS
L )p(µ|HDNS

L )
p(mest

1 ,mest
2 |Dest, ~θ,HU)p(Dest|~θ,HU)

× τ(z∗)p(z∗|HDNS
L )

∣∣∣∣∣∂D∂z
∣∣∣∣∣ µ1/2

(10.28)

We use a power-law prior on the magnification, p(µ|HDNS
L ) ∝ µ−3 in [2, 6000]. Prior

distributions on masses and distance for the lensed case are obtained from the unlensed
ones by change of variables from the unlensed to the lensed quantities. The posterior
samples and the priors under HU , in turn, are the ones of the LALInference analysis
performed by the LIGO and Virgo Collaborations [6]. All the other binary parameters
are unaffected by the lensing hypothesis and their priors cancel out in the weighting factor.
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Magnification posterior with tidal measurements

To quantify the agreement between the measured tidal deformability and the estimated
tidal deformability with a magnification given, we derive the posterior of the magnification
p(µ|d,EOS) with a given EOS as follows.

In the following derivation, the other parameters ~θ are suppressed to ease the notation.
In order to obtain the magnification via tidal measurement, we expand the posterior
p(µ|d,EOS) as

p(µ|d,EOS,HTidal
L ) = p(µ|HTidal

L )
∫
dΛ̃dmdet

i dDest

× L(d|Λ̃,mdet
i , Dest)

× p(Λ̃,mdet
i , Dest|µ,HL,EOS)

= p(µ|HTidal
L )

∫
dΛ̃dmdet

i dDest

× L(d|Λ̃,mdet
i , Dest)

× p(Λ̃|mdet
i , Dest, µ,HL,EOS)

× p(mdet
i , Dest|µ,HL,EOS).

(10.29)

We notice that the tidal deformability is completely determined with a EOS and
source-frame masses (therefore with detector-frame masses and luminosity distance given).
Therefore p(Λ̃|mdet

i , Dest, µ,HL,EOS) = δ(Λ̃ − Λ̃est), where Λ̃est is the estimated tidal
deformability. Therefore,

p(µ|d,EOS,HTidal
L ) =

∫
dΛ̃dmdet

i dDestL(d|Λ̃,mdet
i , Dest)

× δ(Λ̃− Λ̃est)p(mdet
i , Dest|µ,HL,EOS)

× p(µ|HTidal
L )

=
∫
dmdet

i dDestL(d|Λ̃est,mdet
i , Dest)

× p(mdet
i , Dest|µ,HL,EOS)p(µ|HTidal

L ).

(10.30)

As the likelihood is unchanged if we switch from HTidal
L and HU , we then express the

likelihoods in terms of the posteriors under HU ,

p(µ|d,EOS,HTidal
L ) ∝

∫
dmdet

i dDest

× p(Λ̃est,mdet
i , Dest|d,HU)

p(Λ̃est,mdet
i , Dest|HU)

× p(mdet
i , Dest|µ,HL,EOS)p(µ|HTidal

L )

=
∫
dmdet

i dDest

× p(Λ̃est,mdet
i , Dest|d,HU)

p(Λ̃est|mdet
i , Dest,HU)

×WEOS

(10.31)

In our study, we sample over the detector-frame masses and individual tidal deformability
independently. Based on Eq. (10.4), the prior p(Λ̃est|mdet

i , Dest,HU) is the same as the
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prior p(Λ̃est|q,HU), where q ≡ mdet
2 /mdet

1 . One has

p(µ|d,EOS,HTidal
L ) ∝

∫
dmdet

i dDest

× p(Λ̃est,mdet
i , Dest|d,HU)

p(Λ̃est|q,HU)
WEOS

=
∫
dmdet

i dDestp(mdet
i , Dest|d,HU)

× p(Λ̃est|mdet
i , Dest, d,HU)

p(Λ̃est|q,HU)
WEOS.

(10.32)

Finally, we approximate the integral by an average over posterior samples. As a result,

p(µ|d,EOS,HTidal
L ) ∝

〈
p(Λ̃est|d,HU)
p(Λ̃est|q,HU)

WEOS

〉
, (10.33)

where p(Λ̃phase|d,HU) is the posterior distribution of the measured tidal deformability,
and Λ̃est is the estimated tidal deformability with a magnification and an EOS given.
mdet
i and Dest are the observed component masses and the observed luminosity distance,

respectively. The weight WEOS is given by

WEOS = p(mdet
1 ,mdet

2 |Dest, µ,HTidal
L ,EOS)p(Dest|µ,HTidal

L )
p(mdet

1 ,mdet
2 |Dest,HU)p(Dest|HU)

× p(µ|HTidal
L )

= p(mest
1 ,mest

2 |Dest, µ,HTidal
L ,EOS)p(Dest|µ,HTidal

L )
p(mest

1 ,mest
2 |Dest,HU)p(Dest|HU)

× p(µ|HTidal
L ).

(10.34)

The difference betweenWEOS andW lies in the prior on mest
1,2. ForWEOS, the prior on

mest
1,2 is estimated based on a flat prior on the true source component mass to be uniform

between 0.5M� and the maximum mass allowed with a given EOS, while the Galactic
double neutron star population is used for the calculation of W in this chapter.

10.7.2 Results with magnification µ of 100
In Fig. 10.7, we show the magnification posteriors evaluated with the two methods de-
scribed in Sec 10.4 with injections tabulated in Tab 10.3 given.

We observed that the required magnifications p(µ|d,HDNS
L ), as evaluated from the

galactic double neutron star population, are in the µ ∼ O(10)−O(1000) range for both
the lensed and unlensed injections (Fig. 10.7, gray bins). Meanwhile, the magnifications
as estimated from the unbiased tidal deformabilities are different for the two scenarios,
favoring the unlensed case for the unlensed injection, and no clear preference for the lensed
injection (solid lines, for the SFHo, ENG and MPA1 EOSs).

We find that the two magnification estimates disagree in the unlensed case, ruling
out the lensed hypothesis at a log Bayes factor lnBLU of −0.62(−0.68), −0.77(−0.93) and
−1.04(−1.24) for SFHo, ENG and MPA1, respectively, for SFHo(ENG) injection. The
magnification estimates overlap in the lensed case, showing no clear support on lensed
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Figure 10.7: Posterior distribution of magnifications inferred with posteriors of component
masses and luminosity distance (gray bins) and that with posteriors of component masses
and tidal deformability for given EOSs (colored line) with various injections. We show four
different injections: Unlensed SFHo (top left), unlensed ENG (top right), lensed SFHo
(bottom left) and lensed ENG (bottom right) injection. The posterior of the magnification
µ inferred from the masses and from the tidal deformabilities are giving consistent results
for lensed injections. Meanwhile, there exists tension between the posteriors recovered by
the two means for unlensed injection. The injected BNS masses are (m1 = m2 = 1.35M�)
and (m1 = m2 = 1.58M�) for the lensed and unlensed binaries, respectively. The binary
neutron star is at an observed luminosity distance of Dest = 100 Mpc, with a signal-to-
noise ratio of 25.

EOS Lensed (µ = 100) Unlensed (µ = 1)
SFHo (1.35, 432.94) (1.58, 146.62)
ENG (1.35, 644.66) (1.58, 194.18)

Table 10.3: Summary of the source-frame mass and the tidal deformaility of the simulated
binary neutron star mergers. Each cell shows the source-frame mass, tidal deformability
pair (m,Λ) of the injection under different EOS and lensing scenario.

hypothesis at a log Bayes factor lnBLU of −0.07(0.13), −0.08(0.77) and −0.34(0.01) for
SFHo, ENG and MPA1, respectively, for SFHo(ENG) injection.

These results show that the lensing hypothesis is disfavoured even for a weaker mag-
nification with a weaker support. Meanwhile, the support for lensed hypothesis under
lensed injection is too weak for us to give any statement for it.
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PART IV

TESTING THE VALIDITY OF GENERAL
RELATIVITY AND THE NATURE OF

COMPACT OBJECTS
In the past several years, the Advanced LIGO observatories [4] together with Advanced
Virgo [10] have been detecting gravitational wave (GW) signals from coalescing compact
binaries on a regular basis. This includes a confirmed binary neutron star inspiral [9,
11, 54, 403], and more recently another possible binary neutron star [49], although most
sources appear to have been binary black holes [6, 47, 48, 407–409]. The detections made
during the first and second observing runs are summarized in [6]; the latter will be referred
to as GWTC-1, for Gravitational Wave Transient Catalog 1. (For other detection efforts,
see [410–412].)

This has enabled a variety of tests of general relativity (GR), including but not limited
to the strong-field dynamics of binary coalescence [15, 16, 48, 263], the way GWs propagate
over large distances [11, 16, 408], and preliminary investigations into their polarization
content [263, 413, 414].

In Chapter 11, we will introduce the methods developed for probing the polarization
content of the gravitational waves. In Chapter 12, a method for distinguishing binary
black hole and other exotic compact objects will be described. These works are published
as Refs. [41, 42].
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CHAPTER 11

GENERIC SEARCHES FOR ALTERNATIVE
GRAVITATIONAL WAVE POLARIZATIONS WITH

NETWORKS OF INTERFEROMETRIC DETECTORS

11.1 Introduction

Generic metric theories of gravity allow for the existence of up to six GW polarization
states for gravitational waves [415], which can be categorized into tensor modes, vector
modes, and scalar modes. While GR only permits the tensor modes, some theories of
gravity predict additional polarizations; see e.g. [368] and references therein. In [15, 263,
413, 414], ratios of Bayesian evidences were computed for the hypotheses that only tensor
polarizations, only vector polarizations, or only scalar polarizations were present in the
signals. Yet, in realistic alternative theories of gravity, typically mixtures occur of tensor
modes together with vector and/or scalar polarization states.

In this chapter we develop methodology that will allow us to check for the existence
of such mixtures, in GW signals from sources whose exact sky position is known through
an electromagnetic counterpart. As shown by Gürsel and Tinto [416], it is possible to
construct a specific linear combination of the outputs of multiple detectors in a network,
the null stream, which has the property of removing any tensor signal that may be present
in the data. This idea was further extended and built on in [417–419]; see also [420, 421] in
the context of third-generation detectors such as Einstein Telescope. A commonly used
application for LIGO-Virgo gravitational wave searches is X-Pipeline [419, 422], which
assumes that only tensor polarizations can be present, and then compares the null energy
(essentially the square of the null stream) with other combinations of detector outputs to
search for GW signals that are in accordance with GR. As pointed out in [368, 423], null
streams can also be used to study a signal’s non-tensorial polarization content that may
result from a GR violation.

Here we introduce two concrete data analysis pipelines that make use of the fact that
if there are only tensor polarizations, the null energy of [419], when evaluated at the true
sky position, follows a particular χ2 distribution, but not if extra polarizations are present.
A first method to discover alternative polarization content then quantifies to what extent
the null energy for the given sky position is consistent with this χ2 distribution. In a
second method the sky position is a priori left free, allowing us to turn the tensor-only
distribution for the null energy into a probability distribution for the sky location. This
sky map will be biased if alternative polarizations are present, which can be quantified
by comparing it with the true position of the source on the sky.

Suppose that in a given signal, alternative polarizations are in fact present, mixed with
tensor polarizations. Then to determine the precise nature and relative contributions of
the additional modes, in general one would need a network of at least five detectors in
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addition to the sky position [368, 423, 424].1 Although in the near future KAGRA [428]
will join the discovery efforts, and LIGO-India [429] is about to be built, for now only
the two LIGO interferometers and Virgo are making regular detections. However, what
we want to establish first of all is whether or not GW signals contain extra polarizations,
irrespective of how much each possible type contributes, and this is what our two methods
enable us to do. If we were to find evidence that GW signals tend to contain more than
just tensor polarizations, then this would be a powerful motivation to extend the global
detector network even further, in order to be able to study what precisely is contained
in a mix of polarizations. Finally, the fact that our methodology is based on the null
energy implies that no waveform models are required, so that apart from compact binary
coalescences, signals from any transient source (supernovae, cosmic strings, ...) can be
studied.

This chapter is structured as follows. Sec. 11.2 recalls the effects of different polar-
ization modes on interferometric gravitational wave detectors. Sec. 11.3 explains our two
methods for finding additional polarizations, one based on the null energy for the true
sky position, and the other on sky maps. In Sec. 11.4 we perform a simulation whereby
signals with a varying amount of scalar polarization in addition to the tensor modes are
“injected” into synthetic stationary, Gaussian noise, and we compare the performance of
the two analysis pipelines. The methodology is also applied to the binary neutron star
signal GW170817, showing consistency with the hypothesis that only tensor polarizations
were present. A summary and conclusions are given in Sec. 11.5.

11.2 Gravitational wave polarizations

In generic metric theories of gravity, up to six independent polarization modes can be
present, namely a breathing mode, a longitudinal mode, the “X” vector mode, the “Y”
vector mode, and the usual tensor modes predicted by GR [430]. The effect of different
polarization modes on a ring of free-falling test mass is shown in Fig. 11.1. In all the panels
of the figure, a gravitational wave is traveling in the z-direction. The solid and dotted lines
illustrate the deformation of the ring in response to the various modes. Interferometric
gravitational wave detectors will react accordingly, with beam pattern functions given by
[430]

FB = −1
2 sin2 θ cos 2φ,

FL = 1
2 sin2 θ cos 2φ,

FX = − sin θ(cos θ cos 2φ cosψ − sin 2φ sinψ),
FY = − sin θ(cos θ cos 2φ sinψ + sin 2φ cosψ),

F+ = 1
2(1 + cos2 θ) cos 2φ cos 2ψ − cos θ sin 2φ sin 2ψ,

F× = 1
2(1 + cos2 θ) cos 2φ sin 2ψ + cos θ sin 2φ cos 2ψ.

(11.1)

Here (θ, φ) is the sky location of the source, and ψ is the so-called polarization angle. The
subscripts “B”, “L”, “X”,“Y”, “+”, and “×” respectively denote the breathing mode, the

1An exception occurs for certain special sky positions with respect to the network; see [425–427].
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longitudinal mode, the X vector mode, the Y vector mode, the “+” tensor polarization,
and the “×” tensor polarization. As can be seen from the expressions for FB and FL,
there is a degeneracy between the responses of the two scalar modes; in our analyses we
only consider the breathing mode.

11.3 Methodology

Now consider a network ofD gravitational wave detectors labeled by α = 0, . . . , D, located
on the Earth at positions ~rα with respect to a geocentric coordinate system, and producing
strain outputs dα. A gravitational wave is assumed to originate from a source with sky
location Ω̂ = (θ, φ), arriving at the geocenter at a time t. If only the tensor polarizations
are present, one has

dα(t+ ∆tα) = F+,α(Ω̂)h+(t) + F×,α(Ω̂)h×(t) + nα(t+ ∆tα), (11.2)

where Fα,+, Fα,× are the beam pattern functions and nα is the noise of detector α. The
time shifts ∆tα are given by

∆tα = ~rα
c
· (−Ω̂). (11.3)

We can write the D-detector observation model more compactly in matrix form:

d = Fh + n, (11.4)

where

d =


d0
...

dD−1

 , h =
h+

h×

 , n =


n0
...

nD−1

 , (11.5)

and

F =
(
F+ F×

)
=


F+,0 F×,0
... ...

F+,D−1 F×,D−1

 . (11.6)

11.3.1 Null energy

In the above, the gravitational wave signal s = Fh can be viewed as being in a subspace of
the space of detector outputs spanned by F+ and F×. We can construct the null projector
Pnull(Ω̂) [422], which projects away the signal when the projector is constructed with the
true sky location. The null projector is given by

Pnull = I− Fw(F†wFw)−1F†w, (11.7)

where † denotes Hermitian conjugation and Fw are the noise-weighted beam pattern
functions [422]. If we apply the null projector with the true sky location on the strain
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<latexit sha1_base64="bGmuwIcUzGUDyNBsMF8gNmsVpOU=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilzWAiWIVdU2ilARvLiOYCyRJmJ2eTIbOzy8ysGEIewcZCEVvfxDew822cXApN/GHg4//PYc45QSK4Nq777WRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd29/P5BXcepYlhjsYhVM6AaBZdYM9wIbCYKaRQIbASD60neeECleSzvzTBBP6I9yUPOqLHWXfGx2MkX3JI7FVkGbw6Fq89yuQIA1U7+q92NWRqhNExQrVuemxh/RJXhTOA41041JpQNaA9bFiWNUPuj6ahjcmKdLgljZZ80ZOr+7hjRSOthFNjKiJq+Xswm5n9ZKzXhhT/iMkkNSjb7KEwFMTGZ7E26XCEzYmiBMsXtrIT1qaLM2Ovk7BG8xZWXoX5W8tySd+sVKpcwUxaO4BhOwYNzqMANVKEGDHrwBC/w6gjn2Xlz3melGWfecwh/5Hz8ANmKjvk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sIAAezD82vsimp6J6bIjRA2sI6A=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzZaCUBG8uI5gOSI+xt9pIle3vH7pwYjvwEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvpn57UeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUr3Vefqv1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/Oq9Sv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QObzo1R</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="bGmuwIcUzGUDyNBsMF8gNmsVpOU=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilzWAiWIVdU2ilARvLiOYCyRJmJ2eTIbOzy8ysGEIewcZCEVvfxDew822cXApN/GHg4//PYc45QSK4Nq777WRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd29/P5BXcepYlhjsYhVM6AaBZdYM9wIbCYKaRQIbASD60neeECleSzvzTBBP6I9yUPOqLHWXfGx2MkX3JI7FVkGbw6Fq89yuQIA1U7+q92NWRqhNExQrVuemxh/RJXhTOA41041JpQNaA9bFiWNUPuj6ahjcmKdLgljZZ80ZOr+7hjRSOthFNjKiJq+Xswm5n9ZKzXhhT/iMkkNSjb7KEwFMTGZ7E26XCEzYmiBMsXtrIT1qaLM2Ovk7BG8xZWXoX5W8tySd+sVKpcwUxaO4BhOwYNzqMANVKEGDHrwBC/w6gjn2Xlz3melGWfecwh/5Hz8ANmKjvk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sIAAezD82vsimp6J6bIjRA2sI6A=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzZaCUBG8uI5gOSI+xt9pIle3vH7pwYjvwEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvpn57UeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUr3Vefqv1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/Oq9Sv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QObzo1R</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="LzPoyrrOhXQaeh4b0yywsjuQ+PE=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6iFhc1gIliFXRutJGBjGdFcIFnC7GQ2GTI7u8ycFcKSR7CxUMTWJ7LzJfIMTi6FJv4w8PH/5zDnnCCRwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DBxqhmvs1jGuhVQw6VQvI4CJW8lmtMokLwZDG+nefOJayNi9YijhPsR7SsRCkbRWg/lUblbLLkVdyayCt4CStWTyYQAQK1b/Or0YpZGXCGT1Ji25yboZ1SjYJKPC53U8ISyIe3ztkVFI278bDbqmJxbp0fCWNunkMzc3x0ZjYwZRYGtjCgOzHI2Nf/L2imG134mVJIiV2z+UZhKgjGZ7k16QnOGcmSBMi3srIQNqKYM7XUK9gje8sqr0LiseG7Fu/dK1RuYKw+ncAYX4MEVVOEOalAHBn14hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PSnLPoOYY/cj5/AMEXj6U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7gYkiJHX5wQX+og58P6HHnuOah0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxVbwVBIvepKCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0II/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb26Wd8u7e/sFh5ei4reNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7czvPKHSPJaPJkvQj+hI8pAzaqz0UMtqg0rVrbtzkFXiFaQKBZqDyld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfk6V4UzgtNxPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH28/mpU3JulSEJY2VLGjJXf0/kNNI6iwLbGVEz1sveTPzP66UmvPZzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y5AqZEZkllClubyVsTBVlxqZTtiF4yy+vkvZl3XPr3r1XbdwUcZTgFM7gAjy4ggbcQRNawGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PRuuYUMyfwB87nD51TjVI=</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="LzPoyrrOhXQaeh4b0yywsjuQ+PE=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6iFhc1gIliFXRutJGBjGdFcIFnC7GQ2GTI7u8ycFcKSR7CxUMTWJ7LzJfIMTi6FJv4w8PH/5zDnnCCRwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DBxqhmvs1jGuhVQw6VQvI4CJW8lmtMokLwZDG+nefOJayNi9YijhPsR7SsRCkbRWg/lUblbLLkVdyayCt4CStWTyYQAQK1b/Or0YpZGXCGT1Ji25yboZ1SjYJKPC53U8ISyIe3ztkVFI278bDbqmJxbp0fCWNunkMzc3x0ZjYwZRYGtjCgOzHI2Nf/L2imG134mVJIiV2z+UZhKgjGZ7k16QnOGcmSBMi3srIQNqKYM7XUK9gje8sqr0LiseG7Fu/dK1RuYKw+ncAYX4MEVVOEOalAHBn14hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PSnLPoOYY/cj5/AMEXj6U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7gYkiJHX5wQX+og58P6HHnuOah0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxVbwVBIvepKCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0II/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb26Wd8u7e/sFh5ei4reNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7czvPKHSPJaPJkvQj+hI8pAzaqz0UMtqg0rVrbtzkFXiFaQKBZqDyld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfk6V4UzgtNxPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH28/mpU3JulSEJY2VLGjJXf0/kNNI6iwLbGVEz1sveTPzP66UmvPZzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y5AqZEZkllClubyVsTBVlxqZTtiF4yy+vkvZl3XPr3r1XbdwUcZTgFM7gAjy4ggbcQRNawGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PRuuYUMyfwB87nD51TjVI=</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="h4MMj6v0EKMxkVislPCiB3KgEvc=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilzWAiWIVdU2ilARvLiOYCyRJmJ2eTIbOzy8ysEEMewcZCEVvfxDew822cXApN/GHg4//PYc45QSK4Nq777WRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd29/P5BXcepYlhjsYhVM6AaBZdYM9wIbCYKaRQIbASD60neeECleSzvzTBBP6I9yUPOqLHWXfGx2MkX3JI7FVkGbw6Fq89yuQIA1U7+q92NWRqhNExQrVuemxh/RJXhTOA41041JpQNaA9bFiWNUPuj6ahjcmKdLgljZZ80ZOr+7hjRSOthFNjKiJq+Xswm5n9ZKzXhhT/iMkkNSjb7KEwFMTGZ7E26XCEzYmiBMsXtrIT1qaLM2Ovk7BG8xZWXoX5W8tySd+sVKpcwUxaO4BhOwYNzqMANVKEGDHrwBC/w6gjn2Xlz3melGWfecwh/5Hz8ANyUjvs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XaYAXnRcc8cHOFyghSMkgtz/eRI=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzZaCUBG8uI5gOSI+xt9pIle3vH7pwQj/wEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvpn57UeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUr3Vefqv1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/Oq9Sv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QOe2I1T</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="h4MMj6v0EKMxkVislPCiB3KgEvc=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilzWAiWIVdU2ilARvLiOYCyRJmJ2eTIbOzy8ysEEMewcZCEVvfxDew822cXApN/GHg4//PYc45QSK4Nq777WRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd29/P5BXcepYlhjsYhVM6AaBZdYM9wIbCYKaRQIbASD60neeECleSzvzTBBP6I9yUPOqLHWXfGx2MkX3JI7FVkGbw6Fq89yuQIA1U7+q92NWRqhNExQrVuemxh/RJXhTOA41041JpQNaA9bFiWNUPuj6ahjcmKdLgljZZ80ZOr+7hjRSOthFNjKiJq+Xswm5n9ZKzXhhT/iMkkNSjb7KEwFMTGZ7E26XCEzYmiBMsXtrIT1qaLM2Ovk7BG8xZWXoX5W8tySd+sVKpcwUxaO4BhOwYNzqMANVKEGDHrwBC/w6gjn2Xlz3melGWfecwh/5Hz8ANyUjvs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XaYAXnRcc8cHOFyghSMkgtz/eRI=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzZaCUBG8uI5gOSI+xt9pIle3vH7pwQj/wEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvpn57UeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUr3Vefqv1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/Oq9Sv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QOe2I1T</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="h4MMj6v0EKMxkVislPCiB3KgEvc=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilzWAiWIVdU2ilARvLiOYCyRJmJ2eTIbOzy8ysEEMewcZCEVvfxDew822cXApN/GHg4//PYc45QSK4Nq777WRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd29/P5BXcepYlhjsYhVM6AaBZdYM9wIbCYKaRQIbASD60neeECleSzvzTBBP6I9yUPOqLHWXfGx2MkX3JI7FVkGbw6Fq89yuQIA1U7+q92NWRqhNExQrVuemxh/RJXhTOA41041JpQNaA9bFiWNUPuj6ahjcmKdLgljZZ80ZOr+7hjRSOthFNjKiJq+Xswm5n9ZKzXhhT/iMkkNSjb7KEwFMTGZ7E26XCEzYmiBMsXtrIT1qaLM2Ovk7BG8xZWXoX5W8tySd+sVKpcwUxaO4BhOwYNzqMANVKEGDHrwBC/w6gjn2Xlz3melGWfecwh/5Hz8ANyUjvs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XaYAXnRcc8cHOFyghSMkgtz/eRI=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzZaCUBG8uI5gOSI+xt9pIle3vH7pwQj/wEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvpn57UeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUr3Vefqv1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/Oq9Sv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QOe2I1T</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="h4MMj6v0EKMxkVislPCiB3KgEvc=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilzWAiWIVdU2ilARvLiOYCyRJmJ2eTIbOzy8ysEEMewcZCEVvfxDew822cXApN/GHg4//PYc45QSK4Nq777WRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd29/P5BXcepYlhjsYhVM6AaBZdYM9wIbCYKaRQIbASD60neeECleSzvzTBBP6I9yUPOqLHWXfGx2MkX3JI7FVkGbw6Fq89yuQIA1U7+q92NWRqhNExQrVuemxh/RJXhTOA41041JpQNaA9bFiWNUPuj6ahjcmKdLgljZZ80ZOr+7hjRSOthFNjKiJq+Xswm5n9ZKzXhhT/iMkkNSjb7KEwFMTGZ7E26XCEzYmiBMsXtrIT1qaLM2Ovk7BG8xZWXoX5W8tySd+sVKpcwUxaO4BhOwYNzqMANVKEGDHrwBC/w6gjn2Xlz3melGWfecwh/5Hz8ANyUjvs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XaYAXnRcc8cHOFyghSMkgtz/eRI=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzZaCUBG8uI5gOSI+xt9pIle3vH7pwQj/wEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvpn57UeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUr3Vefqv1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/Oq9Sv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QOe2I1T</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="h4MMj6v0EKMxkVislPCiB3KgEvc=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilzWAiWIVdU2ilARvLiOYCyRJmJ2eTIbOzy8ysEEMewcZCEVvfxDew822cXApN/GHg4//PYc45QSK4Nq777WRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd29/P5BXcepYlhjsYhVM6AaBZdYM9wIbCYKaRQIbASD60neeECleSzvzTBBP6I9yUPOqLHWXfGx2MkX3JI7FVkGbw6Fq89yuQIA1U7+q92NWRqhNExQrVuemxh/RJXhTOA41041JpQNaA9bFiWNUPuj6ahjcmKdLgljZZ80ZOr+7hjRSOthFNjKiJq+Xswm5n9ZKzXhhT/iMkkNSjb7KEwFMTGZ7E26XCEzYmiBMsXtrIT1qaLM2Ovk7BG8xZWXoX5W8tySd+sVKpcwUxaO4BhOwYNzqMANVKEGDHrwBC/w6gjn2Xlz3melGWfecwh/5Hz8ANyUjvs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XaYAXnRcc8cHOFyghSMkgtz/eRI=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzZaCUBG8uI5gOSI+xt9pIle3vH7pwQj/wEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvpn57UeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUr3Vefqv1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/Oq9Sv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QOe2I1T</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="h4MMj6v0EKMxkVislPCiB3KgEvc=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilzWAiWIVdU2ilARvLiOYCyRJmJ2eTIbOzy8ysEEMewcZCEVvfxDew822cXApN/GHg4//PYc45QSK4Nq777WRWVtfWN7Kbua3tnd29/P5BXcepYlhjsYhVM6AaBZdYM9wIbCYKaRQIbASD60neeECleSzvzTBBP6I9yUPOqLHWXfGx2MkX3JI7FVkGbw6Fq89yuQIA1U7+q92NWRqhNExQrVuemxh/RJXhTOA41041JpQNaA9bFiWNUPuj6ahjcmKdLgljZZ80ZOr+7hjRSOthFNjKiJq+Xswm5n9ZKzXhhT/iMkkNSjb7KEwFMTGZ7E26XCEzYmiBMsXtrIT1qaLM2Ovk7BG8xZWXoX5W8tySd+sVKpcwUxaO4BhOwYNzqMANVKEGDHrwBC/w6gjn2Xlz3melGWfecwh/5Hz8ANyUjvs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XaYAXnRcc8cHOFyghSMkgtz/eRI=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzZaCUBG8uI5gOSI+xt9pIle3vH7pwQj/wEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy8SpZrzJYhnrTkANl0LxJgqUvJNoTqNA8nYwvpn57UeujYjVA04S7kd0qEQoGEUr3Vefqv1yxa25c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/mp07JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY3GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWjTKdkQvOWXV0nroua5Ne/Oq9Sv8ziKcAKncA4eXEIdbqEBTWAwhGd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QOe2I1T</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="LzPoyrrOhXQaeh4b0yywsjuQ+PE=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6iFhc1gIliFXRutJGBjGdFcIFnC7GQ2GTI7u8ycFcKSR7CxUMTWJ7LzJfIMTi6FJv4w8PH/5zDnnCCRwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DBxqhmvs1jGuhVQw6VQvI4CJW8lmtMokLwZDG+nefOJayNi9YijhPsR7SsRCkbRWg/lUblbLLkVdyayCt4CStWTyYQAQK1b/Or0YpZGXCGT1Ji25yboZ1SjYJKPC53U8ISyIe3ztkVFI278bDbqmJxbp0fCWNunkMzc3x0ZjYwZRYGtjCgOzHI2Nf/L2imG134mVJIiV2z+UZhKgjGZ7k16QnOGcmSBMi3srIQNqKYM7XUK9gje8sqr0LiseG7Fu/dK1RuYKw+ncAYX4MEVVOEOalAHBn14hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PSnLPoOYY/cj5/AMEXj6U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7gYkiJHX5wQX+og58P6HHnuOah0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxVbwVBIvepKCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0II/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb26Wd8u7e/sFh5ei4reNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7czvPKHSPJaPJkvQj+hI8pAzaqz0UMtqg0rVrbtzkFXiFaQKBZqDyld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfk6V4UzgtNxPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH28/mpU3JulSEJY2VLGjJXf0/kNNI6iwLbGVEz1sveTPzP66UmvPZzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y5AqZEZkllClubyVsTBVlxqZTtiF4yy+vkvZl3XPr3r1XbdwUcZTgFM7gAjy4ggbcQRNawGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PRuuYUMyfwB87nD51TjVI=</latexit>
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Figure 11.1: The effect on a ring of free-falling test particles of a gravitational wave in
“+” tensor mode (upper left), “×” tensor mode (upper right), “X” vector mode (middle
left), “Y” vector mode (middle right), breathing mode (lower left) and longitudinal mode
(lower right). In each case the wave is traveling in the z-direction. The solid and dotted
lines are the states of the ring with a phase difference of π.
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data in Eq. (11.4), we obtain

z̃(Ω̂true) = Pnull(Ω̂true)d̃w
= Pnull(Ω̂true)Fw(Ω̂true)h̃ + Pnull(Ω̂true)ñw
= Pnull(Ω̂true)ñw

(11.8)

where z̃ is the null stream which only consists of noise living in a subspace that is orthog-
onal to the one spanned by F+,w and F×,w, and w indicates whitening.

In practice, the data are first whitened before applying the null projector. As in [422]
we perform the analysis in the time-frequency domain, but using the Wilson-Daubechies-
Meyer (WDM) time-frequency transform because of its superior time-frequency localiza-
tion [431]. The null energy is then defined as [422]

Enull =
∑
k

z̃†wz̃w

=
∑
k

d̃†wP†nullPnulld̃w

=
∑
k

d̃†wPnulld̃w, (11.9)

where w indicates whitening, a tilde refers to the data matrix resulting from the WDM
transform, and∑k sums over the discrete time-frequency pixels. The quantity Enull follows
a χ2 distribution with DoF = Nτf (D − 2) degrees of freedom, where Nτf is the number
of time-frequency pixels used in the analysis.2

Now let us assume that there is polarization content in the signal beyond the tensor
polarizations. The whitened data matrix can then be written as

d̃w = Fw,th̃t + Fw,eh̃e + ñw, (11.10)

where the index t is summed over + and ×, while the index e is summed over whatever
additional polarizations are present. The null energy calculated at the source’s location
with pure-tensor beam pattern matrix is given by

Enull =
∑
k

d̃†wPnulld̃w

=
∑
k

ñ†wPnullñw +
∑
k

h̃†eF†e,wPnullFe′ ,wh̃e′

+
∑
k

2<(h̃†eF†e,wPt
nullñw), (11.11)

where the last two terms signify the presence of the extra polarizations. Next we ex-
plain how the χ2 distribution which the null energy would follow in the absence of these
additional polarizations, can be used to detect them, in two different ways.

2Note that in [422], DoF has an extra prefactor 2, which is not present here because the WDM
coefficients are real.
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11.3.2 Null energy method and sky map method

As mentioned before, we assume gravitational wave events with electromagnetic counter-
part, so that the true sky position Ω̂true is known. With the null energy formalism of
the previous subsection, this leads to two methods for establishing whether alternative
polarizations are present.

• If there are additional polarizations in the signal, then the null energy evaluated
at Ω̂true will no longer follow the χ2 distribution described above. To quantify the
size of the deviation, we can assign a p-value to the hypothesis that only tensor
polarizations are present, given by

p = 1−
∫ Enull

0
χ2

DoF(x)dx. (11.12)

A small p-value indicates a strong appearance of the additional terms in the right
hand side of Eq. (11.11), suggesting a deviation from GR. In the sequel this method
will simply be referred to as the null energy method.

• Alternatively, in the definition (11.9) for the null energy one can leave Ω̂ free. This
leads to a sky map, or probability distribution for Ω̂ through P(Ω̂) ≡ χ2

DoF(Enull(Ω̂)).
If additional polarizations are in fact present in the signal, then they will cause
systematics in P(Ω̂) due to the detectors’ responses to them. The true sky location
Ω̂true will fall on the boundary of some (1− q) credible interval, where q is given by

q =
∫
dΩ̂P(Ω̂)H(P(Ω̂True)− P(Ω̂)), (11.13)

with H(x) the Heaviside step function. The quantity q can then be interpreted as a
p-value for the tensor-only hypothesis. In what follows this method will be referred
to as the sky map method.

Both methods allow us to combine information from multiple sources so as to arrive at
a stronger statement on the validity of GR, or lack thereof. If GR is a accurate description
of the gravitational wave polarization, then the values of p obtained from the null energy
method and the values of q obtained using the sky map method should be distributed
uniformly between 0 and 1. As shown by Fisher [432], if one has N samples {qi} following
a uniform distribution between 0 and 1, the test statistic S given by

S = −2
N∑
i=1

log(qi), (11.14)

follows a χ2 distribution with 2N degrees of freedom. Therefore, the combined p-value
pcom is given by

pcom = 1−
∫ S

0
χ2

2N(x) dx. (11.15)

In what follows, we first test the two methods through an extensive simulation, and
then apply them to the binary neutron star signal GW170817.
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Figure 11.2: log10 of combined p-values with null energy method (left panel) and skymap
method (right panel) against the number of combined events, both for the GR case and
for different sets of mock scalar-tensor signals as described in the main text. For all sets
of non-GR injections, GR can be rejected at the 5σ level with a few to a few tens of
detections.

11.4 Simulations, and analyses of GW170817

In this section we evaluate the performance of the null stream and sky map methods by
“injecting” simulated signals into synthetic Gaussian, stationary noise following prediced
noise power spectral densities for Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo at their respective
design sensitivities. We take the sources to be zero-spin binary neutron star inspirals
with component masses uniformly distributed in [1, 2]M�. Positions in the Universe are
distributed uniformly in co-moving volume, with a network signal-to-noise threshold of
12. Binary neutron stars are chosen because of their ability to generate electromagnetic
counterpart when they merge, but in principle other transient sources could be considered.

To test the sensitivities of our methods, apart from simulated signals that follow GR
we also inject sets of mock scalar-tensor waveforms. The scalar component hS of the latter
signals is taken to be

hS(t) = ATShT (t;with a π/4 phase shift), (11.16)

where hT (t) equals h+(t) at zero inclination, and the π/4 phase shift is a strawman for
the more general ways in which the time evolution of the scalar component might differ
from that of the tensor components in various alternative theories [368]. In each of four
sets of scalar-tensor injections we let the scalar-to-tensor ratio ATS take values of 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, or 1.0.

Fig. 11.2 shows log10 of the combined p-value pcom calculated with the skymap method
and the null energy method against the number of events. Even for ATS = 0.25, it takes
only a few tens of detections with electromagnetic counterparts to establish a 5σ violation
of GR. Comparatively, the null energy method shows a higher sensitivity since it requires
fewer events to attain the 5σ level.

We note that pcom for GR signals gradually approaches the 5σ line as the number of
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Figure 11.3: Sky map P(Ω̂) for GW170817. The star indicates the sky location of the
corresponding counterpart SSS17a/AT 2017gfo [21]. The sky map is consistent with the
counterpart location, which is enclosed in the 50% credible contour.

events increases; this is because of the systematics in the clustering algorithm used. The
largest high power cluster is consistently selected to be the event candidate, but there is
a non-negligible chance for high power noise pixels to be included in the periphery of the
cluster. This happens especially when the burst energy of the signal is not significantly
higher than the background noise. The systematic error accumulates as the number of
events increases. Hence, when analyzing real data, we will have to inject large numbers of
simulated GR signals into real noise to obtain a reference or “background” distribution of
the test statistic to compare “foreground” results with. This procedure will automatically
account for the non-stationary and non-Gaussian nature of detector noise as well as the
systematics due to the clustering method.

These results show that our analysis pipelines are capable of testing the for existence
of alternative polarization modes in addition to tensor modes with a 3-detector network.
Given a few tens of detections with known sky position, both methods are sensitive to a
scalar mode whose amplitude is a quarter of that of the tensor mode.

A binary neutron star coalescence GW170817 was observed on 17 August 2017 with
merger time 12:41:04 UTC (or GPS time 1187008882.4457) [9, 225, 433]. Electromagnetic
counterparts were seen, and in particular an optical counterpart was found with very
precise localization at right ascension and declination α = 13h09m48s.085 ± 0.018 and
δ = −23◦22′53′′.343± 0.218, respectively [12], which provides us an opportunity to apply
our tests for alternative polarizations. The null energy test yields a p-value of 0.315,
while the sky map method gives 0.790; in the latter case, the sky map P(Ω̂) and true
sky location Ω̂true are shown in Fig. 11.3. Hence, both tests indicate consistency with the
tensor-only hypothesis.
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11.5 Summary and conclusions
We have introduced two methods to search for polarization modes in addition to the
tensor modes, which can be used even with a limited network of detectors (e.g. the two
LIGOs and Virgo), though an identifiable electromagnetic counterpart is needed. Both
formalisms are based on the notion of null energy. In one case (the null energy test) we use
the statistical distribution of the null energy for the given true sky location to compute p-
values for the validity of the tensor-only hypothesis. The other method (the sky map test)
first leaves the sky location to be free, turning the distribution of null energy into a sky
map, for which the consistency with the true sky location can again be quantified in terms
of a p-value. Apart from being able to detect mixtures of different polarization modes
rather than having to consider purely tensor, purely vector, and purely scalar hypotheses,
no waveform models are needed, so that any transient gravitational wave signal can be
used in the tests.

By injecting mock scalar-tensor signals into synthetic stationary and Gaussian noise,
we illustrated how both tests can find scalar contributions at 5σ confidence with a few tens
of signals that have electromagnetic counterparts if the scalar contribution in each signal
is at the 25% level. The null energy test turns out to be slightly more sensitive than the
skymap method. Both methods show a slowly accumulating bias towards a GR violation
when applied to pure tensor signals, due to the null energy clustering algorithm picking
up high-energy noise pixels. Thus there is scope for improvement, although even if tens
of signals with counterparts were available today, we would certainly be able to already
use either method by constructing a reference distribution for our detection statistic and
compare “foreground” results with this “background” distribution.

Finally, we have applied our methods to GW170817, finding consistency with the
pure-tensor hypothesis. To our knowledge this is the first time a search for a mixture of
gravitational wave polarizations has been performed.
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CHAPTER 12

PROBING RESONANT EXCITATIONS IN EXOTIC
COMPACT OBJECTS VIA GRAVITATIONAL WAVES

12.1 Introduction

A number of alternatives to the Kerr black holes of classical general relativity have been
proposed, called exotic compact objects (ECOs). For instance, if dark matter is composed
of fermionic particles then they may form star-like objects supported by degeneracy pres-
sure: dark matter stars [434]. Boson stars [435] are macroscopic objects made out of
scalar fields, as motivated by the discovery of the Higgs, cosmological inflation, axions as
a solution of the strong CP problem, moduli in string theory, as well as dark matter. It
has also been speculated that there may be gravastars [436]: objects with a so-called de
Sitter core where spacetime is self-repulsive – much like dark energy – and held together
by a shell of matter. As far as quantum gravity is concerned, fundamental considerations
such as Hawking’s information paradox have led some to postulate quantum modifications
of the black holes of general relativity, such as firewalls [437] and fuzzballs [438]. For an
overview of the various ECOs that have been proposed in the literature, see e.g. [439].

When ECOs are part of a binary system that undergoes coalescence, they can make
their presence known through a variety of effects that may get imprinted upon the grav-
itational wave signal, and which would not be there in the case of “standard” binary
black holes. These include tidal effects [440, 441], dynamical friction as well as resonant
excitations due to dark matter clouds in the vicinity of the objects [442], violations of the
no-hair conjecture [443, 444], and gravitational wave “echoes” following a merger [445–
452].

Here we will focus on another possible signature of ECOs, namely resonant excitations
during inspiral. Such effects have been well-studied in the context of neutron stars [453–
457]: as the gravitational wave frequency increases monotonically, at one or more points
in time it can become equal to an internal resonant frequency of a compact object. The
resulting excitation takes away part of the orbital energy, leading to a speed-up of the
orbital motion, which in turn affects the phasing of the gravitational wave signal. As
pointed out in [458, 459], for inspiraling boson stars the gravitational wave signature of
such effects can potentially be detected.

Thus, it is natural to ask whether there is any sign of resonant excitations in the
signals of the presumed binary black hole coalescences of GWTC-1. In this chapter
we develop a concrete data analysis framework to search for these signatures in data
from Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo, and apply it on events from GWTC-1. In
particular, in Sec. 12.2 we outline our basic set-up for the effect of resonant excitations
on the gravitational wave phase, together with the methodology to search for resonances
in gravitational wave signals. This is then applied to simulated signals in Sec. 12.3, where
we assess the detectability of the effect. The signals in GWTC-1 are analyzed in Sec. 12.4.
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Finally, Sec. 12.5 provides a summary and future directions.

12.2 Methodology

12.2.1 Imprint of resonant excitations on the gravitational wave
phase

Our model of how resonant excitations modify the gravitational wave signal from inspi-
raling ECOs will be based on that of Flanagan et al. [456]; the context of that work was
resonant r-modes in binary neutron star inspiral, but the basic assumptions carry over to
the case at hand. For simplicity, let us begin by assuming that only one of the two in-
spiraling objects undergoes a resonance, at some time t0. The excitation takes away part
of the orbital energy, causing the gravitational wave phase Φ(t) to undergo an apparent
advance in time ∆t relative to the point particle inspiral phase Φpp(t):

Φ(t) =

Φpp(t) if t < t0,

Φpp(t+ ∆t)−∆Φ if t ≥ t0,
(12.1)

where the phase shift ∆Φ is such that Φ(t) remains continuous at t = t0. Assuming ∆t
to be sufficiently small, we may write

∆Φ = Φ̇pp(t0)∆t. (12.2)

Expanding Φ(t) in Eq. (12.1) to linear order in ∆t, we then obtain

Φ(t) = Φpp(t) + Φ̇pp(t)∆t− Φ̇pp(t0)∆t. (12.3)

The instantaneous gravitational wave frequency is ω = Φ̇; using this and Eq. (12.2) leads
to

Φ(t) = Φpp(t) + θ(t− t0)
[
ω(t)
ω(t0) − 1

]
∆Φ, (12.4)

with θ(t − t0) the usual step function. (Clearly we are assuming that the resonant ex-
citation is of sufficiently short duration so as to be near-instantaneous. At least in the
boson star examples of [459] this is a reasonable approximation, but it may not be typi-
cal.) In the stationary phase approximation [196], this implies that the phase φ(f) of the
frequency domain waveform becomes

φ(f) = φpp(f) + θ(f − f0)
[
f

f0
− 1

]
∆Φ, (12.5)

where φpp(f) is the point particle phase in the Fourier domain, and f0 the frequency at
which the resonance occurs.

In practice, both objects in the binary system may experience resonant excitation;
moreover, an individual object may be subject to several resonant excitations at different
frequencies during the time the signal is in the detectors’ sensitive frequency band [459]. In
order to keep the data analysis problem tractable in terms of computational requirements
as well as the dimensionality of parameter space, in this chapter we will allow for up to
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two main instances of resonance, with associated frequencies f01 and f02, assuming other
resonances to have a negligible effect. The frequency domain phase then becomes

φ(f) = φpp(f)

+ θ(f − f01)
[
f

f01
− 1

]
∆φ01

+ θ(f − f02)
[
f

f02
− 1

]
∆φ02. (12.6)

In what follows, we will assume that the values of resonance frequencies are ordered such
that f01 < f02.

In order for resonances to be observable, it is necessary that (a) the cumulative de-
phasing with respect to the point particle case is sufficiently large (for second-generation
detectors this can be taken to mean larger than ∼ 1 radian), and (b) the resonance fre-
quencies are within the detectors’ sensitive frequency band. As shown in [460], it is hard
to meet both of these criteria simultaneously for ECOs whose horizon modification scale is
microscopic (as would be the case for e.g. fuzzballs [438]). On the other hand, the analysis
of [458, 459] indicates that for boson stars, it is possible to satisfy both conditions at the
same time.

12.2.2 Bayesian analysis
Our expression (12.6) for the phase in the presence of resonances leads to a Fourier
domain waveform model h̃ECO(f) (which is discussed in more detail below), and this in
turn defines a Bayesian hypothesis HECO which states that resonances took place in a
given coalescence event. This can be compared with the hypothesis HBBH stating that no
resonances took place; the associated waveform model h̃BBH(f) just describes the signal
from binary black hole coalescence.

Using the techniques introdcued in Ch. 3, we can compute the ratio of evidences, or
Bayes factor, for the hypotheses HECO and HBBH:

BECO
BBH ≡

p(d|HECO, I)
p(d|HBBH, I) . (12.7)

If for a given gravitational wave signal the (log) Bayes factor lnBECO
BBH is high, then

this may be indicative of resonances having occurred. However, also noise artefacts can
cause lnBECO

BBH to be elevated. In order to establish a statistical significance, we add a large
number of simulated binary black hole signals to the detector noise and compute the log
Bayes factor for all of them, leading to a so-called background distribution PBBH(lnBECO

BBH).
Given a real signal with a particular value for lnBECO

BBH , the associated false alarm proba-
bility (FAP) is given by

FAP =
∫ ∞

lnBECO
BBH

PBBH(x) dx. (12.8)

Next, consider a large number of simulated signals containing resonant effects, with
given ranges for parameters like masses, resonance frequencies, and induced phase shifts
for the component objects. Let the distribution of lnBECO

BBH for these signals be PECO(lnBECO
BBH).

Given a threshold pth for the false alarm probability, the efficiency in uncovering the res-
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Sensitivity and IFOs Event lnBECO
BBH FAP

O1 HL
GW150914 -1.76 0.94
GW151012 -2.18 0.97
GW151226 -2.66 0.98

O2 HL
GW170104 -1.90 0.96
GW170608 -4.04 1.00
GW170823 -1.09 0.59

O2 HLV

GW170729 -0.81 0.25
GW170809 -1.85 0.85
GW170814 -2.14 0.93
GW170818 -1.58 0.75

Table 12.1: Values of log Bayes factors for the GWTC-1 events, together with false alarm
probabilities with respect to the background distributions computed for the three kinds
of data sets.

onant effects is defined as
ε =

∫ ∞
lnBth

PECO(y) dy, (12.9)

where the threshold lnBth on the log Bayes factor is obtained through

pth =
∫ ∞

lnBth
PBBH(x) dx. (12.10)

Apart from hypothesis testing we also measure the parameters associated with a hy-
pothesis with the methods intrdocued in Ch. 3. Finally, the one-dimensional posterior
density function for a given parameter is obtained by integrating out all the other param-
eters.

The baseline of the waveform model was taken to be the frequency domain inspiral-
merger-ringdown approximant IMRPhenomPv2 [86, 87, 92], and modifications arising
from resonances were added on top of that; in particular, the phase was changed according
to Eq. (12.6). Priors for ∆φ01 and ∆φ02 were chosen to be uniform in [0, 100]. Those for
f01, f02 were taken to be uniform in the interval [20, 440] Hz, where the lower limit of
the range is the detectors’ flow and the upper limit corresponds to the innermost stable
circular orbit (ISCO) for a total mass ofM = 10M�. For sources with a higher total mass
this implies that our analyses will in practice also be searching for non-standard effects
in the phase past the end of inspiral. In principle we could have restricted f01, f02 to be
below the ISCO frequency; however, allowing for an extended range has the benefit that
we can be sensitive to more general departures from BBH behavior in the inspiral-merger-
postmerger phase evolution than just resonant excitations of the component objects during
inspiral.

Finally, the software implementation of our methodology was based on the LIGO
Algorithm Library Suite (LALSuite); the likelihood calculation was performed using the
nested sampling algorithm in the lalinference package of LALSuite [204].
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Figure 12.1: Distributions of log Bayes factors for the ECO hypothesis over the BBH
hypothesis for BBH injections (blue) and ECO injections (red), with parameter ranges
as described in the main text. For the BBH injections, we also show Gaussian KDE fits
(the smooth curves) to the background distribution, with respect to which a 5σ threshold
for detectability of resonances is established (the dashed vertical lines). The left panel
shows results for injections in O1 data from LIGO Hanford and LIGO Livingston; the
middle panel uses O2 data where only the two LIGO detectors where active; and the right
panel is for O2 when the two LIGO detectors as well as Virgo were on. For the chosen 5σ
threshold, the log Bayes factor distributions for ECOs lead to efficiencies of, respectively,
17%, 21%, and 31%.

12.3 Simulations

12.3.1 Measurability of resonance effects in the O1 and O2 ob-
serving runs

First we want to gain some basic insight into the size of the resonance effects that could
be measurable with Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo. To this effect we compute
lnBECO

BBH for two sets of simulated signals, or injections, in LIGO-Virgo data from the first
two observing runs (O1 and O2) [6, 433, 461, 462], with one set corresponding to BBHs
and the other to ECOs. For both sets, component masses are drawn uniformly from
m1,m2 ∈ [5, 70]M�, but total masses are restricted to m1 +m2 ∈ [15, 110]M�, consistent
with the mass estimates for the BBH-like events in GWTC-1 [6]. The latter leads to
a maximum ISCO frequency of fISCO,max = 293 Hz, and a median of fISCO,median = 83
Hz. Sources are distributed uniformly in volume, with a lower cut-off on the network
signal-to-noise ratio of SNR ≥ 8.

In the set of injections corresponding to ECOs, the induced phase shifts due to res-
onances are taken to be uniform in ∆φ01,∆φ02 ∈ (0, 10] rad, and possible resonance
frequencies are chosen uniformly in f01 ∈ [20, 50] Hz, f02 ∈ [20, 100] Hz. We only im-
plement phase modifications for frequencies below fISCO. We reject injections for which
both f01 and f02 are above fISCO; of those remaining, 59% will exhibit only one resonance
during inspiral, and the rest will have two of them. Finally, spin directions are chosen to
be uniform on the sphere, with dimensionless spin magnitudes in the interval [0, 1).
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Figure 12.2: Efficiencies with respect to a 5σ threshold as function of the size of the phase
shifts associated with resonances. We consider subsets of foreground samples in which the
∆φ0i, i = 1, 2 do not exceed some given ∆φmax, and progressively increase this maximum
value.

Results are shown in Fig. 12.1, for 200 BBH injections and an equal number of ECO
injections. Distributions of lnBECO

BBH are displayed separately for the case of two LIGO
detectors active in O1, two LIGO detectors active in O2, and two LIGO detectors and
Virgo active in O2. In each scenario, the blue and red histograms respectively refer
to the distributions PBBH(lnBECO

BBH) and PECO(lnBECO
BBH) defined in the previous section.

The background distributions PBBH(lnBECO
BBH) are sufficiently well-behaved to allow for

accurate Gaussian KDE approximations, with respect to which we calculate threshold
values lnBth as in Eq. (12.10), for pth corresponding to a significance of 5σ. In each of
the three cases, we then estimate the efficiency for 5σ detection of resonances by counting
the fraction of foreground lnBECO

BBH samples that exceed lnBth. This leads to efficiencies
of, respectively, 17%, 21%, and 31% for analyses in the three data sets; as expected, the
three-detector network with O2 sensitivity returns the highest efficiency. This indicates
that O1 and O2 would have allowed for observations of resonance-induced phase shifts
with ∆φ01,∆φ02 . 10 rad.

To assess how low a phase shift can be detectable, we can look at subsets of foreground
injections for which neither ∆φ0i, i = 1, 2 exceeds some given value ∆φmax, and in each of
the subsets determine efficiencies for 5σ detection of resonances. The results are shown
in Fig. 12.2. We conclude that the chance of confidently detecting a resonance with
e.g. ∆φ0i ≤ 5 is relatively low (< 5%), and the signature of resonances mainly starts to
be picked up from ∆φ0i & 8.
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Figure 12.3: Posterior density functions for f01, f02, ∆φ01, and ∆φ02, in a case where no
resonances are present and the signal corresponds to a BBH. For this event the inspiral
ended at fISCO = 94.7 Hz; the posteriors for f01 and f02 mainly have support for frequencies
well above that, and the ∆φ01, ∆φ02 distributions largely return the prior.

12.3.2 A note on parameter estimation

Now let us turn to parameter estimation for resonance frequencies and phase shifts. Our
Bayesian hypothesis HECO effectively assumes the presence of two resonances. Of course,
in reality a binary coalescence involving ECOs may have zero instances of resonance in
the detectors’ sensitive frequency band, or only one, or more than two. Thus, though
it is always possible to arrive at posterior density distributions for the two resonance
frequencies f01, f02 and associated phase shifts ∆φ01, ∆φ02, these should be taken with
a grain of salt. Indeed, our real tool for assessing the presence of resonances is lnBECO

BBH
together with its background distribution PBBH(lnBECO

BBH). Nevertheless, for completeness
we show some representative example parameter estimation results for different cases.

First of all, Fig. 12.3 shows posterior densities for the case of a binary black hole
injection. No resonance frequencies are in band, and indeed the sampling puts most
of the posterior weight for f01, f02 at frequencies well above ISCO (where in this case
fISCO = 97.4 Hz). The distributions for ∆φ01 and ∆φ02 largely return the prior.

In Fig. 12.4, we show posteriors for an ECO case with two resonance frequencies in
band, for an event whose lnBECO

BBH is above the 5σ threshold for detectability of resonances.
The parameters related to resonances are estimated reasonably well.

Finally, Fig. 12.5 shows posteriors for an example ECO with only a single resonance.
Though in this case parameter estimation cannot be fully reliable, the posteriors for f01
and ∆φ01 reasonably capture the true resonance frequency and phase shift. The posterior
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Figure 12.4: Posterior density functions for an example ECO with two resonances during
inspiral; the dashed-dotted vertical lines indicate the true values of f01, f02, ∆φ01, and
∆φ02. In this case lnBECO

BBH = 19.98, i.e. above our 5σ detection threshold for resonances.

for ∆f02 only has support well above the ISCO frequency (here fISCO = 45.4 Hz), reminis-
cent of the BBH case of Fig. 12.3. However, we stress again that our “detection statistic”
lnBECO

BBH and its background distribution are what provide the means to establish the pres-
ence of resonances; and indeed, the log Bayes factor for this injection is comfortably above
the 5σ threshold.

12.4 Searching for resonances in GWTC-1 events

Next we turn to analyzing the presumed binary black hole events of GWTC-1 [433, 463].
The main results are given by Fig. 12.6 and Table 12.1. The Figure shows the values of
lnBECO

BBH for the various events in the three kinds of data sets. We also show again the
background distributions PBBH(lnBECO

BBH), which the “foreground” log Bayes factors are
clearly consistent with. In the Table, for each event we explicitly list log Bayes factors,
as well as the false alarm probability with respect to the background distribution.

Two caveats are in order regarding the false alarm probabilities that we list. First, a
larger number of BBH injections than the ones performed here will of course result in a
more accurate assessment of the background PBBH(lnBECO

BBH). Secondly, the background
will depend upon the distributions of masses and spins that were chosen for the injected
BBH signals (specified in the previous section), but the astrophysical parameter distri-
butions for the population of heavy compact objects in the Universe are likely to differ
from these. In the future one could use the measured parameter distributions [13], whose
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Figure 12.5: Posterior density functions for an example ECO with only one resonance.
The dashed-dotted vertical lines indicate the true values of frequency and phase shift. The
posteriors for f01 and ∆φ01 capture these reasonably well, but the posterior for f02 again
has support at values much above fISCO = 45.4 Hz, similar to the BBH case of Fig. 12.3.
Also, the ∆φ02 distribution is consistent with 0. In this example lnBECO

BBH = 10.18, well
above the 5σ threshold.

accuracy will increase as more detections are made. That said, all of the values of lnBECO
BBH

that we obtain for individual events in GWTC-1 are anyway negative, thus favoring the
BBH hypothesis.

Though we find no evidence for the presence of resonances in any of the GWTC-1
events, for completeness we show posterior density functions obtained for the resonance
frequencies f01, f02 (Fig. 12.7), and for the phase shifts ∆φ01, ∆φ02 (Fig. 12.8). The
posteriors for f01, f02 tend to be rather similar to the ones for the BBH injection of
Fig. 12.3, having most of their support at high frequencies, beyond ISCO. Also, the
posteriors for ∆φ01, ∆φ02 are for the most part consistent with the priors.

12.5 Summary and future directions
Exotic compact objects may exhibit resonant excitations during inspiral, thereby taking
away orbital energy from a binary system, leading to a speed-up of the orbital phase
evolution relative to the binary black hole case. We have set up a Bayesian framework
to look for such resonances under the assumption that they are of short duration, and
that up to two resonant frequencies can be present in the part of the inspiral that is in
the sensitive band of the Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo detectors. The associated
model for the modification of the phase evolution allows one to compute a log Bayes factor
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Figure 12.6: log Bayes factors for the presumed binary black hole events of GWTC-1
(vertical dashed-dotted lines). For reference we also show the BBH background distri-
butions of Fig. 12.1 again distinguishing between the case of two detectors in O1 (left),
the two LIGO detectors in O2 (middle), and the two LIGOs together with Virgo in O2
(right); vertical dashed lines again indicate 5σ significance thresholds as in Fig. 12.1. It
will be clear that for none of the GWTC-1 events, observable resonances are present in
any statistically significant way.

lnBECO
BBH quantifying the ratio of evidences for the hypothesis that resonances occurred and

the hypothesis that none were present.
We calculated log Bayes factors for two sets of simulated signals embedded in data

from the O1 and O2 observing runs, one in which the signals were from BBHs, and another
where resonances were present. Using the distribution of lnBECO

BBH from the former set as
background and from the latter as foreground, we were able to conclude that the effect of
resonance-induced phase shifts of ∆φ01,∆φ02 . 10 rad can be detectable at 5σ significance
with an efficiency as large as ∼ 30%.

We then turned to the presumed binary black hole events of GWTC-1. In all cases
the lnBECO

BBH were found to be consistent with background, and moreover they were all
negative, thus favoring the hypothesis that no resonances had occurred while the signals
were in the detectors’ sensitive frequency band. Posterior density functions for resonance
frequencies and induced phase shifts were consistent with these non-detections of resonant
excitations.

Although so far we have found no evidence for resonances in binary black hole-like
signals, it is possible that this will happen in the future. In that case one will want to also
characterize the resonant excitations. The example framework presented here assumed
two resonances in the ECO hypothesis HECO. However, one could envisage Bayesian
ranking within a list of ECO hypotheses H(n)

ECO that assume there to be n resonances in
band, with n = 1, 2, 3, . . .. Alternatively, one could have a single ECO hypothesis allowing
for a variable number of resonances, with this number itself being sampled over. These
further improvements are left for future work.

Finally, with minor modifications our methodology could be used to search for resonant
r-modes in binary neutron star inspirals [456, 464]. In that case the induced phase shifts
are expected to be below detectable levels with existing instruments, but they may be in
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Figure 12.7: Posterior density functions for the resonance frequencies f02 (left) and f01
(right), for each of the GWTC-1 events.
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Figure 12.8: Posterior density functions for the phase shifts ∆φ02 (left) and ∆φ01 (right),
for each of the GWTC-1 events.

reach of more sensitive detectors in the foreseeable future [465]. Note that for r-modes
the relevant parameters can be related to other properties of the neutron stars [456]; for
example the resonance frequencies are proportional to the spin frequencies, so that they
need not be treated as completely free parameters. Setting up appropriate measurements
then deserves a separate, in-depth treatment; this is work in progress.
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CHAPTER 13
CONCLUSIONS

Since Albert Einstein predicted the existence of gravitational waves, people have been
trying to detect them for years. Luckily, we were born in a fantastic time when we
could regularly detect gravitational waves, marking the beginning of gravitational-wave
astronomy and multi-messenger astronomy. With such a novel tool, we can look into the
Universe like never before. This thesis presented different aspects of physics probed with
gravitational waves. First, we showcased how the equation-of-state (EOS) of neutron
star matter is constrained by astrophysical observations, theoretical nuclear calculations,
and terrestrial nuclear experiments. Subsequently, we presented how nuclear physics
knowledge can help answer astrophysical questions. Finally, we introduced methods to
test the validity of general relativity and applied them to the observations.

Constraining the equation-of-state of supranuclear matter

Because Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) calculations become very difficult at the den-
sity of a neutron star’s core, the exact nature of matter at such a density is still unknown.
In Part II, we presented how to estimate the properties of neutron star matter via ob-
servational constraints. In particular, constraints on the supranuclear matter based on
astrophysical observations (Ch. 5), including nuclear theoretical calculation (Ch. 6, Ch. 8),
and including terrestrial nuclear experiments (Ch. 9) were presented.

In Ch. 5, we demonstrated how one could probe the existence and the nature of a first-
order phase transition in supranuclear matter with gravitational-wave signals from binary
neutron star (BNS) mergers. Applying our methodology on the two BNS detections made
so far, no decisive conclusion could be drawn, but in future our methodology may indicate
the presence of a phase transition, or exclude it in the accessible density range.

In Ch. 7, we demonstrated how one could distinguish between a low mass black hole
and a neutron star with the aid of EOS constraints and concluded that GW190814 is very
likely (> 99.9%) to be a binary black hole merger instead of a neutron star-black hole
merger.

In Ch. 6, Ch. 8 and Ch. 9, we presented a versatile multi-messenger framework, which
allows information on the EOS from vastly different channels to be included. Such a
framework enables us to put an accurate and precise constraint on the EOS. In par-
ticular, we have arrived at the state-of-the-art constraint of R1.4 = 12.01+0.78

−0.77km (95%
credibility) and demonstrated an excellent agreement between astrophysical observations
and terrestrial experiments. This framework also laid the foundation for the future of
probing nuclear physics via multi-messenger astronomy.

Astrophysical implications of an accurate constraint on the EOS

Besides the interest of the nuclear physics community, an accurate understanding of the
EOS can also benefit the astrophysics community. In Ch. 10, we developed a method to
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tell if a BNS signal is gravitationally lensed even if we have only one image. The method
relies on the difference between the measured and intrinsic neutron star matter properties,
which is impossible without a proper understanding of the EOS.

Testing the validity of general relativity

Besides the EOS, one can also test the strong field dynamics of the spacetime using
gravitational-wave observations. This part described how one can probe the nature of
spacetime and the nature of black-hole-like compact objects.

In Ch. 11, we developed the method for probing the presence of polarizations beyond
the ones of general relativity with a limited number of detectors. The method was applied
to GW170817 and showed no evidence of non-tensor polarizations.

In Ch. 12, we demonstrated how one can distinguish an exotic compact object (ECO)
from a black hole by looking for the signatures of resonances. We developed a framework
for 1) assigning statistically robust statements on the presence of resonance and 2) mea-
suring the properties of the resonance. Using this method on the GWTC-1 catalog, we
found no evidence of the presence of an ECO.

The age of statistics

“New physics will be discovered by the best statisticians.”
—– Prof. Kenneth Young, 2012.

I believe this thesis is a hint of the above statement. Without a carefully constructed
statistical framework, one will not be able to robustly extract physics from detections,
observations, and experiments. Especially in the age of observational physics, one has to
attach great importance to statistics. With a correct attitude toward statistics and data
analysis, I believe a bright future in physics is awaiting.
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PUBLIC SUMMARY
Astronomy

Since the existence of humanity, we have been looking up to the sky and wondering
what those stars are. The word “Astronomy” literally means the science of studying
the laws of stars. Such interest in the stars was shared by many ancient civilizations,
e.g., Babylonians, Greeks, Indians, Egyptians, Chinese, and Maya. Ancient civilizations
arrived at an initial understanding of celestial phenomena by studying the stars, the
Moon, and the Sun.

During the Renaissance, our understanding of the celestial mechanics was revolution-
ized. Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543) proposed a heliocentric model of the solar system,
which was defended by Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), and which acted as the foundation
for the discoveries by Johannes Kepler (1571-1630). Kepler was the first to come up with
the laws that accurately explained the motion of the planets around the Sun. On the
other hand, Kepler could not develop the underlying framework to explain the rules he
recorded. With his creation of celestial dynamics and the law of universal gravitation,
Isaac Newton (1642-1726) finally explained the motions of the planets.

However, at 19th century, Newtonian gravity was challenged by observation, the pre-
cession of Mercury’s perihelion (The closest point to the Sun on Mercury’s orbit). Urbain
Le Verrier (1811-1877) discovered the precession of Mercury’s perihelion in 1859, which
cannot be explained by Newtonian gravity. It was not until Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
introduced the general theory of relativity that this phenomenon could be properly un-
derstood.

The general theory of relativity and gravitational waves

Newton’s law of universal gravitation describes gravity as an attractive force between
objects with masses. This point of view was changed by the general theory of relativity
introduced by Albert Einstein in 1915. In general relativity, space and time are combined
into one continuum, spacetime. Spacetime is not solid but flexible, and can be curved
and bent. This curvature is caused by energy, and momentum.

Despite general relativity’s complexity and counter-intuitiveness, it became “the law of
gravitation” as it successfully explained observations that deviate from Newtonian gravity,
e.g., deflection of light by gravity. In addition, it also predicts many novel phenomena,
e.g., gravitational lensing, black holes, and neutron stars. In particular, the understanding
of gravitational time delay turns out to be essential for the Global Positioning System
(GPS) to work. Among all predictions, the presence of gravitational waves was the latest
to be directly verified.

Gravitational waves are ripples in the fabric of spacetime caused by accelerating masses
and that propagate at the speed of light outward from their source. They carry energy and
momentum and stretch spacetime and everything in it while propagating. The measured
orbital decay of the Hulse–Taylor binary pulsar, which matched the decay predicted by
general relativity as energy is lost to gravitational radiation, provided the first indirect
proof for the presence of gravitational waves.
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Detection of gravitational waves
Detection of gravitational waves is very challenging due to their tremendously small effect.
To detect gravitational waves, one needs to measure length changes that are more than
1000 times smaller than a proton. After years of development and innovation, the Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) was constructed.

On September 14, 2015, humankind made its first direct detection of a gravitational-
wave signal. The waveform of the detected signal matched the prediction of general
relativity, and it was emitted by a pair of black holes of around 36 and 29 solar masses.
The event named GW150914 directly confirmed the existence of gravitational waves. It
demonstrated the existence of a binary stellar-mass black holes and the fact that such
mergers could occur within the universe’s current age. After that, signals from binary
black hole mergers started being detected on a regularly basis, marking the beginning of
gravitational-wave astronomy.

On August 17, 2017, the first gravitational-wave signal emitted by binary neutron
stars was detected by LIGO together with Virgo, the gravitational-wave detector at Italy.
Moreover, numerous telescopes worldwide also saw the light of that merger. With its
gamma-ray burst detected by the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope and the INTErna-
tional Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) spacecraft and the kilonova
transient observed, multi-messenger astronomy began on that day.

The nature of neutron star matter
Neutron stars are the collapsed cores of massive stars made of neutrons or other forms of
nuclear matter. They are the densest objects in the Universe. With a mass of 1-2 solar
masses and the size of Amsterdam, it is the best laboratory for studying strong gravity
and nuclear interaction.

Suppose you give a bunch of nuclear astrophysicist neutron star mass and ask them
what the corresponding radius would be; instead of a single answer, you will receive a few
tens of different responses. This is because the nature of neutron matter is not precisely
known due to the theoretical difficulties associated with calculations in Quantum Chro-
modynamics (QCD), the theory that described the strong nuclear interaction. Different
approximations and approaches have be taken, resulting in vastly different results. With
the aid of gravitational and multi-messenger observations of neutron stars, we can tackle
this long-standing problem from the observational side.

This thesis demonstrated how one could probe the properties of the neutron star
matter using gravitational waves, light, theoretical nuclear calculation, and nuclear ex-
periments on Earth. Using this versatile framework on supercomputers, we arrived at
a state-of-the-art understanding of neutron star matter. We provided an accurate mea-
surement of the size of a neutron star at 1.4 solar masses, which is about 12 km. This
discovery significantly impacts the nuclear physics community. It allows us to understand
better how nuclear physics behaves at such densities.

Besides the nuclear physics community, the astrophysics community also benefits from
an accurate understanding of neutron star matter. This thesis showcases two such ap-
plications. First, we have shown how one can distinguish a low mass black hole and a
neutron star when no light is emitted. Second, we introduced methods to check if a binary
neutron star merger signal is gravitationally lensed even if we only see one image.
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Testing Einstein’s general relativity
Karl Popper (1902-1994) stated that any scientific statement must be falsifiable. Even
though Einstein’s general relativity has been a great success, in this tradition, we have to
put general relativity to the test and see if it holds.

This thesis proposed and applied two tests of general relativity. In general relativity, a
gravitational wave has only two polarizations. However, in alternative theories of gravity,
one can have up to four additional polarizations, and we introduced methods to look
for them. We applied the methods to GW170817, and found no evidence of non-GR
polarizations.

Moreover, we also looked into the nature of the black holes. In particular, we checked
whether the gravitational wave signals that are seemingly emitted by binary black holes
may actually have been due to even more exotic objects, by looking for particular types
of vibrations that might occur in them. We checked all ten presumed binary black hole
signals observed by LIGO and Virgo during their first and second observation runs with
this framework. We did not find any evidence for such effects, and the sources of the
signals were likely to be ordinary black holes.
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Astronomie
Sinds het bestaan van de mensheid kijken we naar de lucht en vragen we ons af wat die
sterren zijn. Het woord “astronomie” betekent letterlijk de wetenschap van het bestuderen
van de wetten van sterren. Een dergelijke interesse in de sterren werd gedeeld door veel
oude beschavingen, bijvoorbeeld Babyloniërs, Grieken, Indiërs, Egyptenaren, Chinezen en
Maya’s. Oude beschavingen kwamen tot een eerste begrip van hemelverschijnselen door
de sterren, de maan en de zon te bestuderen.

Tijdens de Renaissance werd ons begrip van de hemelmechanica radicaal veranderd.
Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543) stelde een heliocentrisch model van het zonnestelsel voor,
dat werd verdedigd door Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), en dat als basis diende voor de ont-
dekkingen door Johannes Kepler (1571-1630). Kepler was de eerste die wetten voorstelde
die de beweging van de planeten rond de zon nauwkeurig verklaarden. Aan de andere kant
kon Kepler het onderliggende raamwerk niet ontwikkelen om de regels die hij vastlegde
uit te leggen. Met zijn schepping van de hemeldynamiek en de wet van de universele
zwaartekracht verklaarde Isaac Newton (1642-1726) eindelijk de bewegingen van de plan-
eten.

In de 19e eeuw kwam de zwaartekracht van Newton echter onder druk te staan door
een waarneming, de precessie van het perihelium van Mercurius (het punt dat het dichtst
bij de zon staat in de baan van Mercurius). Urbain Le Verrier (1811-1877) ontdekte deze
precessie in 1859, die niet kan worden verklaard door de zwaartekracht van Newton. Pas
toen Albert Einstein (1879-1955) de algemene relativiteitstheorie introduceerde, kon dit
fenomeen goed worden begrepen.

De algemene relativiteitstheorie en zwaartekrachtsgolven
Newton’s wet van universele zwaartekracht beschrijft zwaartekracht als een aantrekkingsk-
racht tussen objecten met massa’s. Dit standpunt werd veranderd door de algemene
relativiteitstheorie die in 1915 door Albert Einstein werd geïntroduceerd. In de algemene
relativiteitstheorie worden ruimte en tijd gecombineerd tot één continuüm, ruimtetijd.
Ruimtetijd is niet solide maar flexibel en kan worden gekromd en gebogen. Deze kromming
wordt veroorzaakt door energie en momentum.

Ondanks de complexiteit en het tegen-intuïtieve karakter van de algemene relativiteit-
stheorie, werd het de ‘wet van de zwaartekracht’ omdat het met succes waarnemingen
verklaarde die afwijken van de Newtoniaanse zwaartekracht, bijvoorbeeld afbuiging van
licht door zwaartekracht. Daarnaast voorspelt het ook veel nieuwe fenomenen, zoals
zwaartekrachtlensvorming, zwarte gaten en neutronensterren. Vooral het begrip van grav-
itationele tijdsvertraging blijkt essentieel te zijn om het Global Positioning System (GPS)
te laten werken. Van alle voorspellingen was de aanwezigheid van zwaartekrachtsgolven
de laatste die rechtstreeks werd geverifieerd.

Zwaartekrachtsgolven zijn rimpelingen in het weefsel van de ruimtetijd die worden
veroorzaakt door versnellende massa’s en die zich voortplanten met de snelheid van het
licht, naar buiten toe vanaf hun bron. Ze dragen energie en momentum en rekken de
ruimtetijd en alles erin terwijl ze zich voortplanten. Het gemeten orbitale verval van de
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Hulse-Taylor binaire pulsar, dat overeenkwam met het verval voorspeld door de algemene
relativiteitstheorie als energie verloren gaat aan zwaartekrachtstraling, leverde het eerste
indirecte bewijs voor de aanwezigheid van zwaartekrachtsgolven.

Detectie van zwaartekrachtsgolven
De detectie van zwaartekrachtsgolven is zeer uitdagend vanwege hun enorm kleine effect.
Om zwaartekrachtsgolven te detecteren, moet men lengteveranderingen meten die meer
dan 1000 keer kleiner zijn dan de afmetingen van een proton. Na jaren van ontwikkeling en
innovatie werd de Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) gebouwd.

Op 14 september 2015 deed de mensheid zijn eerste directe detectie van een zwaartekr-
achtgolfsignaal. De golfvorm van het gedetecteerde signaal kwam overeen met de voor-
spelling van de algemene relativiteitstheorie en werd uitgezonden door een paar zwarte
gaten van ongeveer 36 en 29 zonsmassa’s. De gebeurtenis genaamd GW150914 bevestigde
direct het bestaan van zwaartekrachtsgolven. Het toonde het bestaan aan van dubbele
zwarte gaten en het feit dat dergelijke samensmeltingen zouden kunnen plaatsvinden
binnen de huidige leeftijd van het universum. Daarna werden regelmatig signalen van
binaire samensmeltingen van zwarte gaten gedetecteerd, wat het begin markeerde van de
astronomie met zwaartekrachtgolven.

Op 17 augustus 2017 werd het eerste zwaartekrachtgolfsignaal uitgezonden door bi-
naire neutronensterren gedetecteerd door LIGO samen met Virgo, de zwaartekrachtgolfde-
tector in Italië. Bovendien zagen ook tal van telescopen wereldwijd het licht van die fusie.
Met zijn gammastraaluitbarsting gedetecteerd door de Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope
en het INTErnational Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL) ruimtevaar-
tuig en de waargenomen ‘kilonova’-nagloed, begon de multi-messenger-astronomie op die
dag.

De aard van de materie van neutronensterren
Neutronensterren zijn de ingestorte kernen van massieve sterren die bestaan uit neutronen
of andere vormen van nucleaire materie. Het zijn de dichtste objecten in het heelal. Met
een massa van 1-2 zonsmassa’s en de grootte van Amsterdam is het het beste laboratorium
voor het bestuderen van sterke zwaartekracht en nucleaire interactie.

Stel dat je een stel kern-astrofysici een waarde geeft voor de massa van een neutronen-
ster en hen vraagt wat de overeenkomstige straal zou zijn; dan krijg je in plaats van één
antwoord wel enkele tientallen verschillende antwoorden. Dit komt omdat de aard van
neutronenmaterie niet precies bekend is vanwege de theoretische problemen die gepaard
gaan met berekeningen in Quantum Chromodynamica (QCD), de theorie die de sterke
nucleaire interactie beschrijft. Er worden uiteenlopenede aannames gedaan en benaderin-
gen gevolgd, wat tot zeer verschillende resultaten heeft geleid. Met behulp van gravitatie-
en multi-messenger-waarnemingen van neutronensterren kunnen we dit al lang bestaande
probleem van de waarnemingskant aanpakken.

Dit proefschrift heeft laten zien hoe men de eigenschappen van de materie van de
neutronenster kan onderzoeken met behulp van zwaartekrachtsgolven, licht, theoretische
nucleaire berekeningen en nucleaire experimenten op aarde. Met behulp van supercom-
puters kwamen we tot een state-of-the-art begrip van de materie van neutronensterren.
We hebben een nauwkeurige meting gedaan van de straal van een neutronenster met een
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massa van 1,4 zonsmassa’s, wat ongeveer 12 km is. Dit heeft een aanzienlijke impact op
de kernfysica-gemeenschap; het stelt ons in staat om beter te begrijpen hoe materie zich
gedraagt bij dergelijke dichtheden.

Naast de kernfysica-gemeenschap, heeft de astrofysica-gemeenschap ook baat bij een
nauwkeurig begrip van de materie van neutronensterren. Dit proefschrift laat twee van
dergelijke toepassingen zien. Ten eerste hebben we laten zien hoe je een zwart gat met een
lage massa kan onderscheiden van een neutronenster als er geen licht wordt uitgezonden.
Ten tweede hebben we methoden geïntroduceerd om te controleren of een zwaartekrachts-
golfsignaal van samensmeltende neutronensterren door de zwaartekracht wordt ‘gelensd’,
zelfs als we maar één afbeelding zien van de golf.

De algemene relativiteitstheorie van Einstein testen
Karl Popper (1902-1994) stelde dat elke wetenschappelijke verklaring falsifieerbaar moet
zijn. Ook al is de algemene relativiteitstheorie van Einstein een groot succes geweest, in
deze traditie moeten we de algemene relativiteitstheorie op de proef stellen en kijken of
deze standhoudt.

In dit proefschrift werden twee tests van de algemene relativiteitstheorie voorgesteld
en toegepast. In de algemene relativiteitstheorie heeft een zwaartekrachtgolf slechts twee
polarisaties. In alternatieve zwaartekrachttheorieën kan men echter tot vier extra polar-
isaties hebben, en we hebben methoden geïntroduceerd om ernaar te zoeken. We hebben
de methoden toegepast op GW170817 en hebben geen bewijs gevonden van andere polar-
isaties dan die van de algemene relativiteit.

Bovendien hebben we ook gekeken naar de aard van de zwarte gaten. We hebben in
het bijzonder gecontroleerd of de gravitatiegolfsignalen die schijnbaar door binaire zwarte
gaten worden uitgezonden, mogelijk te wijten zijn aan nog meer exotische objecten, door
te zoeken naar bepaalde soorten trillingen die daarin kunnen voorkomen. Met het door ons
ontwikkelde formalisme hebben we alle tien signalen van veronderstelde dubbele zwarte
gaten gecontroleerd die zijn waargenomen door LIGO en Virgo tijdens hun eerste en
tweede observatieperiodes. We hebben geen bewijs gevonden voor dergelijke effecten en
de bronnen van de signalen waren waarschijnlijk gewone zwarte gaten.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

BBH binary black hole.

BH black hole.

BNS binary neutron star.

CBC compact binary coalescence.

CEFT chiral effective field theory.

ECO exotic compact object.

EFT effective field theory.

EM electromagnetic.

EOS equation of state.

GR general relativity.

GRB gamma-ray brust.

GW gravitational wave.

IMR inspiral-merger-ringdown.

ISCO innermost stable circular orbit.

LIGO Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory.

LVC LIGO Virgo Scientific Collaboration.

LVK LIGO Virgo KAGRA Scientific Collaboration.

MAP maximum a posteriori.

MCMC Markov chain Monte Carlo.

NICER Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer.

NS neutron star.

O1 first observation run.

O2 second observation run.
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List of acronyms

O3a first half of the third observation run.

O3b second half of the third observation run.

PDF probability density function.

PN post Newtonian.

PSD power spectral density.

SNR signal-to-noise ratio.

SPA stationary phase approximation.

TOV Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff.

TT traceless transverse.
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